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PREFACE

The purpose of these guidelines for investigating geologic hazards and preparing engineering-geology reports is to provide recommendations for appropriate, minimum investigative techniques, standards, and report content to ensure adequate geologic site characterization and geologic-hazard investigations to protect public safety and facilitate risk reduction. Such investigations provide important information on site geologic conditions that may affect or be affected by development, as well as the type and severity of geologic hazards at a site, and recommend solutions to mitigate the effects and the cost of the hazards, both at the time of construction and over the life of the development. The accompanying suggested approach to geologic-hazard ordinances and school-site investigation guidelines are intended as an aid for land-use planning and regulation by local Utah jurisdictions and school districts, respectively. Geologic hazards that are not accounted for in project planning and design often result in additional unforeseen construction and/or future maintenance costs, and possible injury or death.

These guidelines are chiefly intended for Engineering Geologists performing geologic site investigations and for preparing engineering-geology reports on behalf of owners/developers seeking approval for site-specific development projects. The guidelines also provide a technical (scientific) basis for geologic-hazard ordinances and land-use regulations implemented by local jurisdictions. The guidelines and accompanying investigation checklists (appendix A) will be helpful to regulatory-authority Engineering Geologists conducting technical reviews of engineering-geology/geologic-hazard reports in support of the planning and development permit process.

Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10 update and revise the following Utah Geological Survey (UGS) guidelines, which were previously individually published as:

- Guidelines for Evaluating Surface-Fault-Rupture Hazards in Utah (2003), Utah Geological Survey Miscellaneous Publication 03-6
- Guidelines for Preparing Geologic Reports in Utah (1986), Utah Geological and Mineral Survey Miscellaneous Publication M
- Guidelines for the Geologic Evaluation of Debris-Flow Hazards on Alluvial Fans in Utah (2005), Utah Geological Survey Miscellaneous Publication 05-06
- Suggested Approaches to Geologic Hazards Ordinances in Utah (1987), Utah Geological Survey Circular 79

Chapters 6, 7, and 8 provide new guidelines for investigating land-subsidence and earth-fissure hazards, rockfall hazards, and geologic radon hazard, respectively. We combined all of the UGS geologic-hazard-related guidelines into one volume to ensure users have easy and convenient access to all of the guidelines in one document, and to facilitate future updates. As the UGS develops additional geologic-hazard investigation guidelines, this publication will be updated as necessary. Users should refer to the UGS web page for the most current information and guidelines: https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128.

Guideline Editors
Steve D. Bowman, Ph.D., P.E., P.G., Geologic Hazards Program (GHP) Manager
William R. Lund, P.G., GHP Senior Scientist Emeritus
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

by
Steve D. Bowman, Ph.D., P.E., P.G.

Dump truck crushed by rockfall on November 23, 1947, in Zion National Park (photo courtesy of the National Park Service).

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

by Steve D. Bowman, Ph.D., P.E., P.G.

OVERVIEW

Geologic hazards affect Utah, negatively impacting life safety, health, property, and the state’s economy. While many geologic hazards are not life threatening, they are often costly when not recognized and properly accommodated in project planning and design, and may result in additional, significant construction and/or future maintenance costs and injury or death. To ensure that future development within Utah is protected from geologic hazards, the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) recommends that a comprehensive engineering-geology investigation be performed for all development subject to local permitting. Such investigations provide valuable information on site geologic conditions that may affect or be affected by development, as well as the type and severity of geologic hazards at a site, and recommend solutions to mitigate the effects and the cost of the hazards, both at the time of construction and over the life of the development. Engineering-geology investigations and accompanying geologic-hazard evaluations may be performed independently, or be included as part of a more broadly based geotechnical investigation before project engineering design.

The guidelines presented herein provide recommendations for appropriate, minimum investigative techniques, standards, and report content to ensure adequate geologic site characterization and geologic-hazard investigations to protect public safety and facilitate risk reduction. Chapter 2 presents guidelines for conducting engineering-geology investigations and preparing engineering-geology reports; chapters 3 through 8 provide guidance for evaluating surface-fault rupture, landslide, debris-flow, land-subsidence and earth-fissure, rockfall hazards, and radon gas. These guidelines are intended to ensure effective site investigations and geologic-hazard recognition and mitigation at the municipal or county level. Chapter 9 provides a suggested approach to geologic-hazard ordinances and effective review of engineering-geology reports in Utah. Chapter 10 provides guidance on reviewing Utah school-site engineering-geology reports and the UGS review of these reports.

Geologic hazards are defined in Utah Code as a “geologic condition that presents a risk to life, of substantial loss of real property, or of substantial damage to real property” (Title 17, Chapter 27a, Section 103, http://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title17/Chapter27A/17-27a-S103.html?v=C17-27a-S103_20150512). Geologic hazards that have occurred in the recent geologic past and have the potential to occur in the future in Utah include, but are not limited to:

- Landslide Hazards, including
  - Landslides
  - Rockfall
  - Debris flows
  - Snow avalanches
- Earthquake Hazards, including
  - Ground shaking
  - Surface fault rupture
  - Liquefaction
  - Tectonic deformation
- Flooding Hazards, including
  - River, lake, or sheet flooding
  - Debris flows
  - Shallow groundwater
  - Dam and water conveyance structure failure
  - Seiches
  - Tsunamis
- Problem Soil and Rock Hazards, including
  - Collapsible soils
  - Expansive soil and rock
  - Shallow bedrock
  - Corrosive soil and rock
  - Wind-blown sand
  - Breccia pipes and karst
  - Piping and erosion
  - Land subsidence and earth fissures
  - Caliche
  - Soluble soil and rock
  - Radon gas
- Volcanic Hazards, including
  - Volcanic eruption
  - Lava flows
  - Ash clouds
COSTS OF GEOLOGIC HAZARDS

Geologic hazards that are not accounted for in project planning and design often result in additional unforeseen construction and/or future maintenance costs, and possible injury or death. There is only limited information on the direct and indirect economic costs of geologic hazards in the United States, including Utah; however, some information is available for large landslide events. For example, landslides in the United States cause between $1.6 and $3.2 billion (2013 dollars) in damages each year (Committee on Ground Failure Hazards, 1985).

Since 1847, approximately 6172 fatalities from geologic hazards have been documented in Utah (table 1), as well as a significantly larger, but undetermined number of injuries. Radon gas exposure (lung cancer) has been Utah’s most deadly geologic hazard, with over 5729 fatalities (data only available from 1973 to 2016), followed by landslide hazards with 337 documented fatalities, and then flooding hazards with 101 documented fatalities. As debris flows are both a landslide and flooding hazard, fatalities are listed in both hazard categories. Using the economic value of a statistical life of $11.6 million (2016 dollars; U.S. Department of Transportation, 2014), the 6172 fatalities are valued at $71.6 trillion. The estimated economic value of human life is not considered in the hazard economic costs given below.

In almost all cases, it is more cost effective to perform a comprehensive engineering-geology investigation to identify and characterize geologic hazards and implement appropriate mitigation in project design and construction, rather than relying on additional maintenance over the life of the project or to incur costly change orders during construction.

Landslide Hazards

Landslide hazards have resulted in at least 341 fatalities in Utah since 1850, with 89.8% of deaths from snow avalanches and 10.2% of deaths from landslides (rock and soil), rockfall, and debris flows (table 2). While nearly all the recorded snow avalanche deaths since 1950 have been caused by human-triggered avalanches, many of these events have occurred at or near developed areas where appropriate mitigation measures should be employed.

Landslides

The 1983 Thistle landslide, Utah’s largest natural (non-mining related) historical landslide, resulted in direct costs of $200 million, including $81 million in lost revenue by the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad (now Union Pacific Railroad; University of Utah, 1984). The Utah Department of Transportation estimates that repairs from damage to Utah State Highway 14 from a major 2011 landslide cost between $13 and $15 million (Dave Fadling, Utah Depart-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geologic Hazard</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landslide Hazards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landslides(^1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockfall</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debris Flows(^2)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow Avalanches(^3)</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake Hazards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Shaking</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooding Hazards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debris Flows(^2)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam and Water Conveyance Structure Failure(^1)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Soils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon Gas(^4)</td>
<td>1973–2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Because of uncertainty in event initiation, three fatalities are listed in both the “Landslides” and “Dam and Water Conveyance Structure Failure” categories.

\(^2\) Debris flows are both a landslide and flooding hazard.

\(^3\) The majority of post-1950 snow avalanche fatalities are in the backcountry from human-induced avalanches; however, many have occurred near or in developed areas where appropriate mitigation measures should be used.

\(^4\) Limited data are available and contain various assumptions; exact number of fatalities is unknown.

\(^5\) Based on World Health Organization general estimate that 14% of lung cancer cases are attributable to radon gas (Sasha Zaharoff, Utah Department of Health, written communication, 2015) and data from the Utah Environmental Public Health Tracking Network, 2018 [http://epht.health.utah.gov/epht-view/query/result/ucr/UCRCntyICDO2/Count.html].

The 2014 Parkway Drive landslide in North Salt Lake severely damaged a house and tennis and swim club, and threatens other houses and nearby regional natural gas pipelines (figure 1; Bowman, 2015); remediation is expected to cost $2 million (KSL, 2015), not including emergency response or homeowner relocation costs.

The Springhill landslide in North Salt Lake resulted in demolition of 18 homes since movement began around the late 1990s. Due to ongoing movement and subsequent public safety hazards, the City of North Salt Lake applied for a Federal Emergency Management Agency grant in 2011, to mitigate landslide hazards by purchasing 11 affected homes and demolishing them at a cost of $2.5 million (City of North Salt Lake, 2011). Figure 2 shows one of the affected homes.

Rockfall

Rockfall has caused significant damage to structures and property and resulted in at least 16 deaths in Utah since 1850 (table 3). Many of these fatalities were recreation related, and there-
Table 2. Utah landslide fatalities since 1850, based on newspaper, report, and scientific descriptions of events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/12/2005</td>
<td>Kanab Creek, Kanab</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stream bank collapse</td>
<td>UGS RI 269, p. 17–24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 RI (Report of Investigation), UGS (Utah Geological Survey).
2 It is unknown if a landslide initially caused the canal failure or if the canal failure caused the landslide; therefore, the three fatalities are included in both the “Landslides” and “Dam and Water Conveyance Structure Failure” categories.

Debris Flows

Debris flows have caused significant damage to structures and property and resulted in at least 15 deaths in Utah since 1847 (table 4). Damage to 29 homes and two businesses from the September 12, 2002, Santaquin, Utah, fire-related debris flow (figure 4) totaled about $500,000 (Brad Bartholomew, Utah Division of Emergency Management, verbal communication, 2012). As debris flows are both a landslide and flooding hazard, fatalities are listed in both hazard categories.
Earthquake Hazards

Although only two fatalities (ground shaking related) from earthquakes have occurred in Utah since 1847 (table 6), scenario modeling predicts 2000 to 2500 fatalities, 7400 to 9300 life-threatening injuries, 55,400 buildings completely damaged, 21 billion tons of debris, and $33.2 billion in estimated short-term, direct economic losses from a major (magnitude [M] 7.0) earthquake on the Salt Lake City segment of the Wasatch fault zone (Earthquake Engineering Research Institute [EERI], 2015). About 90,200 unreinforced masonry buildings (URM), or over 61% of the total number of buildings in the 12-county area, will be moderately damaged or totally destroyed (EERI, 2015). Such an event will likely take decades to recover from and will be the single-most costly geologic hazard event to affect Utah.

Damage from the 2008 Wells (population 1657), Nevada, earthquake (M 6.0), the most recent damaging earthquake near Utah, totaled approximately $10.6 million, with nearly half of the approximately 80 non-residential buildings damaged and 10 severely damaged (dePolo, 2011). The Wells earthquake is an important analog for rural Utah towns and cities, with similar URM building stock and fragile economic conditions.

Flooding Hazards

Flooding hazards have caused significant damage to structures and property and resulted in at least 101 fatalities in Utah since 1847, with 80.1% of deaths from floods and flash floods.
14.9% from debris flows, and 5.0% from dam and water conveyance structure failures. Sixteen major flood events since 1923 have caused over $1.3 trillion in damage (Utah Division of Emergency Management, 2014), and to date, flooding is Utah’s most economically costly geologic hazard. As debris flows are both a landslide and flood hazard, fatalities are listed in both hazard categories.

Floods and Flash Floods

Floods and flash floods have caused significant damage to structures and property and resulted in at least 81 fatalities in Utah since 1847 (table 7). Flash floods produced Utah’s most deadly, single-event geologic hazard (20 fatalities), when on September 14, 2015, seven canyoneers in Keyhole Canyon in Zion National Park and 13 people in two vehicles in Hildale drowned in flash flooding resulting from a single summer thunderstorm.

Debris Flows

See debris-flow hazards in the Landslide Hazards section above.

Dam and Water Conveyance Structure Failure

Dam and water conveyance structure failures have caused significant damage to structures and property and resulted in five
### Table 5. Utah snow avalanche fatalities since 1847, based on newspaper, report, and scientific descriptions of events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location1</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>References2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847–1949</td>
<td>Various1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/13/1885</td>
<td>Emma mine, Alta</td>
<td>– 16</td>
<td>Covered 3/4th of town</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/28/1903</td>
<td>Near Park City</td>
<td>– 3</td>
<td>Miners</td>
<td>Brough, O'Malley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/31/1911</td>
<td>Alta</td>
<td>– 4</td>
<td>Miners</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4/1920</td>
<td>Canyons around Salt Lake Valley</td>
<td>– 9</td>
<td>Also first few days of April</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/17/1926</td>
<td>Bingham Canyon</td>
<td>– 394</td>
<td>Homes destroyed</td>
<td>Deseret News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950–1957</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/9/1958</td>
<td>Snowbasin, Mt. Ogden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rescuers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29/1964</td>
<td>Snowbasin</td>
<td>– 1</td>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/12/1967</td>
<td>Pharaohs Glen</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Climbers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/19/1968</td>
<td>Rock Canyon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hiker</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29/1970</td>
<td>Alta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>In-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29/1970</td>
<td>Park West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>In-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/6/1976</td>
<td>Alta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/3/1976</td>
<td>Snowbird</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>In-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/19/1979</td>
<td>Helper</td>
<td>– 1</td>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/2/1979</td>
<td>Lake Desolation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/11/1980</td>
<td>Evergreen Ridge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/1/1981</td>
<td>Cardiff</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hiker</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/1/1981</td>
<td>Millcreek</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/22/1982</td>
<td>Near Park West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/1984</td>
<td>Superior Peak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/22/1985</td>
<td>Powder Mountain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/19/1985</td>
<td>Park City</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>In-bounds wet slide</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/13/1985</td>
<td>Sunset Peak, BCC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Backcountry skiers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/6/1986</td>
<td>Provo Canyon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/17/1986</td>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry snowboarder</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/19/1986</td>
<td>Alta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>In-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/20/1986</td>
<td>Sugarloaf, Alta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hiker, unopened area</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/15/1987</td>
<td>Twin Lakes Reservoir</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/25/1989</td>
<td>Tony Grove Lake</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/12/1992</td>
<td>Gold Basin, La Sal Mountains</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Backcountry skiers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/1/1992</td>
<td>Mineral Basin, Snowbird</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16/1993</td>
<td>Sundance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier, closed area</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/25/1993</td>
<td>Pinecrest, Emigration Canyon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/3/1993</td>
<td>Wolverine Cirque</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/18/1994</td>
<td>10,420’ Peak, BCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/7/1994</td>
<td>Snowbird</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier, pre-season</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/14/1995</td>
<td>Ben Lomond Peak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snowmobilers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/23/1995</td>
<td>Midway</td>
<td>– 1</td>
<td>Resident in roof slide.</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/12/1995</td>
<td>Gobblers Knob, BCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/2/1996</td>
<td>Solitude</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Patroller</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/27/1996</td>
<td>Maybird Gulch, LCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/7/1996</td>
<td>Bountiful Peak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/26/1996</td>
<td>Flagstaff Peak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/11/1997</td>
<td>Logan Peak</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Campers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/25/1997</td>
<td>Provo Canyon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Climber</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/17/1998</td>
<td>Near Coalville</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/18/1998</td>
<td>Sanpete County</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/26/1998</td>
<td>Near Weber State</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hiker (possible suicide)</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/7/1998</td>
<td>Snowbird</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowboarder, pre-season</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/1999</td>
<td>Wasatch Plateau</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snowboarders</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29/1999</td>
<td>Mt. Nebo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/6/1999</td>
<td>Little Willow Canyon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hiker</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/11/2000</td>
<td>Squaretop, Canyons</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds skiers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/27/2001</td>
<td>Near Canyons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/10/2001</td>
<td>Oakley, Uinta Mountains</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snowmobilers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/28/2001</td>
<td>Stairs Gulch, BCC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Climbers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/14/2001</td>
<td>Willard Basin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1/2002</td>
<td>Windy Ridge, Uinta Mountains</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/15/2003</td>
<td>Gobbler Knob, BCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/26/2003</td>
<td>Aspen Grove, Timpanogos</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Backcountry snowboarders</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/26/2004</td>
<td>Empire Canyon, Park City</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowshoer</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/10/2004</td>
<td>Twin Lakes Pass, SLC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/11/2004</td>
<td>Trout Creek, Strawberry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mineral Fork, SLC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snowshoers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8/2005</td>
<td>Choke Cherry, Mt. Pleasant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ephraim Canyon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowboarder</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/14/2005</td>
<td>Dutch Draw, Park City</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowboarder</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/31/2005</td>
<td>Whiskey Hill</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowboarder</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/2005</td>
<td>Emerald Lake, Timpanogos</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowshoe</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11/2006</td>
<td>Taylor Canyon, Ogden</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowboarder</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/17/2007</td>
<td>Signal Peak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tower Mountain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/18/2007</td>
<td>Hells Canyon, Snowbasin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/21/2007</td>
<td>Gobbler Knob, BCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/23/2007</td>
<td>Canyons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/25/2007</td>
<td>Thousand Peaks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/2007</td>
<td>Co-op Mountain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/14/2008</td>
<td>Mt. Baldy, Snowbird</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>In-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/24/2008</td>
<td>Providence Canyon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snowmobilers</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/29/2008</td>
<td>Windy Ridge-Moffit Basin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2/2010</td>
<td>Hells Canyon, Snowbasin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/27/2010</td>
<td>Silver Fork, BCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29/2010</td>
<td>Grandview Peak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/4/2010</td>
<td>Francis Peak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/26/2011</td>
<td>Big Horseshoe Bowl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/13/2011</td>
<td>Gad Valley, Snowbird</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Skier, pre-season</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fatalities in Utah since 1847 (table 8). The failure of Quail Creek dam on December 31, 1988, resulted in approximately $12 million in damage and cost $8 million to rebuild (UDEM, 2014). Most Utah dam and canal failures have resulted from piping, erosion, and other soil or rock problems.

### Problem Soil and Rock Hazards

Problem soils, such as expansive, compressible, and/or collapsible soils, can cause extensive damage to structures and foundations. Problem soils may also damage pavements after construction, resulting in high maintenance and/or replacement costs, along with increased legal and financial liability from pavement separation and/or gaps causing tripping hazards. In addition, future maintenance may disrupt business activities, resulting in increased costs and/or lost revenue. While no deaths have been reported in Utah from problem soil hazards, they have caused an undetermined, but very significant, amount of infrastructure damage and resulting economic impact.

### Land Subsidence and Earth Fissures

Land subsidence and earth fissures due to groundwater mining have caused significant damage in Utah, including in the Escalante (Lund and others, 2005), Cedar (Kaliser, 1978; Knudsen and others, 2014), and Parowan (DuRoss and Kirby, 2004) Valleys. While damage cost estimates for Utah are not available, between 1990 and 2000, the federal government and the State of Nevada spent over $7.5 million to move residents

---

**Table 5. Continued**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/28/2012</td>
<td>Kesler Ridge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry snowboarder</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/5/2012</td>
<td>Fish Lake</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/23/2012</td>
<td>Dutch Canyon, Canyons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds snowboarder</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/3/2012</td>
<td>Beaver Basin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/8/2014</td>
<td>Tibble Fork Reservoir</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowshoer</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/9/2014</td>
<td>Huntington Reservoir</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/7/2014</td>
<td>Whitney Reservoir</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/21/2015</td>
<td>Gobblers Knob</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sltrib.com/">http://www.sltrib.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/31/2016</td>
<td>Shale Shot, Summit County</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backcountry skier</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ksl.com/">http://www.ksl.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/18/2019</td>
<td>Electric Lake</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Skier</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/25/2019</td>
<td>East Face of Laurel Peak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/7/2019</td>
<td>Circleville Mountain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/9/2019</td>
<td>Chalk Creek</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowmobiler</td>
<td>NWS/UAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 BCC (Big Cottonwood Canyon), LCC (Little Cottonwood Canyon), SLC (Salt Lake City).
3 Most of these fatalities occurred in the early mining days of Utah.
4 Brough and others (1987) indicate 36 fatalities.

**Table 6. Utah earthquake fatalities since 1847, based on newspaper, report, and scientific descriptions of events.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/12/1934</td>
<td>Hansel Valley fault zone (M6.6)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trench collapse (1) and death of sick woman (1)</td>
<td>UUSS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 UUSS (University of Utah Seismograph Stations).
Table 7. Utah flood fatalities since 1847, based on newspaper, report, and scientific descriptions of events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/17/1863</td>
<td>Pine Creek, Iron County</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cloudbursts flood Pine Creek to a level of 20 feet.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/23/1878</td>
<td>Skull Valley</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A cloudburst at Johnson’s settlement.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/16/1889</td>
<td>Wood Canyon, Mayfield</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Flash flood</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/14/1896</td>
<td>Eureka</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Torrential rain flooded town.</td>
<td>NWS, Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/28/1896</td>
<td>Eureka</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Raging torrent down Main Street.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/22/1896</td>
<td>Clear Creek Canyon, Joseph</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wagonload of laborers caught in a flooded stream.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/7/1896</td>
<td>Mill Creek, Moab</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Man drowned attempting to cross.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/16/1889</td>
<td>Mayfield</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boy drowned in flash flood.</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/4/1900</td>
<td>Orangeville</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Creek flooded by heavy rain.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/4/1901</td>
<td>Coyote (La Sal)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Girl drowned in flood.</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/5/1901</td>
<td>Gorge 15 miles below Escalante</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boy drowned swimming when freshet came down guilty.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/1901</td>
<td>Winter Quarters, Scofield</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Man trapped in flash flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/10/1903</td>
<td>Dry Creek, Toquerville</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Man trapped in flash flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/1/1909</td>
<td>Ashley River, Vernal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Man drowned in flash flood while driving a wagon across.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/19/1918</td>
<td>Pleasant Creek, Mount Pleasant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Intense cloudburst causing extensive flooding.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2/1922</td>
<td>Magna</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boy drowned in flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/13/1923</td>
<td>Willard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fatalities in home damaged by flood.</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/4/1925</td>
<td>Five Mile Creek, Vernal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Child drowned when swept from auto mobile by a flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/16/1928</td>
<td>Nine Mile Canyon, Price</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Man drowned from heavy flooding that covered his automobile.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/13/1930</td>
<td>Mona</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mud on highway, boy killed.</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/1931</td>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Woman swept to death.</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/21/1934</td>
<td>Lost Creek, Salina</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boy drowned in a sudden flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/29/1936</td>
<td>Ferron</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Woman drowned in cloudburst flood down a dry wash.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/30/1936</td>
<td>Minersville</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cloudburst flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/29/1937</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Flood rolled boulders into a home.</td>
<td>Brough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/31/1939</td>
<td>Diamond Creek, Book Cliffs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Woman swept to death by flood waters.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/5/1948</td>
<td>Sunnyside</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Body in debris after flash flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/26/1952</td>
<td>Buckhorn Wash Proving Ground, Castle Dale</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Man drowned in tunnel when cloudburst flooded the tunnel.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/17/1961</td>
<td>Virgin River Narrows, Zion NP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Party of 26 caught in flash flood, 14 foot flood crest in some locations.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wahweap Creek, Glen Canyon City</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Girl drowned in flash flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/5/1970</td>
<td>Four Corners area</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Drove car off washed-out bridge.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/18/1980</td>
<td>Kolob Creek, Virgin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Car driving across creek carried down stream, drowning.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/18/1986</td>
<td>Box Elder County</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boy drowned in rain-swollen canal.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/14/1996</td>
<td>White Canyon, Blanding</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hiking party of 13 caught in flash flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/27/1998</td>
<td>Virgin River Narrows, Zion NP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Flash flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/5/1998</td>
<td>Ice Cream Canyon, Glen Canyon NRA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Girl swept away from flash flood, canyon wall gave away.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/13/2001</td>
<td>Washington County</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boy swept off cliff by flash flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 7. Continued**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/10/2005</td>
<td>Red Cliff Recreation Area</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Party of 2 caught in dry wash flood in their vehicle</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/30/2006</td>
<td>Garleys Wash, Carbon County</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Family offroading vehicle was hit with flash flood</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/10/2008</td>
<td>Slot Canyon in Garfield County</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Party of 8 caught in slot canyon flash flood.</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/1/2012</td>
<td>La Verkin Creek, Washington County</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Girl playing in backyard swept away by flash flood</td>
<td>NWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/27/2014</td>
<td>Virgin River Narrows, Zion NP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Man killed from flash flood</td>
<td>UGS files, <a href="https://www.ksl.com/article/36545005">https://www.ksl.com/article/36545005</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/14/2015</td>
<td>Keyhole Canyon, Zion NP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hiking party of 7 caught in flash flood</td>
<td>UGS files, <a href="https://www.ksl.com/article/36545005">https://www.ksl.com/article/36545005</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/14/2015</td>
<td>Short Creek, Hildale</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sixteen individuals in two vehicles caught in flash flood</td>
<td>UGS files, <a href="https://www.ksl.com/article/36545005">https://www.ksl.com/article/36545005</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total:** 81

1 Not including vehicular fatalities (crashes, skidding, etc.) caused by flooding.
3 Brough and others (1987) indicates fatalities occurring near Myton.

**Table 8. Utah dam and water conveyance structure failure fatalities since 1847, based on newspaper, report, and scientific descriptions of events.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5/16/1963</td>
<td>Little Deer Creek Dam, Uinta Mountains</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dam failure, four year old boy died</td>
<td>UDEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/24/1983</td>
<td>DMAD Dam, Delta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dam failure, man drowned from flash flood</td>
<td>NWS, UDEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/11/2009</td>
<td>Logan Bluffs, Logan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Canal/landslide failure, home destroyed with three occupants</td>
<td>UGS, Survey Notes, 2009, v. 41, no. 3, p. 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total:** 5

2 It is unknown if a landslide initially caused the canal failure or if the canal failure caused the landslide; therefore, the three fatalities are included in both the “Landslides” and “Dam and Water Conveyance Structure Failure” categories.

**Table 9. Utah radon gas fatalities since 1973.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Fatalities¹</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973–2001</td>
<td>1460²</td>
<td>UEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002–2011</td>
<td>3816³</td>
<td>UEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>98²,³</td>
<td>UEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>87²,³</td>
<td>UEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>87²,³</td>
<td>UEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>90²,³</td>
<td>UEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>91²,³</td>
<td>UEPH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total:** 5729

1 Limited data are available and contain various assumptions; exact number of fatalities is unknown.
2 Based on general World Health Organization estimate that 14% of lung cancer cases are attributable to radon gas.
3 UEPH (Utah Environmental Public Health Tracking Network, 2018).
from and demolish the Windsor Park Subdivision in North Las Vegas due to earth fissures from groundwater withdrawal in the Las Vegas Valley (Harris, 2001).

**Radon Gas**

Between 1973 and 2016, there were approximately 5729 fatalities in Utah attributable to lung cancer caused by radon gas, having an estimated total first-year treatment cost of $2.7 to $3.6 million (based on World Health Organization general estimate that 14% of lung cancer cases are attributable to radon gas [Sasha Zaharoff, Utah Department of Health, written communication, 2015], data from [http://epht.health.utah.gov/epht-view/query/result/ucr/UCRCntyICDO2/Count.html](http://epht.health.utah.gov/epht-view/query/result/ucr/UCRCntyICDO2/Count.html), and Utah Environmental Public Health Tracking Network, 2015). Thousands of fatalities before 1973 from radon gas are likely. To date, lung cancer fatalities caused by radon gas are Utah’s most deadly geologic hazard. Geologic conditions directly affect indoor radon gas concentrations; however, indoor radon gas concentrations are highly dependent on building construction methods; see chapter 2, section on International Building/Residential Code and Local Requirements for more information.

**UGS GEOLOGIC-HAZARD GUIDELINES BACKGROUND**

Recognizing Utah’s susceptibility to geologic hazards, as evidenced by damage to infrastructure and injury or death to Utah citizens, the UGS began developing and/or collaborating on guidelines starting in the 1980s and continuing into the 2000s for (1) conducting engineering-geology investigations and preparing engineering-geology reports, (2) evaluating landslide, surface-fault-rupture, and debris-flow hazards, and (3) developing geologic-hazard ordinances. Full citations for those documents are presented below; this publication updates and supersedes these guidelines:


**CURRENT UGS GEOLOGIC-HAZARD GUIDELINES**

This publication provides revised and updated guidelines for conducting engineering-geology investigations and preparing engineering-geology reports (chapter 2); for investigating surface-fault-rupture (chapter 3), landslide (chapter 4), and debris-flow (chapter 5) hazards; for implementing geologic-hazard ordinances (chapter 9); and for preparing and reviewing engineering-geology reports for school sites (chapter 10). Additionally, the UGS has prepared new investigation guidelines for evaluating land-subsidence and earth-fissure hazards (chapter 6), rockfall hazards (chapter 7), and radon gas (chapter 8). All of the current guidelines are now combined into one publication to reduce duplication of topics, form a more complete reference, and facilitate easier updates and additions to the guidelines in the future.

These guidelines represent the recommended minimum acceptable level of effort for conducting geologic-hazard investigations and preparing engineering-geology reports in Utah. These guidelines identify important issues and general methods for investigating geologic hazards; they do not discuss all methods and are not a step-by-step primer for hazard investigations. The level of detail appropriate for a particular investigation depends on several factors, including the type, nature, and location of proposed development; the geology and physical characteristics of the site; and the level of risk acceptable to property owners, users, and land-use regulators.

The state-of-practice of geologic-hazard investigations continues to evolve as new or improved techniques become available and are incorporated into hazard investigations. The methods outlined in these guidelines are considered to be practical and reasonable methods for obtaining planning, design, and risk-reduction information, but these methods may not apply in all cases. The Engineering Geologist in charge of a geologic-hazard investigation is responsible for understanding the appropriateness of the various methods and where they apply.

As the UGS revises existing or develops new geologic-hazard guidelines, this publication will be updated as appropriate. Us-
ers should refer to the UGS web page for the most current information and guidelines: https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/assistance/consultants/.
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CHAPTER 2: GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING ENGINEERING-GEOLGY INVESTIGATIONS AND PREPARING ENGINEERING-GEOLGY REPORTS IN UTAH

by Steve D. Bowman, Ph.D., P.E., P.G., and William R. Lund, P.G.

INTRODUCTION

The Utah Geological Survey (UGS) recommends that for all development subject to local permitting, a comprehensive engineering-geology investigation be performed to ensure that site geologic conditions are adequately characterized and accommodated in project design, and that the project is protected from geologic hazards. Investigation results should be presented in an engineering-geology report, which depending on project type and scope, may be a stand-alone document, or if conducted concurrently with a geotechnical-engineering investigation, may be part of a more comprehensive geotechnical report. In many, if not most, instances, engineering-geology investigations focus on geologic hazards, and the investigations and subsequent reports are often termed “geologic-hazard” investigations and reports. Engineering-geology investigations provide valuable information on site geologic conditions and the nature of geologic hazards present, and provide recommendations for accommodating geologic conditions in project design and for solutions to mitigate geologic hazards, both at the time of construction and over the life of the development.

Chapter 1 of this publication identifies the numerous geologic hazards in Utah that may affect present and future development. Engineering-geology investigations should be comprehensive and address all geologic hazards at a site. As the UGS continues to develop guidance for investigating other geologic hazards, those guidelines will be available on the UGS website (see chapter 1), and this publication will be periodically updated. The UGS website contains links to other guidance documents for investigating geologic hazards not currently covered by UGS guidelines; those guidance documents should be consulted as necessary by geologists conducting geologic-hazard investigations (https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/consultants/useful-websites/).


ENGINEERING-GEOLGY INVESTIGATIONS

The engineering-geology investigation required for a development depends on site geologic conditions, geologic hazards present, and the nature of the proposed development (structure type, size, placement, and occupancy; required cuts, fills, and other grading; groundwater conditions; and the specific purpose and use of the development). An engineering-geology investigation must address all pertinent geologic conditions that could affect, or be affected by, the proposed development. This can only be accomplished through proper identification and interpretation of site-specific geologic conditions and processes, and nearby features that may affect the site and/or development.

The scope of investigation and specific investigation methods will vary depending on project requirements and the regulatory agency that reviews and approves the project. However, the UGS considers these engineering-geology investigation guidelines and the geologic-hazard investigation guidelines in later chapters to represent the minimum acceptable level of effort in conducting engineering-geology/geologic-hazard investigations in Utah. Additionally, while withdrawn, ASTM International (ASTM) Standard D420 Standard Guide to Site Characterization for Engineering Design and Construction Purposes (ASTM, 2003) contains valuable information about performing geotechnical investigations. If soil and/or rock testing is part of the investigation, the organization performing the testing should meet the requirements of ASTM Standard D3740 Standard Practice for Agencies Engaged in the Testing and/or Inspection of Soil and Rock as Used in Engineering Design and Construction (ASTM, 2012a) and the Laboratory Testing section below. These standards are not meant to be inflexible descriptions of requirements and do not address all concerns.
When Geologic-Hazard Special Study Maps Are Not Available

Where geologic-hazard special study maps are not available, the first step in a geologic-hazard investigation is to determine if the site is near mapped or otherwise known geologic hazards. If so, larger scale maps (if available) should be examined, aerial photograph and other remote sensing imagery interpreted, and a field investigation performed to produce a detailed geologic map (see below) to determine if a geologic hazard(s) is present that will affect the site. If evidence for a hazard(s) is found, the UGS recommends that a site investigation be performed in accordance with the guidelines presented in this chapter and chapters 3 through 7 as applicable.

International Building/Residential Code and Local Requirements

The 2018 International Building and Residential Codes (IBC/IRC; International Code Council, 2017a, 2017b), adopted statewide in Utah after July 1, 2019 (Title 15A, https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title15A/15A.html), specify requirements for geotechnical investigations that also include evaluation of some geologic hazards. Local governments (Utah cities, counties, and special service districts) may also adopt ordinances related to geologic hazards that must be followed for development projects. These ordinances may include hillside development regulations. Existing ordinances vary significantly throughout the state, and it is the responsibility of the investigator to know the requirements and ordinances that apply to a site. A comprehensive geologic-hazard investigation will almost always exceed IBC/IRC and local minimum requirements.

Whereas the 2018 IBC Section 1803.2 allows the building official to “waive the requirement for a geotechnical investigation where satisfactory data is available that demonstrates an investigation is not necessary….” the UGS strongly recommends against this practice due to the often variable subsurface conditions present in Utah.

The 2018 IBC/IRC specify seismic provisions for earthquake hazards. Section 1613.1 of the IBC states, “Every structure, and portion thereof…shall be designed and constructed to resist the effects of earthquake motions…” and Section R301.1 of the IRC states, “Buildings and structures, and all parts thereof, shall be constructed to safely support all loads, including…seismic loads as prescribed by this code.” Both the IBC and IRC assign structures, with some exceptions, to a Seismic Design Category (IBC Section 1613.2.5 and IRC Section R301.2.2.1). Engineering-geology and geotechnical investigations are often needed to properly determine the seismic design parameters required to implement the code requirements. Seismic provisions of the IBC and IRC are intended to minimize injury and loss of life by ensuring the structural integrity of a building, but do not ensure that a structure or its contents will not be damaged during an earthquake.

Specifically, the 2018 IBC (Section 1803.5.11) requires an investigation for all structures in Seismic Design Categories C, D, E, or F to include an evaluation of slope instability, liquefaction, differential settlement, and surface displacement due to faulting or lateral spreading. Although the 2018 IRC does not specifically mention liquefaction and other seismic hazards, IRC Section R401.4 leaves the need for soil tests up to the local building official in areas likely to have expansive, compressive, shifting, or other questionable soil characteristics; however, investigators conducting engineering-geology or geotechnical investigations should always provide an evaluation of these hazards, and if present, provide recommendations to mitigate the hazard and/or risk.

For flooding, the 2018 IBC (Section 1612.1) and IRC (Section R301.1) state that construction of new buildings and structures and additions to existing buildings and structures must be designed and constructed to resist the effects of flood hazards and flood loads. These requirements apply to construction in flood-hazard areas (Zone A and other zones identified by the local jurisdiction) identified on Flood Insurance Rate Maps by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. IBC Appendix G provides important information on flood-resistant construction.

The 2018 IBC/IRC addresses issues related to problem soil and rock in Chapter 18, Soils and Foundations, and Chapter 4, Foundations, respectively. IBC Section 1803.5.3 and IRC Section R401.4 contain requirements for soil investigations in areas where expansive soil may be present.

For shallow groundwater, the 2018 IBC Section 1805 and IRC Section R406 contain dampproofing and waterproofing requirements for structures built in wet areas. IBC Section 1803.5.4 contains requirements for soil investigations in areas of shallow groundwater.

The 2018 IBC does not address radon hazards; however, investigators should always evaluate radon potential, and if present, provide recommendations to mitigate the risk from radon exposure. Appendix F, Radon Control Methods of the 2018 IRC and ASTM Standard E1465-08a Standard Practice for Radon Control Options for the Design and Construction of New Low-Rise Residential Buildings (ASTM, 2009), though while withdrawn, since not updated within eight years, describe radon-resistant construction techniques. The adoption of 2018 IRC appendix F and implementation of its construction techniques is at the discretion of local jurisdictions, but radon hazard should be evaluated during a comprehensive engineering-geology investigation regardless.

For tsunami-generated flood hazards, the 2018 IBC appendix M contains brief tsunami regulatory criteria. No tsunami hazard maps have been developed for Utah (Great Salt Lake or Utah Lake, where sub-lacustrine faults exist). The adoption of 2018 IBC appendix M is at the discretion of local jurisdictions, but tsunami hazard should be evaluated during a comprehensive engineering-geology investigation regardless for areas near Great Salt Lake, Utah Lake, and Bear Lake. The potential for
Engineering-geology investigations and accompanying geologic-hazard evaluations often are interdisciplinary in nature, and in Utah, must be performed by qualified, experienced, Utah licensed Professional Geologists (PG, specializing in engineering geology) and Professional Engineers (PE, specializing in geological and/or Geotechnical Engineering) often working as a team. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing (DOPL, https://dopl.utah.gov/) defines a Professional Geologist as a person licensed to engage in the practice of geology before the public, but does not define or license geologic specialists, such as Engineering Geologists. The DOPL issues Professional Geologist (https://dopl.utah.gov/geo/index.html) and Professional Engineer (https://dopl.utah.gov/eng/index.html) licenses in Utah, based on approved education and experience criteria, and also performs enforcement actions against licensees and others as necessary to protect Utah citizens and organizations.

Accordingly, engineering-geology investigations shall be performed by or under the direct supervision of a Utah licensed Professional Geologist, who must stamp and sign the final report. The evaluation of geologic hazards is a specialized area within the practice of engineering geology, requiring technical expertise and knowledge of techniques not commonly used in other geologic disciplines. In addition to meeting the qualifications for geologist licensure in Utah, minimum recommended qualifications of the Engineering Geologist in charge of a geologic-hazards investigation include five full years of experience in a responsible position directly in the field of engineering geology. This experience should include familiarity with local geology and hydrology, and knowledge of appropriate techniques for evaluating and mitigating geologic hazards.

Geologists performing engineering-geology investigations are ethically bound first and foremost to protect public safety and property, and as such must adhere to the highest ethical and professional standards in their investigations. Conclusions, drawn from information gained during the investigation, should be consistent, objective, and unbiased. Relevant information gained during an investigation may not be withheld. Differences in opinion regarding conclusions and recommendations and perceived levels of acceptable risk may arise between geologists performing investigations and regulatory-authority geologists working as reviewers for a public agency. Adherence to these minimum guidelines should reduce differences of opinion and simplify the review process.

**Literature Searches and Information Resources**

A thorough literature search is an important part of engineering-geology investigations and subsequent reports. The search should be performed soon after the initiation of an investigation to collect geologic and other data to develop an appropriate investigation scope and to discover geologic conditions and other hazards that may impact a site.

Published and unpublished geologic and engineering literature, maps, and other records (such as aerial photography and other remote sensing imagery) relevant to the site and the site region’s geology, geologic hazards, soils, hydrology, and land use should be reviewed as part of the engineering-geology investigation. These materials are available from a wide variety of sources (table 10), including the UGS; UGS Library (https://geology.utah.gov/library/); U.S. Geological Survey; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation; city, county, state, and university libraries; Natural Resources Conservation Service; Federal Emergency Management Agency; and city and county governments (typically planning and community development departments). Additional information on seismic hazards and risk is available from the Utah Seismic Safety Commission at https://ussc.utah.gov.

**Available UGS Information**

The UGS Geologic Hazards Program has a web page for consultants and design professionals (https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/assistance/consultants/useful-websites/). In addition to the recommended guidelines in this document, the page includes geologic-hazard reports relevant to surface-fault-rupture, landslide, debris-flow, land-subsidence and earth-fissure, and rockfall hazards in Utah; published UGS geologic-hazard maps, reports, and site-specific studies; geologic maps; hydrogeology publications; historical aerial photography; groundwater data; relevant non-UGS publications; and links to external geologic-hazard-related websites.

The UGS Geologic Hazards Program Geologic Hazards Mapping Initiative develops modern, comprehensive geologic-hazard map sets on U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 1:24,000-scale quadrangles in urban areas of Utah (Bowman and others, 2009; Castleton and McKeen, 2012) as PDFs and full GIS products. These map sets typically include 10 or more individual geologic-hazard maps (liquefaction, surface-fault rupture, flooding, landslides, rockfall, debris flow, radon, collapsible soils, expansive soil and rock, shallow bedrock, and shallow groundwater). Some quadrangles may have more maps if additional geologic hazards are identified within the mapped area. The Magna, Copperton, and Tickville spring quadrangle map sets (Castleton and others, 2011, 2014, 2018) within Salt Lake Valley have been published, with mapping continuing in Salt Lake and Utah Valleys. Similar UGS geologic-hazard map sets are available for the St. George–Hurricane metropolitan area (Lund and others, 2008), high-visitiation areas in Zion National Park (Lund and others, 2010), the State Route 9 corridor between La Verkin and Springdale (Knudsen and Lund, 2013), and the Moab quadrangle (Castleton and others, 2018). Detailed surface-fault-rupture-hazard...
maps have been published for the southern half of the Collinston segment, and the Levan and Fayette segments of the Wasatch fault zone (Harty and McKean, 2015; Hiscock and Hylland, 2015) and fault-trace mapping for the entire Wasatch fault zone is available in the Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database (https://geology.utah.gov/apps/qfaults). Mapping is currently underway for Cache Valley (East and West Cache fault zones and other faults), and the East and West Bear Lake, Hurricane, Oquirrh, Sevier, Topliff Hills, and Washington fault zones. The UGS routinely partners with local governments to expedite the publication of geologic-hazard special study maps in critical areas.

The UGS GeoData Archive System (https://geodata.geology.utah.gov) contains unpublished Utah geology-related scanned documents, photographs (except aerial), and other digital materials from our files and from other agencies or organizations in one easy-to-use web-based system. Resources available to the public are in the public domain/record and may contain reports (such as geologic-hazard and geotechnical reports) submitted to state and local governments as part of their permit review process. Reports for nearby developments can provide valuable insight into local geologic conditions and help develop appropriate and adequate investigations. Metadata describing each resource are searchable, along with spatial searching for resources that are local in nature. Reports within the system may be downloaded as text-searchable PDF files. Not all resources are available to all users due to end-user, copyright, and/or distribution restrictions. Users are also encouraged to search the UGS Library (https://geology.utah.gov/library/) for books and similar materials.

While the UGS website provides a source of much current, published information on Utah’s geology and geologic hazards, it is not a complete source for all available geologic-hazard information, and investigators should search and review other relevant literature and data as necessary.

### Aerial Photography

Aerial photography can provide an important historical view of a site to determine geomorphic activity, such as landslides and debris flows; document past land use and land cover; and provide a means to map in urbanized areas with significant to complete contemporary land-surface disturbance (as shown in Bowman, 2008). In Utah, the earliest known aerial photography dates from 1935, covering the Navajo Indian Reservation. The earliest known aerial photography along the Wasatch Front dates from 1936, and much subsequent aerial photography was acquired by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
(USDA) Agricultural Adjustment Administration (now the Farm Service Agency) for use in national programs in conservation, land-use planning, and ensuring compliance with farm output (Monmonier, 2002). An extensive collection of public-domain aerial photography of Utah is available from the UGS (as of June 2020, over 96,000 images are available at https://geology.utah.gov/map-pub/data-databases/airial-imagery/, and described in Bowman, 2012) and the USDA Aerial Photography Field Office (https://www.fsa.usda.gov/index) in Salt Lake City, Utah. Avery and Berlin (1992) discuss the acquisition, analysis, and interpretation of aerial photography in detail.

Low-sun-angle aerial photography, pioneered by Slemmons (1969), can be a valuable tool to identify geomorphic features related to geologic hazards, including fault scarps, earth fissures, landslide scarps, and other features. The UGS recently published two compilations of low-sun-angle aerial photography obtained by others in the 1970s and 1980s—one along the Wasatch fault zone and East and West Cache fault zones in northern Utah and southern Idaho (Bowman and others, 2015b), and the other along the Hurricane and Washington fault zones in southern Utah (Bowman and others, 2011).

Lidar Elevation Data

Light detection and ranging (lidar) is a technique of transmitting laser pulses and measuring the reflected returns to measure the distance to an object or surface. Lidar is commonly used to determine ground surface elevations to create highly accurate, bare-earth digital elevation models of the ground surface where the effects of vegetation have been removed. A lidar instrument can send pulses at a rapid rate, making a high point-spacing density (for example, several returns per square meter) possible, much denser than would be possible by traditional surveying methods. Lidar can measure the ground surface with accuracies of a few inches horizontally and a few tenths of an inch vertically (Carter and others, 2001). Landslides, fault scarps, and other features that are difficult to detect visually because of vegetation, access, or other issues, are often clearly visible in lidar data (figures 3 and 6). First developed in the 1960s with early laser components (Miller, 1965; Shepherd, 1965), lidar has evolved from simple electronic distance measurement systems used in surveying (Shan and Toth, 2009) into a sophisticated surface mapping technique on multiple platforms including airplanes, helicopters, ground vehicles, stationary tripods, etc.

Since 2011, the State of Utah, including the UGS, has collected over 44,898 square miles of 0.5-meter or 1-meter (ground cell size) lidar elevation data across the state. These data generally include bare-earth digital elevation models (DEM), first-return digital surface models (DSM), lidar intensity images, and appropriate metadata files. The UGS data are available at https://geology.utah.gov/resources/data-databases/lidar-elevation-data/. Public domain lidar data in Utah are also available from the Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center (https://gis.utah.gov/data/elevation-and-terrain/), OpenTopography (https://opentopography.org/), and may also be available from city and county governments. Additional information on lidar, including background, acquisition, processing, and analysis is presented in appendix C and in Bowman and others (2015a).

Excavation Safety

Excavation safety is of utmost importance when digging test pits and trenches, and performing other subsurface exploration. Two workers are killed every month in the United States from trench collapses (Occupational Safety and Health Administration [OSHA], 2011). Proper excavation methods, including following allowable minimum trench widths and maximum vertical slope heights, are necessary for all excavations. Excavations are regulated under federal code (29 CFR 1926 Subpart P – Excavations; https://www.osha.gov/laws-regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926SubpartP). More information on excavation safety is available online from OSHA (https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/trenchingexcavation/index.html) and the State of Utah Labor Commission (https://laborcommission.utah.gov/divisions/uosh/uosh-resources/).

Site Characterization


As part of site characterization, an adequate number, spacing, and location of subsurface exploration and subsequent laboratory testing are necessary, and will depend upon the specific project and local ordinances and requirements. Table 11 contains recommended minimum spacing and depth of subsurface exploration for a variety of constructed features. Often, engineering-geology investigations will require additional subsurface exploration (including increased depths) due to complex structural configurations; complex and/or variable geologic conditions; complex or large structural, seismic, or other loading; and other conditions. It is imperative that subsurface exploration extends to sufficient depths to adequately characterize geologic conditions and provide input data to engineering analysis, design, and mitigation of geologic hazards.

Extensive professional engineering geology and geotechnical experience and judgement are required to design an appropriate engineering-geologic site investigation. Reliance on input values from other projects, published general ranges or values, and data not directly acquired from the site should not be used for final reports and design. Review and
Figure 5. Comparison of 2006 National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) 1-meter color orthophoto imagery (left) and 2006 2-meter airborne LiDAR imagery (right) in the Snowbasin area, Weber County, Utah. Red lines outline the Green Pond and Bear Wallow landslides that are clearly visible in the lidar imagery, but barely visible to undetectable in the NAIP imagery. Data from the Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center (2006a, 2006b).

Figure 6. Comparison of 2009 High-Resolution Orthophotography (HRO) 1-foot color imagery (left) and 2011 1-meter airborne lidar imagery (middle and right) in the International Center area, Salt Lake City, Utah. Fault scarps indicated by red lines show traces of the Granger fault, West Valley fault zone, that are clearly visible in the lidar imagery, but barely visible to undetectable in the HRO imagery. Salt Lake International Airport visible to the right on each image. Data from Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center (2009, 2011).
acceptance of engineering-geology investigation proposals should strongly consider the frequency, spacing, and depth of subsurface exploration to ensure the proposed investigation will adequately characterize the site; cost should not be a significant proposal selection factor. Proposals submitted to local governments should be reviewed by the regulatory-authority Engineering Geologist as defined below in the Field Review and Report Review sections. Poorly developed engineering-geology investigations will result in inadequate input data for subsequent engineering analysis, design, and mitigation of geologic hazards; may result in cost overruns/change orders, decreased project performance, and increased maintenance costs; and may increase potential costs to local governments, and ultimately, the taxpayer.

### Geologic Mapping

Site geologic mapping should be performed in sufficient detail to define the geologic conditions present at and adjacent to the site. For most purposes, published geologic maps lack the necessary detail to provide a basis for understanding site-specific geologic conditions, and new, larger scale, independent geologic mapping is required. If suitable geologic maps are available, they must be updated to reflect topographic and geologic changes that have occurred since map publication. Extending mapping into adjacent areas will likely be necessary to define geologic conditions impacting the project area. Often, geologic mapping will be more useful to the project if performed with the intent of creating an engineering-geologic map that specifically focuses on site geologic conditions and geologic hazards as they affect the proposed development.

Mapping should be performed on a suitable topographic base map at an appropriate scale and accuracy applicable to the project. The type, date, and source of the base map should be indicated on each map. Mapping for most projects should be at a scale of 1:10,000 or larger to show pertinent features with sufficient detail. In certain cases where detailed topographic base maps at scales larger than 1:24,000 (U.S. Geological Survey [USGS] 7-1/2 minute quadrangles) are not available, geologic mapping may be performed on aerial photography of suitable scale to document pertinent features. On small-scale maps, one inch commonly equals 2000 feet (1:24,000) or more, whereas on large-scale maps, one inch commonly equals 500 feet (1:6000) or less. The base map should also include locations of proposed structures, pavements, and utilities.

The geologist performing the geologic mapping and preparing the final map should pay particular attention to the nature of bedrock and surficial materials, structural features and relations, three-dimensional distribution of earth materials exposed and inferred in and adjacent to the site shown on a cross section(s), and potential geologic hazards (such as landslides, rock-fall and debris-flow deposits, springs/seeps, aligned vegetation possibly indicative of a fault, and problem soil and rock). A clear distinction should be made between observed and inferred features and relations. Doelling and Willis (1995) provide guidelines for geologic maps submitted to the UGS for publication that may also be applied to mapping for engineering-geology/geologic-hazard investigations.

Engineering-geology mapping may be performed using the Genesis-Lithology-Qualifier (GLQ) system, which promotes

---

### Table 11. Recommended minimum subsurface exploration frequency and depth for constructed features (modified from Utah Department of Transportation, 2011, 2014; American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructed Feature¹</th>
<th>Frequency and Location²</th>
<th>Minimum Depth²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pavements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roadway Pavements</td>
<td>200 to 1000 feet</td>
<td>≥10 feet below pavement bottom elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slopess</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut Slopes</td>
<td>Every 200 to 600 feet, minimum of one for every cut ≥15 feet in depth</td>
<td>≥15 feet below base of cut and into competent soil or rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embankments</td>
<td>Every 200 to 600 feet</td>
<td>≥2x embankment height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buried Structures</td>
<td>One or more at each location</td>
<td>≥15 feet below foundation bottom elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow Foundations</td>
<td>Maximum 70 foot spacing</td>
<td>≥10 feet below foundation bottom or fully penetrating unsuitable soils, whichever is deeper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaining Walls</td>
<td>100 to 200 feet with locations alternating in front of and behind the wall; for anchored walls, additional locations in the anchorage zone; and for soil-nail walls, additional locations behind at a distance 1-1.5x the height of the wall, all 100 to 200 foot spaced.</td>
<td>To a depth below wall bottom where stress increase is &lt; 10 percent of existing overburden stress and between 1 to 2x the wall height, or fully penetrating unsuitable soils, whichever is deeper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound and Other</td>
<td>Every 250 to 500 feet</td>
<td>≥10 feet below foundation bottom elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freestanding Walls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ See chapter 3 for surface-fault-rupture, chapter 4 for landslide, chapter 5 for debris-flow, chapter 6 for land-subsidence and earth-fissure, and chapter 7 for rockfall hazard investigation subsurface exploration recommendations.

² Additional subsurface exploration (borings, test pits, etc.) and/or increased depths will often be needed, due to complex and/or variable geology; structural, seismic, and other loads; and/or other conditions. Extensive professional engineering geology and geotechnical experience and judgement is needed.
communication of geologic information to non-geologists (Keaton, 1984). The GLQ system incorporates the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS; ASTM, 2017), which has been used for many years in geotechnical and civil engineering, rather than the conventional time-rock system employed on most geologic maps. An import aspect when mapping for engineering-geology purposes is to map units having distinctive engineering-geology/geologic-hazard characteristics. The USDA system of soil classification for agriculture is generally inappropriate for engineering-geology mapping and delineating geologic hazards. The Unified Rock Classification System (Williamson, 1984) provides a systematic and reproducible method of describing rock weathering, strength, discontinuities, and density in a manner directly usable by Engineering Geologists and engineers. The Geological Strength Index (GSI) provides a system to describe rock mass characteristics and estimate strength (Marinos and Hoek, 2000; Marinos and others, 2005; Hoek and others, 2013). For altered materials, Watters and Delahaut (1995) provide a system for classification that can be incorporated into overall rock classification.

**Laboratory Testing**

An appropriate suite of samples should be tested to determine site soil and/or rock properties that match the scope and requirements of the project. Too often soil classification testing is incomplete in that testing is performed on one sample for moisture content, another for plasticity index (PI), and perhaps a third sample for fines content (<=200 mesh percent). An accurate soil classification cannot be determined from these tests performed independently of each other. An adequate number of samples should be tested to determine the laboratory-based soil classification (PI and gradation) as a check on field-derived (visual-manual) soil classification to reduce error.

Laboratory testing of geologic samples collected as part of an engineering-geology investigation should conform to current ASTM and/or American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) standards, as appropriate to the specific project. In addition, testing laboratories should be accredited by the AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory (AMRL, http://www.amrl.net/AmrlSitefinity/default/aap.aspx) and may also be validated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Materials Testing Center (https://www.erdc.usace.army.mil/Media/FactSheets/FactSheetArticleView/tabid/9254/Article/476661/materials-testing-center.aspx) to ensure compliance with current laboratory testing standards and quality control procedures. Most ASTM engineering-geology-related test standards are contained in Volumes 4.08 and 4.09 (Soil and Rock).

Complete laboratory test results should be placed in an appendix with a summary of results in the report text as needed. Test results should clearly state the laboratory identification, sample identification and location, test method standard used, date of testing, equipment identification (if applicable), laboratory technician performing the test, test data, and note any irregularity or changes from the standardized test method.

**Geochronology**

Evaluating geologic hazards frequently requires determining the timing (age), rate, and recurrence of past (paleo) geologic-hazard events. This is particularly true for characterizing earthquake hazards, which includes the investigation of surface-fault-rupture hazard (chapter 3). However, determining the timing and rate at which other geologic hazards occur is also useful for many kinds of geologic-hazard investigations. Therefore, Engineering Geologists conducting geologic-hazard investigations in Utah should have a good working knowledge of the more useful and commonly applied geochronologic methods.

When applying geochronologic methods to geologic-hazard investigations, investigators should keep certain conventions of terminology in mind. By definition, a “date” is a specific point in time, whereas an “age” is an interval of time measured backward from the present. It is generally accepted to use the word “date” as a verb to describe the process of producing age estimates (e.g., dating organic sediments using \(^{14}\)C). However, when used as a noun, “date” carries the implication of calendar years and a high degree of accuracy that is generally not appropriate (Colman and Pierce, 2000). Most “dates” are more accurately described as “age estimates” or “ages,” exceptions being dates derived from the historical record, and some dates derived from tree rings, glacial varves, or coral growth bands (Colman and Pierce, 2000). The North American Stratigraphic Code (NASC) (North American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 2005) makes a distinction between ages determined by chronologic methods and intervals of time. The NASC recommends that the International System of Units (SI [metric system]) symbols ka and Ma (kilo-annum and mega-annum, or thousands and millions of years ago, respectively, measured from the present) be used for ages, and informal abbreviations such as kyr and myr be used for time intervals (e.g., 1.9 ± 0.3 ka for the age of an earthquake, but 1.9 kyr to describe the interval of elapsed time since that earthquake). Radiocarbon ages are typically reported with the abbreviations yr B.P. (years before present; by convention radiocarbon ages are measured from A.D. 1950). Because radiocarbon ages depart from true calendar ages due to variations in atmospheric production of radiocarbon, radiocarbon ages must be calibrated to account for the variation. When calendar-calibrated radiocarbon ages are reported, the designation “cal” is included (e.g., 9560 ± 450 cal yr B.P.). By convention, the abbreviations yr B.P. and cal yr B.P. are restricted to radiocarbon ages (Colman and Pierce, 2000).

Many geochronologic methods are available to Engineering Geologists conducting engineering-geology investigations. The methods typically fall into one of two general categories: well established and experimental (Noller and others, 2000). Well-established methods are widely accepted and applied by the geologic community, and importantly, are usually commercially available. Experimental methods are
new, usually still under development, not fully tested, and not widely accepted or applied. Experimental methods commonly are in the “research phase” of development, and as such are not usually available for most engineering-geology investigations. Colman and Pierce (2000) classified geochronologic methods according to their shared assumptions, mechanisms, or applications as follows.

1. Sidereal (calendar or annual) methods, which determine calendar dates or count annual events.
2. Isotopic methods, which measure changes in isotopic composition due to radioactive decay and/or growth.
3. Radiogenic methods, which measure cumulative effects of radioactive decay, such as crystal damage and electron energy traps.
4. Chemical and biological methods, which measure the results of time-dependent chemical or biological processes.
5. Geomorphic methods, which measure the cumulative results of complex, interrelated, physical, chemical, and biological processes on the landscape.
6. Correlation methods, which establish age equivalence using time-independent properties.

Geochronologic methods may also be categorized by the results they produce. Colman and Pierce (2000) further identified four general result-based categories: numerical-age, calibrated-age, correlated-age, and relative-age methods. The methods are described here in order of decreasing precision.

1. Numerical-age methods produce quantitative estimates of age and uncertainty and are sometimes called “absolute ages,” but are more appropriately referred to as “numerical” ages.
2. Calibrated-age methods provide approximate numerical ages, and are based on systematic changes that depend on environmental variables such as temperature or lithology and must be calibrated using independent numerical ages (McCalpin and Nelson, 2009). These methods should not be confused with “calibrated” radiocarbon ages.
3. Correlated-age methods do not directly measure age and produce age estimates by demonstrating equivalence to independently dated deposits or events.
4. Relative-age methods provide an ordinal ranking (first, second, third, etc.) of an age sequence, and may provide an estimate of the magnitude of the age difference between members of the sequence.

Evaluating uncertainty associated with an age, numerical or otherwise, is critical to constraining the timing and recurrence of past geologic-hazard events. Many numerical ages are reported with a laboratory estimate of the precision (analytical reproducibility) of the age, commonly expressed as one or two standard deviations (σ or 2σ) around a mean. Frequently, the largest source of error in paleoevent dating is sample context error, or the error involved in inferring the time of an event from the age of an accurately dated (how closely a reported age corresponds to the actual age) sample (McCalpin and Nelson, 2009). Sample context error is often much larger than the 2σ deviation laboratory precision estimate, and must be carefully evaluated and explicitly acknowledged when calculating paleo-hazard event timing and recurrence. Where accurate information on earthquake timing and recurrence are of critical importance (e.g., where development is proposed directly across an active fault trace), it is recommended that timing and recurrence be modeled using OxCal 14C calibration and analysis software (Bronk Ramsey, 1995, 2001, 2010), which probabilistically models the time distributions of undated events by incorporating stratigraphic ordering information for numerical (e.g., 14C and luminescence) ages (Bronk Ramsey, 2008, 2009). See Lienkaemper and Bronk Ramsey (2009) and DuRoss and others (2011) for additional discussions on the use of OxCal in paleoseismic investigations.

Critical, but often overlooked, aspects of geochronologic dating, particularly numerical dating, are proper sample collection and handling prior to delivery to the laboratory. Most commercial dating laboratories post sample collection and
Table 12. Classification of geochronologic methods potentially applicable to geologic-hazard investigations (after Colman and Pierce [2000] and McCalpin and Nelson [2009]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF RESULT</th>
<th>Numerical Age</th>
<th>Calibrated Age</th>
<th>Correlated Age</th>
<th>Relative Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF METHOD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar Year</td>
<td>Radiocarbon ($^{14}$C)</td>
<td>Fission track</td>
<td>Amino-acid racemization</td>
<td>Stratigraphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotopic</td>
<td>K-Ar and $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar</td>
<td>Thermoluminescence</td>
<td>Obsidian and tephra hydration</td>
<td>Paleomagnetism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiogenic</td>
<td>Uranium series</td>
<td>Optically stimulated luminescence</td>
<td>Lichenometry</td>
<td>Tephrochronology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomorphic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Boundaries between “Type of Result” categories are dashed to show that results produced by geochronologic methods in one category may in some instances contribute to results typical of another category; i.e., boundaries between the categories are not sharply defined.

2 Geochronologic methods shown in italic type are known to have been applied to geologic-hazard investigations in Utah. Methods shown in bold italic type are commonly employed for geologic-hazard investigations in Utah.

handling instructions on their websites (e.g., Beta Analytic Radiocarbon Dating, 2014; Utah State University Luminescence Laboratory, 2014). Improper sample collection and handling may result in incorrect ages, ages that are difficult to interpret, or no useful age information at all. Where samples are collected from trenches that are then closed, or from other ephemeral or hard-to-access sample locations, it may not be possible to resample if the original samples are compromised by bad sampling and handling techniques.

ENGINEERING-GEOLOGY REPORTS

Engineering-geology reports will be prepared for projects at sites where geologic conditions range from relatively simple to complex; with some, many, or no geologic hazards present; and with varying types of development (structures, pavements, underground facilities, site grading, landscaping, etc.) and uses. As a result, the format and scope of an engineering-geology report should reflect project and regulatory requirements, and succinctly and clearly inform the reader of the geologic conditions present at and adjacent to the project site, and procedures and recommendations to mitigate geologic hazards. Reports should include a discussion of geologic conditions and hazards present that were not investigated, and why they were not investigated (e.g., limited scope and/or budget), and provide recommendations for future, more comprehensive investigation if necessary. All reports, addenda, and related materials should be dated and properly referenced or numbered, so that any revisions and a report timeline may be clearly determined.

The type and nature of the report should be clear to the end-user and reviewer so the report will be used for its intended purpose. Three types of engineering-geology reports are in general use: reconnaissance, preliminary investigation, and final investigation/design.

- **Reconnaissance Reports** – Present summary geologic information on a particular project based on a limited literature review and site visit, but without subsurface exploration. Often used for real-estate due-diligence activities and in preparation for in-depth investigations and subsequent final design reports. These reports should present only general conclusions, recommend additional investigation as necessary, and users should be clearly informed about report limitations. These reports should not be used for final design or construction.

- **Preliminary Investigation Reports** – Present incomplete geologic information during an investigation, in-
including preliminary results of subsurface exploration, laboratory testing, and other activities. Often used during a project to inform other project professionals (such as engineers and architects) of geologic issues and preliminary conclusions and recommendations prior to the completion of a final investigation report. Users should be clearly informed about report limitations. These reports should not be used for final design or construction.

- Final Investigation/Design Reports – Present the results of a completed geologic investigation of a project, including literature review results, aerial photograph and other remote sensing interpretation, subsurface exploration, laboratory testing, geologic analysis, cross sections, and final geologic conclusions and recommendations. These reports are suitable for permit review and approval, final project design, and decision making related to the project.

**General Information**

Each report should include sufficient background information to inform the reader (client, reviewing agency, etc.) of the general site setting, proposed land use, and the purpose, scope, and limitations of the geologic investigation. Reports should address:

- Location and size of the project site, and its general setting with respect to major or regional geologic and geomorphic features, including a detailed location map indicating the site.
- Purpose and scope of the geologic investigation and report.
- Name(s) of geologist(s) who performed the geologic investigation, developed interpretations and conclusions, and wrote the report. In addition, the name(s) of others who were involved with recording field observations and/or performing laboratory testing should be clearly stated on all results.
- Topography and drainage conditions within and adjacent to the project site.
- General nature, distribution, and abundance of soil and rock within the project site.
- Basis of interpretations and conclusions regarding the project site geology. Nature and source of available subsurface information and geologic publications, reports, and maps. Suitable explanations of the available data should provide a regulatory-authority reviewer with the means of evaluating the reliability and accuracy of the data. Reference to cited publications and field observations must be made to substantiate opinions and conclusions.
- Building setbacks and areas designated to avoid geologic hazards.
- Disclosure of known or suspected geologic hazards affecting the project site, including information on past performance of existing facilities (such as buildings, utilities, pavements, etc.) in the immediate vicinity of the site.

**Descriptions of Geologic Materials, Features, and Conditions**

Engineering-geology reports should contain detailed descriptions of geologic materials (soil, intermediate geomaterials, and rock), structural features, and hydrologic conditions within and adjacent to the project site. The following is a general list; however, it is not a complete guide to geologic descriptions and additional information may be necessary.

- Soils (unconsolidated alluvial, colluvial, eolian, glacial, lacustrine, marine, residual, mass movement, volcanic, or fill [uncontrolled or engineered] deposits).
  - Identification of material, relative age, and degree of activity of originating process.
  - Distribution, dimensional characteristics, thickness and variations, degree of pedogenic soil development, and surface expression.
  - Physical characteristics (color, grain size, lithology, particle angularity and shape, density or consistency, moisture condition, cementation, strength).
  - Special physical or chemical features (indications of shrink/swell, gypsum, corrosive soils, etc.).
  - Special engineering characteristics or concerns.
- Rock
  - Identification of rock type/lithology.
  - Relative age and formation.
  - Surface expression, areal distribution, and thickness.
  - Physical characteristics (color, grain size, stratification, strength, variability).
  - Special physical or chemical features (voids, gypsum, corrosive nature, etc.).
  - Distribution and extent of weathering and/or alteration.
  - Special engineering characteristics or concerns.
- Structural Features (faults, fractures, folds, and discontinuities)
  - Occurrence, distribution, dimensions, orientation, and variability; include projections into the project area or site.
  - Relative ages, where applicable.
  - Special features of faults (topographic expression, zones of gouge and breccia, nature of offsets, movement timing, youngest and oldest faulted units).
  - Special engineering characteristics or concerns.
- Hydrologic Conditions
  - Distribution, occurrence, and variations of drainage courses (rivers, streams, ephemeral and dry drainages), ponds, lakes, swamps, springs, and seeps.
  - Identification and characterization of aquifers, depth to groundwater, and seasonal fluctuations.
  - Relations to topographic and geologic features and units.
Evidence for earlier occurrence of water at locations now dry (vegetation changes, peat deposits, mineral deposits, historical records, etc.).

Special engineering characteristics or concerns (such as a fluctuating water table).

Seismic Conditions

Description of the seismotectonic setting of the project area or site (earthquake size, frequency, and location of significant historical earthquakes).

Current IBC/IRC seismic design parameters.

Assessment of Geologic Hazards and Project Suitability

The evaluation of geologic hazards in relation to a proposed development is a major focus of most engineering-geology investigations. This involves (1) the effects of the geologic features and hazards on the proposed development (grading; construction of buildings, utilities, etc.; and land use), and (2) the effects of the proposed development on future geologic processes within and adjacent to the site (such as constructed cut slopes causing slope instability and/or erosion problems). A clear understanding of all geologic hazards that may affect the construction, use, and maintenance of a proposed development is required to ensure development proceeds in a cost-effective and safe manner for the design professional, owner, contractor, user, community, and environment.

Identification and Extent of Geologic Hazards

Common geologic hazards encountered in Utah and that should be addressed in a comprehensive geologic-hazards investigation are listed below, along with specific guidelines contained in this publication as separate chapters or available elsewhere as short references.

Earthquake Hazards, including
- Surface-fault-rupture – chapter 3
- Ground shaking – see 2018 IBC Section 1613.1 and IRC Section R301.1
- Liquefaction
- Lateral spreading
- Tectonic deformation

Landslide Hazards, including
- Landslides – chapter 4
- Debris flows – chapter 5
- Rockfall – chapter 7
- Snow avalanches – see Mears (1992) for guidance
- Earthquake-induced landslides – chapter 4

Flooding Hazards, including
- River, lake, or sheet flooding – see 2018 IBC appendix G, and commonly addressed in locally adopted FEMA regulations
- Debris flows – chapter 5
- Shallow groundwater – see 2018 IBC Section 1805 and IRC Section R406
- Dam and water conveyance structure failure
- Seiches
- Tsunamis – see 2018 IBC appendix M

Problem Soil and Rock, including
- Breccia pipes and karst
- Caliche
- Collapsible soils
- Corrosive soil and rock
- Expansive soil and rock
- Ground subsidence and earth fissures – chapter 6
- Gypsiferous soil and rock
- Piping and erosion
- Radon – chapter 8 and see 2018 IRC appendix F, Radon Control Methods and ASTM Standard E1465-08a
- Shallow bedrock
- Wind-blown sand

Volcanic Hazards, including
- Lava flows
- Volcanic eruption and ash clouds

Suitability of Proposed Development in Relation to Geologic Conditions and Hazards

Once the geologic conditions and hazards at a site have been identified and investigated, the suitability of a proposed development in relation to these conditions and hazards must be determined. A proposed development may be found to be incompatible with one or more geologic conditions and/or hazards, resulting in development design changes. If these changes can be made early in the design process, significant cost savings may be realized.

Report Structure and Content

Engineering-geology reports should generally follow the recommended report format presented below; however, the content and scope of these reports should reflect applicable project and regulatory requirements, and may be combined with geotechnical investigation reports as appropriate. Relevant and well-drafted figures and/or tables should be included in the report as needed. Subcontractor reports, such as geophysical reports, should be included as an appendix and referenced in the text.
1. Introduction
   • Description of project and location
   • Investigation purpose
   • Investigation scope

2. Geology
   • Description of regional geologic setting
   • Description of site-specific geology, including cross section(s)

3. Geologic Investigation
   • Results of literature reviews and prior work
   • Description of aerial photography and other imagery analysis
   • Description of geologic mapping and surface investigation
   • Description of geophysical investigation
   • Description of subsurface investigation
     ◦ Test pits
     ◦ Trenches
     ◦ Drilling
   • Description of laboratory testing
   • Description of other work or investigation

4. Investigation Results and Interpretations
   • Geologic hazards
   • Geologic conditions that could affect the site and/or development.
   • Avoidance and/or mitigation options

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
   • Conclusions and recommendations should be clear and concise, and be supported by investigation-derived observations, data, and external references.
   • Limitations of the investigation and data.
   • Recommendations for future investigation, if needed.

6. References
   • Reports must provide complete references for all cited literature and data not collected as part of the investigation.
   • For aerial photography and other imagery, report project code, project name, acquisition date, scale, and frame identification for all frames used.

7. Appendices
   • Supporting laboratory test results and data, separated as necessary into individual appendices or sections.

8. Plates
   • Oversize maps, drawings, or other figures related to the report and properly named, numbered, and referenced within the report.

Figures and plates should use clear, high-quality graphics and commonly accepted scale values so users may make measurements with commercially available engineering scales. Figures and plates should rarely be drawn not-to-scale, and this method should never be used with site maps and drawings in locating site features and proposed development. Appropriate explanation information, including symbol definitions and north arrow, should be used as appropriate. Figure sizes should not exceed one page, preferably tabloid (11 x 17 inches) maximum page size. Plate sizes should generally not exceed 24 x 36 inches (Architectural D size) for ease of use and printing on commonly available large-format printers.

Summaries of data and/or condensed conclusions at the front of reports should be used with caution, as results are often used by readers without understanding the background information necessary to effectively interpret the data and/or recommendations.

Engineering-geology reports must be stamped, signed, and dated by the Engineering Geologist who conducted the investigation. In addition, any oversize plates should also be stamped, signed, and dated. The geologist must be licensed to practice geology in Utah. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations are included with the engineering-geology report, an engineer licensed to practice in Utah must also stamp, sign, and date the report or pertinent sections.

**FIELD REVIEW**

Once an engineering-geology site investigation is complete, the UGS strongly recommends a technical field review of the site by the regulatory-authority Engineering Geologist. Field reviews are critical to ensuring that site geologic conditions are adequately characterized and that geologic hazards are identified and evaluated. The field review should take place after trenches or test pits are logged, but before they are closed so subsurface site conditions can be directly observed and evaluated. In general, adequate site characterization is seldom possible by opening, logging, reviewing, and closing trenches or test pits in one day; however, the UGS recognizes that for safety or other reasons, it may be necessary in some instances to open and close such excavations in a single day.

Although not required, the UGS appreciates being afforded the opportunity to participate in field reviews of proposed development sites. The UGS is particularly interested in obtaining earthquake timing, recurrence, and displacement data for Utah Quaternary faults, and information on land subsidence and earth fissures associated with groundwater mining. Contact the UGS Geologic Hazards Program in Salt Lake City at 801-537-3300, or the UGS Southern Regional Office in Cedar City at 435-865-9036.
REPORT REVIEW

The UGS recommends regulatory review of all reports by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist experienced in engineering-geology investigations (see Investigator Qualifications section) and acting on behalf of local governments to protect public health, safety, and welfare, and to reduce risks to future property owners (Larson, 1992, 2015). The reviewer should evaluate the technical content, conclusions, and recommendations presented in a report, in relation to the geology of the site, the proposed development, and the recommended hazard mitigation method(s). The reviewer should always participate in the field review of the site, and should advise the local government regarding the need for additional work, if warranted.

DISCLOSURE

The UGS recommends disclosure during real-estate transactions whenever an engineering-geology investigation has been performed for a property to ensure that prospective property owners are made aware of geologic hazards present on the property, and can make their own informed decision regarding risk. Disclosure should include a Disclosure and Acknowledgment Form provided by the jurisdiction, which indicates an engineering-geology report was prepared and is available for public inspection.

Additionally, prior to approval of any development, subdivision, or parcel, the UGS recommends that the regulating jurisdiction require the owner to record a restrictive covenant with the land identifying any geologic hazard(s) present. Where geologic hazards are identified on a property, the UGS recommends that the jurisdiction require the owner to delineate the hazards on the development plat prior to receiving final plat approval.
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GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING SURFACE-FAULT-RUPTURE HAZARDS IN UTAH
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Airport East paleoseismic trench on the Taylorsville fault, West Valley fault zone, Salt Lake County, Utah, on September 4, 2015. Photo credit: Adam Hiscock.
CHAPTER 3: GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING SURFACE-FAULT-RUPTURE HAZARDS IN UTAH


INTRODUCTION

These guidelines update and revise Utah Geological Survey Miscellaneous Publication 03-6—*Guidelines for Evaluating Surface-Fault-Rupture Hazards in Utah* (Christenson and others, 2003). The intent of these guidelines is to provide Engineering Geologists with standardized minimum recommended criteria for performing surface-faulting investigations for new buildings for human occupancy and for International Building Code (IBC) Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (International Code Council [ICC], 2017a) to reduce risk from future surface faulting. However, performing a surface-faulting investigation and adherence to the investigation recommendations in these guidelines does not guarantee safety. Significant uncertainty often remains due to limited paleoseismic data related to the practical limitations of conducting such investigations (epistemic uncertainty), and natural variability in the location, recurrence, and displacement of successive surface-faulting earthquakes (aleatory variability). Aleatory variability in fault behavior cannot be reduced; therefore, predicting exactly when, where, and how much ground rupture will occur during future surface-faulting earthquakes is not possible. New faults may form, existing faults may propagate beyond their present lengths, elapsed time between individual surface-faulting earthquakes can vary by hundreds or thousands of years and be affected by clustering, triggering, and multi- or partial-segment ruptures. For those reasons, developing property in the vicinity of hazardous faults will always involve a level of irreducible, inherent risk.

These guidelines outline (1) appropriate investigation methods, (2) report content, (3) map, trench log, and illustration criteria and scales, (4) mitigation recommendations, (5) minimum criteria for review of reports, and (6) recommendations for geologic-hazard disclosure. However, these guidelines do not include systematic descriptions of all available investigative techniques or topics, nor does the UGS suggest that all techniques or topics are appropriate for every hazard investigation.

Considering the complexity of evaluating surface and near-surface faults, additional effort beyond the minimum criteria recommended in these guidelines may be required at some sites to adequately address surface-faulting hazard. The information presented in these guidelines does not relieve Engineering Geologists of their duty to perform additional geologic investigations necessary to fully assess the surface-faulting hazard at a site. As required by Utah state law (Utah Code, 2011), surface-faulting investigation reports and supporting documents must be signed and stamped by the licensed Utah Professional Geologist in responsible charge of the investigation.

Purpose

A surface-faulting investigation uses the characteristics of past surface faulting at a site as a scientific basis for providing recommendations to reduce the risk for damage, injury, or death from future, presumably similar, surface faulting. The purpose of these guidelines is to provide appropriate minimum surface-faulting investigation and report criteria to:

- protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public by minimizing the potentially adverse effects of surface faulting;
- assist local governments in regulating land use in hazardous areas and provide standards for ordinances;
- assist property owners and developers in conducting reasonable and adequate surface-faulting investigations;
- provide Engineering Geologists with a common basis for preparing proposals, conducting investigations, and recommending surface-faulting risk-mitigation strategies; and
- provide an objective framework for preparation and review of surface-faulting reports.

These guidelines pertain only to new buildings for human occupancy and high-risk-category facilities. These guidelines are not intended for siting linear lifelines (highways, utilities, pipelines), which commonly must cross faults; large water impoundments (dams, dikes, lagoons); hazardous waste facilities; or nuclear power generation or repository facilities. Surface-faulting investigation methods are similar for these facilities (e.g., Hanson and others, 1999; American National Standards Institute/American Nuclear Society, 2008), but due to their potential for catastrophic failure, hazard investigations, including surface-faulting hazard, are typically controlled by regulations promulgated by a regulating/permitting authority (e.g., U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2011).

These guidelines only address surface-fault rupture, which is displacement of the ground surface along a tectonic fault during an earthquake (figure 7). These guidelines do not ad-
Figure 7. Scarp caused by surface faulting on the Nephi segment of the Wasatch fault zone (photo credit F.B. Weeks, USGS). Note man sitting on horse for scale.

dress (1) ground-surface displacements caused by non-tectonic faults as defined by Hanson and others (1999), including those resulting from landsliding (described in chapter 4), (2) non-tectonic fault creep or post-seismic slip, (3) earth fissures caused by land subsidence due to groundwater mining (Knudsen and others, 2014; chapter 6), or (4) other earthquake hazards and non-earthquake geologic hazards that displace the ground surface, which should be addressed as part of a comprehensive geologic-hazards site investigation (see chapters 1 and 2).

These guidelines do not supersede pre-existing state or federal regulations or local geologic-hazard ordinances, but provide useful information to supplement adopted ordinances/regulations, and assist in preparation of new ordinances. The UGS believes adherence to these guidelines will help ensure adequate, cost-effective investigations and minimize report review time.

Background

Earthquakes produce a variety of hazards, including strong ground shaking, liquefaction, and landslides, as well as surface faulting (e.g., Smith and Petley, 2009). In Utah, faults capable of causing surface faulting are chiefly normal faults along which fault displacement at the ground surface is primarily vertical, with one side dropping down relative to the other along a fault plane dipping beneath the downthrown fault block (figure 8). Surface faulting commonly recurs along existing fault traces (Bonilla, 1970; McCalpin, 1987, 2009; Kerr and others, 2003) for earthquakes ≥ M 6.75 (Working Group on Utah Earthquake Probabilities [WGUEP], 2016). Past major earthquakes on the central five most active segments of the Wasatch fault zone have generated average displacements for individual surface-faulting earthquakes of about 6.6 feet (DuRoss, 2008; DuRoss and Hylland, 2015). However, single-event displacements more than twice that large have been documented on the Weber (14.8 feet; Nelson and others, 2006) and Provo (15.4 feet; Olig, 2011 [compiled in Bowman and Lund, 2013]) segments.

Displacements during surface-faulting earthquakes on other Utah normal faults are less well documented, but limited available data indicate that for comparable rupture lengths, displacements are similar to the central Wasatch fault zone segments. Consequently, if a normal fault were to displace the ground surface beneath a building or critical structure (e.g., large water or petroleum storage tanks, telecommunications tower, electrical switching station), significant structural damage or collapse may occur (figure 9), possibly causing injuries and loss of life. Therefore, site-specific investigations are required to accurately locate faults that present a potential surface-faulting hazard, determine their level of activity and displacement characteristics, and implement appropriate risk-reduction measures prior to development.

Consideration of surface faulting in land-use planning and regulation in Utah began in earnest in the early 1970s when Cluff and others (1970, 1973, 1974; compiled in Bowman and others, 2015b) completed their investigations and maps of major faults along the Wasatch Front in northern Utah. These aerial-photograph-based maps presented the first comprehensive compilation of fault locations available to local governments, and increased awareness of the hazard posed by the Wasatch, East Cache, and West Cache fault zones. Early paleoseismic trenching investigations (Swan and others, 1980, 1981a, 1981b; compiled in Bowman and Lund, 2013) further highlighted the hazard by documenting multiple, large, geologically recent surface-faulting earthquakes on the central part of the Wasatch fault zone.

In subsequent years, maps designating special-study areas within which surface-faulting investigations are recommended, have been prepared by or with the assistance of the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) at varying levels of detail for Cache, Davis, Iron, Salt Lake, eastern Tooele, Utah, western Wasatch, and Weber Counties (adopted by and on file with the respective county planning departments). More recently, the UGS has prepared similar maps for the St. George-Hurricane metropolitan area (figure 10; Lund and others, 2008), high-visitatio

...
Recognizing the risk from earthquakes, some local governments began adopting rudimentary ordinances requiring fault and other geologic-hazard investigations prior to development in the 1970s. Guided by publication of UGS Circular 79, *Suggested Approach to Geologic Hazard Ordinances in Utah* (Christenson, 1987) and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Professional Paper 1519, *Applications of Research from the U.S. Geological Survey Program, Assessment of Regional Earthquake Hazards and Risk Along the Wasatch Front, Utah* (Gori, 1993), some Wasatch Front counties and municipalities had adopted and were enforcing modern hazard ordinances by the mid-1990s. Local government staff relied heavily on developers’ consultants as professional experts responsible for evaluating the hazards and recommending risk-reduction measures for proposed developments. Consultants’ reports would sometimes be sent to the UGS for review, but in general, technical regulatory reviews were not systematically performed prior to 1985.

This informal review process lasted until June 1985, when the UGS initiated the Wasatch Front County Hazards Geologist Program, funded through the USGS National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (Christenson, 1993). Geologists hired by Weber, Davis, Salt Lake, Utah, and Juab Counties began preparing surface-faulting and other geologic-hazard maps and assisting city and county planning departments in requiring and reviewing site-specific hazard investigations. This program directly resulted in or spurred development of various published guidelines for surface-faulting investigations in Utah including those of the Association of Engineering Geologists, Utah Section (1987); Nelson and Christenson (1992); Robison (1993); Christenson and Bryant (1998); Batatian and Nelson (1999); Salt Lake County (2002b); and Christenson and others (2003). The county geologist program came to an end in Weber, Davis, Utah, and Juab Counties in the late 1980s after USGS funding expired. The county geologist program in Salt Lake County persisted with local funding until 2006.

Most Wasatch Front and other urban counties and municipalities now have hazard ordinances that require geologic-hazard investigations prior to approving new development. Several of these ordinances adopt surface-faulting-hazard special-study maps (Christenson and Shaw, 2008), which define areas where site-specific investigations are required prior to approval of new development to protect life, safety,
Figure 10. Example of a surface-faulting special-study-area map along the Hurricane fault zone in southwestern Utah (from Lund and others, 2008). Site-specific investigations are required within the shaded areas to address surface-faulting hazard prior to approval of new development.
and welfare from surface faulting (figure 10). Most geologic-hazard ordinances in Utah mitigate surface faulting by prohibiting construction of habitable structures and high-risk-category facilities across “active” faults (hazard avoidance). The ordinances typically define “active” (hazardous) faults as faults having evidence for displacement during the Holocene Epoch (the period of time extending from the present back to about 10,000 radiocarbon years before present \([^{14}\text{C} \text{ yr B.P.}]\), or about 11,700 calibrated years before present \([\text{cal yr B.P.}]\)). Presently, a few municipalities and counties with geologic-hazard ordinances retain consultants to review surface-faulting investigations, while others rely on non-technical staff to make the reviews.

Designing a building to withstand surface faulting has generally been considered impractical for economic, engineering, and architectural reasons, and it is only within the relatively recent past that the geotechnical community has begun a serious discussion regarding using engineering design to mitigate surface-faulting risk (e.g., Bray, 2015). Therefore, avoiding active fault traces that pose a surface-faulting hazard has been the risk-reduction measure most often applied in Utah. A typical surface-faulting investigation in Utah documents the presence or absence of faults determined to be active at a site. When active faults are present, a fault setback is recommended based on the width of the deformation zone and the amount and direction of displacement along the fault.

However, hazard ordinances adopted by the cities of Draper, Holladay, and Cottonwood Heights, and Salt Lake, Morgan, and Wasatch Counties allow exceptions to this norm, and permit construction across active faults expected to have \(\leq 4\) inches of future displacement, their reasoning being that a “normal” residential foundation system can withstand 4 inches of vertical displacement without catastrophic collapse. The Draper and Morgan County ordinances do not categorically exempt small-displacement faults from fault setback requirements. In those ordinances, if engineering-design surface-faulting mitigation is proposed for small displacement faults, the following criteria must be addressed: (1) reasonable geologic data must be available indicating that future surface displacement along the fault will not exceed 4 inches, (2) a structural engineer must provide an appropriate design to minimize structural damage, and (3) the design must receive adequate review.

Under a special City of Draper (2005) “Review Protocol” regulating issuance of building permits for structures astride active faults in subdivisions approved prior to adoption of Draper’s geologic-hazard ordinance in 2003, it is permissible under specified conditions to construct “super-engineered” structures across subsequently discovered active faults within previously approved building lots. To obtain approval for a super-engineered structure, Draper requires (1) a statement from a Utah licensed geologist describing the most suitable location on the lot for the proposed structure, (2) a statement from a Utah licensed Geotechnical Engineer describing the suitability and constructability of the proposed structure at the location described by the geologist, and (3) a statement from a Utah licensed structural engineer stating that the geologic and geotechnical reports have been reviewed, and that the proposed structure is designed in accordance with their recommendations and accounts for the identified hazards in accordance with the International Building Code (IBC) (International Code Council [ICC], 2017a). When Draper approves construction of a structure astride an active fault pursuant to the review protocol, a disclosure of the geologic condition at the site must be recorded with the County Recorder on a form approved by the City as a condition of issuing a building permit. Under the review protocol, Draper has approved construction of structures across Holocene-active faults exhibiting as much as 6 feet of vertical displacement (David Dobbins, City of Draper Manager, verbal communication, 2015).

**CHARACTERIZING FAULT ACTIVITY**

In Utah, minimum requirements for surface-faulting investigations and implementing hazard-mitigation measures are predicated on the ability of the Engineering Geologist to characterize a fault’s physical characteristics and recent earthquake history (strike, dip, sense of displacement, rupture complexity, and timing and displacement of the most recent surface-faulting earthquake). Where site geologic conditions are favorable and time and budget permit, it also may be possible to determine the timing and displacement for multiple paleoearthquakes, from which earthquake recurrence and fault slip rate can be calculated. Engineering Geologists conducting surface-faulting investigations should be thoroughly familiar with the techniques of paleoseismic investigations (e.g., McCalpin, 2009; DuRoss, 2015; see also Investigator Qualifications section in chapter 2). Parameters required to fully characterize fault activity are briefly described in the following sections.

**Rupture Complexity**

Rupture complexity refers to the width and distribution of deformed land around a fault trace (Kerr and others, 2003; Treiman, 2010). Normal faults are by far the most common type of Quaternary fault in Utah; patterns of ground deformation resulting from past surface faulting are highly variable, and in some cases change significantly over short distances along the strike of the fault (figure 11). Geologic mapping and trench exposures across zones of surface-fault deformation show that common patterns of normal-slip faulting range from (1) very narrow zones where virtually all deformation takes place on a single master fault (e.g., DuRoss and others, 2014), (2) broader shear zones up to several feet wide with a master fault and several smaller, usually sympathetic, subsidiary faults (e.g., Lund and others, 2015), (3) grabens that range from a few to tens of feet wide and contain a few to numerous antithetic and sympathetic faults of variable displacement (e.g., Lund and others, 1991; Olig, 2011 [compiled in Bowman and Lund,
Figure 11. Map view of rupture complexity along part of the Salt Lake City segment of the Wasatch fault zone (from Personius and Scott, 1992).
Earthquake Timing and Recurrence

Minimum data necessary to characterize past fault activity and estimate the probability of surface faulting within a future time frame of interest include (1) timing of the most recent surface-faulting earthquake, (2) a well-constrained average recurrence interval based on a recommended minimum of three closed earthquake cycles (four paleoearthquakes; more is better), and (3) the variability (uncertainty) associated with the timing of each paleoearthquake and resulting average recurrence interval. Paleoseismic trenching investigations show that individual recurrence intervals (time between two surface-faulting earthquakes) for Utah Quaternary faults range from several hundred to multiple thousands of years, and may exhibit uniform, quasi-uniform, or non-uniform recurrence.

The greater the number of past surface-faulting earthquakes identified and dated, the greater the confidence that the resulting average recurrence interval accurately reflects the fault’s long-term activity level (Coppersmith and Youngs, 2000; DuRoss and others, 2011). Additionally, the greater the understanding of variability in recurrence intervals, the greater the confidence that the elapsed time since the most recent surface-faulting earthquake is a reliable indicator of where the fault lies in its current earthquake cycle. However, for fault-avoidance (fault setback) mitigation, it is only necessary to determine the timing of the most recent surface-faulting earthquake (see Hazardous Fault Avoidance section below).

Displacement

Utah’s Quaternary faults typically exhibit normal-slip displacement with the master fault dipping at moderate to high angles (50° ± 15°; Lund, 2012; WGUEP, 2016) beneath the downthrown (hanging wall) block (figure 8). Single-event displacements from past Utah surface-faulting earthquakes range from about 20 inches (1934 Hansel Valley earthquake—Utah’s only historical surface-faulting earthquake; Walter, 1934; figure 12) to > 15 feet (Olig, 2011 [compiled in Bowman and Lund, 2013]; Crone and others, 2014; Simon and others, 2015). Such faults commonly have small displacements (tens of inches or less); however, a low-angle thrust fault formed at a complex bend in the otherwise normal-slip Washington fault zone exhibited multiple feet of reverse-fault displacement placing Mesozoic bedrock over Quaternary basin-fill deposits (Simon and others, 2015; figure 14).

Displacement on sympathetic and antithetic faults in shear zones and grabens produced by surface-faulting earthquakes (figure 13) are generally less than 3 feet, but may be larger. Fault trenching investigations show that low-angle thrust faults and high-angle reverse faults may form in grabens along normal-slip master faults (e.g., Lund and others, 1991; Olig, 2011 [compiled in Bowman and Lund, 2013]; Crone and others, 2014; Simon and others, 2015). Such faults commonly have small displacements (tens of inches or less); however, a low-angle thrust fault formed at a complex bend in the otherwise normal-slip Washington fault zone exhibited multiple feet of reverse-fault displacement placing Mesozoic bedrock over Quaternary basin-fill deposits (Simon and others, 2015; figure 14).

Slip Rate

Quaternary normal faults in the Basin and Range Province typically produce large, infrequent, nearly instantaneous displacements during earthquakes that are separated by recurrence intervals (time between two successive earthquakes) ranging from hundreds to thousands of years. A slip rate nor-
Figure 13. Schematic cross section through a normal fault zone.

Figure 14. Thrust fault exhibiting several feet of displacement at a complex bend in an otherwise normal-slip fault zone. The fault places Mesozoic bedrock on top of Quaternary basin-fill deposits. Photo taken in January 2012.
malizes fault displacement over time by dividing a known per-event displacement by the known length of the previous recurrence interval. Slip rates are typically reported in mm/yr or m/k.yr, and for a normal fault may either be calculated vertically, or in a down-dip direction (net slip) if a fault’s dip at depth is known. A slip rate may be “open” or “closed” (Chang and Smith, 2002; McCalpin, 2009). A closed slip rate is determined by dividing a known per-event vertical displacement by the known length of the previous recurrence interval. It is implicit in a closed slip rate that the time interval of interest is bracketed (closed) by surface-faulting earthquakes of known age. Accurately characterizing a fault’s long-term slip rate requires calculating a composite slip rate across multiple closed recurrence intervals to obtain a long-term average of fault activity. Generally, the higher the slip rate, the more active (hazardous) the fault.

Open-interval slip rates span the time and displacement between the oldest dated displaced deposit and the present. Open-interval slip rates are less precise than closed-interval slip rates because they typically include one partial earthquake cycle prior to the earliest fault displacement of the deposit, and a second partial cycle from the time of the most recent earthquake to the present. Information on earthquake timing and per-event displacement is not available for most of Utah’s more than 200 known Quaternary faults/fault segments, but it may be possible in some instances to calculate an open slip rate from a displaced geologic feature or unit of known or estimated age (e.g., geomorphic surfaces related to Lake Bonneville). Some slip rates determined in this manner may be very long term and incorporate very broad estimates of displacement (sometimes thousands of feet) over very long time intervals (sometimes millions of years). In those instances, the resulting open slip rates may represent a reasonable estimate of long-term slip on a fault, but most open slip rates contain large time and displacement uncertainties that make them broadly constrained estimates at best, and of questionable value for surface-faulting investigations.

As discussed above, there are numerous caveats to consider when using slip rate to characterize fault activity. If the slip rate comes from the geologic literature (see Sources of Paleoseismic Information section below), questions when evaluating the applicability of the slip rate for use in a surface-faulting investigation include: (1) Is the slip rate a vertical or net slip rate? (2) Is the slip rate open or closed? (3) If closed, over what period of time and how many closed recurrence intervals does the slip rate characterize fault activity? (4) If open, how well constrained are the timing and displacement data used to calculate the rate? (5) If open, does the slip rate reflect relevant (late Quaternary) fault activity (a slip rate calculated over several millions of years, as is sometimes done, may incorporate changes in a region’s tectonic setting and be of little value when characterizing contemporary surface-faulting hazard)? Additionally, because displacement typically varies along a rupture, slip rate depends on where along the fault displacement is measured (i.e., lower slip rate at fault tips compared to center).

Where available, average displacement based on multiple site displacements is preferred when calculating a slip rate (e.g., DuRoss, 2008).

**SOURCES OF PALEOSEISMIC INFORMATION**

Detailed paleoseismic investigations of Utah Quaternary faults began in the 1970s and continue to the present day. The UGS has performed or assisted with numerous research paleoseismic investigations in Utah, and has published the results of many of those investigations in its *Paleoseismology of Utah* series (https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/info/paleoseismology/). The *Paleoseismology of Utah* series also includes compilations of early and now hard-to-find, “legacy” investigations and aerial photograph sets by Woodward-Lundgren and Associates (Bowman and others, 2015), the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Lund and others, 2011), the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (Bowman and others, 2011), and researchers funded through the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (Bowman and Lund, 2013). Additionally, the Utah Quaternary Fault Parameters Working Group (UQFPWG, https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/info/workshops/working-groups/q-faults/) posts the results of their annual review of paleoseismic research conducted in Utah on the UGS website. Lund (2005) reported the results of the UQFPWG’s initial evaluation of Utah paleoseismic trench data, and provided consensus recurrence-interval and vertical slip-rate parameters for Utah Quaternary faults with trenching data through 2004. Although superseded in some cases, the data for many faults in this compilation remain the best currently available. Lund (2014) revises and expands the Utah Hazus fault database to provide parameters for scenario earthquakes on all known Late Quaternary and younger faults/fault segments in Utah (82) thought capable of generating ≥ M 6.75 earthquake.

The *Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database* (UGS, 2019) and the *Quaternary Fault and Fold Database of the United States* (USGS, 2019) contain summary paleoseismic information for Utah’s known Quaternary faults. Both databases are periodically updated, although the national database may be updated less frequently than the Utah database. Therefore, Engineering Geologists conducting surface-faulting investigations should always search for the most recent paleoseismic information available for a Quaternary fault of interest. The paleoseismic data in the databases are reported as published in the geologic literature and are of variable quality—users must make their own evaluation of the data’s suitability for their intended purpose. Additionally, the databases are limited to Utah’s “known” Quaternary faults—other, as yet unrecognized, potentially hazardous faults may exist in Utah (e.g., McKean and Kirby, 2014), and Engineering Geologists performing surface-faulting investigations or hazard investigations for high-risk-category facilities regardless of location, should consider the possibility that an unrecognized fault may be present at or close to the site.
See the Literature Search and Information Resources section in chapter 2 for information on other geologic-hazard reports, maps, archives, and databases maintained by the UGS and others that may be relevant to surface-faulting-hazard investigations, as well as information on the UGS’ extensive aerial photograph and light detection and ranging (lidar) imagery collections.

Finally, Paleoseismology (McCalpin, 2009) is a widely recognized general reference for conducting paleoseismic investigations and evaluating seismic risk. Much information contained in that publication is applicable to conducting site-specific, surface-faulting investigations for human-occupied structures and high-risk infrastructure.

SURFACE-FAULTING-HAZARD INVESTIGATION

When to Perform a Surface-Faulting-Hazard Investigation

Geologic hazards are best addressed prior to land development. In areas of known or suspected Quaternary faulting, the UGS recommends that a surface-faulting-hazard investigation be made for all new buildings for human occupancy and for modified IBC Risk Category II(a), II(b), III, and IV facilities (table 13, modified from IBC table 1604.5 [ICC, 2017a]). Utah jurisdictions that have adopted surface-faulting-hazard investigations, as well as information on the UGS’ extensive aerial photograph and light detection and ranging (lidar) imagery collections.

Investigation Methods

Inherent in surface-faulting investigations is the assumption that future faulting will recur along pre-existing faults (Bonilla, 1970; McCalpin, 1987, 2009; Kerr and others, 2003) in a manner generally consistent with past displacements (Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; Crone and others, 1987; DuRoss and others, 2014). In Utah, minimum requirements for an investigation designed to mitigate surface-faulting hazard by setting back from active (hazardous) faults are (1) determine whether a Quaternary fault(s) is present at a site, (2) map fault complexity, (3) determine the timing of the most recent surface-faulting earthquake, and (4) determine the amount and direction (dip) of past displacement. Where site geologic conditions and time and budget permit, the UGS recommends determining the timing and displacement of multiple paleoearthquakes so average earthquake recurrence and associated variability, and a fault slip rate can be calculated to better characterize fault activity. Fully characterizing past fault activity in this manner is a necessary requirement for engineering-design mitigation of surface faulting (see Paleoseismic Data Required for Engineering-Design Mitigation of Surface Faulting section below).

A site-specific surface-faulting investigation typically includes at a minimum (1) literature review, (2) analysis of stereoscopic aerial photographs and other remote-sensing data, and (3) field investigation, usually including surficial geologic mapping and subsurface investigations typically consisting of excavating and logging trenches (see chapter 2).

Literature Review

Prior to the start of field investigations, an Engineering Geologist conducting a surface-faulting investigation should review published and unpublished (if available) geologic literature, geologic and topographic maps, consultant’s reports, and records relevant to the site and region’s geology (see also the Literature Searches and Information Resources section in chapter 2), with particular emphasis on information pertaining to the presence and activity level of Quaternary faults. The Sources of Paleoseismic Information section in this chapter presents numerous sources of information on Utah’s Quaternary faults; however, the list of sources is not exhaustive, and Engineering Geologists should identify and review all available information relevant to their site of interest.
Table 13. Fault setback recommendations and criticality factors (U) for modified IBC risk category of buildings and other structures (modified from ICC, 2017a, IBC table 1604.5)1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IBC Risk Category2</th>
<th>Study and Fault Setback Recommendations3</th>
<th>Criticality4</th>
<th>U4</th>
<th>Minimum Setback5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I—Buildings and other structures that represent a low hazard to human life in the event of failure</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II(a)—Single family dwellings.</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>Prudent</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II(b)—Buildings and other structures except those listed in Risk Categories I, II(a), III, and IV</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III—Buildings and other structures that represent a substantial hazard to human lives in the event of failure</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV—Buildings and other structures designated as essential facilities</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 See ICC (2017a) chapter 3, Use and Occupancy Classification (p. 45) and chapter 16, Structural Design, table 1604.5 (p. 364) for a complete list of structures/facilities included in each IBC Risk Category. Check table 1604.5 if a question exists regarding which Risk Category a structure falls under.
2 For purposes of these guidelines, Risk Category II has been divided into subcategories II(a) and II(b) to reflect the lower hazard associated with single family dwellings and apartment complexes and condominiums with <10 dwelling units.
3 Study and setback or other risk-reduction measure:
   a. Recommended;
   b. Prudent, but decision should be based on risk assessment; or
   c. Optional, but need not be required by local government based on the low likelihood of surface faulting.
   Appropriate disclosure is recommended in all cases.
4 Criticality is a factor based on relative importance and risk posed by a building; lower numbers indicate more critical facilities. Criticality is included in fault-setback equations by the factor U. U is inversely proportional to criticality to increase fault setbacks for more critical facilities.
5 Use minimum fault setback or the calculated fault setback, whichever is greater.
6 Study recommended; fault setback or other risk-reduction measure considered prudent, but decision should be based on risk assessment; appropriate disclosure recommended.
Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Remote Sensing Data

A surface-faulting investigation should include interpretation of stereoscopic aerial photographs (from multiple years if available), lidar imagery (appendix C—Lidar Background and Application), and other remotely sensed data (e.g., Bunds and others, 2015) for evidence of past surface faulting including fault scarps, other fault-related geomorphic features, and fault-related lineaments, including vegetation lineaments, gullies, vegetation/soil contrasts, and aligned springs and seeps (see also the Literature Searches and Information Resources section of chapter 2). Where possible, the analysis should include both low-sun-angle and normal high-sun-angle stereoscopic aerial photography. Examination of the oldest available aerial photographs may show evidence of surface faulting subsequently obscured by later development or other ground disturbance. The area interpreted should extend beyond the site boundaries to identify faults that might affect the site and to adequately characterize patterns of surface faulting.

Google Earth and Bing Maps, among other providers of Internet-based, free aerial imagery, are becoming increasingly valuable as rapid site reconnaissance tools, and provide high-resolution, often color, non-stereoscopic aerial orthophotography of the entire state of Utah. For most locations, Google Earth also includes a historical imagery archive that permits evaluation of site conditions several years to decades before present.

Fault Mapping

Surface faulting can be a complex phenomenon involving both brittle fracture and plastic deformation (Treiman, 2010). The most direct surface method for locating faults and evaluating fault activity is to map fault scarps and surficial geology. Faults may be identified by examining geologic maps, aerial photographs and other remote-sensing imagery, and by directly observing fault-related geomorphic features. Topographic profiling of fault scarps can aid in estimating the number, age, and displacement of past surface-faulting earthquakes (Bucknam and Anderson, 1979; Andrews and Bucknam, 1987; Hanks and Andrews, 1989; Machette, 1989; Hylland, 2007; McCalpin, 2009). Detailed mapping helps identify fault scarps and other fault-related features such as sag ponds, springs, aligned or disrupted drainages, faceted spurs, grabens, and displaced landforms (e.g., terraces, shorelines) and/or geologic units. Site-specific surficial geologic mapping depicts relations between faults and geologic units to help determine the location and age of faults, and is necessary to identify potential trench locations. The area mapped should extend beyond the site boundaries as necessary to locate and evaluate evidence of other faults that may affect the site.

Special care is required when investigating faults that cross landslides. Geomorphic and subsurface features in fault zones and landslides may be similar, and investigations may be inconclusive regarding the origin of such features (e.g., Hart and others, 2012; Crone and others, 2014; Hoopes and others, 2014). Therefore, report conclusions should address uncertainties in the investigation, and recommendations for hazard reduction should consider both fault and landslide hazards when present.

See the Geologic Mapping section of chapter 2 for additional discussion on geologic mapping as it applies to geologic-hazard investigations.

Trenching

Trenching is generally required for surface-faulting investigations to accurately locate faults, determine paleoearthquake timing, document the nature and extent of rupture complexity, and measure fault displacements and orientations (Taylor and Cluff, 1973; Hathaway and Leighton, 1979; Slemmons and dePolo, 1992; Price, 1998; California Geological Survey, 2002; McCalpin, 2009; DuRoss, 2015). Trenches across normal faults are usually excavated perpendicular to the fault scarp. Because fault displacement may vary along strike, the investigation should determine the maximum displacement(s) along the fault trace(s) within the part of the site to be developed, and at least one trench should be excavated across the highest part of each scarp.

Zones of deformation are common along major normal fault traces (figure 11). Such deformation typically consists of a graben or multiple discrete displacements on secondary faults. The trench investigation should define the width of the deformation zone, and for sites in a graben, trenches should be excavated perpendicular to the bounding faults across the entire part of the site within the graben to investigate for faults and/or shears in the graben floor. Ground deformation in the absence of surface faulting may occur above buried normal faults. In those instances, trenching should extend across the entire deformation zone such that the deformation can be adequately documented and characterized.
**Trench number and location:** The purpose of a trenching investigation and objectives in locating trenches may vary depending on the type of development and project design phase during which the investigation is performed. When investigations are performed prior to site design, such as for multi-unit subdivisions, commercial development, etc., trenches are used to locate faults and recommend risk-mitigation measures to aid in project design. When investigations are performed after building locations have been laid out or structures already constructed and subsequently found to be on or near a hazardous fault, trenches may be used to identify faults trending through building footprints (figure 15). Trenches should be oriented perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the trend of the mapped fault trace at or near the site, and be of adequate length to intercept faults projecting toward proposed or existing structures and potential setback areas. In some instances, placing trenches off-site on adjacent or nearby properties may be necessary to adequately characterize the hazard.

More than one trench may be necessary to investigate a site or building footprint, particularly when the proposed development is large, involves more than one building, and/or is characterized by complex faulting (figure 16). Trenches should provide continuous coverage across a site (one trench or overlapping trenches; figure 17). Geologic mapping (figure 11) and paleoseismic trenching (see publications in the UGS Paleoseismology of Utah series) have shown that patterns of ground deformation resulting from past surface faulting on normal faults in Utah are highly variable, and may change significantly over short distances along the strike of the fault. While a single trench provides data at a specific fault location, multiple trenches are often required to characterize along-strike variability of the fault and provide a more comprehensive understanding of faulting at the site. For that reason, the UGS recommends that subsurface data generally not be extrapolated more than 300 feet without additional subsurface information. Complex fault zones may require closer trench spacing. When

**Figure 16.** Three possible fault configurations (dashed lines) from fault exposures (×) in only two trenches (A and B) showing the need to measure fault orientation and excavate additional trenches (C) to clarify fault-trend geometry, particularly when fault traces are not mappable at the surface (from Christenson and others, 2003).

**Figure 17.** Potential problems caused by improper trench locations: (A) gap between trenches, (B) trenches without adequate overlap, and (C) trench does not fully cover building footprint given fault trend. Dashed lines indicate additional trench length needed (from Christenson and others, 2003).
trenches must be offset to accommodate site conditions, sufficient overlap should be provided to avoid gaps in trench coverage. Tightly spaced trenches may only need minor (a few tens of feet) overlap; however, more widely spaced trenches require greater overlap to ensure continuous site coverage. Care should be taken not to offset trenches at a common surficial feature that could be related to prehistoric surface faulting (e.g., a change in surface slope across the site).

Test pits may provide some useful information regarding subsurface site conditions; however, they are not an acceptable alternative to trenches for evaluating surface-faulting hazard. A series of aligned test pits perpendicular to the fault trend may help locate a main fault trace, but cannot conclusively demonstrate the presence or absence of faulting because faults trending between test pits would not be exposed.

Trenches and faults should be accurately located on site plans and fault maps. The UGS recommends that trenches and faults (projected to the ground surface) be surveyed rather than located using a hand-held GPS device.

**Trench depth:** Trenches should at a minimum be deep enough to expose (1) native, undisturbed geologic units, (2) evidence of the most recent surface faulting, and (3) all relevant aspects of fault geometry (dip, width of shear zones and grabens, and subsidiary hanging-wall and footwall faults). Ideally, to demonstrate a lack of faulting, trenches should extend to the base of Holocene deposits (for Holocene faults), late Quaternary deposits (for late Quaternary faults), and Quaternary deposits (for Quaternary faults). Each site and fault is unique and exceptions are possible, but in general, one recurrence interval (time between the most recent and penultimate surface-faulting earthquakes) is not sufficient to characterize surface-faulting recurrence or estimate the probability of the next surface-faulting earthquake. Therefore, where engineering-design is proposed to mitigate surface faulting and additional information on past earthquake displacement and timing is required for design purposes, deeper trenches may be necessary to adequately characterize the fault’s earthquake history.

Where the maximum trench depth achievable, generally 12 to 15 feet, is not sufficient to adequately characterize past fault activity, and a potentially hazardous fault may be concealed by unfaulted younger deposits, the practical limitations of trenching should be acknowledged in the report and uncertainties should be reflected in report conclusions and recommendations. In cases where an otherwise well-defined hazardous fault is buried too deeply at a particular site to be exposed in trenches, the uncertainty in its location can be addressed by increasing fault setback distances along a projected trace (see Hazardous Fault Avoidance section below).

Trench investigations should be performed in compliance with current Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) excavation safety regulations and standards (http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/trenchingexcavation/construc-tion.html) (see chapter 2, Excavation Safety section). Additionally, for some projects, the design engineer may want trenches to be backfilled as engineered (compacted) fill to avoid future soil settlement.

**Trench logging and interpretation:** In preparation for logging, trench walls should be carefully cleaned to permit direct observation of the geology. Trenches should be logged at a minimum scale of 1 inch equals 5 feet (1:60); in some instances, small but important features may be best documented with local detailed logs at larger scale (e.g., 1 inch = 1 foot [1:12]). All logs should be prepared in the field under the direct supervision of an experienced Utah licensed Professional Geologist. Vertical and horizontal logging control should be used and shown on the log. The logs should not be generalized or diagrammatic, and may be on a rectified photomosaic base. The log should document all pertinent information from the trench (e.g., Birkeland and others, 1991; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998b; Walker and Cohen, 2006; McCalpin, 2009; DuRoss, 2015), including:

- Trench and test-pit orientation and indication of which wall was logged
- Horizontal and vertical control
- Top and bottom of trench wall(s)
- Stratigraphic contacts
- Detailed lithology and soil classification and descriptions
- Contact descriptions
- Pedogenic soil horizons
- Marker beds
- Fissures and faults
- Fissure and fault orientations and geometry (strike and dip)
- Fault displacement
- Sample locations

**Geochronology:** The Engineering Geologist interprets the ages of sediments exposed in a trench to determine the timing of past surface faulting. In the Bonneville basin of northwestern Utah, the relation of deposits to latest Pleistocene Bonneville lake-cycle chronology (Gilbert, 1890; Currey, 1982, 1990; Currey and others, 1988; Oviatt and others, 1992; Godsey and others, 2005, 2011; Benson and others, 2011; Janecke and Oaks, 2011; Hylland and others, 2012; Miller and others, 2013; Oviatt, 2015) is commonly used to infer ages of sediments, and thus estimate the timing of surface faulting. The same is also true for Pleistocene-age glacial deposits found at the mouths of some Wasatch Range canyons. For example, unfaulted Lake Bonneville highstand sediments or glacial deposits in a trench provide evidence that faulting has not occurred at that site since the latest Pleistocene (past ~14 to 18 kyr). However, outside the Lake Bonneville basin, and within
the basin above the highest lake shoreline, determining the age of surficial deposits is less straightforward and commonly requires advanced knowledge of local Quaternary stratigraphy and geomorphology, and familiarity with geochronologic dating methods.

At sites lacking deposits of known age, a variety of geochronologic methods are available to determine the age of deposits and constrain the timing of past surface faulting (see Geochronology section, chapter 2). Engineering Geologists conducting surface-faulting investigations in Utah should have a proficient working knowledge of useful and commonly applied geochronologic techniques (see chapter 2, table 4). That knowledge must extend to evaluating sources of age uncertainty, in particular sample context uncertainty, and the proper protocols for collecting and handling samples to preserve sample integrity and prevent contamination. In instances where geochronologic data are critical to surface-faulting investigation and project design, the investigation may benefit from retaining an expert in the application and interpretation of geochronologic methodologies.

Numerical dating methods may include, but are not limited to, radiocarbon, optically stimulated luminescence and other luminescence techniques, $^{39}$Ar/$^{40}$Ar, K-Ar, tephrochronology, dendrochronology, and cosmogenic isotopes (Curtis, 1981; Forman, 1989; Noller and others, 2000; McCaflpin, 2009; Gray and others, 2015). Relative dating techniques may be applied (but not limited) to, soil (pedogenic) profile development, slope morphometric dating, stratigraphic relations, relative geomorphic position, and fossils (Forman, 1989; Birkeland and others, 1991; Noller and others, 2000; McCaflpin, 2009).

**Other Subsurface Investigation Methods**

Other investigation methods, such as cone penetrometer test soundings, boreholes, and geophysical techniques, can supplement trenching and extend the depth of investigation. The same depth relations for Holocene, late Quaternary, and Quaternary faults as described for trenching also apply to these other subsurface investigation methods.

**Cone penetrometer test soundings:** Although an indirect investigation method, cone penetrometer test (CPT) soundings are in some circumstances an applicable investigative method for evaluating the presence of faults where trenching is either not possible, or the deposits of interest are too thick to investigate with a trench. CPT soundings permit collection of data on geologic units and groundwater, and in some instances, can identify offset in geologic units indicative of faulting. The number and spacing of CPT soundings should be sufficient to reliably interpret site stratigraphy, correlations, and interpretations.

**Boreholes:** Boreholes are useful for general characterization of subsurface site conditions (e.g., geologic units, groundwater) where Quaternary faults are present, particularly where trenching is not possible. However, vertical boreholes generally do not provide sufficient resolution to confidently identify and characterize subsurface faults, and seldom can prove the presence or absence of a fault or determine the time of faulting. Better results identifying faults may be obtained where directional drilling and sampling are possible. However, continuous core and other sampling methods rarely yield 100 percent recovery, and may miss faults. Therefore, boreholes should only be used to supplement other subsurface investigation methods, or be utilized when no other method of subsurface investigation is feasible. When used, boreholes should be sufficient in number and adequately spaced to permit reliable correlations and interpretations.

**Geophysical investigations:** Geophysical investigations are indirect, non-destructive methods that can be reliably interpreted when site-specific surface and subsurface geologic conditions are known. Geophysical methods should seldom be employed without knowledge of site geology; however, where no other subsurface geologic information is available, geophysical methods may provide the only economically viable means to perform deep geologic reconnaissance (e.g., Chase and Chapman, 1976; Telford and others, 1990; Sharma, 1998; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2001; Milsom and Erikson, 2011; Reynolds, 2011).

Although geophysical methods may detect the presence and location of shallow fault planes, such methods alone never prove the absence of a fault at depth or the time (age) of faulting. Geophysical methods can provide critical stratigraphic information on both basin-fill and bedrock units that may not otherwise be available. Geophysical techniques used may include, but are not limited to, high-resolution seismic reflection, high-resolution seismic tomography, ground penetrating radar, seismic refraction, magnetic profiling, electrical resistivity, and gravity.

**Special Cases**

**Sub-Lacustrine Faults:** Quaternary-active normal faults are present beneath Great Salt Lake (Great Salt Lake fault zone and the Carrington fault), Utah Lake (Utah Lake faults), and Bear Lake (West Bear Lake fault, southern section). Currently, there are no known subaerial exposures of the Great Salt Lake, Carrington, and Utah Lake faults. The Great Salt Lake, Carrington, and Utah Lake faults were identified and their lengths and segmentation defined based on geophysical investigations (Mikulich and Smith, 1974; Cook and others, 1980; Viveiros, 1986; Mahapatra and Johnson, 1998; Dinter and Pechmann, 2000, 2005; Colman and others, 2002; Dinter, 2015).

The southern section of the West Bear Lake fault is mapped as mostly submerged along its trace in Utah, but the central and northern sections of the fault are exposed subaerially in Idaho (McCaflpin, 2003). McCaflpin (2003) trenched the central section but provided no data for the southern section.
Additionally, McCalpin (2003) noted seismic profiling by Colman (2001) that imaged secondary normal faults west of the East Bear Lake fault beneath the lake, and many of these faults show progressively increasing throw with depth and age. Several faults reportedly cut the youngest sediments in the lake, as well as the modern lake floor (Colman, 2001).

Paleoseismic evidence (including stratigraphic displacements, subsidiary fault terminations, and differential tilting) interpreted from high-resolution seismic reflection profiles show that the Great Salt Lake fault zone consists of four seismically independent segments. Radiocarbon ages from event horizons sampled in drill cores indicate at least three large surface-faulting earthquakes have occurred on each of these segments in the past 12 kyr (Dinter and Pechmann, 2000, 2005, 2014, 2015). The Carrington fault is less well studied, but is ~19 miles long with scarps as high as 5 feet. Earthquake times are unconstrained on the Carrington fault, but based on similarities of other lakebed scarps, the slip rate and recurrence interval of the Carrington fault are thought to be similar to the segments of the Great Salt Lake fault zone (WGUEP, 2016).

The Utah Lake faults are a complex system of east- and west-dipping normal faults. Seismic reflection profiles suggest that as many as eight surface-rupturing, north-striking faults displace very young lake sediments 3 to 10 feet (Dinter, 2015). Because these faults occupy a similar hanging-wall position in relation to the Provo segment of the Wasatch fault zone as does the West Valley fault zone to the Salt Lake City segment of the Wasatch fault zone, best available information for the West Valley fault zone is currently used as an analog for the Utah Lake faults.

McCalpin (2003) arbitrarily subdivided the West Bear Lake fault into three geometric sections (north, central, and south) by placing section boundaries along the fault at the same latitude as the section boundaries he established for the East Bear Lake fault. McCalpin (2003) established the section boundaries of the East Bear Lake fault based on the gross morphology of the Bear Lake valley, because he lacked sufficient paleoseismic data for either fault to establish seismogenic fault segments. The southern section of the West Bear Lake fault is exposed in rare cuts, such as the roadcut on U.S. 30 east of Pickleville, Utah. McCalpin (2003) states the linear western shore of Bear Lake south of Pickleville is probably controlled by a fault, although he noted the seismic profile of Skee (1976; McCalpin [2003], figure 8) does not depict a fault projecting northward at that location.

In summary, McCalpin (2003) concluded the southern section of the West Bear Lake fault requires additional fieldwork to locate fault strands, especially any strands submerged beneath Bear Lake. He further concluded investigating submerged fault traces would require specialized offshore paleoseismic techniques and that “perhaps it would be better to start by mapping any on-land fault traces before going offshore.” Based on available evidence, faults beneath Great Salt Lake, Utah Lake, and Bear Lake are potential sources of large earthquakes. Although subaerial exposures have not yet been verified, careful investigation of surface faulting remains prudent for projects proposed in areas where faults beneath Great Salt Lake, Utah Lake, and Bear Lake project onshore. If evidence of surface faulting is found, a subsurface investigation should be conducted to fully characterize the surface-faulting hazard.

Additionally, future surface faulting on these faults could generate a tsunami and/or seiche, potentially damaging facilities and infrastructure on or near the lakeshore, along with flooding associated with coseismic tilting of the lakebed.

Grabens: Coseismic antithetic faulting may form grabens along all or part of the length of Quaternary-age normal faults during surface-faulting earthquakes. Grabens may range from a few to tens of feet or more wide (see Rupture Complexity section). Where a site proposed for development is known or suspected to be within a graben, the site-specific surface-fault-rupture-hazard investigation should characterize all faults within the boundaries of the site that may pose a surface-fault-rupture hazard to the proposed development (i.e., synthetic and antithetic faults, including faults within the graben floor).

From a surface-faulting-hazard perspective, the site is suitable for development if results of a site-specific surface-fault-rupture-hazard investigation determine no hazardous faults (see table 13 and Fault Activity Classes section) impact the proposed development, including meeting setback criteria for fault avoidance (see Fault Setbacks section, which includes a graben example) and considering any deep foundations.

Surface faulting may subject structures within a graben to coseismic displacement and ground tilting from the main and antithetic faults. Designing structures to withstand the effects of coseismic, near-field surface faulting on multiple faults is the responsibility of the geotechnical and structural engineers. The geologist conducting a site-specific surface-faulting-hazard investigation is responsible for providing the structural design team, to the extent possible, with quantified data (which is largely controlled by the site location within the graben) on fault displacement and ground tilting, such that safe building designs are possible. However, if the main and principal antithetic graben-bounding faults do not lie within the boundaries of the site investigated, it is incumbent on the design team, depending on the criticality of the structure and/or development, to complete a supplemental investigation of those faults to characterize the extent of possible coseismic faulting and tilting that may occur within the graben during a future surface-faulting earthquake.

When data on coseismic displacement and ground tilting within a graben cannot be obtained from a surface-faulting-hazard investigation, it may be possible to provide estimates of displacement and ground tilting from a nearby site(s) or published data. The practical limitations of such data and rec-
ommendations that clearly reflect the resulting uncertainties should be acknowledged in the report.

**SURFACE-FAULTING MITIGATION**

*Background*

Municipal and county geologic-hazard ordinances in Utah use the term “active” fault as a synonym for “hazardous,” and typically define activity (relative hazard) by applying an age criterion: “active” faults have evidence of displacement during the Holocene (approximately the past 11,700 years). The Holocene criterion has precedence, principally from past application in California for implementing the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Zoning Act (Bryant, 2010; Tepel, 2010; California Geological Survey, 2011b, 2013), and in the Western States Seismic Policy Council’s (WSSPC) definitions of fault activity categories in the Basin and Range Province (WSSPC, 2011). However, several historical surface-faulting earthquakes in the Basin and Range Province occurred on normal faults with no evidence of previous Holocene activity (Walter, 1934; Bull and Pearthree, 1988; Bell and Katzer, 1990; Pearthree, 1990; Bell and others, 2004; Caskey and others, 2004; Suter, 2006; Wensnousky, 2008). Those earthquakes demonstrate that a single Holocene criterion is not sufficient to identify potentially hazardous faults in the interior western United States that may produce future surface faulting in a time frame relevant to land-use management and regulation.

Until recently (e.g., Bray 2001, 2009a, 2009b, 2015), designing a structure to withstand fault displacement at the ground surface was generally considered impractical. For that reason, the standard of practice in Utah has been to avoid construction on active faults by locating the fault and setting back a prescribed distance from it (Christenson and others, 2003). However, since the release of the Christenson and others (2003) guidelines, some Utah jurisdictions have adopted ordinances that permit construction across active faults that show ≤ 4 inches of displacement. Additionally, under a special “Review Protocol” the City of Draper (2005) permits “super-engineering” of foundations under limited circumstances (Dobbins and Simon, 2015) to mitigate surface-faulting displacements that are greater than the 4 inches permitted in the city’s current geologic-hazard ordinance. Super-engineered foundations designed to accommodate as much as 6 feet of vertical displacement have been approved by the City of Draper (David Dobbins, Draper City Manager, verbal communication, 2015).

Considering the limited paleoseismic data available for most Utah Quaternary faults, and the length of their surface-faulting recurrence intervals (typically hundreds to thousands of years), the UGS considers fault setback and avoidance the safest and most effective surface-faulting-mitigation option for most Utah faults. However, recognizing that engineering-design mitigation of surface faulting is now permitted by some Utah jurisdictions, these guidelines include a review of the fault parameter data required to fully characterize past fault activity, and recommendations regarding the kind and amount of paleoseismic data necessary for engineering-design mitigation of surface faulting (see Paleoseismic Data Required for Engineering-Design Mitigation of Surface Faulting section below).

Additionally, discussion has begun in Utah (UQFPWG, 2013; Lund, 2015) and elsewhere (e.g., Shlemon, 2010, 2015; Gath, 2015) regarding the appropriateness of using the long time interval represented by the Holocene for evaluating surface-faulting hazard. The Hazardous Fault Criterions section below discusses this issue relative to Utah’s normal-slip faults, and provides recommendations for the kind of information on past earthquake timing necessary for implementing data-driven decisions regarding surface-faulting mitigation.

**Surface-Faulting Special-Study Maps**

As a critical first step to ensure that surface-faulting hazard is adequately addressed in land-use planning and regulation, local governments should adopt surface-faulting special-study maps published by the UGS which define areas within which a surface-faulting investigation is required prior to development (figure 10). The UGS has prepared or assisted with preparation of surface-faulting special-study maps for Cache, Davis, Iron, Salt Lake, eastern Tooele, Utah, western Wasatch, and Weber Counties (on file with the respective municipal and county planning departments). Similar UGS special-study-area maps are available for the St. George-Hurricane metropolitan area (Lund and others, 2008), high-visitation areas in Zion National Park (Lund and others, 2010), the Magna and Copper 7.5-minute quadrangle areas in Salt Lake Valley (Castleton and others, 2011, 2014), and the State Route 9 corridor between La Verkin and Springdale (Knudsen and Lund, 2013). The UGS is conducting a long-term, geologic-hazard-mapping initiative to prepare geologic-hazard-map sets for select 7.5-minute quadrangles in Utah (Castleton and McKean, 2012). Where Quaternary faults are present, these hazard-map sets will include surface-faulting special-study maps (e.g., Castleton and others, 2011).

The UGS recommends that the width of special-study areas defined along faults vary depending upon whether a fault is well defined (Bryant and Hart, 2007), approximately located, or buried. The trace of a well-defined fault is clearly detectable as a physical feature at the ground surface (typically shown as a solid line on a geologic map) by a geologist qualified to conduct surface-faulting investigations. For a well-defined fault, the UGS recommends that special-study areas extend horizontally 500 feet on the downthrown side and 250 feet on the upthrown side of mapped fault traces or the outermost faults in a fault zone (figure 10; e.g., Lund and others, 2008, 2010; Castleton and others, 2011, 2014; Knudsen and Lund, 2013). In areas of high scarp II where 250 feet on the upthrown side does not extend to the top of the scarp, the UGS recommends that the special-study area increase to 500 feet on the...
upthrown side (Robison, 1993). An approximately located or buried fault is not evident at the ground surface for a significant distance, and is typically shown as a dashed line for approximately located faults and as a dotted line for buried faults on a geologic map. The UGS recommends that special-study areas for approximately located or buried faults extend horizontally 1000 feet on either side of the estimated fault location (e.g., Lund and others, 2008, 2010; Castleton and others, 2011, 2014; Knudsen and Lund, 2013).

Where special-study-area maps are not available, the first step in a surface-faulting investigation is to determine if the site is near a mapped Quaternary fault (see discussion of the Quaternary Fault and Fold Database of the United States [USGS, 2019] and Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database [UGS, 2019] in the Sources of Paleoseismic Information section above). If so, existing larger scale maps (if available) should be examined, aerial photographs and other remote-sensing data interpreted, and field investigations performed to produce detailed geologic maps as outlined in these guidelines to determine whether the fault is within 500 feet of the site if the fault is well defined, or within 1000 feet if the fault is approximately located or buried. If faults are found or suspected within these distances, the UGS recommends trenching or other subsurface investigations as outlined in these guidelines. Also, investigations as outlined in the Surface-Faulting-Hazard Investigation section should be conducted for all IBC Risk Category III and IV facilities (ICC, 2017a), whether near a mapped Quaternary fault or not, to ensure that previously unknown faults are not present. If evidence for a fault is found, the UGS recommends a subsurface investigation. See also the Engineering-Geology Investigations section of chapter 2 for additional information on performing geologic-hazard field investigations.

### Hazardous Fault Avoidance

Utah’s Quaternary faults exhibit a wide range of recurrence intervals and slip rates. Ideally, decisions regarding the need to mitigate surface faulting should be based on a risk assessment that considers the time of the most recent surface faulting and the average recurrence interval between previous surface-faulting earthquakes to determine the probability of surface faulting within a future time frame of interest (see Characterizing Fault Activity section above). However, with the possible exception of the five central, Holocene-active segments of the Wasatch fault zone (DuRoss and Hylland, 2015; DuRoss and others, 2016; WGUEP, 2016), available paleoseismic data for faults in Utah are generally insufficient to make such data-based risk determinations, and the ability to acquire the new earthquake timing, recurrence, and displacement data necessary to do so may be limited by site geologic conditions, property access, and/or budget and time constraints. Additionally, the natural variability of fault behavior (aleatory variability) and the uncertainty resulting from lack of necessary data to characterize fault activity (epistemic uncertainty) may combine to preclude the confident determination of the probability of future earthquake timing, displacement, and rupture complexity at a site. Therefore, setting back from and thereby avoiding potentially hazardous faults is often the most technically feasible and effective method to mitigate surface faulting. It is also the most satisfactory and safest (conservative) long-term solution for both current and future land owners, since the hazard is avoided regardless of the timing of the next surface-faulting earthquake. For those reasons, avoidance is the principal surface-faulting risk-mitigation technique specified by geologic-hazard ordinances in Utah, and the UGS considers avoidance the safest long-term surface-faulting mitigation option presently available.

### Fault Activity Classes

A fault avoidance mitigation strategy relies on a “time-of-most-recent-rupture” fault activity classification to identify active (hazardous) faults for which avoidance is deemed necessary. The previous version of these guidelines (Christenson and others, 2003) adopted the then-current fault activity class definitions for the Basin and Range Province proposed by WSSPC (https://www.wsspc.org/). Those definitions were first adopted by WSSPC in 1997, and evolved through subsequent revisions in 2005, 2008, 2011, and 2018. Beginning in 2011, the policy recommendation included a substantial change to the fault activity class definition for the Quaternary to comply with revisions to the Global Chronostratigraphical Correlation Table for the Last 2.7 Million Years, v. 2010 (International Commission on Stratigraphy, 2009; Cohen and Gibbard, 2010). These revisions redefined the lower boundary of the Quaternary from 1.8 to ~2.6 (actual 2.588) Ma. In compliance with the new standard (now generally accepted within the international geologic community), the UGS adopted 2.6 Ma as the lower boundary for the Quaternary for the Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database. Conversely, the USGS for purposes of seismic-hazard analysis continues to define the base of the Quaternary as 1.6 Ma in the Quaternary Fault and Fold Database of the United States (the USGS has adopted 2.6 Ma for other purposes). It is beyond the scope of these guidelines to resolve this discrepancy; the UGS recommends that both fault databases be consulted when performing a surface-faulting investigation.

For the purpose of these guidelines, the UGS follows the WSSPC (2018) definitions of fault activity classes:

- Late Pleistocene-Holocene fault – a fault whose movement in the past 15,000 years before present has been large enough to break the ground surface.
- Late Quaternary fault – a fault whose movement in the past 130,000 years before present has been large enough to break the ground surface.
- Quaternary fault – a fault whose movement in the past 2.6 million years before present has been large enough to break the ground surface.

The last two classes are inclusive; that is, Holocene faults are included within the definition of Late Quaternary faults, and both Holocene and Late Quaternary faults are included in Quaternary faults. The activity class of a fault is the youngest class
based on the demonstrated age of most recent surface faulting. The UGS recommends that in the absence of information to the contrary, all Quaternary faults be considered Holocene unless there are adequate data to confidently assign them to the Late Quaternary or Quaternary activity class.

The Quaternary Fault and Fold Database of the United States (USGS, 2019) and the Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database (UGS, 2019) summarize existing fault data for known Utah Quaternary faults, and estimate the timing of most recent surface faulting. However, neither fault compilation was prepared for use in assigning activity classes for land-use planning and regulation. The timing reported for the most recent surface faulting represents best (non-conservative) age estimates based on data in existing studies. These estimates, particularly for many pre-Holocene faults, typically are based on limited reconnaissance studies and are not adequate to determine activity classes to assess the need for site-specific surface-faulting investigations. Additionally, while the databases are periodically updated, new information for a fault may become available that has not yet been incorporated into the databases. It is the responsibility of the Engineering Geologist performing a surface-faulting investigation to ensure that all sources of paleoseismic data available for a site have been identified and reviewed.

Investigation Recommendations

When avoidance using fault setback is the risk-mitigation option selected, the UGS recommends that surface-faulting investigations be performed based on the modified IBC Risk Categories shown in table 13 and the following WSSPC (2018) fault activity classes:

- **Holocene faults** – recommended for all structures for human occupancy and all IBC Risk Category II(a), II(b), III, and IV structures.

- **Late Quaternary faults** – recommended for all IBC Risk Category II(b), III, and IV structures. Investigations for IBC Risk Category II(a) and other structures for human occupancy remain prudent, but local governments should base decisions on an assessment of whether risk-reduction measures are justified by weighing the probability of occurrence against the risk to lives and potential economic loss. Earthquake risk-assessment techniques are summarized by Reiter (1990), Yeats and others (1997), and McCalpin (2009).

- **Quaternary faults** – investigations are recommended for all IBC Risk Category III and IV structures. Investigations for IBC Risk Category II(b) structures and other structures for human occupancy remain prudent because a low likelihood of surface faulting still exists.

As noted above, the UGS recommends that in the absence of information to the contrary, all Quaternary faults be considered Holocene unless there are data to confidently assign them to a Late Quaternary or Quaternary activity class.

Fault Setbacks

The UGS recommends that Salt Lake County’s formulas for calculating fault setbacks for normal faults (Batatian and Nelson, 1999; Salt Lake County, 2002b; Christenson and others, 2003) as presented below be used throughout Utah. Unlike a simple “one setback distance fits all” approach (i.e., McCalpin, 1987), the Salt Lake County setback formulas adjust setback distances based on maximum anticipated fault displacements (greater setbacks for greater displacements), and also account for deep foundations and basements in structures close to a fault trace on the downthrown side of the fault. The method should be used to calculate the recommended fault setback distance for structures, depending on their IBC Risk Category (ICC, 2017a) and fault activity class, as shown in table 13. Table 13 is a revision of table 1 in Christenson and others (2003), and replaces IBC Building Occupancy Classes with IBC Risk Categories (ICC, 2017a), thus tying setback distances directly to risk. Variables used in the equations are shown on figure 18, and an example of a fault setback calculation is given below. Note that where an antithetic fault(s) is present at a site, a fault setback distance must be determined for it as well. This calculation method is for use with normal faults only. If reverse, thrust, or strike-slip faults are present (e.g., figure 14), the Engineering Geologist should provide the geologic justification in the report for the fault setback determination method used. Faults and fault setbacks should be clearly identified on the site-specific geology or fault map (see Surface-Faulting-Investigation Report Guidelines section below).

Table 13 presents minimum fault setback recommendations for IBC Risk Categories (Risk Category II subdivided into categories II(a) and II(b) for purposes of these guidelines). The calculated fault setback using the formulas presented below is compared to the minimum fault setback in table 13, and the greater of the two is used. Minimum fault setbacks in table 13 apply to both the downthrown and upthrown blocks. These fault setbacks apply only to surface faulting; greater setbacks...
may be necessary for slope, property boundary, or other considerations.

**Downthrown block:** The fault setback for the downthrown block is calculated using the formula:

\[ S = U \cdot \left[ 2D + \left( \frac{F}{\tan \theta} \right) \right] \]

where:
- \( S \) = Fault setback distance within which buildings are not permitted (feet).
- \( U \) = Criticality factor, based on IBC Risk Category (table 13).
- \( D \) = Expected maximum fault displacement per earthquake (maximum vertical displacement) (feet).
- \( F \) = Maximum depth of footing or subgrade portion of the building (feet).
- \( \theta \) = Fault dip (degrees).

Fault displacement is the maximum vertical displacement measured for an individual surface-faulting earthquake at the site (not necessarily the displacement of the most recent surface-faulting event). If a range of displacements is possible (e.g., because of uncertainty in how geologic layers or contacts are correlated or projected into the fault zone), the largest possible displacement value should be used. If per-earthquake displacements cannot be measured on site, the maximum displacement based on paleoseismic data from nearby paleoseismic investigations on the fault or segment may be used. In the absence of nearby data, consult DuRoss (2008) and DuRoss and Hylland (2015) for the range of displacements measured on the central segments of the Wasatch fault zone. Lund (2005) reports limited displacement information for some other Utah Quaternary faults.

Fault setback distances on the downthrown block are measured from where the fault intersects the final grade level for the building (figure 18). For dipping faults, if the fault trace daylights in the face of a scarp above final building(s) grade, the fault setback is taken from where the fault would intersect the final grade level for the building(s), rather than where it daylights in the scarp.

**Upthrown block:** Because the fault setback is measured from the portion of the building closest to the fault, whether subgrade or at grade, the dip of the fault and depth of the subgrade portion of the structure are irrelevant in calculating the fault setback on the upthrown block. The fault setback for the upthrown side of the fault is calculated as:

\[ S = U \cdot (2D) \]

Fault setback distances on the upthrown block are measured from where the fault trace daylights at the surface, commonly in a scarp. Minimum fault setback distances apply as discussed above. Note that \( S \) and \( D \) are measured in feet for comparison to minimum fault setbacks in table 13.

**Example of a fault setback calculation:** Here, we consider a hypothetical example where trenching along the Wasatch fault zone in southern Salt Lake County identified the main trace of the fault and an antithetic fault crossing a property. Maximum displacement (\( D \)) on the main fault for the most recent surface-faulting earthquake at the site was 8.5 feet. The main fault dipped 70 degrees (\( \theta \)) to the west. Displacement on the antithetic fault was 2 feet, dipping 50 degrees to the east. Development plans call for a 250-seat theater (Risk Category II(b); criticality factor \( U = 2 \)) with basements requiring 8-foot foundation depths (\( F \)). The setback from the main fault is calculated as follows:

**Downthrown (western) block**

\[ S = U \cdot \left[ 2D + \left( \frac{F}{\tan \theta} \right) \right] \]

\[ = U \cdot \left[ 2 \cdot (8.5 \text{ feet}) + \left( \frac{8 \text{ feet}}{\tan 70^\circ} \right) \right] \]

\[ = 2 \cdot (17 \text{ feet} + 3 \text{ feet}) \]

\[ = 40 \text{ feet} \]

The 40- and 34-foot calculated setback distances are to be applied respectively, because they are greater than the 20-foot minimum fault setback (see table 13).

We do not know whether the 2-foot displacement on the antithetic fault represents cumulative displacements from multiple surface-faulting earthquakes, or resulted from a single surface-faulting earthquake; therefore, we must assume all displacement occurred during a single earthquake. The setback from the antithetic fault is calculated as follows:

**Downthrown (eastern) block**

\[ S = U \cdot \left[ 2D + \left( \frac{F}{\tan \theta} \right) \right] \]

\[ = U \cdot \left[ 2 \cdot (2) \cdot (8.5 \text{ feet}) + \left( \frac{8 \text{ feet}}{\tan 50^\circ} \right) \right] \]

\[ = 2 \cdot (4 \text{ feet} + 7 \text{ feet}) \]

\[ = 22 \text{ feet} \]

The 22-foot calculated fault setback is greater than the 20-foot minimum setback (see table 13); therefore, the fault
setback on the downthrown block is 22 feet. Because 8 feet is less than the 20-foot minimum fault setback, the fault setback on the upthrown block is 20 feet.

**Surface Deformation from Slip on a Buried Fault**

Surface deformation (folding, warping, monoclinic flexures) from slip on a buried fault that did not produce discrete fault rupture at the ground surface has occurred along some Utah Quaternary faults (e.g., Keaton, 1986; Keaton and others, 1987b; Hylland and others, 2014). Zones of surface deformation can be narrow (a few feet to tens of feet) resulting from localized extensional or compressional strain at the axis of a fold or warp, or broad zones (tens to hundreds of feet) of tilting or rotation (Erslev, 1991; Kelson and others, 2001; Chen and others, 2007). Narrow zones of deformation may produce scarp-like geomorphic features (Keaton and others, 1987b; Hylland and others, 2014); broad zones may be subtle and difficult to detect at the ground surface. In some instances (typically trenches with well-defined stratigraphy), it is possible to determine net displacement across a fold or warp. Keaton and others (1987b) measured 3.9–4.9 feet of vertical displacement in a fold resulting from what they interpreted as a single earthquake on the central part of the Taylorsville fault. Hylland and others (2014) measured 1.6 feet of vertical displacement across a 26-foot-wide zone of broad warping on the Granger fault. Both the Taylorsville and Granger faults are part of the West Valley fault zone in Salt Lake Valley.

The potential surface-faulting hazard presented by tectonic surface deformation in the absence of discrete faulting is difficult to assess because past rupture on the causative fault did not extend to the ground surface. It is unknown whether future rupture on the fault will continue to deform the ground surface without surface faulting, or if future rupture will extend to the surface and create a surface-faulting hazard.

Surface deformation caused by slip on a buried fault lacks a discrete zone of displacement and in some cases may be many feet wide. Therefore, with the possible exception of the axis of a tight kink fold, establishing standard fault setback distances or implementing a standardized method for calculating fault setbacks for surface deformation as is done for surface faulting is generally not possible (see Hazardous Fault Avoidance section above). Past mitigation measures employed in Utah for structures built in surface deformation zones have consisted of engineering-design techniques such as reinforced slab-on-grade foundations and flexible utility lines and hookups (Bill Black, Western GeoLogic, written communication, 2014).

Quantifying the future effects of surface faulting at a site within a surface deformation zone may not be possible even after a careful investigation, because tectonic surface deformation may expand over time, or future rupture on the causative fault may eventually extend to the ground surface. Therefore, the UGS does not make a standard recommendation for mitigating tectonic surface deformation in the absence of discrete faulting, but rather recommends that the Engineering Geologist in responsible charge of the surface-faulting investigation make and justify an appropriate mitigation recommendation based on the results of a site-specific hazard investigation. Whether that recommendation is to set back from a narrow deformation zone or to implement engineering-design mitigation methods will depend on individual site conditions and project considerations. Barrell (2010) provides an example from New Zealand of the classification and proposed mitigation of tectonic surface deformation in the absence of surface faulting.

**Paleoseismic Data Required for Engineering-Design Mitigation of Surface Faulting**

Most geologic-hazard ordinances in Utah limit surface-faulting mitigation to setting back a prescribed distance from an active (hazardous) fault (see Hazardous Fault Avoidance section above). However, some Utah jurisdictions now permit construction across Holocene-active faults having ≤ 4 inches of displacement. Some of these ordinances specify that reasonable geologic data must be available to show that future surface displacement along the fault will not exceed 4 inches, and require that a structural engineer provide an appropriate engineering design to minimize structural damage. Additionally, under a special “Review Protocol” the City of Draper (2005) has permitted “super-engineered” foundations designed to accommodate surface-faulting displacements of as much as 6 feet (David Dobbins, Draper City Manager, verbal communication, 2015).

Utah’s engineering-design surface-faulting mitigation approaches are based on the assumptions that (1) a small displacement (≤ 4 inches) on a fault would not cause catastrophic structural collapse, and therefore does not represent a life-safety hazard to building occupants, and (2) a super-engineered foundation will provide life-safety protection in the event of much larger (multiple feet) displacements beneath an inhabited structure. Common to both approaches is the need to characterize past surface-faulting displacement to establish a reliable design displacement value for engineering-mitigation design. The design displacement value must be such that it will not be significantly exceeded (within 2σ uncertainty limits) during future surface-faulting earthquakes.

Displacement data for normal-slip faults in Utah (DuRoss, 2008), as well as worldwide datasets (e.g., Wesnousky, 2008; Hecker and others, 2013) show that considerable variation in displacement at a point may occur between successive earthquakes on a fault. Therefore, the displacement at a point produced by the most recent surface-faulting earthquake may not be a good predictor of future surface-faulting displacement at the same location. DuRoss (2008) documents as much as 6.9 feet difference in displacement at a point between successive surface-faulting earthquakes on the five central segments of the Wasatch fault zone. Lund and others (2015) reported ~50% variation in displacement at a point between the two most recent surface-faulting earthquakes on the Fort Pearce
section of the Washington fault zone in northwestern Arizona. Hecker and others (2013) evaluated a worldwide dataset of faults having displacement information from multiple earthquakes, and determined that the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) for slip at a point is ~0.5, indicating significant displacement variability between earthquakes. McCalpin (1987) acknowledged the possible variability of displacement on secondary faults between earthquakes, and recommended that human-occupied structures not be sit- ed across small-displacement faults (≤ 12 in) without careful subsurface documentation of the location and past displacement styles (direction and amount) of the faults.

A review of possible engineering-design methods to mitigate surface faulting is beyond the scope of these guidelines (see Bray, 2015, for a review of design techniques); however, all such methods rely on the ability of the Engineering Geologist to estimate within reasonable uncertainty limits (2σ) displacement at a point from future surface-faulting earthquakes. As discussed above, this is not a simple task, and can only be reliably achieved where site geology permits evaluating the fault’s displacement history over multiple paleoearthquakes. Displacement data for a single paleoearthquake (most recent event) at a site does not provide a statistically significant basis for estimating probable future maximum earthquake displacement.

For engineering mitigation of surface faulting on normal-slip faults in Utah, the UGS recommends that displacements be determined for a minimum of three surface-faulting earthquakes at the site of interest (more if site geology permits), and that engineering-design mitigation be based on the maximum displacement observed on the fault in question including appropriate displacement uncertainty limits. Because displacement during a surface-faulting earthquake can vary sig-

Figure 19. Distribution of probability density functions showing timing of single segment surface-faulting earthquakes on the five central segments of the Wasatch fault zone for the past ~6500 years (from WGUEP, 2016).
nificantly along fault strike (Crone and others, 1987; DuRoss, 2008; Hecker and others, 2013), displacement data used for engineering-design mitigation should be site specific; use of an offsite displacement value introduces an unacceptable level of uncertainty in the displacement design parameter.

Given the limited paleoseismic information available for most Utah Quaternary faults (the five central, Holocene-active segments of the Wasatch fault zone excepted), acquiring the detailed displacement data necessary for engineering mitigation of surface faulting will likely require a more detailed and costly (both in terms of time and money) paleoseismic investigation than is necessary to simply locate and setback from a potentially hazardous fault. Additionally, many sites will not possess the geologic conditions necessary to identify and characterize displacement for a minimum of three paleoearthquakes. For those reasons, the UGS believes fault setback and avoidance will remain the surface-faulting-mitigation option most frequently employed in Utah.

**HAZARDOUS FAULT CRITERIA**

Some geologists and engineers, chiefly in California, are re-evaluating what constitutes a hazardous fault with regard to public health, safety, and welfare (e.g., Shlemon, 2010, 2015; Gath, 2015). As a result, the Holocene criterion used in California to define an “active” (hazardous) fault has been called into question as being unreasonably long when compared to the time intervals used to mitigate other kinds of natural hazards. Those geologists argue that no specific deterministic recurrence number should be used to define a hazardous fault, but rather mitigating surface faulting should be data driven, and rely on professional judgment, cost, available technology, and social constraints (acceptable risk) (Shlemon, 2010, 2015; Gath, 2015). Some Utah geologists have similarly begun discussing the appropriateness of the Holocene active-fault criterion as commonly applied in Utah (UQFPWG, 2013; Lund, 2015), and likewise advocate data-based decisions regarding surface-faulting mitigation when sufficient paleoseismic data are available.

Characterizing fault activity for engineering mitigation of surface faulting requires determining the fault’s average surface-faulting recurrence and variability over multiple paleoearthquake cycles, as well as the time of most recent surface faulting. By comparing elapsed time since the most recent surface faulting earthquake with a well-constrained average recurrence interval, it is possible to estimate the probability that the fault will generate a future surface-faulting earthquake in a time interval of interest, although uncertainties may remain high, particularly for long-recurrence faults. Only when such detailed paleoseismic data are available can decisions regarding surface-faulting mitigation be reliably data driven. The following examples illustrate this point.

On the central Wasatch fault zone where earthquake timing and surface-faulting recurrence and variability are well constrained (figure 19), the average recurrence interval for surface faulting on the Salt Lake City segment for the past four surface-faulting earthquakes (three closed earthquake cycles) is 1300 ± 100 years, and the elapsed time since the most recent surface faulting is 1300 ± 200 years (DuRoss and Hylland, 2015; DuRoss and others, 2016), indicating that the Salt Lake City segment has met or exceeded its average recurrence interval and may produce a surface-faulting earthquake at any time. A note of caution: when evaluating average surface-faulting recurrence, “at any time” may range from now to hundreds of years from now. Individual recurrence intervals for the four most recent Salt Lake City segment earthquakes range from 800 ± 300 years to 1900 ± 300 years (DuRoss and Hylland, 2015). Conversely, the elapsed time since the most recent surface faulting on the Nephi segment is 200 ± 70 years (Crone and others, 2014; DuRoss and others, 2016), and the average recurrence for the past two earthquake cycles (three earthquakes) is 1100 ± 200 years, indicating that the Nephi segment may not generate another surface-faulting earthquake for several hundred years. Available paleoseismic data show that on average the Salt Lake City segment is more hazardous than the Nephi segment, even though both segments have experienced multiple Holocene earthquakes, and as such would be treated in the same manner when implementing a fault avoidance strategy to mitigate surface faulting (see Hazardous Fault Avoidance section above). Whether mitigating surface faulting differently on the Nephi and Salt Lake City segments based on available paleoseismic data is advisable, and what form different mitigation strategies might take, depends on society’s ability to accept seismic risk, and remains a matter for future policy discussion.

Conversely, trenching by Olig and others (1999, 2000, 2001 [compiled in Bowman and Lund, 2013]) on the Mercur fault (Southern Oquirrh Mountains fault zone) identified a Holocene earthquake between 1500 and 4000 years ago, thus placing the Mercur fault in the Holocene activity class (see Hazardous Fault Avoidance section above). However, average surface-faulting recurrence on the Mercur fault is 13,000–19,000 years over the past 90,000 years. Therefore, even though the uncertainty in average recurrence is high (intervals vary from 2000 to 40,000 years), the likelihood of future rupture in a planning time frame is probably low on the Mercur fault, possibly lower than for many Late Quaternary faults that lack Holocene surface faulting.

These examples illustrate that fully characterizing surface-faulting hazard requires more paleoseismic information than simply determining the timing and displacement of the most recent surface-faulting earthquake. Timing and displacement data for multiple surface-faulting earthquakes (recommend a minimum of three closed earthquake cycles [four earthquakes]) is necessary to (1) compare the elapsed time since the most recent surface-faulting earthquake with an even minimally statistically relevant average recurrence, and (2) estimate the probability of future surface faulting within a time frame of interest. A Late Quaternary fault with a recurrence interval ≥ 10,000 years may be approaching or have exceeded its average recurrence, and be potentially more hazardous...
than either the Nephi segment, which has experienced multiple Holocene surface-faulting earthquakes, or the Mercur fault, which experienced surface faulting ~1500–4000 years ago, but has highly non-uniform earthquake recurrence. Consequently, the Holocene-activity criterion as currently applied in Utah to implement fault setback requirements may result in overly conservative risk-mitigation measures in some instances, and in other cases contribute to ignoring possible hazardous Late Quaternary faults that are near or beyond their average recurrence interval.

The UGS recommends that where sufficient paleoseismic data are available to characterize earthquake timing and displacement over multiple earthquake cycles (see recommendation above), those data may be used in conjunction with good professional judgment to replace the Holocene-activity criterion for a hazardous fault, and be used to determine which faults require surface-faulting risk mitigation, and which may require lesser or no mitigation, regardless of activity class. Where paleoseismic data are lacking or are insufficient to fully characterize earthquake activity as described above, the UGS recommends that those faults be treated as Holocene active and appropriate fault setbacks determined and applied (see Hazardous Fault Avoidance section above). We reiterate that the safest form of surface-faulting mitigation remains avoidance, which places a structure out of harm’s way regardless of future earthquake timing or displacement.

SURFACE-FAULTING-INVESTIGATION REPORT

The report prepared for a site-specific surface-faulting investigation in Utah should, at a minimum, address the topics below. Site conditions may require that additional items be included; these guidelines do not relieve Engineering Geologists from their duty to perform additional geologic investigations as necessary to adequately assess surface-faulting hazard at a site. The report presenting the investigation results must be prepared, stamped, and signed by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist (Utah Code, 2011) with experience in conducting surface-faulting investigations. Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer must include the engineer’s stamp and signature. The guidelines below pertain specifically to surface-faulting investigations, and expand on the general guidance provided in the Engineering-Geology Investigations and Engineering-Geology Reports sections of chapter 2.

A. Text
   a. Purpose and scope of investigation. Describe the location and size of the site and proposed type and number of buildings if known.
   b. Geologic and tectonic setting. The report should contain a clear and concise statement of the general geologic and tectonic setting of the site vicinity. The section should include a discussion of active faults in the area, paleoseismicity of the relevant fault system(s), historical seismicity, geodetic measurements where pertinent, and should reference relevant published and unpublished geologic literature.
   c. Site description and conditions. Include information on geologic and soil units, geomorphic features, graded and filled areas, vegetation, existing structures, and other factors that may affect fault recognition, choice of investigative methods, and interpretation of data.
   d. Methods and results of investigation.
      1. Literature Review. Summarize published and unpublished maps, literature, and records concerning geologic and soil units, faults, surface water and groundwater, topography, and other relevant factors pertinent to the site.
      2. Interpretation of Remote-Sensing Imagery. Describe the results of remote-sensing-imagery interpretation, including stereoscopic aerial photographs, lidar, and other remote-sensing data (e.g., Bunds and others, 2015) as available, conducted to identify fault-related topography, vegetation or soil contrasts, and other lineaments of possible fault origin. List source, date, flight-line numbers, and scale of aerial photos or other imagery used.
      3. Surface Investigations. Describe pertinent surface features, both onsite and offsite, including mapping of geologic units; geomorphic features such as scarps, springs and seeps (aligned or not), faceted spurs, and disrupted drainages; and geologic structures. Describe and assign ages to features associated with earthquake-induced strong ground shaking such as sand blows, lateral spreads, and other evidence of liquefaction and ground settlement. Describe the results of scarp profiling including age and displacement estimates for past surface-faulting earthquakes. Landslides, although they may not be conclusively associated with an earthquake cause, should be identified and described, particularly if they affect fault recognition and mapping.
      4. Subsurface Investigations. Describe fault trenching and other subsurface investigations conducted to evaluate surface faulting at the site. The strike, dip, and vertical displacement (or minimum displacement if total displacement cannot be determined) of faults should be recorded. Trench logs should be included with the report and should be prepared in the field at a scale of 1 inch = 5 feet or larger. Describe the criteria used to determine the age and geologic origin of the deposits in the trenches, and clearly evaluate the evidence for the presence or absence of Holocene, Late Quaternary, or Quaternary faults.
5. Other Investigation Methods. When special conditions or requirements for critical facilities demand a more intensive investigation, describe the methods used to supplement the trenching program and the purpose/result of those methods. These may include, but are not limited to: (a) boreholes and test pits, (b) CPT soundings, (c) geophysical investigations, and (d) geochronology (see Other Subsurface Investigation Methods section above).

e. Conclusions.

1. Conclusions must be supported by adequate data, and the report should present those data in a clear and concise manner.

2. Data provided should include evidence establishing the presence or absence of faulting, fault location(s), fault geometry, earthquake timing, and displacement (at a minimum the most recent surface-faulting earthquake), including ages and geologic origin of faulted and unfa ulted geologic units and surfaces. If engineering mitigation of surface faulting is proposed, the UGS recommends that paleoearthquake displacement information be obtained for a minimum of the three most recent surface-faulting earthquakes at the site, and that engineering design be based on the largest displacement observed and account for any uncertainty in the displacement measurement.

3. Degree of confidence in, and limitations of, the data and conclusions.

f. Recommendations.

1. Recommendations must be supported by the report conclusions and be presented in a clear and concise manner.

2. Fault setback recommendations should include justification for the fault setback distance chosen with supporting data.

3. When engineering-design mitigation of surface faulting is recommended, design recommendations must be data driven and based on sufficient paleoseismic information that epistemic uncertainty regarding the fault’s past and probable future displacement is minimized and aleatory variability is adequately characterized (see Paleoseismic Data Required for Engineering-Design Mitigation of Surface Faulting and Hazardous Fault Criteria sections above).

4. Other recommended building restrictions, use limitations, or risk-reduction measures such as placement of detached garages or other non-habitable structures in fault zones, or use of engineering-design mitigation for small-displacement faults.

5. Limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation to better quantify the hazard if necessary.

B. References

a. Literature and records cited or reviewed; citations should be complete (see References section of this publication for examples).

b. Remote-sensing images interpreted including type, date, project identification codes, scale, source, and photo index numbers.

c. Other sources of information used, including well records, personal communication, and other data sources.

C. Illustrations. Should include at a minimum:

a. Location map. A general location map should show the site and significant physiographic and cultural features, generally at 1:24,000 scale or larger and indicating the Public Land Survey System 1/4-section, township, and range; and the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum.

b. Site development map. The development map should show site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, graded and filled areas (including engineered and non-engineered fill), and streets. The map scale may vary depending on the size of the site and area covered by the study; the minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary. The site development map may be combined with the site-specific geology map (below).

c. Regional geology map. A regional-scale (1:24,000 to 1:50,000) map should show the geologic setting, including geologic units, Quaternary and other faults, and general geologic structures within a 10-mile radius of the site.

d. Site-specific geology map. A site-scale geologic map should show (1) geologic units, (2) faults, (3) seeps or springs, (4) landslides, (5) lineaments investigated for evidence of faulting, (6) other geologic features existing on and near the site, and (7) locations of trenches, test pits, boreholes, CPT soundings, and geophysical lines as appropriate. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of study; minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary. If site-specific investigations reveal the presence of a hazardous Quaternary fault and fault avoidance is the mitigation strategy employed, an appropriate fault setback should be shown either on the site-specific geology map, or on a separate surface-fault-rupture-hazard map depending on site scale and complexity.

e. Geologic/topographic cross sections. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations.
f. Trench and test pit log(s). Logs are required for each trench and test pit excavated as part of the investigation whether faults are encountered or not. Logs are hand- or computer-drawn maps of excavation walls that show details of geologic units and structures. Logs should be to scale and not generalized or diagrammatic, and may be on a rectified photomosaic base. The scale (horizontal and vertical) should be 1 inch = 5 feet (1:60) or larger as necessary and with no vertical exaggeration. Logs should be prepared in the field and accurately reflect the features observed in the excavation, as noted below. Photographs are not a substitute for trench logs.

Logs should include (1) trench and test-pit orientation and indication of which wall was logged, (2) horizontal and vertical control, (3) top and bottom of trench wall(s), (4) stratigraphic contacts, (5) detailed lithology and soil classification and descriptions, (6) contact descriptions, (7) pedogenic soil horizons, (8) marker beds, (9) faults and fissures, (10) fault orientation and geometry (strike and dip), (11) fault displacement, and (12) sample locations (e.g., Birkeland and others, 1991; Bonilla and Lienkaemper, 1991; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998b; Walker and Cohen, 2006; McCalpin, 2009; DuRoss, 2015).

Other features of tectonic significance should be shown, including but not limited to (1) open or infilled fissures, (2) colluvial wedges, (3) drag folds, (4) rotated clasts, (5) lineations, and (6) liquefaction features including sand dikes and blows (e.g., DuRoss and others, 2014; DuRoss, 2015).

Logs should include interpretations and evidence for the age and origin of geologic units. Study limitations should be clearly stated for suspected Holocene faults where unfaulted Holocene deposits are deeper than practical excavation depths.

g. Borehole and CPT logs. Boreholes and CPT logs should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis for all layers and whether or not evidence of faulting was encountered. Logs should not be generalized or diagrammatic. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also contain standard geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data.

h. Geophysical data and interpretations.

i. Photographs that enhance understanding of site surface and subsurface (trench and test pit walls) conditions with applicable metadata.

D. Authentication

The report must be stamped and signed by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist in principal charge of the investigation (Title 58-76-10 – Professional Geologists Licensing Act [Utah Code, 2011]). Final geologic maps, trench logs, cross sections, sketches, drawings, and plans prepared by, or under the supervision of, a professional geologist also must bear the stamp of the professional geologist (Utah Code, 2011). Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer and/or Utah licensed Professional Land Surveyor must include the engineer’s and/or surveyor’s stamp and signature.

E. Appendices

Include supporting data relevant to the investigation not given in the text such as maps; trench, test pit, and borehole logs; cross sections; conceptual models; fence diagrams; survey data; water-well data; geochronology laboratory reports; and qualifications statements/resume.

FIELD REVIEW

The UGS recommends a field review of trenches and trench logs by the regulatory-authority geologist once a surface-faulting hazard investigation is complete. The field review should take place after trenches or test pits are logged, but before they are closed so subsurface site conditions can be directly observed and evaluated. See Field Review section in chapter 2.

REPORT REVIEW

The UGS recommends regulatory review of all reports by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist experienced in surface-faulting hazard investigations and acting on behalf of local governments to protect public health, safety, and welfare, and to reduce risks to future property owners (Larson, 1992, 2015). See Report Review section in chapter 2.

DISCLOSURE

The UGS recommends disclosure during real-estate transactions whenever an engineering-geology investigation has been performed. See Disclosure section in chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 4: GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING LANDSLIDE HAZARDS IN UTAH

by Gregg S. Beukelman, P.G., and Michael D. Hyland, P.G.

INTRODUCTION

These guidelines outline the recommended minimum acceptable level of effort for evaluating landslide hazards in Utah. Guidelines for landslide-hazard investigations in Utah were first published by the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) in 1996 as Guidelines for Evaluating Landslide Hazards in Utah (Hyland, 1996) and are updated here. The objective of these guidelines is to promote uniform and effective statewide implementation of landslide investigation and mitigation measures to reduce risk. These guidelines do not include systematic descriptions of all available investigative or mitigation techniques or topics, nor is it suggested that all techniques or topics are appropriate for every project. Variations in site conditions, project scope, economics, and level of acceptable risk may require that some topics be addressed in greater detail than is outlined in these guidelines. However, all elements of these guidelines should be considered in landslide-hazard investigations, and may be applied to any project site, large or small.

Purpose

These guidelines were developed by the UGS to assist geologists and Geotechnical Engineers performing landslide-hazard investigations, and to help technical reviewers rigorously assess the conclusions and recommendations in landslide-hazard-investigation reports. These guidelines are applicable to both natural and development-induced landslide hazards, and are limited to evaluating the potential for rotational and translational slides (classification after Cruden and Varnes, 1996). The guidelines do not address other types of mass movement such as debris flows or rockfalls, or phenomena such as land subsidence and earth fissures. Debris-flow-hazard investigations are addressed in chapter 5 of this publication, land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigations in chapter 6, and rockfall-hazard investigations in chapter 7.

These landslide guidelines are intended to:

- provide Engineering Geologists with a common basis for preparing proposals, conducting investigations, and recommending landslide-mitigation strategies; and
- provide an objective framework for preparation and review of reports.

These guidelines do not supersede pre-existing state or federal regulations or local geologic-hazard ordinances, but provide useful information to (1) supplement adopted ordinances/regulations, and (2) assist in preparation of new ordinances. If study or risk-mitigation requirements in a local government ordinance exceed recommendations given here, ordinance requirements take precedence.

Background

A landslide can be defined as a downslope movement of rock, soil, or both, in which much of the material moves as a coherent or semi-coherent mass with little internal deformation, and movement occurs on either a curved (rotational slide) or planar (translational slide) rupture surface (Highland and Bobrowsky, 2008). Occasionally, individual landslides may involve multiple types of movement if conditions change as the displaced material moves downslope. For example, a landslide may initiate as a rotational slide and then become a translational slide as it progresses downslope. These guidelines address evaluating the potential for new or reactivated rotational and translational slides, but do not address liquefaction-induced landslides such as lateral spreads. Snow avalanches and ice falls are likewise not discussed. Figure 21 shows the position and terms used for the different parts of a landslide. These and other relevant terms are defined in the glossary in appendix B.

Landslides include both natural and human-induced variables, making landslide-hazard investigation a complex task. Slope instability can result from many factors, including geomorphic, hydrologic, and geologic conditions, and modification of these conditions by human activity; the frequency and intensity of precipitation; and seismicity. Existing landslides can represent either marginally stable slopes or unstable slopes that are actively moving. Site conditions must be evaluated in terms of proposed site modifications associated with structure size and placement, slope modification by cutting and filling, and changes to groundwater conditions.
Figure 20. August 2014 Parkway Drive landslide, North Salt Lake, Utah. The effects of this landslide illustrate how damage can occur at various parts of the slide. The landslide severely damaged the Eagle Ridge Tennis and Swim Club (white tent structure), and one house (directly above the tent structure) at its toe, partially destroyed a home’s backyard along its left flank (behind orange fencing near center of photograph), and threatened streets and pipelines near the crown. Photo date August 14, 2014.

Figure 21. Diagram of an idealized landslide showing commonly used nomenclature for its parts.
Many Utah landslides are considered dormant, but recent slope failures are commonly reactivations of pre-existing landslides, suggesting that even so-called dormant landslides may continue to exhibit slow creep or are capable of renewed movement if stability thresholds are exceeded (Ashland, 2003). Past slope failures can be used to identify the geologic, hydrologic, and topographic conditions that may reactivate existing landslides and initiate new landslides. In addition to natural conditions that contribute to landsliding, human-induced conditions, such as modification of slopes by grading or a human-caused change in hydrologic conditions, can create or increase an area’s susceptibility to landsliding. Investigation of landslide hazards should be based on the identification and understanding of conditions and processes that promote instability.

Slope steepness is an important factor in slope stability. In Salt Lake County, 56 percent of all slope failures occurred on hillsides where slopes range between 31 and 60 percent which prompted Salt Lake County to lower the maximum allowable buildable slope from 40 percent to 30 percent in 1986 (Lund, 1986).

Landslides occur in all 50 states; however, the coastal states and the Intermountain West are the primary regions of landslide activity. Nationally, landslides result in 25 to 50 deaths annually, and cause approximately $5.1 billion (2019 dollars) in damage (Highland, 2004). In 2014, an approximately 650-foot-high slope near Oso, Washington, underlain by glacial till and lacustrine deposits and having a history of previous landsliding, failed and rapidly inundated a neighborhood claiming the lives of 43 people, making it the deadliest landslide in United States history (Keaton and others, 2014).

Annual losses from landslide damage in Utah vary, but are often in the millions of dollars. For example, during the wet year of 1983, Utah landslides had a total estimated direct cost exceeding $250 million dollars (Anderson and others, 1984). The 1983 Thistle landslide (figure 22), Utah’s single most destructive failure of a natural slope, is recognized in terms of direct and indirect costs as one of the most expensive individual landslides in United States history with damage costs over $688 million in 2000 dollars (Highland and Schuster, 2000). Although landslide losses in Utah are poorly documented, Ashland (2003) estimated losses from damaging landslides in 2001 exceeded $3 million including the costs to repair and stabilize hillsides along state and federal highways. This estimate remains the most recent landslide damage estimate for Utah; however, total losses during that year are unknown because of incomplete cost documentation of landslide activity.

**Landslide Causes**

Landslides can have several contributing causes, but only one trigger (Varnes, 1978; Cruden and Varnes, 1996). Contributing causes may include, but are not limited to, geological conditions such as weak, weathered, or sheared rock or sediment; morphologic modification processes like tectonic uplift or fluvial erosion at the toe of a slope; physical processes such as...
as earthquakes; or human-related causes such as grading of a slope or modification of groundwater conditions. By definition, a trigger is an external force that causes a near-immediate response in the form of slope deformation by rapidly increasing the stresses or reducing the strength of slope materials (Wieczorek, 1996). Engineering Geologists investigating existing landslides should look for dominant causes and the trigger of the landslide to ensure that the cause of the slope failure will be corrected by any proposed mitigation.

In Utah, natural landslides are primarily triggered by intense rainfall, rapid snowmelt, rapid stream erosion, water level change or, to a much lesser degree, seismic activity. Slopes can become unstable as they are saturated by intense rainfall, snowmelt, and changes in groundwater levels. Rapid erosion due to surface-water changes along earth dams and in the banks of lakes, reservoirs, canals, and rivers can undercut banks and increase the possibility of landsliding. Earthquakes in steep landslide-prone areas, such as northern Utah, greatly increase the likelihood of landslides because of ground shaking, liquefaction of susceptible deposits, or dilation of soil, which allows rapid infiltration of water. Utah’s best-documented earthquake-induced landslide is the Springdale landslide in the southwestern part of the state which was triggered by the 1992 magnitude 5.8 St. George earthquake (Jibson and Harp, 1995). The potential for earthquake-triggered landslides along the Wasatch Front has long been recognized (Keaton and others, 1987a; Solomon and others, 2004; Ashland, 2008), but no mapped landslide in this area, excluding liquefaction-induced lateral spreads (Hylland and Lowe, 1998; Harty and Lowe, 2003), has been documented as having been conclusively triggered by a major earthquake.

Humans can contribute to landslides by improper grading, such as undercutting the bottom or loading the top of a slope, disturbing drainage patterns, changing groundwater conditions, and removing vegetation during development. In addition, landscape irrigation, on-site wastewater disposal systems, or leaking pipes can promote landsliding in once-stable areas. Identification of a site’s susceptibility to landsliding followed by proper engineering and hazard mitigation can improve the long-term stability of the site and reduce risk from future slope failures.

**Landslide Hazards**

Landslides account for considerable property damage and a potential loss of life in areas having steep slopes and abundant rainfall. The potential benefit of landslide-hazard investigations is achieving a meaningful reduction in losses through awareness and avoidance. Landslides may affect developed areas whether the development is directly on or only near a landslide. Landslides can occur either over a wide area where many homes, businesses, or entire developments are involved, or on a local scale where a single structure or part of a structure is affected. Buildings constructed on landslides without proper engineering and hazard mitigation can experience distress or complete destruction. Landslides can also do indirect damage to dwellings or businesses by affecting common utilities such as sewer, water, and storm drain pipes, electrical and gas lines, and roadways.

Fast-moving landslides are typically the most destructive, particularly if they move so rapidly that they overwhelm pre-slide mitigation measures or move too fast for mitigation measures to be designed and implemented (see figure 23). Whereas a fast-moving landslide may completely destroy a structure, a slower landslide may only slightly damage it, and may provide time to implement mitigation measures. However, left unchecked, even a slow landslide can destroy structures over time. In North Salt Lake City, Utah, the very slow moving Springhill landslide affected a residential development from 1998 to 2014, until a total of 18 houses on the slide were either destroyed by landslide movement or deemed unfit for occupancy and demolished. An open-space geologic park has now been constructed on the landslide footprint (Beukelman, 2012). Landslides often continue to move for days, weeks, months, or years, and may become dormant for a time only to reactivate again later. It is therefore prudent not to rebuild on a landslide unless effective mitigation measures are implemented; even then, such efforts may not guarantee future stability.

**Landslide-hazard Investigation**

When to Perform a Landslide-hazard Investigation

Geologic hazards are best addressed prior to land development. The UGS recommends that a landslide-hazard investigation be made for all new buildings for human occupancy and for modified International Building Code (IBC) Risk Category II(a), II(b), III, and IV facilities (table 1604.5 [International Code Council (ICC), 2017a]) that are proposed on slopes. Utah jurisdictions that have adopted landslide-special-study maps identify zones of known landslide susceptibility within which they require a site-specific investigation. The UGS recommends that investigations as outlined in these guidelines be conducted in slope areas for all IBC Risk Category III and IV facilities, whether near a mapped landslide-susceptible area or not, to ensure that previously unknown landslides are not present. If a hazard is found, the UGS recommends a comprehensive investigation be conducted. Additionally, in some instances an investigation may become necessary when existing infrastructure is discovered to be on or adjacent to a landslide.

The level of investigation conducted for a particular project depends on several factors, including (1) site-specific geologic conditions, (2) type of proposed or existing development, (3) level of acceptable risk, and (4) governmental permitting requirements, or regulatory agency rules and regulations. A landslide-hazard investigation may be conducted separately, or as part of a comprehensive geologic-hazard and/or geotechnical site investigation (see chapter 2).
Minimum Qualifications of Investigator

Landslide-related engineering-geology investigations and accompanying geologic-hazard evaluations performed before the public shall be conducted by or under the direct supervision of a Utah licensed Professional Geologist (Utah Code, Title 58-76) who must sign and seal the final report. Often these investigations are interdisciplinary in nature, and where required, must be performed by qualified, experienced, Utah licensed Professional Geologists (PG, specializing in engineering geology) and Professional Engineers (PE, specializing in geological and/or geotechnical engineering) working as a team. See Investigator Qualifications section in chapter 2.

Investigation Methods

In evaluating landslide hazards the geologic principle of “the past is the key to the future” proves useful. This principle means that future landslides are most likely to result from the same geologic, geomorphic, and hydrologic conditions that produced landslides in the past. Estimating the types, extent, frequency, and perhaps even consequences of future landslides is often possible by a careful analysis of existing landslides. Caution is required, however, as the absence of past landslides does not rule out the possibility of future landslides, particularly those resulting from human-induced changes such as site grading or changes in groundwater conditions.

These guidelines present two levels of landslide-hazard investigation: (1) geologic and (2) geotechnical engineering. In general, a geologic investigation is performed by an Engineering Geologist. A geotechnical-engineering investigation is an extension of the geologic investigation and is primarily a quantitative slope-stability analysis. This analysis is generally performed by a Geotechnical Engineer with input from an Engineering Geologist. All levels of investigation require an initial in-depth review of existing information including published and unpublished literature and available remote-sensing data.

Literature Review

Existing maps and reports are important sources of background information for landslide-hazard investigations. Published and unpublished geologic and engineering literature, maps, cross sections, and records relevant to the site and site region’s topography, geology, hydrology, and past history of landslide activity should be reviewed in preparation for landslide-hazard investigations. The objective of a literature review is to obtain information that will aid in the identification of potential landslide hazards, and to help in planning the most efficient and effective surface mapping and subsurface exploration program.

The UGS and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) provide useful resources for landslide-hazard investigations. UGS maps...
show known landslides at a statewide scale (1:500,000; Hardy, 1991) and at 30 x 60-minute quadrangle scale (1:100,000; Elliott and Hardy, 2010). Landslide polygons from these maps, along with new landslide mapping, are in the *Utah Landslide Database* ([https://gis.utah.gov/data/geoscience/landslides/](https://gis.utah.gov/data/geoscience/landslides/)). However, these small-scale maps may not be suitable as the only resource for landslide locations for a site- or a development-scale investigation. Additionally, Giraud and Shaw (2007) prepared a statewide landslide susceptibility map of Utah at a scale of 1:500,000. Large landslide deposits are commonly shown on modern geologic maps, and the UGS and others commonly map surficial (Quaternary) geology on USGS 7.5-minute quadrangle maps (1:24,000 scale [1” = 2000′]). Additional sources of relevant information including links to several UGS-maintained web pages are presented in the *Literature Searches and Information Resources section* in chapter 2.

**Analysis of Remote-Sensing Data**

Landslides leave geomorphic signatures in the landscape, many of which can be recognized in various kinds of remote-sensing imagery. Analysis of remote-sensing data should include interpretation of stereoscopic aerial photographs, and if available, light detection and ranging (lidar) imagery and other remotely sensed images. Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) data may prove useful when investigating large, complex landslides. Where possible, the aerial photography analysis should include both stereoscopic low-sun-angle and vertical imagery. Landslide evidence visible on aerial photographs and lidar often includes main and internal scarps formed by surface displacement, hummocky topography, toe thrusts, back-rotated blocks, chaotic bedding in displaced bedrock, denuded slopes, shear zones along the landslide flanks, vegetation lineaments, and vegetation/soil contrasts. Examination of repeat aerial photographs and/or lidar and InSAR imagery from multiple years may help reconstruct the history of landslide movement. The area analyzed should extend sufficiently beyond the site boundaries to identify off-site landslides that might affect the site. In addition, nearby landsliding affecting a geologic unit that extends onsite should be evaluated for landslide susceptibility of that unit.

A variety of remote-sensing data is available for much of Utah. For information on availability of remote sensing data see the Aerial Photography section in chapter 2, and the lidar and InSAR discussions in appendices C and D, respectively.

**Geologic Investigations**

The primary purpose of a geologic investigation is to determine a hazard’s potential relative to proposed development, and evaluate the need for additional geotechnical-engineering studies. In general, a geologic investigation should address site geologic conditions that relate to slope stability such as topography, the nature and distribution of soil and rock, landforms, vegetation patterns, hydrology, and existing landslides. The study should extend beyond the site boundaries as necessary to adequately characterize the hazard. Comprehensive information for landslide identification and investigation is provided by Hall and others (1994), Turner and Schuster (1996), and Cornforth (2005).

A geologic-hazard investigation must include a site visit to document surface and shallow subsurface conditions such as topography, type and relative strength of soil and rock, nature and orientation of bedrock discontinuities such as bedding or fractures, groundwater depth, and active erosion. Mapping and related field studies also help unravel the geologic history of slope stability, which may help in estimating past movement parameters. Engineering geologic mapping at various scales is relevant for different purposes. Investigators should map the site surficial geology in sufficient detail to define the geologic conditions present both at and adjacent to the site, placing special emphasis on geologic units of known landslide susceptibility. Baum and others (2008) suggest that large-scale mapping (1:50–1:1000) showing geologic (lithology, structure, geomorphology) and hydrologic (springs, sag ponds) details are needed for investigations of landslides and landslide-prone sites, and mapping at small (1:25,000–1:100,000) and intermediate scales is more appropriate to put landslides and landslide-prone areas in context with regional and local geology. For most purposes, published geologic maps are not sufficiently detailed to provide a basis for understanding site-specific conditions, and new, larger scale, independent geologic mapping is necessary; however, features such as slope inclination, height, and aspect can be schematically illustrated on the geologic map if a detailed topographic base map is not available.

During site geologic mapping, particular attention should be paid to mapping landslide features with accompanying photos, detailed notes, and sketches where appropriate. Evidence of recent landslide activity, including scarps, hummocky topography, shear zones, and disturbed vegetation (e.g., "jackstrawed" trees), should be described and located. The landslide type, relative age, and cause of movement need to be evaluated for existing slope failures. The site geologic map should also show areas of surface water and evidence for shallow groundwater (such as phreatophyte vegetation, springs, or modern tufa deposits).

If the site has been developed previously, structures that show signs of distress, both on and near the site, should be mapped. Cracks in pavement, foundations, and other brittle materials can provide information about the stress regime produced by landslide movement, and should be mapped in detail with special attention paid to rigid linear infrastructure such as curbs, gutters, and sidewalks. Surface observations should be supplemented by subsurface exploration using a backhoe, drill rig, and/or hand tools such as a shovel, auger, or probe rod where appropriate.
Careful mapping and characterization of rock and soil units are critical to any geologic-hazards evaluation. Several classification systems have been developed to guide the investigator during this process including the Unified Soil Classification System (ASTM, 2017) that provides information on geotechnical behavior of unconsolidated deposits. The Unified Rock Classification System (Williamson, 1984) provides a systematic and reproducible method of describing rock weathering, strength, discontinuities, and density in a manner directly usable by Engineering Geologists and engineers. The Geological Strength Index (GSI) provides a system to describe rock mass characteristics and estimate strength (Marinos and Hoek, 2000; Marinos and others, 2005; Hoek and others, 2013). For altered materials, Watters and Delahaut (1995) provide a classification system that can be incorporated into an overall rock classification. The method described by Williamson and others (1991) for constructing field-developed cross sections can facilitate topographic profiling and subsurface interpretation.

Landslide features become modified with age. Evaluation of the timing of the most recent movement of a slide can provide important information for landslide-hazard assessments. Active landslides have sharp, well-defined surface features, whereas landslides that have been inactive for tens of thousands of years have features that are subdued and poorly defined (Keaton and DeGraff, 1996). The change of landslide features from sharp to subdued with age is the basis of an age classification developed by McCalpin (1984). Features included in this classification system include main scarp, lateral flanks, and surface morphology, as well as vegetation patterns and landslide toe relationships. Wieczorek (1984) developed a classification system based on activity, degree of certainty of identification of the landslide boundaries, and the dominant movement type. These two systems were combined into the Unified Landslide Classification System (Keaton and DeGraff, 1996) outlined in table 14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of Most Recent Activity</th>
<th>Dominant Material</th>
<th>Dominant Type of Slope Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Reactivated</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Suspended</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Dormant-historic</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Dormant-young</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Dormant-mature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Dormant-old</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Stabilized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Abandoned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Relict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See appendix B for definition of terms. Landslides classified using this system are designated by one symbol from each group in the sequence activity-material-type. For example, MDS signifies a mature debris slide, HEF signifies a historic earth flow, and ARLS signifies an active rock fall that translated into a slide.

1 Based on activity state (see Cruden and Varnes, 1996, table 3-2, page 38) and age classification (see Keaton and DeGraff, 1996, table 9-1, page 186).
2 See Keaton and DeGraff (1996), table 3-2, page 38.

Pertinent data and conclusions from the landslide-hazard geologic investigation must be adequately documented in a written report. The report should note distinctions between observed and inferred features and relationships, and between measured and estimated values. Although geologic investigations will generally result in a qualitative hazard assessment (for example, low, moderate, or high), the report should clearly state if a hazard exists and comment on development feasibility and implications relative to landsliding. If a hazard is found and the proposed development is considered feasible, the report should both clearly state the extent of the hazard and give justification for accepting the risk, or recommend appropriate hazard-reduction measures or more detailed study. Kockelman (1986), Rogers (1992), Turner and Schuster (1996), and Cornforth (2005) describe numerous techniques for reducing landslide hazards. Hazard-reduction measures (for example, building setbacks or special foundations) must be based on supporting data, such as measured slope inclination; height, thickness, and physical properties of slope materials; groundwater depth; and projections of stable slopes. The basis for all conclusions and recommendations must be presented so that a technical reviewer can evaluate their validity. Guidelines for reports are provided in the Landslide-Investigation Report section below.
Geotechnical-Engineering Investigations

A detailed geotechnical-engineering investigation generally should be performed as part of final design/mitigation activities when a geologic evaluation indicates the existence of a hazard. A geotechnical-engineering investigation, which involves a quantitative slope-stability analysis, requires subsurface exploration, geotechnical laboratory testing, topographic profiling, and preparation of geologic cross sections. Some investigations may include slope-movement monitoring or deformation analysis using photogrammetric or remote sensing methods, high resolution GPS surveys, inclinometers, piezometers, and/or extensometers. The results of the investigation must be validated by adequate documentation of appropriate input parameters and assumptions, and all supporting data for conclusions and recommendations must be included in the report to permit a detailed technical review. Subsurface exploration locations must be accurately shown on site plans and geologic maps. Where precise locations are necessary, they should be surveyed rather than located using a hand-held GPS device.

Slope stability is affected by soil, rock, and groundwater conditions. Engineering properties of earth materials and characterization of geologic structures can be inferred from surface conditions, but subsurface exploration is required to obtain definitive data and samples for laboratory testing. Development of a subsurface exploration plan and selection of methods should be based on the results of a geologic investigation, considerations of study objectives, surface conditions, and size of landslide. The exploration program should provide values for the undisturbed and residual shear strength and friction angle of all geologic materials, and depth to groundwater. If a landslide is present, subsurface exploration must be of sufficient scope to determine slide geometry with relative confidence. At a minimum, a "best estimate" of the slide geometry should be made and appropriate analyses performed using the best-estimate geometry.

Drilling and trenching are the most commonly used methods for subsurface exploration of landslides. Geophysical techniques are sometimes used where drilling is not feasible or to aid extrapolating measurements between boreholes. The most commonly used geophysical techniques include seismic refraction, seismic reflection, ground-penetrating radar, and methods based on electrical resistivity. Geotechnical laboratory testing should be performed on samples obtained from the ground surface or from subsurface exploration to evaluate physical and engineering characteristics such as unit weight, moisture content, plasticity, friction angle, and cohesion. McGuffey and others (1996) and Cornforth (2005) give detailed descriptions of various types of available sampling techniques.

In some cases, samples can be used to determine the geologic age of slope materials and possibly the age of previous landslide movement. For example, radiometric analysis of wood or charcoal fragments found beneath the toe of a landslide may be useful in determining the approximate age of landslide movement (Baum and others, 2008). However, care should be taken in the collection of samples to ensure that they are relevant to understanding the behavior of the landslide. The heterogeneous nature and complex history of most landslides make it important that the relationship of samples and their locations to the structure and overall geometry of the landslide is well understood.

At least one geologic cross section should be constructed through the slope(s) of concern to evaluate subsurface geologic conditions relative to the topographic profile. Cross sections should extend at least to the maximum postulated depth of potential slip surfaces and be at an appropriate scale (generally between 1:120 [1 inch = 10 feet] and 1:600 [1 inch = 50 feet]) for the size of the slope, type of proposed development, and purpose of investigation.

Geotechnical-engineering investigations should include static and pseudostatic analyses of the stability of existing and proposed slopes using appropriate shear-strength parameters, under existing and development-induced conditions, and considering the likely range of groundwater conditions. Numerous computer software packages are available for quantitative slope-stability analysis, including deterministic and probabilistic soil- and rock-slope models. A slope-stability evaluation addressing post-earthquake conditions may be warranted in some cases. Blake and others (2002) provide a detailed discussion of landslide analysis and mitigation.

Slope-Stability Analysis

Geotechnical-engineering investigations include a quantitative slope-stability (factor-of-safety of static and seismic conditions) analysis of existing and proposed slopes. The factor of safety (FS) is defined as:

$$FS = \frac{\text{Resisting forces}}{\text{Driving forces}}$$

When the FS equals one (available soil shear strength exactly balances the shear stress induced by gravity, groundwater, and seismicity), slope loading is considered to be at the point of failure (Blake and others, 2002). The analysis requires measured profiles of existing slopes and other input parameters (e.g., shear strength, groundwater levels, and slope loading; see figure 24).

Static Slope-Stability Analysis

The static stability of slopes is usually analyzed by segmenting a profile of the soil into a series of slices and calculating the average FS for all those slices using a limit equilibrium method. Such analyses require knowledge of the slope geometry and estimates of soil-strength parameters. As a gen-
eral guideline, the UGS recommends a static FS greater than 1.5 for peak-strength conditions and/or where site characteristics and engineering properties of the geologic materials involved are well constrained. Where these characteristics and properties are not well understood, a higher FS is warranted. For existing landslides where measured residual-strength parameters are available and a back analysis is completed, a minimum FS of 1.3 is acceptable.

**Seismic Slope-Stability Analysis**

Methods for assessing slope stability during earthquakes have evolved since the mid-twentieth century when Terzhagi (1950) formalized the pseudostatic analysis technique. Methods developed to assess stability of slopes during earthquakes now fall into three general categories: (1) pseudostatic analysis, (2) stress-deformation analysis, and (3) permanent-displacement analysis (Jibson, 2011). Each of these types of analysis has strengths and weaknesses, and each can be appropriately applied in different situations. Pseudostatic analysis, because of its crude characterization of physical processes, tends to yield inconsistent and often conservative results (Jibson, 2011), making it most suitable for preliminary or screening analyses. Stress-deformation analysis is very complex and expensive for routine applications, and is best suited for large earth structures such as dams and embankments. For a pseudostatic FS, the UGS recommends using an appropriate seismic coefficient (typically 1/3 to 2/3 of a peak horizontal ground acceleration [PGA]) with a minimum FS ≥ 1.1 representing stable slope conditions, using low-range strength values and conservative groundwater levels.

Permanent-displacement analysis bridges the gap between the overly simplistic pseudostatic analysis and overly complex stress-deformation analysis. Newmark’s (1965) permanent-displacement method estimates the displacement of a potential landslide block subjected to seismic shaking from a specific strong-motion record. A modification of this method (Jibson and Jibson, 2003) now permits modeling landslides that are not assumed to be rigid blocks and does a better job of modeling the dynamic response of the landslide material, thus yielding a more accurate displacement estimate (Jibson, 2011).

**Estimation of Displacement**

Despite advances in modeling of landslide displacement and runout, precisely predicting or estimating the velocity or total displacement of landslide materials is still beyond the capability of modern modeling methods (Baum and others, 2008). The most reliable methods of estimating future landslide movements continue to rely on the presence of preexisting landslide deposits. Preexisting landslides provide “ground-truth” data (Baum and others, 2008) from which estimates of future landslide movement can be based, with the confidence that these estimates include site conditions and slope characteristics similar to those under consideration.

**Other Investigation Methods**

In addition to the methods described above, other methods may be used in landslide-hazard investigations where conditions permit or when requirements for critical structures or facilities include more intensive investigation or monitoring over extended time periods. Other methods may include, but are not limited to:

- Aerial reconnaissance flights, including high-resolution aerial photography, lidar, and other remote-sensing imagery.
LANDSLIDE-HAZARD MITIGATION

Avoidance or mitigation may be required where slope-stability factors of safety are lower than required by the governing agency, or for slopes that have unacceptably large calculated earthquake-induced displacements. Even slopes proven during analysis to be stable may require mitigation to avoid degradation of shear strengths from weathering if site grading exposes weak geologic materials, or to remain stable under anticipated future conditions such as higher groundwater levels, toe erosion, or increased loading of the landslide mass during development (see table 14). The most common methods of mitigation are (1) hazard avoidance, (2) site grading to improve slope stability, (3) improvement of the soil or reinforcement of the slope, and (4) reinforcement of structures built on the slope to tolerate the anticipated displacement (Blake and others, 2002).

c. Site description and conditions, including dates of site visits and observations. Include information on geologic and soil units, hydrology, topography, graded and filled areas, vegetation, existing infrastructure, presence of landslides on or near the site, evidence of landslide-related distress to existing infrastructure, and other factors that may affect the choice of investigative methods and interpretation of data.

d. Methods and results of investigation.

1. Review of published and unpublished maps, literature, and records regarding geologic units, geomorphic features, surface water and groundwater, and previous landslide activity.

2. Results of interpretation of remote-sensing imagery including stereoscopic aerial photographs, lidar, and other remote-sensing data as available.

3. Results of GPS surveying of ground surface.

4. Results of surface investigation including mapping of geologic and soil units, landslide features if present, other geomorphic features, and landslide-related distress to existing infrastructure.

5. Results of subsurface exploration including trenching, boreholes, and geophysical investigations.

6. Results of field and laboratory testing of geologic materials.

e. Conclusions.

1. Existence (or absence) and location of landslides on or adjacent to the site and their spatial relation to existing/proposed infrastructure.

2. Statement of relative risk that addresses the probability or relative potential for future landsliding and, if possible, the rate and amount of anticipated movement. This may be stated in semi-quantitative terms such as low, moderate, or high as defined within the report, or quantified in terms of landslide movement rates.

3. Degree of confidence in, and limitations of, the data and conclusions. Evidence on which the conclusions are based should be clearly stated and documented in the report.

f. Recommendations.

1. If a landslide-hazard exists on the site, provide setback or other mitigation recommendations as necessary, and justify based on regional and site-specific data.

2. Limitations on the investigation, and recommendations for additional investigation to better understand or quantify hazards.

3. Construction testing, observation, inspection, and long-term monitoring.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Best Application</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relocate facility</td>
<td>As an alternative anywhere</td>
<td>None if studied during planning phase; large cost if location already is selected and design is complete; large cost if reconstruction is required</td>
<td>Detailed studies of proposed relocation should ensure improved conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely or partially remove unstable materials</td>
<td>Where small volumes of excavation are involved and where poor soils are encountered at shallow depths</td>
<td>May be costly to control excavation; may not be best alternative for large landslides; may not be feasible because of property rights</td>
<td>Analytical studies must be performed; depth of excavation must be sufficient to ensure firm support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install bridge</td>
<td>At side-hill locations with shallow soil movements</td>
<td>May be costly and not provide adequate support capacity for lateral forces to restrain landslide mass</td>
<td>Analysis must be performed for anticipated loadings as well as structural capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reduce Driving Forces</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain surface</td>
<td>In any design scheme; must also be part of any remedial design</td>
<td>Will only correct surface infiltration or seepage due to surface infiltration</td>
<td>Slope vegetation should be considered in all cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain subsurface</td>
<td>On any slope where lowering of groundwater table will increase slope stability</td>
<td>Cannot be used effectively when sliding mass is impervious</td>
<td>Stability analysis should include consideration of seepage forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce weight</td>
<td>At any existing or potential slide</td>
<td>Requires lightweight materials that may be costly or unavailable; excavation waste may create problems</td>
<td>Stability analysis must be performed to ensure proper placement of lightweight materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Increase Resisting Forces</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply external force</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use buttress and counter weight fills; toe berms</td>
<td>At an existing landslide; in combination with other methods</td>
<td>May not be effective on deep-seated landslides; must be founded on a firm foundation</td>
<td>Consider reinforced steep slopes for limited property access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use structural systems</td>
<td>To prevent movement before excavation; where property access is limited</td>
<td>Will not stand large deformations; must penetrate well below sliding surface</td>
<td>Stability and soil-structure analyses are required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install anchors</td>
<td>Where property access is limited</td>
<td>Requires ability of foundation soils to resist shear forces by anchor tension</td>
<td>Study must be made of in situ soil shear strength; economics of method depends on anchor capacity, depth, and frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Increase internal strength</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain subsurface</td>
<td>Where water table is above shear surface</td>
<td>Requires experienced personnel to install and ensure effective operation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use reinforced backfill</td>
<td>On embankments and steep fill slopes; landslide reconstruction</td>
<td>Requires long-term durability of reinforcement</td>
<td>Must consider stresses imposed on reinforcement during construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install in situ reinforcement</td>
<td>As temporary structures in stiff soils</td>
<td>Requires long-term durability of nails, anchors, and micropiles</td>
<td>Requires thorough soils investigation and properties testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnical stabilization</td>
<td>On soil slopes of modest heights</td>
<td>Climate; may require irrigation in dry seasons; longevity of selected plants</td>
<td>Design is by trial and error plus local experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 15. Summary of landslide mitigation approaches (modified from Holtz and Schuster, 1996).*
B. References
a. Literature and records cited or reviewed; citations should be complete (see References section of this publication for examples).
b. Remote-sensing images interpreted; list type, date, project identification codes, scale, source, and index numbers.
c. Other sources of information, including well records, personal communication, and other data sources.

C. Illustrations
a. Location map—showing site location and significant physiographic and cultural features, generally at 1:24,000 scale or larger and indicating the Public Land Survey System ¼-section, township, and range; and the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum.
b. Site development map—showing site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, graded and filled areas (including engineered and non-engineered fill), streets, exploratory test pits, trenches, boreholes, and geophysical traverses. The map scale may vary depending on the size of the site and area covered by the study; the minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger where necessary.
c. Geologic map(s)—showing distribution of bedrock and unconsolidated geologic units, faults or other geologic structures, extent of existing landslides, geomorphic features, and, if appropriate, features mapped using lidar data. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of study; minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger where necessary. For large projects, a regional geologic map and regional lidar coverage may be required to adequately depict all important geologic features and recent landslide activity.
d. Geologic cross sections, if needed, to provide three-dimensional site representation.
e. Logs of exploratory trenches, test pits, cone penetrometer test soundings, and boreholes—showing details of observed features and conditions. Logs should not be generalized or diagrammatic. Trench and test pit logs should show geologic features at the same horizontal and vertical scale and may be on a rectified photomosaic base.
f. Geophysical data and interpretations.
g. Photographs that enhance understanding of site surface and subsurface (trench and test pit walls) conditions with applicable metadata.

D. Authentication
Report signed and sealed by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist in principal charge of the investigation (Title 58-76-10 – Professional Geologists Licensing Act [Utah Code, 2011]). Final geologic maps, trench logs, cross sections, sketches, drawings, and plans prepared by, or under the supervision of, a professional geologist also must bear the seal of the professional geologist (Utah Code, 2011). Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer and/or Utah licensed Professional Land Surveyor must include the engineer’s and/or surveyor’s stamp and signature.

E. Appendices
Supporting data not included in the body of the report (e.g., water-well data, survey data, groundwater and deformation monitoring data, etc.).

FIELD REVIEW
The UGS recommends a technical field review by the regulatory-authority geologist once a landslide-hazard investigation is complete. The field review should take place after any trenches or test pits are logged, but before they are closed so subsurface site conditions can be directly observed and evaluated. See Field Review section in chapter 2.

REPORT REVIEW
The UGS recommends regulatory review of all reports by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist experienced in landslide-hazard investigations and acting on behalf of local governments to protect public health, safety, and welfare, and to reduce risks to future property owners (Larson, 1992, 2015). See Report Review section in chapter 2.

DISCLOSURE
The UGS recommends disclosure during real-estate transactions whenever an engineering-geology investigation has been performed. See Disclosure section in chapter 2.
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September 12, 2002, fire-related debris flow in Santaquin subdivision following the 2001 Mollie wildfire.

CHAPTER 5: GUIDELINES FOR THE GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION OF DEBRIS-FLOW HAZARDS ON ALLUVIAL FANS IN UTAH

by Richard E. Giraud, P.G.

INTRODUCTION

These guidelines outline the recommended minimum acceptable level of effort for evaluating debris-flow hazards on alluvial fans in Utah. These guidelines were originally published in 2005 (Giraud, 2005). The guidelines below provide updated information on debris-flow-hazard investigation in Utah. The objective of these guidelines is to promote uniform and effective statewide implementation of debris-flow hazard investigation and mitigation measures to reduce risk. These guidelines do not include systematic descriptions of all available investigative or mitigation techniques or topics, nor is it suggested that all techniques or topics are appropriate for every project. Variations in site conditions, project scope, economics, and level of acceptable risk may require that some topics be addressed in greater detail than is outlined in these guidelines. However, all elements of these guidelines should be considered in debris-flow hazard investigations, and may be applied to any project site, large or small.

Background

Debris flows and related sediment flows are fast-moving flow-type landslides composed of a slurry of rock, mud, organic matter, and water that move down drainage-basin channels onto alluvial fans (figure 25). Debris flows generally initiate on steep slopes or in channels by the addition of water from intense rainfall or rapid snowmelt. Flows typically incorporate additional sediment and vegetation as they travel down-channel. When flows reach an alluvial fan and lose channel confinement, they spread laterally and deposit the entrained sediment. In addition to being debris-flow-deposition sites, alluvial fans are also favored sites for urban development; therefore, a debris-flow-hazard investigation is necessary when developing on alluvial fans. The hazard investigation may indicate that risk reduction is necessary for sustainable development on the alluvial fan. A debris-flow-hazard investigation requires an understanding of the debris-flow processes that govern sediment supply, sediment bulking, flow volume, flow frequency, and deposition. However, a uniform level of acceptable risk for debris flows based on recurrence or frequency/volume relations, such as the 100-year flood or the 2% in 50-year exceedance probability for earthquake ground shaking, has not been established in Utah.

Historical records of sedimentation events in Utah indicate that debris flows are highly variable in terms of size, material properties, travel distance, and depositional behavior; therefore, a high level of precision for debris-flow design parameters is not yet possible, and conservative engineering parameters and designs must be used where risk reduction is necessary. Debris-flow-hazard investigations follow the premise that areas where debris flows have deposited sediment in the recent geologic past are likely sites for future debris-flow activity. Debris-flow-hazard investigations use geomorphic, sedimentologic, and stratigraphic information from existing debris-flow deposits and sediment-volume estimates from the feeder channel and drainage basin to estimate the hazard within the active depositional area of an alluvial fan. A complete debris-flow-hazard investigation typically involves geologic, hydrologic, hydraulic, and engineering evaluations. The nature of the proposed development and the anticipated risk-reduction measures required typically determine the scope of the hazard investigation.

Large-volume debris flows are low-frequency events, and the interval between large flows is typically deceptively tranquil. The debris-flow hazard on alluvial fans can be difficult to recognize, particularly on alluvial fans that are subject to high-magnitude, low-frequency events (Jakob, 2005). Debris flows pose a hazard very different from other types of landslides and floods due to their rapid movement and destructive power. Debris flows can occur with little warning. Fifteen people have been killed by debris flows in Utah (chapter 1, table 4). Thirteen of the victims died in two different night events when fast-moving debris flows allowed little chance of escape. In addition to threatening lives, debris flows can damage buildings and infrastructure by sediment burial, erosion, direct impact, and associated water flooding. The 1983 Rudd Canyon debris flow in Farmington deposited approximately 90,000 cubic yards of sediment on the alluvial fan, damaged 35 houses, and caused an estimated $3 million in property damage (Deng and others, 1992).

Variations in sediment-water concentrations produce a continuum of sediment-water flow types that build alluvial fans. Beverage and Culbertson (1964), Pierson and Costa (1987), Costa (1988), and Pierson (2005a, 2005b) describe the following flow types based on generalized sediment-water con-
centrations and resulting flow behavior: stream flow (less than 20% sediment by volume), hyperconcentrated flow (20 to 60% sediment by volume), and debris flow (greater than 60% sediment by volume). These categories are approximate because the exact sediment-water concentration and flow type depend on the grain-size distribution and physical-chemical composition of the flows. Also, field observations and video recordings of poorly sorted water-saturated sediment provide evidence that no unique flow type adequately describes the range of mechanical behaviors exhibited by these sediment flows (Iverson, 2003). All three flow types can occur during a single event. The National Research Council (1996) report Alluvial-Fan Flooding considers stream, hyperconcentrated, and debris-flow types of alluvial-fan flooding. The term debris flood has been used in Utah to describe hyperconcentrated flows (Wieczorek and others, 1983).

These guidelines address only hazards associated with hyperconcentrated- and debris-flow sediment-water concentrations and not stream-flow flooding on alluvial fans. The term debris flow is used here in a general way to include all flows within the hyperconcentrated- and debris-flow sediment-water concentration range. These are the most destructive flows, and it can be difficult to distinguish between hyperconcentrated and debris flows based on their deposits or their effect on infrastructure. Stream flow involves sediment transport by entrained bed load and suspended sediment load associated with water transport. Sheetfloods are unconfined stream flows that spread over the alluvial fan (Blair and McPherson, 1994). Debris-flow and stream-flow-flooding hazards may be managed differently in terms of land-use planning and protective measures, but because debris-flow and stream-flow hazards are often closely associated, concurrent investigations of both debris-flow and stream-flow components of alluvial-fan flooding is often beneficial.

**Purpose**

The Utah Geological Survey (UGS) developed these guidelines to help Engineering Geologists evaluate debris-flow hazards on alluvial fans to ensure safe and sustainable development. The purpose of a debris-flow-hazard investigation is to determine whether or not a debris-flow hazard exists, describe the hazard, and if needed, provide geologic parameters necessary for hydrologists and engineers to design risk-reduction measures. The objective is to determine active depositional areas, frequency and magnitude (volume) of previous flows, and likely impacts of future sedimentation events. Dynamic analysis of debris flows using hydrologic, hydraulic, and other engineering methods to design site-specific risk-reduction measures is not addressed by these guidelines.

These guidelines will assist Engineering Geologists in evaluating debris-flow hazards in Utah, engineers in designing risk-reduction measures, and land-use planners and technical reviewers in reviewing debris-flow-hazard reports. The Engineering Geologist has the responsibility to (1) conduct a study that is thorough and cost effective, (2) be familiar with and apply appropriate investigation methods, (3) record accurate observations and measurements, (4) use proper judgment, and (5) present valid conclusions and recommendations supported by adequate data and sound interpretations. The geologist must also understand and clearly state the uncertainties and limitations of the investigative methods used and the uncertainties associated with design-parameter estimates.

**SOURCES OF DEBRIS-FLOW INFORMATION**

Sources of information for debris-flow-hazard investigations include U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and UGS maps that show debris-flow source areas at a nationwide scale (1:2,500,000; Brabb and others, 2000), statewide scale (1:500,000; Brabb and others, 1989; Harty, 1991), and 30 x 60-minute quadrangle scale (1:100,000) for the entire state (Elliott and Harty, 2010). The 30 x 60-minute quadrangle maps show both the source and depositional areas of some
historical debris flows. Alluvial-fan deposits are commonly shown on modern geologic maps, and the UGS and others map surficial (Quaternary) geology on USGS 1:24,000, Wasatch Front counties have maps available in county planning offices showing special-study areas where debris-flow-hazard investigations are required. Surficial geologic maps generally show alluvial-fan deposits of different ages and differentiate stream alluvium from alluvial-fan deposits.


U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS, formerly Soil Conservation Service) soil surveys show soils on alluvial fans and in drainage basins. These soil surveys provide information on soil type, depth, permeability, erodibility, slope steepness, vegetation, and parent material. Some soil surveys document historical debris-flow activity.

Newspaper articles and event reports often provide descriptions of historical debris flows and photographs showing impacts on developed areas (Elliott and Kirschbaum, 2007). Written observations and photographs of historical debris flows provide useful information on flow volume, flow velocity, flow depth, deposit thickness, deposit areas, and building damage. Comparison of historical debris-flow deposits with prehistoric deposits indicates whether the historical debris flow is a typical event relative to other flows preserved in the sedimentary record.

Stereoscopic aerial photographs are a fundamental tool for evaluating drainage basins and alluvial fans. Interpretation of aerial photographs can provide information on historical debris-flow events, surficial geology, soils, bedrock exposures, channel characteristics, landslides, previous debris flows, relative deposit ages, erosional areas, land use, vegetation types, and time brackets for historical debris flows. Reviewing the oldest and most recent photos available is useful to evaluate drainage-basin and alluvial-fan changes through time. Obtaining aerial photographs taken after historical debris flows allows direct mapping of sediment sources and deposits. The UGS maintains the Utah Aerial Imagery database of historical aerial photography in Utah (https://geodata.geology.utah.gov/imagery/).
DEBRIS-FLOW-HAZARD INVESTIGATION

A debris-flow-hazard investigation is necessary when developing on active alluvial fans where relatively recent debris deposition has occurred. The investigation requires application of quantitative and objective procedures to estimate the location and recurrence of flows, assess their impacts, and provide recommendations for risk-reduction measures if necessary. The hazard investigation must consider the intended land use because site usage has direct bearing on the degree of risk to people and structures. The UGS recommends critical facilities and structures for human occupancy not be placed in active debris-flow travel and deposition areas unless methods are used to either eliminate or reduce the risk to an acceptable level. In some cases, risk-reduction measures may be needed retroactively to protect existing development.

To evaluate the hazard on active alluvial fans, the frequency, magnitude or volume (deposit area and thickness), and runout distance of past debris flows must be determined. The geologic methods presented here rely on using the geologic characteristics of existing alluvial-fan deposits as well as drainage-basin and feeder-channel sediment-supply conditions to estimate the characteristics of past debris flows. Historical records can provide direct evidence of debris-flow volume, frequency, and depositional area. However, the observation period in Utah is short, and in many areas debris flows either have not occurred or have not been documented. Therefore, geologic methods provide the principal means of determining the history of debris-flow activity on alluvial fans. Multiple geologic methods should be used whenever possible to compare results of different methods to understand the appropriateness, validity, and limitations of each method and increase confidence in the hazard investigation.


Minimum Qualifications of Investigator

Debris-flow-related engineering-geology investigations and accompanying geologic-hazard evaluations performed before the public shall be conducted by or under the direct supervision of a Utah licensed Professional Geologist (Utah Code, Title 58-76-10) who must sign and seal the final report. Often these investigations are interdisciplinary in nature, and where required, must be performed by qualified, experienced, Utah licensed Professional Geologists (PG, specializing in engineering geology) and Professional Engineers (PE, specializing in geological and/or geotechnical engineering) working as a team. See Investigator Qualifications section in chapter 2.

Alluvial-Fan Evaluation

Alluvial fans are landforms composed of a complex assemblage of debris-, hyperconcentrated-, and stream-flow deposits. Alluvial-fan geomorphology, sedimentology, and stratigraphy provide a long-term depositional history of the frequency, volume, and depositional behavior of past flows, and provide a geologic basis for estimating debris-flow hazards.

When to Perform a Debris-Flow-Hazard Investigation

Geologic hazards are best addressed prior to land development. The UGS recommends that a debris-flow-hazard investigation be made for all new buildings for human occupancy and for modified International Building Code (IBC) Risk Category II(a), II(b), III, and IV facilities (see table 13 in chapter 3 of this publication, modified from IBC table 1604.5 [International Code Council, 2017a]) on or adjacent to alluvial fans. Utah jurisdictions that have adopted debris-flow special-study maps identify zones in known debris-flow-susceptible areas within which they require site-specific investigation. The UGS recommends that investigations as outlined in these guidelines be conducted for sites on or adjacent to alluvial fans for all IBC Risk Category III and IV facilities, whether near a mapped debris-flow susceptible area or not, to ensure that a previously unknown debris-flow hazard is not present. If a hazard is found, the UGS recommends a comprehensive investigation be conducted. Additionally, in some instances an investigation may become necessary when existing infrastructure is discovered to be on or adjacent to a debris-flow-susceptible area.

The level of investigation conducted for a particular project depends on several factors, including (1) site-specific geologic conditions, (2) type of proposed or existing development, (3) level of acceptable risk, and (4) governmental permitting requirements, or regulatory agency rules and regulations. A debris-flow-hazard investigation may be conducted separately, or as part of a comprehensive geologic-hazard and/or geotechnical site investigation (see chapter 2).

Defining the Active-Fan Area

The first step in an alluvial-fan evaluation is determining the active-fan area using mapping and alluvial-fan dating techniques. The active-fan area is where relatively recent deposition, erosion, and alluvial-fan flooding have occurred (figure 26). In general, sites of sediment deposition during Holocene time (past 11,700 years; post-Lake Bonneville in northwest Utah) are considered active unless proven otherwise. Aerial photographs, detailed topographic maps, and field verification of the extent, type, character, and age of alluvial-fan deposits are used to map active-fan areas. Some areas of Utah have light detection and ranging (lidar) coverage, and the lidar data...
can be used to develop detailed topographic maps and hillshade images to aid in mapping alluvial-fan deposits. The UGS maintains an archive of lidar data (https://geology.utah.gov/map-pub/data-databases/lidar/).

The youngest debris-flow deposits generally indicate debris flows produced during the modern climate regime, and are important for estimating the likely volume and runout of future flows. The active fan is often used as a zoning tool to identify special-study areas where detailed debris-flow-hazard investigations are required prior to development. The National Research Council (1996) report Alluvial-Fan Flooding provides criteria for differentiating active and inactive alluvial fans.

### Mapping Alluvial-Fan and Debris-Flow Deposits

Geologic mapping is critical for identifying and describing the active areas of alluvial fans. Mapping of debris-flow and other deposits generally focuses on landforms; the extent, type, character, and age of geologic deposits, specifically individual debris flows; and stratigraphic relations between deposits. Recent debris-flow deposits are generally mapped based on their distinctive surface morphology and composition. Peterson (1981), Christenson and Purcell (1985), Wells and Harvey (1987), Bull (1991), Whipple and Dunne (1992), Doelling and Willis (1995), Hereford and others (1996), and Webb and others (1999) provide examples and suggestions for mapping alluvial-fan deposits.

The geomorphic, sedimentologic, and stratigraphic relations recognized during mapping of alluvial-fan deposits provide insight into debris-flow recurrence, volumes, and depositional behavior, and therefore debris-flow hazard in the proximal, medial, and distal fan areas (figure 27). The intersection point or apex of the active fan is where the feeder channel ends and sediment flows lose confinement and begin to spread laterally, thin, and deposit sediment (figure 26; Blair and McPherson, 1994). Most feeder channels lose confinement on the upper fan, but others may incise the inactive upper fan and convey sediment and flood flows farther downfan via a fanhead trench or channel (figure 26).

In proximal fan areas, debris flows generally have the highest velocity and greatest flow depth and deposit thickness, and are therefore the most destructive. In distal fan areas, debris flows generally have lower velocities and shallower flow depths and...
deposits, and therefore are less destructive. Often, distal fan areas are dominated by stream-flow processes only. However, some debris flows may create their own channels by producing levees on the fan and convey sediment farther downfan, or block the active channel and avulse (make an abrupt change in course) to create new channels. Unpredictable flow behavior is typical of debris flows and must be considered when evaluating debris-flow depositional areas, runout distances, and depositional behavior on alluvial fans.

The proximal part of an alluvial fan is generally made up of vertically stacked debris-flow lobes and levees that result in thick, coarse deposits that exhibit the roughest surface on the fan (figure 27). Hyperconcentrated flows may be interbedded with debris flows in the proximal fan area, but are generally thinner and have smoother surfaces due to their higher initial water content. Proximal fan deposits generally transition to thinner and finer grained deposits downfan, resulting in smoother fan surfaces in medial and distal fan areas (figure 27). Coarser grained sedimentary facies grade downfan into finer grained facies deposited by more dilute sediment flows. The downfan decrease in grain size generally corresponds with a decrease in fan-slope angle. Coarser grained debris-flow deposits generally create steeper proximal-fan slopes (6°–8°), while finer grained stream-flow deposits form gentle distal-fan slopes (2°–3°) (National Research Council, 1996).

Differences in bedding, sediment sorting, grain size, and texture are useful to distinguish debris-, hyperconcentrated-, and stream-flow deposits. Costa and Jarrett (1981, p. 312–317), Wells and Harvey (1987, p. 188), Costa (1988, p. 118–119), Harvey (1989, p. 144), the National Research Council (1996, p. 74), and Meyer and Wells (1997, p. 778) provide morphologic and sedimentologic criteria (surface morphology, internal structures, texture, grain size, and sorting) for differentiating the three flow types. In general, debris-flow deposits are matrix supported and poorly sorted, hyperconcentrated-flow deposits are clast supported and poorly to moderately sorted, and stream-flow deposits are clast supported and moderately to well sorted. Table 16 is modified from Costa (1988) and shows geomorphic and sedimentologic characteristics of debris-, hyperconcentrated-, and stream-flow deposits. Grain-size analysis is useful in classifying deposits into the different flow types (Pierson, 1985). In addition to the primary process of debris-flow deposition, secondary processes of weathering and erosion by fluvial and/or eolian activity can rework de-
Table 16. Geomorphic and sedimentologic criteria for differentiating water and sediment flows (modified from Costa, 1988, and Pierson, 2005a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Type</th>
<th>Landforms and Deposits</th>
<th>Sedimentary Structures</th>
<th>Sediment Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stream flow</td>
<td>Bars, fans, sheets, splays; channels have large width-to-depth ratio</td>
<td>Horizontal or inclined stratification to massive; weak to strong imbrication; cut-and-fill structures; ungraded to graded</td>
<td>Beds well to moderately sorted; clast supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperconcentrated flow</td>
<td>Similar to water flood, rectangular channel</td>
<td>Weak stratification to massive; weak imbrication; thin gravel lenses; normal and reverse grading</td>
<td>Poorly to moderately sorted; clast supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debris flow</td>
<td>Marginal levees, terminal lobes, trapezoidal to U-shaped channel</td>
<td>No stratification; weak to no imbrication; inverse grading at base; normal grading near top</td>
<td>Very poor to extremely poor sorting; matrix supported; extreme range of particle sizes; may contain megaclasts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Debris-flow deposits. The subsequent reworking of debris-flow deposits can change the morphology and texture of the fan surface and can introduce uncertainty of mapping individual debris-flow deposits.

More than one flow type may occur during a sedimentation event. Keaton (1988) described an ideal vertical alluvial-fan stratigraphic sequence based on deposits in Davis County and published eyewitness accounts. The ideal sequence resulting from a single debris flow consists of a basal plastic debris-flow deposit, sequentially overlain by a viscous debris-flow, hyperconcentrated-flow, and finally a stream-flow deposit owing to time-varying availability of sediment and water. Janda and others (1981) identified a similar vertical sequence in debris-flow deposits at Mount St. Helens, Washington, and attributed the vertical sequence to rapid transitions between flow types.

Lidar is a powerful tool for mapping alluvial-fan deposits (Appendix C). The digital elevation model and derived detailed topography, hillshade, and hillslope maps aid the debris-flow investigator in characterizing the alluvial-fan feeder channel, the fan surface, fan deposits, fan channels, and presenting the alluvial-fan-hazard information.

Determining the Age of Debris-Flow Deposits

Both relative and numerical geochronologic techniques (Noller and others, 2000; Geochronology section in chapter 2) are useful for dating debris-flow deposits and determining the frequency of past debris flows on a fan. Relative dating methods include geomorphic position of debris-flow deposits, boulder weathering, rock varnish, soil-profile development (including pedogenic carbonate accumulation), lichen growth, and vegetation age and pattern. The amount of soil development on a buried debris-flow surface is an indicator of the relative amount of time between debris flows at a particular location. Numerical dating techniques include sequential photographs, historical records, vegetation age, and isotopic dating, principally radiocarbon. Radiocarbon ages of paleosols buried by debris flows can provide closely limiting maximum ages of the overlying flow (Forman and Miller, 1989). Radiocarbon ages of detrital charcoal within a debris-flow deposit provide a more broadly limiting maximum age. The applicability and effectiveness of radiocarbon dating of debris-flow events is governed by the presence and type of datable material and available financial resources (Lettis and Kelson, 2000).

Subsurface Exploration

Subsurface exploration using test pits, trenches, and natural exposures is useful in obtaining sedimentologic and stratigraphic information regarding previous debris flows. Test-pit and trench excavations can provide information on flow type, thickness, the across-fan and downfan extent of individual flows, and volume based on thickness and area. The type, number, and spacing of excavations depend on the purpose and scale of the hazard investigation, geologic complexity, rate of downfan and across-fan transitions in flow type and thickness, and anticipated risk-reduction measures. T-shaped test pits or trenches expose three-dimensional deposit relations. Excavations in the proximal fan areas generally need to be deeper due to thicker deposits. To evaluate the entire fan, tens of excavations may be required.

Mulvey (1993) used subsurface stratigraphic data from seven test pits to estimate flow types, deposit thicknesses, the across-fan and downfan extent of deposits, deposit volumes, and age of deposits to interpret the depositional history of a 2-acre post-Bonneville fan in Centerville. On the Jones Creek fan in Washington State, Jakob and Weatherly (2005) used subsurface stratigraphic data and radiocarbon ages from trenches to determine the frequency of debris flows; a subsequent risk analysis demonstrated the need for mitigation measures. Blair and McPherson (1994) used across-fan and downfan stratigraphic cross sections to display, analyze, and interpret the surface and subsurface interrelations of fan slope, deposit levees and lobes, deposit and sediment facies, and grain size. However stratigraphic interpretation can be problematic. Debris-flow deposits in a sedimentary sequence that have similar...
grain sizes and lack an intervening paleosol or other distinct layer may be difficult to distinguish. The lack of distinction between individual debris-flow deposits can lead to underestimating debris-flow recurrence and overestimating debris-flow magnitude (Major, 1997).

**Drainage-Basin and Channel Evaluation**

Drainage-basin and channel evaluations determine the conditions and processes that govern sediment supply and transport to the fan surface, and provide an independent check of alluvial-fan evaluations. Drainage-basin and channel evaluation involves estimating the erosion potential of the basin and feeder channel and the volume, grain size, and gradation of sediment that could be incorporated into a debris flow. The evaluation also considers different debris-flow initiation mechanisms. The results of the drainage-basin and channel evaluation are used to estimate the probability of occurrence and design volumes of future debris flows. In some cases, evaluation of the drainage basin and channel may be performed independently of the alluvial-fan evaluation. For example, a wildfire in a drainage basin may initiate a post-burn analysis of the drainage basin and channels to estimate or revise the erodible sediment volume and the probability of post-fire debris flows.

**Debris-Flow Initiation**

Debris flows initiate in the drainage basin and require a hydrologic trigger such as intense or prolonged rainfall, rapid snowmelt, and/or groundwater discharge. Intense thunderstorm rainfall, often referred to as cloudburst storms by early debris-flow investigators in Utah (for example, Woolley, 1946; Butler and Marsell, 1972), has generated numerous debris flows. Conditions in the drainage basin important in initiating debris flows are the basin relief, channel gradient, bedrock and surficial geology, vegetation and wildfire, and land use. Exposed bedrock on hillsides promotes rapid surface-water runoff, which helps generate debris flows. Wildfires can destroy rainfall-intercepting vegetation and create conditions that promote rapid surface-water runoff. All of these conditions may work in combination to promote debris flows. In Utah, above-normal precipitation from 1980 through 1986 produced numerous snowmelt-generated landslides (mostly debris slides) that transformed into debris flows and then traveled down channels (Brabb and others, 1989; Harty, 1991). Many of these debris flows occurred during periods of rapid snowmelt and high stream flows, when Santi (1988) indicates that saturated channel sediment is more easily entrained into debris flows. Above-normal snowpacks in 2005 and 2011 also produced snowmelt debris flows, but the rapid snowmelt pattern was not as widespread as the 1980–86 period.

In contrast to wet climate conditions, dry conditions often lead to wildfires that partially or completely burn drainage-basin vegetation, creating conditions for increased runoff and erosion. Relatively small amounts of intense thunderstorm rainfall (a few tenths of an inch per hour) are capable of triggering fire-related debris flows (McDonald and Giraud, 2010; Cannon and others, 2008).

During the drought years of 1999–2004 in northern Utah, 26 debris flows occurred in 7 wildfire areas, including repeated flows from single drainages in different storms and multiple flows from different drainages during the same storm (Giraud and McDonald, 2007). The fire-related debris flows were generated by erosion and progressive sediment bulking of runoff rather than by landslides. These debris flows initiated in a similar manner to the 1920s and 1930s debris flows from overgrazed and burned watersheds in northern Utah studied by Bailey and others (1947) and Croft (1962), and burned areas in the western U.S. studied by Cannon (2001). The debris flows produced from the drainage basins show a wide range of channel sediment-bulking rates, flow volumes, and runout distances (Giraud and McDonald, 2007).

Debris-flow-hazard investigations following a wildfire address burn severity and hillslope and channel conditions. Wells (1987), Florsheim and others (1991), Cannon and others (1995), Meyer and others (1995), Cannon and Reneau (2000), Kirkham and others (2000), Robichaud and others (2000), and Cannon (2001) discuss post-burn conditions and debris-flow susceptibility following wildfires. Cannon and others (2010) developed empirical models based on statistical data from recently burned basins in the Intermountain Western United States including Utah, to predict the probability and volume of post-fire debris flows. Input data include topographic parameters, soil characteristics, burn severity, and rainfall totals and intensities. Cannon and others’ (2010) methodology estimates probability and volume of debris flows at a specific point in time following a wildfire. As vegetation regrows and soil conditions return to pre-burn conditions the probability of a debris flow decreases. Gartner and others (2008) found that most fire-related debris flows generally occur within two years following the wildfire. Post-fire debris-flow methodology is not appropriate for determining the volume and probability of non-fire-related debris flows, which generally are larger volume and less frequent.

**Debris-Flow Susceptibility of the Basin**

Debris-flow susceptibility is related to the runoff, erosion, and landslide potential of drainage-basin slopes and the volume of erodible sediment stored in drainage-basin channels. Characterizing drainage-basin morphologic parameters, mapping bedrock and surficial geology, and estimating the volume of erodible channel sediment provides information on the likelihood and volume of future debris flows.

Important basin parameters include area, relief, and length and gradient of channels. A description of the types and density of vegetation and land use provides information on the possible
effects of wildfire and land use on surface-water runoff and erosion. Small, steep drainage basins are well suited for generating debris flows because of their efficiency in concentrating and accelerating overland surface-water flow.

Both surficial and bedrock geology play a role in the susceptibility of drainage basins to produce flows. Some bedrock weathers rapidly and provides an abundant supply of channel sediment, whereas resistant bedrock supplies sediment at a slower rate. Exposed cliff-forming bedrock greatly increases runoff.

Some bedrock, such as shale, weathers and generates fine-grained clay-rich sediment, whereas other bedrock types generate mostly coarse sediment. The clay content of debris flows directly influences flow properties. Costa (1984) states that small changes (1% to 2%) in clay content in a debris flow can greatly increase mobility due to reduced permeability and increased pore pressure. The presence of silt and clay in a slurry aids in maintaining high pore pressure to enhance flow mobility and runout (Iverson, 2003).

Surficial geologic deposits that influence the sediment supply include (1) colluvium on steep slopes susceptible to forming debris slides, (2) partially detached shallow landslides, (3) foot-slope colluvium filling the drainage-basin channel that may contribute sediment by bank erosion and sloughing, and (4) stream-channel alluvium.

Mapping debris slides in a drainage basin and determining their potential to transform into debris flows is important in evaluating debris-flow susceptibility. Most of the 1983–84 debris flows along the Wasatch Front initiated as shallow debris slides in steep colluvial slopes below the retreating snowline (Anderson and others, 1984; Pack, 1985). Aerial-photograph analysis can show colluvium on steep slopes and previous debris slides or partially detached debris slides. A literature search of historical debris slides in the area and in areas of similar geology may help identify debris-slide susceptibility. For example, documented relations exist between debris slides and debris flows in drainage basins in the Precambrian Farmington Canyon Complex of Davis County (Pack, 1985) and in the Tertiary-Cretaceous rocks of the Wasatch Plateau (Lips, 1985).

Drainage basins that experience rapid snowmelt events have an increased debris-flow hazard. Sustained rapid snowmelt can produce large volumes of melt water with melt rates averaging 1.5 inches of water per day for 12 days or more (Giraud, 2010; Giraud and Lund, 2010). Pack (1985) and Mathewson and others (1990) determined that in the 1983–84 Davis County debris flows, water infiltration into fractured bedrock aquifers from rapid snowmelt perched and increased pore-water pressure in steep colluvial slopes that triggered localized colluvial landslides (debris slides) that transformed into debris flows. Trandafir and others (2015) found that rapid snowmelt, water infiltration, and increased pore-water pressure in steep moraine slopes can also trigger landslides that transform into debris flows. Santi (1988) suggested that sediment bulking is more likely when passage of a debris flow occurs during periods of stream flow and associated saturated channel sediment, and will result in larger debris-flow volumes.

Wieczorek and others (1983, 1989) used groundwater levels, the presence of partially detached landslide masses, and estimates of channel sediment bulking to evaluate debris-flow potential along the Wasatch Front between Salt Lake City and Willard. Superelevated levees, mud lines, and trim lines along channels are evidence of peak discharge. Measurements from these features are useful in estimating velocity and peak flow (Johnson and Rodine, 1984). Determining the age of vegetation growing on the levees provides a minimum age of past debris-flow activity.

Land use and land-use changes within a drainage basin may also influence debris-flow susceptibility. Land development often creates impervious surfaces that increase the rate and volume of runoff. Development may also remove vegetation and expose soils, promoting erosion, increasing sediment yield, and decreasing natural slope stability within the drainage basin. Debris-flow-hazard investigations must address development-induced conditions where applicable.

Channel Sediment Bulking and Flow-Volume Estimation

Sediment supply, erosion conditions, and hydrologic conditions of the drainage basin and channel determine the sediment and water concentration (flow type) and flow volume that reaches an alluvial fan. Estimating channel sediment volume available for entrainment or bulking is critical because study of historical debris flows indicates 80% to 90% of the debris-flow volume comes from the channel (Croft, 1967; Santi, 1988; Keaton and Lowe, 1998). Most estimates of potential sediment bulking are based on a unit-volume analysis of erodible sediment stored in the channel, generally expressed in cubic yards per linear foot of channel (Hungr and others, 1984; VanDine, 1985; Williams and Lowe, 1990; Hungr and others, 2005). The sediment volume stored in individual relatively homogeneous channel reaches is estimated, and then the channel-reach volumes are summed to obtain a total volume. The total channel volume is an upper bound volume and needs to be compared to historical (VanDine, 1996) and mapped alluvial-fan flow volumes to derive a design volume. If easily eroded soils and slopes prone to landsliding are present, then appropriate volumes for landslide and hillslope contributions determined from other drainage-basin landslide volumes should be added to the channel volume.

Estimating a potential sediment-bulking rate requires field inspection of the drainage basin and channels. Channel sediment-bulking estimates cannot rely on empirical methods because they are only approximate and have low reliability due to the wide scatter of data which reflects the wide range of
topographical, geological, and climatic environments in Utah. Field inspection and channel sediment-bulking rate measurements of the material likely to be mobilized are the best methods to arrive at more precise estimates of debris-flow volume. Measuring cross-channel profiles and estimating the erodible depth of channel sediment is necessary to estimate the sediment volume available for bulking (figure 28). Even though a great deal of geologic judgment may be required to make the volume estimate, this is probably the most reliable and practical method for bedrock-floored channels. The design volume should not be based solely on empirical bulking of specific flood flows (for example, bulking a 100-year flood with sediment) because empirical bulking does not consider shallow landslide-generated debris flows (National Research Council, 1996), channel bedrock reaches with no stored sediment, and the typically longer recurrence period of debris flows. The channel inspection should also provide a description of the character and gradation of sediment and wood debris that could be incorporated into future debris flows.

Hungr and others (1984), VanDine (1985), and Williams and Lowe (1990) used historical flow volumes and channel sediment bulking rates to estimate potential debris-flow volumes. Williams and Lowe (1990), following the 1983 debris flows in Davis County, compared cross-channel profiles of drainages that had discharged historical debris flows with those that had not to estimate the amount of channel sediment bulked by historical flows. They estimated an average bulking rate of 12 yd$^3$/ft of channel for historical debris flows and used it to estimate flow volumes for drainage basins lacking historical debris flows, but recommended using this estimate only for perennial streams in Davis County. Bulking rates for intermittent and ephemeral streams are generally lower. For example, Mulvey and Lowe (1992) estimated a bulking rate of 5 yd$^3$/ft for the 1991 Cameron Cove debris flow in Davis County. The 1999–2004 fire-related debris flows in northern Utah have a wide range of estimated bulking rates (0.01 to 2.02 yd$^3$/ft; Giraud and McDonald, 2007). Santi and others (2008) studied 46 fire-related debris flows in Utah, Colorado, and California, and similarly found a wide range of bulking rates (0.12 to 4.0 yd$^3$/ft). Hungr and others (1984), VanDine (1985, 1996), and Williams and Lowe (1990) all concluded that channel length and channel sediment storage are the most important factors in estimating future debris-flow volumes.

Some drainage basins may have recently discharged a debris flow, leaving little sediment available in the feeder channel for sediment bulking for future debris flows. Keaton and others (1991) stated that channels with recent debris flows will discharge future flows of less volume until the feeder channel has recharged with sediment. In these situations, an evaluation must consider remaining channel sediment as well as the rate of sediment recharge to the channel (National Research Council, 1996; Bovis and Jakob, 1999). The percent of channel length lined by bedrock is a distinct indication of the volume of sediment remaining because sediment cannot be scoured from bedrock reaches. Williams and Lowe (1990) suggested that in Davis County the drainage basins capable of producing future large debris flows are basins that have not discharged historical debris flows. However, drainage basins having a limited debris-flow volume potential due to lack of channel sediment may still have a high stream-flow-flooding potential.

**DEBRIS-FLOW-RISK REDUCTION**

Eisbacher and Clague (1984), Hungr and others (1987), VanDine (1996), and Huebl and Fiebiger (2005) group debris-flow-risk reduction into two categories: passive and active. Passive methods involve avoiding debris-flow-hazard areas either permanently or at times of imminent danger. Passive methods do not prevent, control, or modify debris flows. Active methods modify the hazard using debris-flow-control structures to prevent or reduce the risk. These types of structures require engineering design using appropriate geologic inputs. In terms of development on alluvial fans, active risk-
reduction measures with control structures generally attempt
to maximize the buildable space and provide a reasonable
level of protection.

Hungr and others (1987) and VanDine (1996) divide debris-
flow-control structures along lower channel reaches and on
alluvial fans into two basic types: open structures (which con-
strain flow) and closed structures (which contain debris).
Examples of open debris-flow-control structures include unconfined
depositional areas, impediments to flow (baffles), check
dams, lined channels, lateral walls or berms, deflection walls
or berms, and terminal walls, berms, or barriers. Examples of
closed debris-flow-control structures include debris racks, or
other forms of debris-straining structures located in the chan-
nel, and debris barriers and associated storage basins with a
debris-straining structure (outlet) incorporated into the design.

In Utah, engineered sediment storage basins are the most com-
mon type of control structure used to reduce debris-flow risks.
These structures generally benefit the community as well as
the individual developer or landowner, but they are typically
expensive, require periodic maintenance and sediment remov-
al, and must often be located in areas not owned or controlled
by an individual developer. For these reasons, debris-flow-
and flood-risk-reduction structures are commonly govern-
ment public works or shared public-private responsibilities,
rather than solely a developer or landowner responsibility.
This is particularly true in urban settings where the delineated
hazard area may include more than one subdivision and other
pre-existing development. In some cases, local flood-control
agencies such as Davis County Flood Control manage both
debris-flow and stream-flooding hazards.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR RISK
REDUCTION

The debris-flow hazard at a particular site depends on the
site’s location on the alluvial fan. Both debris-flow impact
and sediment burial are more likely and of greater magnitude
in proximal fan areas than in medial and distal fan areas (fig-
ure 27). Decisions regarding acceptable risk and appropriate
control-structure design involve weighing the probability of
occurrence in relation to the consequences of a debris flow
and the residual risk level after implementing risk-reduction
measures. Therefore, hazard investigations estimate the likely
size, frequency, and depositional area of debris flows on an
alluvial fan as accurately as possible.

Considering Frequency and Magnitude in Design

The frequency and magnitude of past debris flows are fun-
damental indicators of future debris-flow activity. To address
the past frequency and volume of debris flows, detailed geo-
logic studies involving geochronology are generally required.
Little information exists on the past frequency of debris flows
on most alluvial fans in Utah. Studies by Keaton (1988), Lips
(1993), and Mulvey (1993) indicate that large-volume, destruc-
tive debris flows on the alluvial fans they studied have return
periods of a few hundred to thousands of years. Fire-related
debris flows in Utah are more frequent and vegetation types
for fires that produced fire-related debris flows have fire-re-
turn periods of 0 to 300 years for stand-replacing fires (Giraud
and McDonald, 2007). However, return periods vary widely
among alluvial fans and few data exist to quantify debris-flow
frequency-magnitude relations. Other difficulties in quantify-
ing debris-flow frequency-magnitude relationships include:

- Frequencies are time-dependent. Many drainages must
recharge channel sediment following a large-volume de-
bris flow; the magnitude and frequency of future debris
flows depend on the size of and time since the last event.

- Statistically-based cloudburst rainfall volumes typically
used for stream-flooding evaluations (for example,
the 100-year storm) are not applicable to debris-flow
volumes because debris-flow discharges do not relate
directly to flood discharges, and in Utah many debris
flows are caused by rapid snowmelt rather than cloudburst
storms.

- Wildfires and land-use changes in the drainage basin
introduce significant uncertainty because they can tem-
porarily greatly increase debris-flow frequency.

Because of these complexities, generally accepted return peri-
ods for design of debris-flow risk-reduction measures based on
probabilistic models do not exist, unlike for earthquake ground
shaking and flooding, which have established design return pe-
riods of 2500 years (International Building Code) and 100 years
(FEMA’s National Flood Insurance Program), respectively.

Although Keaton (1988) and Keaton and others (1991) devel-
oped a probabilistic model for debris flows in Davis County
where a relatively complete record of historical debris flows
exists, the high degree of irregularity and uncertainty in return
periods limited their results and the practical application of
their model. In some cases rather than assigning an absolute
probability of debris-flow occurrence, many debris-flow prac-
titioners assign a relative probability of occurrence (VanDine,
1996) based on frequencies in similar basins and fans in the
geographic areas that have experienced historical debris flows.

The UGS believes Holocene-age (past 11,700 years) debris-
flow deposits on an alluvial fan are sufficient evidence of a po-
tential hazard to warrant site-specific debris-flow-hazard stud-
ies and appropriate implementation of risk-reduction measures.
Holocene sediments were deposited under climatic conditions
similar to the present and therefore indicate a current hazard
unless geologic and topographic conditions on the alluvial fan
have changed. If site-specific data on debris-flow recurrence
are sufficient to develop a probabilistic model, then the model
may be used in consultation with local government regulators
to help determine an appropriate level of risk reduction.
Debris-Flow-Hazard Zones

Debris-flow-hazard zones identify potential impacts and associated risks, help determine appropriate risk-reduction measures, and aid in land-use planning decisions. Hungr and others (1987) outline three debris-flow-hazard zones: (1) a direct impact zone where high-energy flows increase the risk of impact damage due to flow velocity, flow thickness, and the maximum clast size; (2) an indirect impact zone where impact risk is lower, but where damage from sediment burial and debris-flow and water transport is high; and (3) a flood zone potentially exposed to flooding due to channel blockage and water draining from debris deposits. These zones roughly equate to proximal, medial, and distal fan areas, respectively (figure 27). Historical debris-flow records, deposit characteristics, and detailed topography are required to outline these hazard zones. Site-specific studies are required to define which zone applies to a particular site and to determine the most appropriate land use and risk-reduction techniques to employ.

Estimating Geologic Parameters for Engineering Design

Geologic estimates of debris-flow design parameters are necessary for engineering design of risk-reduction structures. The most appropriate data often come from historical or late Holocene debris flows that can be mapped on the fan surface. Flow and deposit characteristics are also necessary to estimate peak discharge and calibrate computer-based hydraulic flow routing models (O’Brien and Julien, 1997).

Geologic parameters required for engineering design vary depending on the risk-reduction structure proposed. Engineering designs for debris-flow risk-reduction structures are site specific (VanDine and others, 1997), and generally involve quantifying specific fan, feeder channel, deposit, and flow parameters. Geomorphic fan parameters include areas of active deposition, surface gradients, surface roughness (channels, levees, lobes), and topography. Feeder channel parameters include channel gradient, channel capacity, and indications of previous flows. Deposit parameters include area, thickness, volume, surface gradient, gradation, and largest clast size. Due to their perishable nature, flow parameters are difficult to determine unless measured immediately after an event, and are often inferred from deposit characteristics or evidence from the feeder channel. The flow parameters include estimates of flow type(s), volume, frequency, depth, velocity, peak discharge, and runout distance.

Debris flows can have significantly higher peak discharge than stream-flow flooding. Estimating peak discharge is critical because it controls maximum velocity and flow depth, impact forces, ability to overrun protective barriers, and runout distance (Hungr, 2000). VanDine (1996) stated that debris-flow discharges can be up to 40 times greater than a 200-year flood, which shows the importance of carefully estimating peak discharge when designing protective structures. Pierson (1985) described flow composition and dynamics of the 1983 Rudd Canyon debris flow in Davis County, and included some flow properties typically considered in engineering design. Costa (1984) also listed specific physical properties of debris flows. Keaton (1990) described field and laboratory methods to predict slurry characteristics based on sedimentology and stratigraphy of alluvial-fan deposits. Flow characteristics are also important to help estimate associated water volume. Prochaska and others (2008) provided debris basin and deflection berm design criteria for fire-related debris-flow risk reduction.

Estimating debris-flow volume is necessary where debris storage basins are planned (Santi, 2014). Because debris-flow behavior is difficult to predict and flows difficult to route, debris storage basins and deflection walls or berms are common methods of debris-flow risk reduction. The routing of debris flows off an alluvial fan is a difficult and complex task. O’Brien and Julien (1997) stated that channel conveyance of debris flows off an alluvial fan is not recommended because there are numerous factors that can cause the flow to plug the conveyance channel. Debris basins typically capture sediment at the drainage mouth before the debris flow travels unpredictably across the alluvial fan. For debris basin capacity, the thickness and area of individual flows on the alluvial fan and erodible channel sediment volumes are needed to estimate design debris volumes. Estimates of sediment stored in channels are usually maximum or “worst-case” volumes that represent an upper volume limit. Channel estimates may exceed the alluvial-fan estimates because typically not all channel sediment is eroded and deposited on the fan, and the channel estimate includes suspended sediment transported off the fan by stream flows. Conversely, the alluvial-fan estimate may exceed the channel estimate if a recent large flow has removed most channel sediment. VanDine (1996) considered the design volume to be the reasonable upper limit of material that will ultimately reach the fan. In a study on the precision and accuracy of debris-flow volume measurement for historical debris flows, Santi (2014) found that volume measurement uncertainty is typically at least ±10%–20%. Estimates of prehistoric debris flow volumes likely have greater uncertainty.

Flow volume is also important in modeling runout and deposition. O’Brien and Julien (1997), in their hydraulic modeling of debris-flow runout, emphasized the importance of making conservative estimates of the available volume of sediment in the drainage basin, and comparing that volume to alluvial-fan deposit volumes to determine an appropriate modeling volume.

Geologic design parameters are also needed for the design of other types of engineered risk-reduction structures. For deflection walls and berms or for foundation reinforcement, fan gradient, flow type (debris versus hyperconcentrated versus stream), flow depth, peak flow, flow velocity, and debris size and gradation are important to ensure that the structure has the appropriate height, side slope, and curvature to account for run-up and impact forces. For design of debris barriers,
flow volume, depth, deposition area, and gradient are needed to determine the appropriate storage volume. The size and gradation of debris, flow velocity, and the anticipated flow type are important in the design of debris-straining structures. Flow types are important to help estimate associated water volumes. Baldwin and others (1987), VanDine (1996), Deng (1997), and VanDine and others (1997) have described other design considerations for debris-flow-control structures.

Even though geologic investigations use quantitative and objective procedures, estimating design parameters for risk-reduction structures has practical limits. As stated earlier, historical records of debris flows show flows to be highly variable in terms of size, material properties, and travel and depositional behavior. Many debris-flow design-parameter estimates have high levels of uncertainty and often represent a best approximation of a complex natural process; therefore, appropriate limitations and engineering factors of safety must be incorporated in risk-reduction-structure design. Investigators must clearly state the limitations of the investigation methods employed and the uncertainties associated with design-parameter estimates.

DEBRIS-FLOW-INVESTIGATION REPORT

The UGS recommends that a report prepared for a site-specific debris-flow investigation in Utah at a minimum address the topics below. Site conditions may require that additional items be included to fully evaluate debris-flow hazard at a site; these guidelines do not relieve Engineering Geologists from their duty to perform additional geologic investigations as necessary to adequately assess the debris-flow hazard. The report guidelines below pertain specifically to debris-flow investigations on alluvial fans, and expand on the general report preparation guidance provided in the Engineering-Geology Investigations and Engineering-Geology Reports sections of chapter 2.

A. Text

a. Purpose and scope of investigation. Describe the location and size of the site and proposed type and number of buildings or other infrastructure if known.

b. Geologic and topographic setting. The report should contain a clear and concise statement of the site and site region’s geologic and topographic setting. The section should include a discussion of debris-flow activity in the area and should reference pertinent published and unpublished geologic literature.

c. Site description and conditions. Include dates of site visits and observations. Include information on surficial and bedrock geology, topography, vegetation, existing structures, evidence of previous debris flows on or near the site, and other factors that may affect the choice of investigative methods and interpretation of data.

d. Methods and results of investigation.

1. Literature Review. Summarize published and unpublished topographic and surficial and bedrock geologic maps, literature, historical records regarding debris flows and alluvial-fan flooding, and other relevant factors pertinent to the site.

2. Interpretation of Remote-Sensing Imagery. Describe the results of remote-sensing-imagery interpretation, including stereoscopic aerial photographs, lidar, and other remote-sensing data when available. List source, date, flight-line numbers, and scale of aerial photos or other imagery used.

3. Alluvial Fan Evaluation. Include a site-scale geologic map showing areas of active-fan deposition (generally Holocene-age alluvial fans) and other surficial deposits, including older debris-flow and alluvial-fan deposits and their relative age. Include test pit and trench logs (generally at 1 inch = 5 feet) showing descriptions of geologic units, layer thicknesses, maximum grain sizes, and interpretation of flow types. Show basis for design flow-volume estimates (deposit thickness and area estimates); a range of estimates is suggested based on maximum, average, and minimum thickness and area estimates. Indicate runout distance, spatial extent, thickness, flow type, and deposit characteristics of historical flows, if present. Provide deposit age estimates or other evidence used to estimate the frequency of past debris flows. Evaluate the debris-flow hazard based on anticipated probability of occurrence and volume, flow type, flow depth, deposition area, runout, gradation of debris, flow impact forces, and stream-flow inundation and sediment burial depths.

4. Drainage Basin and Channel Evaluation. Include a vicinity geologic map (1:24,000 scale) on a topographic base of the drainage basin showing bedrock and surficial geology, including shallow landslides (debris slides) and a measurement of drainage-basin morphologic parameters. Provide an estimate of the susceptibility of the drainage basin to shallow landsliding, likely landslide volume(s), and volume of historical landslides, if present. Provide an estimate of the susceptibility of the drainage basin slopes to erosion. Include a longitudinal channel profile, showing gradients from headwaters to the alluvial fan. Include cross-channel profiles and a map showing their locations. Provide a basis for channel volume estimates including initial debris slides, total feeder channel length, length of channel lined by bedrock, cross-channel profiles, and estimated volume of channel sediment.
available for sediment bulking including estimated bulking rate(s) in cubic yards per linear foot of channel.

e. Conclusions.
1. Conclusions must be supported by adequate data, and the report should present those data in a clear and concise manner.
2. Provide the probability of debris-flow occurrence (if possible), estimates of debris-flow volume, a map showing hazard areas, and a discussion on the likely effects of debris flows on the proposed development.
3. Degree of confidence in, and limitations of, the data and conclusions.

f. Recommendations.
1. Recommendations must be supported by the report conclusions and be presented in a clear and concise manner.
2. Provide recommendations for hydrologic, hydraulic, and engineering studies to define buildable and non-buildable areas (if appropriate) and design risk-reduction measures.
3. Provide geologic design parameters for debris-flow-control structures, as appropriate.
4. Discuss implications of risk-reduction measures on adjacent properties, and the need for long-term maintenance.
5. If recommendations are provided for debris-storage basins, both alluvial-fan and channel volume estimates must be compared to select an appropriate design debris volume. For flows that may initiate as debris slides, an appropriate debris-slide volume must be included. Due to uncertainties inherent in both methods, the volume estimates may differ significantly. Rationale for the chosen volume estimate must be provided.
6. If recommendations are provided for debris-flow-deflection structures or debris-flow-resistant construction (reinforcement of foundations, flood-proofing), hydraulic modeling of debris-flow discharge, run-up, and runout, and calculation of impact forces is recommended. Specific information on flow type(s), deposit distribution and thickness, flow velocity, peak flow, and runout is necessary to calibrate models.
7. Discuss residual risk to development (if appropriate) after risk-reduction measures are in place.

As noted in f (2) above, the geologic evaluation is often only the first step in the debris-flow-hazard investigation and risk-reduction process. Depending on the risk-reduction techniques considered, subsequent hydrologic, hydraulic, and/or engineering studies may be needed to estimate peak flows and water volumes, route sediment, and design control structures. Geologists, hydrologists, and engineers must work as a team to recommend reasonable, appropriate, cost-effective risk-reduction techniques.

B. References

a. Literature and records cited or reviewed; citations should be complete (see References section of this publication for examples).

b. Remote-sensing images interpreted; list type, date, project identification codes, scale, source, and index numbers.

c. Other sources of information, personal communication, and other data sources.

C. Illustrations. Should include at a minimum:

a. Location map. Showing the site and significant physiographic and cultural features, generally at 1:24,000 scale or larger and indicating the Public Land Survey System ¼-section, township, and range; and the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum.

b. Site development map. Showing site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and site topography. The map scale may vary depending on the size of the site and area covered by the study; the minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary. The site development map may be combined with the site-specific geology map (see item “c” below).

c. Site-specific geology map. A site-scale geology map of the drainage basin and alluvial fan as discussed above. Scale of site-specific geology maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of study; minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary.

d. Debris-flow hazard map. Showing the debris-flow hazard on different parts of the alluvial fan based on results of the investigation.

e. Photographs that enhance understanding of the debris-flow hazard at the site with applicable metadata.

D. Authentication

The report must be signed and stamped by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist in principal charge of the investigation (Title 58-76-10 – Professional Geologists Licensing Act [Utah Code, 2011]). Final geologic maps, trench logs, cross sections, sketches, drawings, and plans, prepared by or under the supervision of a professional geologist, also must bear the stamp of the professional geologist (Utah Code, 2011). Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer and/or Utah licensed Professional Land Surveyor must include the engineer’s or surveyor’s stamp and signature.
F. Appendices

Include supporting data relevant to the investigation not given in the text such as maps, cross sections, conceptual models, survey data, geochronology laboratory reports, laboratory test data, and qualifications statements/resume.

FIELD REVIEW

The UGS recommends a technical field review by the regulatory-authority geologist once a debris-flow-hazard investigation is complete. The field review should take place after any trenches or test pits are logged, but before they are closed so subsurface site conditions can be directly observed and evaluated. See Field Review section in chapter 2.

REPORT REVIEW

The UGS recommends regulatory review of all reports by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist experienced in debris-flow-hazard investigations and acting on behalf of local governments to protect public health, safety, and welfare, and to reduce risks to future property owners (Larson, 1992, 2015). See Report Review section in chapter 2.

DISCLOSURE

The UGS recommends disclosure during real-estate transactions whenever an engineering-geology investigation has been performed. See Disclosure section in chapter 2.
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Displacement across an earth fissure that formed in response to groundwater mining in Cedar Valley, Utah.

CHAPTER 6: GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING LAND-SUBSIDENCE AND EARTH-FISSURE HAZARDS IN UTAH

by William R. Lund, P.G.

INTRODUCTION

Land subsidence and earth fissures related to groundwater mining (long-term groundwater pumping in excess of aquifer recharge) are human-caused geologic hazards, and as such must be addressed during land development in subsiding areas. These guidelines present the recommended minimum acceptable level of effort for investigating land subsidence and earth fissures related to groundwater mining in Utah at both basin-wide and site-specific scales. Basin-wide investigations rely on a combination of remote sensing methods and high-precision surveying to identify subsidence area boundaries, subsidence rates, and earth-fissure locations. Site-specific investigations evaluate the effects of land subsidence and earth fissures at a site, and typically include a literature review, aerial-photograph and other remote-sensing data analysis, and field investigation, usually including surficial geologic mapping and trenching, and in some instances boreholes, cone penetrometer test (CPT) soundings, and geophysical investigations. The Utah Geological Survey (UGS) recommends a land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigation for all new buildings for human occupancy and International Building Code (IBC) Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (International Code Council [ICC], 2017a) proposed in areas of known or suspected susceptibility to land subsidence and earth fissures.

These guidelines outline (1) appropriate investigation methods, (2) report content, (3) map, trench log, and illustration criteria and scales, (4) mitigation recommendations, (5) minimum criteria for review of reports, and (6) recommendations for geologic-hazard disclosure. However, these guidelines do not include systematic descriptions of all available investigative techniques or topics, nor are all techniques or topics appropriate for every hazard investigation.

Considering the complexity of evaluating land-subidence and earth-fissure hazards, additional effort beyond the minimum criteria recommended in these guidelines may be required to adequately evaluate such hazards. The information presented in these guidelines does not relieve Engineering Geologists of the duty to perform additional geologic investigations necessary to fully assess these hazards either at regional or site-specific scales. As required by Utah state law (Utah Code, 2011), land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigation reports and supporting documents must be signed and stamped by the licensed Utah Professional Geologist in responsible charge of the investigation.

Purpose

The purpose of these guidelines is to provide appropriate minimum land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigation and report criteria to:

- protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public by minimizing the potentially adverse effects of land subsidence and earth fissures;
- assist local governments in regulating land use in hazardous areas and provide standards for ordinances;
- assist property owners and developers in conducting reasonable and adequate investigations;
- provide Engineering Geologists with a common basis for preparing proposals, conducting investigations, and
recommending land-subsidence- and earth-fissure-mitigation strategies; and

- provide an objective framework for preparation and review of reports.

These guidelines are not intended to supersede pre-existing state or federal regulations or local geologic-hazard ordinances, but provide useful information to supplement adopted ordinances/regulations, and assist in preparation of new ordinances. The UGS believes adherence to these guidelines will help ensure adequate, cost-effective investigations and minimize report review time.

**Background**

Subsidence and earth fissures related to groundwater mining occur when groundwater is pumped from an aquifer at a rate greater than aquifer recharge, resulting in dewatering of the aquifer. Bringing recharge and discharge into balance will slow or stop land-subsidence and earth-fissure formation—a process successfully implemented in some areas experiencing land-subsidence and earth-fissure problems (Ingebritsen and Jones, 1999; Bell and others, 2002). Both the cause and cure for groundwater-mining-related land subsidence and earth fissures are typically societal in nature. It is rare that a single groundwater producer (individual or organization) causes land-subsidence and earth-fissure formation, and it is equally rare that a single producer can effect a cure. This is particularly true of Utah’s alluvial valleys, each with many stakeholders, where only collective action by all involved (producers, consumers, managers, and regulators) can prevent or reverse groundwater mining.

**Land-Subsidence and Earth-Fissure Formation**

In the United States, more than 17,000 square miles in 45 states have been directly affected by land subsidence, and more than 80% of the subsidence has occurred because of groundwater mining (Galloway and others, 1999). Land subsidence due to groundwater mining in thick, unconsolidated sediments results from a decrease in fluid (pore water) pressure as the water in fine-grained sediments moves into adjacent coarser grained sediments as the aquifer is dewatered (Leake, 2004). The decrease in pressure increases the effective stress in the dewatered portion of the aquifer and transfers the entire overburden stress (weight) to the aquifer matrix. The change in effective stress causes the aquifer matrix to change volume (compact) (Galloway and others, 1999). Initial matrix compaction is elastic and will recover if the aquifer is recharged. However, once collapse exceeds the elastic limit of the matrix material, compaction becomes permanent, aquifer storage is reduced, and land subsidence ensues (Galloway and others, 1999).

As an aquifer is dewatered, most subsidence results from the compression of fine-grained sediment layers (aquitards; figure 29) as they drain into adjacent coarser grained aquifer material. Silt and clay layers have higher porosity, lower permeability, and lower matrix strength than coarse-grained sediment (sand and gravel). Coarse granular materials may settle almost instantaneously after dewatering, but because of their much lower permeability, fine-grained layers may require decades to fully drain and compress, and may continue to compress even after groundwater withdrawal is brought into equilibrium with recharge (Bell and others, 2002; Budhu and Shelke, 2008). The relation between groundwater-level decline and land subsidence is complex and varies as a function of total aquifer thickness, composition, and compressibility. In some areas of Arizona, about 300 feet of groundwater decline produced only 0.6 foot of subsidence. In other areas, a similar water-level decline generated land subsidence of as much as 18 feet (Arizona Land Subsidence Group, 2007).

Earth fissures are linear cracks in the ground that form in response to horizontal tensile stresses that develop when land subsidence causes different parts of an aquifer to compact by different amounts (figure 30) (Leake, 2004; Arizona Division of Emergency Management, 2007). Earth fissures may be hundreds of feet deep, range from a few feet to miles long, and can be expressed as hairline cracks (figure 31), aligned sinkholes (figure 32), or gullies tens of feet wide (figure 33) where fissures intercept surface flow and are enlarged by erosion (Carpenter, 1999). Earth fissures typically form along the edge of basins, usually parallel to mountain fronts; over zones of changing sediment characteristics and density; or above subsurface bedrock highs often coincident with pre-existing bedrock faults (figure 30) (Arizona Land Subsidence Group, 2007). Some earth fissures exhibit differential displacements of several inches to several feet as aquifers compact unevenly across them (figure 34).

**Land-Subsidence Hazards**

Land-subsidence hazards may include (1) change in elevation and slope of streams, canals, and drains, (2) damage to bridges, roads, railroads, storm drains, sanitary sewers, water lines, canals, airport runways, and levees, (3) damage to private and public buildings, and (4) failure of well casings from forces generated by compaction of fine-grained layers in aquifer systems (Leake, 2004; Lin and others, 2009). Over half of the area of the San Joaquin Valley in California has subsided due to groundwater mining, resulting in one of the largest human-caused alterations of Earth’s surface topography (Galloway and others, 1999). Near Mendota, California, in the San Joaquin Valley, subsidence in excess of 28 feet necessitated expensive repairs to two major central California water projects (California Aqueduct and Delta-Mendota Canal; Galloway and others, 1999). In Mexico City, rapid land subsidence caused by groundwater mining and associated aquifer compaction has damaged colonial-era buildings, buckled highways, and disrupted water supply and wastewater drainage (Viets and others, 1979; Galloway and others, 1999). Early oil and gas production and a long history of groundwater pumping in the Houston-Galveston area, Texas, have
Figure 29. Schematic cross section of a typical Utah alluvial basin showing the effect of groundwater-level decline on the compaction of fine-grained horizons and resulting ground subsidence within the alluvial basin-fill aquifer. Note that as groundwater levels decline fine-grained horizons begin to compact both above and below the water table.

Figure 30. (A) Schematic section of a valley basin showing how buried bedrock topography affects the formation and location of earth fissures. (B) Schematic diagram showing initiation of earth fissures at depth due to horizontal tension stress, and development of fissures expressed at the surface as hairline cracks, aligned sinkholes, and erosional gullies (after Carpenter, 1999).
Earth fissures were first recognized in Arizona in 1927; since that time their number and frequency have increased as land subsidence due to groundwater mining has likewise increased (Arizona Division of Emergency Management, 2007). More than 1100 square miles of Arizona, including parts of the Phoenix and Tucson metropolitan areas, are now affected by subsidence and numerous associated earth fissures (figure 36) (Arizona Land Subsidence Group, 2007; Conway, 2013). Damage caused by earth fissures in Arizona currently totals in the tens of millions of dollars, and includes cracked, displaced, or collapsed freeways and secondary roads; broken pipes and utility lines; damaged and breached canals (figure 37); cracked building foundations; deformed railroad tracks; collapsed and sheared well casings; damaged dams and flood-control structures; and livestock deaths (Viets and others, 1979; Arizona Division of Emergency Management, 2007; Arizona Land Subsidence Group, 2007).

Likewise, long-term groundwater mining in excess of recharge in Nevada’s Las Vegas Valley has produced water-table declines of 100 to 300 feet (Pavelko and others, 1999) and as much as 6 feet of land subsidence (Bell and others, 2002; Bell and Amelung, 2003). By the early 1990s, the Windsor Park subdivision in North Las Vegas was so impacted by earth fissures (figure 38) that 135 homes had to be abandoned and removed at a cost of about $20 million, and another 105 homes

Earth-fissure hazards may include (1) creating conduits that connect nonpotable or contaminated surface and near-surface water to a principal aquifer used for public water supply (Pavelko and others, 1999; Bell, 2004) (figure 35), (2) changing runoff/flood patterns, (3) deforming or breaking buried utilities and well casings, (4) causing buildings and other infrastructure to deform or collapse, and (5) endangering livestock and wildlife, and posing a life-safety hazard to humans (Arizona Division of Emergency Management, 2007). Although known earth fissures in Utah are chiefly limited to rural areas (Escalante Desert—Lund and others, 2005; Cedar Valley—Knudsen and others, 2014), elsewhere in the western United States, earth fissures related to land subsidence have become a major factor in land development in urban areas (Shlemen, 2004). Examples from Arizona and Nevada show the extent of damage that can result from earth fissures related to groundwater mining.
required significant repairs (Bell, 2003; Saines and others, 2006). Most earth fissures in Las Vegas Valley are associated with pre-existing bedrock faults (Bell and Price, 1991; Bell and others, 2002; Bell and Amelung, 2003; Bell, 2004). Artificial aquifer recharge has caused a decline in subsidence rates in Las Vegas Valley since 1991 of 50%–80%, depending upon location (Bell and others, 2002).

**SOURCES OF LAND-SUBSIDENCE AND EARTH-FISSURE INFORMATION**

The UGS has investigated land subsidence and earth fissures over the past decade in selected areas of Utah (DuRoss and Kirby, 2004; Lund and others, 2005; Forester, 2006, 2012; Katzenstein, 2013; Knudsen and others, 2014). Additionally, see the Literature Searches and Information Resources section in chapter 2 for information on other geologic-hazard reports, maps, archives, and databases maintained by the UGS that may be relevant to land subsidence and earth fissures, as well as information on the UGS’ extensive aerial photograph and light detection and ranging (lidar) imagery collections.


---

**Figure 33.** Earth fissure in Escalante Valley eroded after intercepting surface water runoff. Photo taken in January 2005.

**Figure 34.** Damage to street pavement by an earth fissure in Cedar Valley across which differential displacement is occurring at a rate of about 2 inches per year. Photo taken July 2015.
Figure 35. Earth-fissure scarp in Cedar Valley blocking an ephemeral drainage and causing water to pond along the fissure in a feed lot. Photo taken in May 2009.

Figure 36. Earth fissure in a subdivision near Phoenix, Arizona, enhanced by erosion during a cloudburst storm. Photo credit: Brian Conway.
LAND-SUBSIDENCE AND EARTH-FISSURE INVESTIGATION

Disclaimer

Land subsidence and earth fissures related to groundwater mining are geologic hazards, and as such must be addressed during land development in subsiding areas. However, land subsidence and earth fissures will likely continue to occur and expand as long as groundwater mining continues. Additionally, given the low permeability of many fine-grained sediment layers in Utah’s basin-fill aquifers, subsidence may continue in a diminishing fashion for some time (possibly decades) after recharge and discharge are balanced as dewatered fine-grained deposits continue to drain and compact (Galloway and others, 1999).

The fact that land subsidence is not currently occurring in an area experiencing groundwater mining provides no guarantee that subsidence will not commence there in the future. Likewise, the absence of detectable earth fissures at the ground surface in a subsiding area provides no assurance that fissures are not present in the shallow subsurface or will not form in the future. As long as groundwater mining continues, land subsidence and earth fissures present long-term hazards to infrastructure that a hazard investigation, no matter how detailed, can only partially identify and mitigate. For those reasons, it is not possible to establish a standardized method for
calculating setbacks from earth fissures as is done for Utah’s hazardous faults (chapter 3). Setback distances from fissures or from areas of anticipated future fissure growth, or other forms of land-subsidence and earth-fissure mitigation should be designed and justified based on site-specific data. To fully ensure the safety of existing infrastructure and future development in subsiding areas, it is necessary to bring aquifer discharge and recharge into balance so that groundwater mining stops and hazards dissipate.

**When to Perform a Land-Subsidence and Earth-Fissure-Hazard Investigation**

Geologic hazards are best addressed prior to land development in affected areas. The UGS recommends that a land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard investigation be made for all new buildings for human occupancy and for modified IBC Risk Category II(a), II(b), III, and IV facilities (see table 12 in chapter 3, modified from IBC table 1604.5 [ICC, 2017a]) that are proposed in confirmed or suspected land-subsidence areas. Utah jurisdictions that have adopted land-subsidence and earth-fissure special-study maps identify zones in known land-subsidence and earth-fissure-susceptible areas within which they require site-specific investigations. The UGS recommends that investigations as outlined in these guidelines be conducted in alluvial valleys for all IBC Risk Category III and IV facilities to ensure that previously unknown land-subsidence areas and earth-fissures are not present. If a hazard is found, the UGS recommends a comprehensive investigation be conducted. Additionally, in some instances an investigation may become necessary when existing infrastructure is discovered to be on or adjacent to a subsiding area.

The level of investigation conducted for a particular project depends on several factors, including (1) site-specific geologic conditions, (2) type of proposed or existing development, (3) level of acceptable risk, and (4) governmental permitting requirements, or regulatory agency rules and regulations. A land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard investigation may be conducted separately, or as part of a comprehensive geologic-hazard and/or geotechnical site investigation (see chapter 2).

**Minimum Qualifications of Investigator**

Land-subsidence and earth-fissure-related engineering-geology investigations and accompanying geologic-hazard evaluations performed before the public shall be conducted by or under the direct supervision of a Utah licensed Professional Geologist (Utah Code, Title 58-76) who must sign and seal the final report. Often these investigations are interdisciplinary in nature, and where required, must be performed by qualified, experienced, Utah licensed Professional Geologists (PG, specializing in engineering geology) and Professional Engineers (PE, specializing in geological and/or geotechnical engineering) working as a team. See Investigator Qualifications section in chapter 2.

**Basin-Wide Investigation Guidelines**

Land subsidence typically affects a large area (tens to hundreds of square miles) within groundwater basins subject to groundwater mining. The first consideration when evaluating land subsidence and earth fissures as geologic hazards is to determine whether a proposed site and/or project is inside or outside of a subsiding area. If outside, land subsidence and earth fissures are not hazards; if inside or if in an adjacent area that may be affected by future subsidence and fissuring, a variety of negative consequences become possible and require careful evaluation. Within a subsiding area, the rate of subsidence and location of existing earth fissures are critical considerations for hazard investigations. Therefore, identifying and periodically monitoring basin-wide subsidence boundaries (subject to change over time with continued groundwater mining), subsidence amount and rate (likely also variable over time) within those boundaries, and the location of existing earth fissures are first-order, basin-wide priorities for land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigations.

Available techniques for identifying subsidence boundaries, subsidence rates, and earth-fissure locations on a basin-wide scale fall into two principal categories: remote-sensing applications and high-precision Global Positioning System (GPS)/Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) monitoring networks (surveyed benchmarks).

**Remote Sensing**

Remote-sensing applications directly applicable to land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigations include analysis of stereoscopic aerial photographs (from multiple years if available), interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) imagery, lidar imagery, and other remote sensing data as available.

**Aerial photographs:** Analysis of stereoscopic aerial photograph pairs is a standard remote-sensing technique long applied to many kinds of geologic investigations, and requires little further explanation here. Where possible, the analysis should include both stereoscopic low-sun-angle and vertical aerial photography. Applicable to both basin-wide and site-specific investigations, aerial photograph analysis can reveal the presence of earth fissures, particularly those subject to erosion or across which differential displacement is occurring, as well as other geomorphic evidence of land subsidence (sinkholes, local subsidence bowls, displaced or warped linear infrastructure, road damage, etc.). Examination of repeat aerial photographs from multiple years may show fissure growth (Knudsen and others, 2014), or the progressive development of other subsidence-related features.

Google Earth and Bing Maps, among other providers of Internet-based, free aerial imagery, are becoming increasingly valuable as rapid reconnaissance tools, and provide high-resolution, often color, non-stereoscopic aerial orthophotographs.
For many locations, Google Earth includes a historical imagery archive that permits evaluation of site conditions several years to decades before present.

**InSAR:** InSAR is a side-looking, active (produces its own illumination) radar imaging system that transmits a pulsed microwave signal toward the Earth and records both the amplitude and phase of the back-scattered signal that returns to the antenna (Arizona Department of Water Resources [ADWR], no date, 2010; Zebker and Goldstein, 1986; Zebker and others, 1994; appendix D – InSAR Background and Application). InSAR uses interferometric processing to compare the amplitude and phase signals received during one pass of the SAR (synthetic aperture radar) platform (typically Earth-orbiting satellites) over a specific geographic area, with the amplitude and phase signals received during a second pass over the same area but at a different time (ADWR, no date). InSAR’s chief advantage for subsidence monitoring is that it offers an accurate, rapid, and cost-efficient way to determine the horizontal and vertical extent of land subsidence and subsidence rate variability over a large area to an accuracy of about 1 centimeter. Forster (2006, 2012) demonstrated that long-term subsidence in southwest Utah is detectable and measurable with InSAR, and Katzenstein (2013) used InSAR to identify an approximately 100-square-mile area in Cedar Valley, Iron County, Utah, affected by subsidence resulting from groundwater mining.

**Lidar:** Lidar is a remote sensing, laser system that measures the properties of scattered light to accurately determine the distance to a target (reflective surface). Lidar is similar to radar, but uses laser pulses instead of radio waves, and commonly is collected from fixed-wing aircraft or helicopters. Lidar produces a rapid collection of points (typically more than 70,000 per second) that results in very dense and accurate elevation data over a large area (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [NOAA], 2008). The resulting highly accurate, georeferenced elevation points can be used to generate three-dimensional representations of the Earth’s surface and its features (NOAA, 2008). After processing, lidar data can be used to produce a “bare-earth” terrain model (e.g., figure 39), in which vegetation and manmade structures have been removed. Lidar has several advantages over traditional photogrammetric methods; chief among them are (1) high accuracy, (2) high point density, (3) large coverage area, and (4) the ability to resample areas quickly and efficiently, which creates the ability to map discrete elevation changes over time at a very high resolution (NOAA, 2008).

Lidar offers two important advantages over conventional aerial photography for documenting and mitigating land subsidence and earth fissures. First, high-resolution, bare-earth lidar images can be used to identify and map currently unrecognized earth fissures that are not apparent on conventional aerial photography (Knudsen and others, 2014). Second, repeat lidar surveys can be used to generate displacement maps to define the boundaries of subsidence areas, and may allow monitoring of existing earth fissure growth and new fissure formation. Appendix C (Lidar Background and Application) presents additional information about lidar technology, imagery acquisition and processing, and cost.

**High-Precision GPS/GNSS Survey Network**

The accuracy and coverage of benchmark networks in Utah’s alluvial valleys are variable. In many areas, benchmarks, particularly older monuments, have been destroyed or disturbed by agricultural or development activities. Constraints on the number and locations of existing benchmarks may allow for only a general determination of the areal and vertical extent of land subsidence in valley areas, and may not permit adequate monitoring of either the rate or distribution of ongoing subsidence. Additionally, reported elevations of many older benchmarks
(e.g., disturbed benchmarks, vertical angle benchmarks, and some third-order leveled benchmarks) may not be sufficiently accurate to permit meaningful comparisons with new GPS/GNSS-derived survey data. Estimated uncertainties associated with both historical leveling and GNSS elevation data should be discussed and included in subsidence calculations.

Where accurate, long-term monitoring of subsidence is important for aquifer management or hazard investigations, the UGS recommends that following acquisition of InSAR and lidar data to better define the basin-wide boundaries of subsiding areas and earth-fissure locations, those data be used to site a network of high-precision GPS/GNSS survey monuments in subsidence and fissure “hot spots.” Periodic resurveying of the benchmarks using GPS/GNSS methods permits repeated high-precision (1–5 mm horizontal/vertical) subsidence monitoring in areas most important for implementing best aquifer management practices and hazard evaluation and mitigation. For increased accuracy, detailed subsidence studies typically employ static GPS survey methods rather than RTK surveys (https://new.azwater.gov/hydrology/field-services/gps).

GPS/GNSS surveys should follow the latest versions of the National Geodetic Survey guidelines for establishing ellipsoid (Zilkoski and others, 1997) and orthometric (Zilkoski and others, 2008) heights. High-quality floating sleeved rod or other appropriate monuments that reduce near-surface soil movements, such as from expansive soils, are recommended for precise vertical measurements. For bedrock sites, UNAVCO has developed stable mounting structures to isolate GPS/GNSS instruments from near-surface soil movements (https://www.unavco.org/instrumentation/monumentation/types/types.html).

**Site-Specific Investigation Guidelines**

**Literature Review**

The following published and unpublished information (as available) should be reviewed in preparation for both basin-wide and site-specific land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigations:

1. Published and unpublished geologic and engineering literature, maps, cross sections, and records relevant to the site and site region’s geology and hydrology, and past history of land subsidence and earth-fissure formation.
2. Survey data that may indicate past land subsidence, particularly as-built plans of linear infrastructure such as roads, canals, dams, airport runways, and levees for historical elevation data, or as-built design grades that can be compared to current elevations. Be aware of any historical vertical datum changes and/or shifts, including geoid changes.
3. Maintenance records of nearby wells for signs of subsidence-related damage.
4. Water-level data and subsurface geologic units from nearby water-well and geotechnical borehole logs.
5. Borehole geophysical data from deep wells in the area.
6. Pumping history of nearby water wells.

The Sources of Land Subsidence and Earth-Fissure Information section above provides information on Utah’s geology and past significant instances of land subsidence and earth fissure formation; however, that list of sources is not exhaustive, and Engineering Geologists should identify and review all available information relevant to their site of interest.

**Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Remote Sensing Data**

Analysis of remote sensing data should include interpretation of stereoscopic aerial photographs (from multiple years if available), InSAR and lidar imagery, and other remotely sensed images as available for evidence of land-subsidence- and earth-fissure-related lineaments, including vegetation lineaments, gullies, scarps formed by surface displacement across fissures, and vegetation/soil contrasts. Where possible, the analysis should include both stereoscopic low-sun-angle and vertical aerial photography. Examination of repeat aerial photographs and/or lidar imagery from multiple years may show fissure growth (Knudsen and others, 2014). The area interpreted should extend sufficiently beyond the site boundaries to identify off-site subsidence areas or fissures that might affect the site. Note that analysis of InSAR and lidar data has become “state of practice” for land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigations; therefore, investigations not employing those techniques are at best reconnaissance-level investigations.

**Surface Investigation**

Surface investigations should include mapping of (1) geologic and soil units, (2) fissures and sinkholes, (3) faults and other geologic structures, (4) geomorphic features and surfaces, (5) vegetation lineaments, (6) animal burrowing patterns, and (7) deformation of engineered structures both on and beyond the site, as appropriate. Special attention should be paid to linear infrastructure such as roadways, railroads, canals, dams, levees, airport runways, etc. Level surveys of linear infrastructure and comparison with as-built elevations may detect the presence or absence of measurable subsidence, and in the case of dams, levees, and other fluid conveyance and retention facilities, should be made to determine if infrastructure integrity and safety have been compromised. Protruding well heads often provide evidence of land subsidence, and in some instances may allow measurement of subsidence at a point (figure 40). Observed features should be documented with detailed photographs, including metadata (date, location, feature observed, etc.).

**Subsurface Investigation**

Earth fissures related to groundwater mining tend to be vertical to near-vertical features (figures 30 and 41) extending to hundreds of feet deep. In an uneroded state, the aperture of an earth fissure may be 0.25 to 1 inch or less (figure 31), and may
be open or filled. Situations may arise where surficial expression of earth fissures is lacking, but the presence or absence of shallow subsurface earth fissures that could lead to future surface expression should be assessed. Lateral subsurface investigation methods such as trenched or shallow geophysics tend to be most effective in these situations. Subsurface characterization may be especially important when assessing whether subsurface conditions are consistent with a surface feature being a subsidence-related earth fissure or a less hazardous giant desiccation crack. Subsurface investigation techniques may include, but are not limited to:

1. Trenching or test pits with appropriate logging and documentation to permit detailed and direct observation of continuously exposed geologic units, soils, fissures, and other geologic features. This includes trenched across known or suspected earth fissures and fissure zones to determine their location and width, geometry and depth, and displacement. When uneroded or filled, earth fissures are often very subtle features, so logging should be performed in sufficient detail to detect their presence.

In preparation for logging, trench walls should be carefully cleaned to permit direct observation of the geology. Trenches should be logged at a minimum scale of 1 inch = 5 feet (1:60), and all logs should be prepared in the field under the direct supervision of a Utah licensed Professional Geologist. Vertical and horizontal logging control should be used and shown on the log. The logs should not be generalized or diagrammatic, and may be on a rectified photomosaic base. The log should document all pertinent information from the trench, including (1) trench orientation and indication of which wall was logged, (2) horizontal and vertical control, (3) top and bottom of trench wall(s), (4) stratigraphic contacts, (5) lithology and soil classification, (6) pedogenic soil horizons, (7) marker beds, (8) fissures and faults, (9) fissure/ fault orientations and geometry (strike and dip), (10) fissure displacement and aperture, and (11) sample locations (e.g., Birkeland and others, 1991; Bonilla and Lienkaemper, 1991; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998b; Walker and Cohen, 2006; McCalpin, 2009). Logs should be prepared for all trenches, even if fissures are not encountered.

2. The trench should be deep enough to expose all relevant aspects of fissure geometry (dip, width, associated subsidiary features). Where the maximum trench depth achievable, generally 15 to 20 feet, is not sufficient to adequately characterize suspected fissures, the practical limitations of trenching should be acknowledged in the report and uncertainties should be reflected in report conclusions and recommendations. Boreholes, CPT soundings, and geophysical techniques (see no. 4 below) may help extend the depth of investigation.

More than one trench may be necessary to investigate a site or building footprint, particularly when the proposed development is large, involves more than one building, and/or is characterized by complex fissure patterns. Generally, subsurface data should not be extrapolated more than 300 feet without additional subsurface information. Complex fissure zones may require closer trench spacing. When trenches must be offset to accommodate site conditions, sufficient overlap should be provided to avoid gaps in trench coverage perpendicular to the fissure. Tightly spaced trench-
es may only need minor (a few tens of feet) overlap; however, more widely spaced trenches require greater overlap to ensure continuous site coverage.

Test pits may provide useful information regarding site subsurface conditions; however, test pits are not an acceptable alternative to trenches. A series of aligned test pits perpendicular to the fissure trend cannot adequately demonstrate the presence or absence of fissuring because fissures trending between test pits may not be detected.

Trenches and fissures should be accurately located on site plans and geologic maps. The UGS recommends that trenches and fissures (projected to the ground surface) be surveyed rather than located using a hand-held GPS device.

Trench investigations should be performed in compliance with current Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) excavation safety regulations and standards (https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/trenching-excitation/construction.html). See Excavation Safety section in chapter 2 for additional information.

3. Boreholes and CPT soundings permit collection of data on geologic units and groundwater, and may verify fissure plane geometry. Vertically focused investigation methods such as boreholes and CPT soundings are useful for general subsurface characterization in a potential fissure zone; however, an uneroded earth fissure in the subsurface is a very small target for vertically directed investigation methods. CPT soundings should be done in conjunction with continuously logged boreholes to correlate CPT data with the physical characteristics of subsurface geologic units. Data points should be sufficient in number and adequately spaced to permit reliable correlations and interpretations; however, it may not be possible to detect an earth fissure in a borehole or CPT sounding.

4. Geophysical investigations are indirect, non-destructive methods that can be reliably interpreted when site-specific surface and subsurface geologic conditions are known. Geophysical methods should seldom be employed without knowledge of site geology; however, where no other subsurface geologic information is available, geophysical methods may provide the only economically viable means of deep geologic reconnaissance (e.g., Chase and Chapman, 1976; Telford and others, 1996; Sharma, 1998; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2001; Milsom and Eriksen, 2007; Reynolds, 2011).

Although geophysical methods can be used to detect the presence and location of shallow earth fissures, such methods alone never prove the absence of a fissure at depth. Geophysical methods can provide critical information concerning subsidence potential, especially compressible basin-fill and bedrock geometry that may not otherwise be available. Geophysical techniques may include, but are not limited to, high-resolution seismic reflection, ground penetrating radar, seismic refraction, magnetic profiling, electrical resistivity, and gravity.

Other Investigation Methods

Other methods may be incorporated in land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigations when conditions permit or requirements for critical structures or facilities require more intensive investigation or monitoring over extended time periods. Possible methods may include, but are not limited to:

1. Aerial reconnaissance flights, including high-resolution aerial photography.
2. Installation of piezometers.
3. Local high-precision surveying or geodetic measurements, including comparison surveys with infrastructure design grades and long-term monitoring employing repeat surveys.
4. Strain (displacement) measurement both at the surface and in boreholes as part of a long-term monitoring program (Galloway and others, 1999).
5. Geochronologic analysis, including but not limited to radiometric dating (e.g., $^{14}$C, $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar), luminescence dating, soil-profile development, fossils, tephrochronology, and dendrochronology (see Geochronology section of chapter 2).

LAND-SUBSIDENCE AND EARTH-FISSURE MITIGATION

Early recognition and avoidance of areas subject to land subsidence and earth fissures are the most effective means of mitigating land subsidence and earth-fissure hazards. However, because avoidance may not always be a viable or cost-effective option, especially for existing facilities (figures 34, 37, and 38), the UGS provides the following general recommendations (modified from Price and others [1992], Ken Euge [Geological Consultants, Inc., written communication, 2010], and Knudsen and others [2014]) to reduce the impact of land subsidence and earth fissures. However, other mitigation techniques may be available/appropriate at a specific site, and the Engineering Geologist should base mitigation recommendations on site-specific data.

- Stop mining groundwater and manage basin-fill aquifers as renewable resources. Adopt best aquifer management practices to bring long-term recharge of basin-fill aquifers into balance with long-term discharge. Possible strategies for achieving safe yield include:
  a. Import water from other basins.
  b. Recharge aquifers artificially, including aquifer storage and recovery projects.
  c. Relocate concentrations of high-discharge wells to dispersed locations away from subsiding areas.
d. Establish a subsidence abatement district responsible for setting water policy and priorities (such as reducing water rights, permitting production wells, or taxing groundwater pumping) and for developing continued subsidence mitigation strategies. This function may naturally fall to water conservancy districts, where such districts already exist.

e. Implement water conservation practices to reduce groundwater consumption over time (reduce groundwater pumping) to achieve safe yield.

- Define basin-wide land-subsidence- and earth-fissure-hazard zones and require that land subsidence and earth fissures be carefully investigated on a site-specific basis in those areas prior to new development.

- Avoid land-subsidence areas and earth fissures where and when possible.

- When avoidance is not possible, land subsidence and earth fissures should be integrated into project design to provide a factor of safety for development. Because earth fissures caused by groundwater mining may expand over time and new fissures may form if groundwater mining persists, it is not possible to establish standard setback distances or implement a standardized method for calculating fissure setbacks as is done for hazardous faults (chapter 3). Therefore, the UGS does not make a standard setback recommendation, but rather recommends that the Engineering Geologist in responsible charge of the land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigation make and justify an appropriate setback based on the results of a site-specific hazard investigation.

- Keep water out of earth fissures to prevent erosion; control surface runoff.

- Limit irrigation in earth-fissure areas; landscape with drought-resistant native vegetation.

- Prevent construction of retention basins or dry wells and avoid effluent disposal (including on-site wastewater disposal) in earth-fissure areas.

- Establish a long-term, basin-wide monitoring program (InSAR, lidar, high-precision GPS/GNSS surveying) to track the occurrence, magnitude, and growth of subsidence areas and earth fissures.

- Recognize that without effective mitigation of groundwater mining, the long-term consequences of land subsidence and earth fissures are potentially serious. Because areas of land subsidence and earth fissures will expand over time with continued groundwater mining, quantifying the future effects of land subsidence and earth fissures at a site may not be possible even after a careful hazard investigation. Additionally, even with innovative engineering design, limiting certain kinds of land use (e.g., water conveyance or retention structures, pipelines and canals, liquid waste disposal systems, hazardous materials processing and storage facilities) may be necessary in areas of rapid ongoing subsidence or rapid earth fissuring.

- Disclose the presence of land subsidence and earth fissures during real-estate transactions so prospective property owners can make their own informed decisions regarding risk.

**LAND-SUBSIDENCE AND EARTH-FISSURE INVESTIGATION REPORT**

The UGS recommends that a report prepared for a land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigation in Utah should, at a minimum, address the topics below. Site conditions may require that additional items be included to fully evaluate these hazards; these guidelines do not relieve Engineering Geologists from their duty to perform additional geologic investigations as necessary to adequately assess land-subsidence and earth-fissure hazards. The report presenting the investigation results must be prepared, stamped, and signed by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist (Utah Code, 2011) with experience in conducting land-subsidence and earth-fissure investigations. Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer or Utah licensed Professional Land Surveyor must include the engineer’s and/or surveyor’s stamp and signature. The report guidelines below pertain to investigations of land-subsidence and earth-fissure hazards resulting from groundwater mining, and expand on the general guidance provided in the Engineering-Geology Investigations and Engineering-Geology Reports sections of chapter 2.

A. Text

a. Purpose and scope of investigation. If a site-specific investigation, describe the location and size of the site and proposed type and number of buildings or other infrastructure if known.

b. Geologic, topographic, and hydrologic setting. The report should contain a clear and concise statement of the region/site’s geologic, topographic, and hydrologic setting. The section should include a discussion of known land subsidence or earth fissures in the area, and should reference pertinent published and unpublished geologic literature.

c. Site description and conditions. Include dates of site visits and observations. Include information on geologic and soil units, hydrology, topography, distribution and condition of existing benchmarks, graded and filled areas, vegetation, existing structures, presence of fissures on or near the site, evidence of land subsidence, and other factors that may affect the choice of investigative methods and interpretation of data.

d. Methods and results of investigation.
1. Literature Review. Summarize published and unpublished topographic and geologic maps, literature, and records regarding geologic units, faults, geomorphic features, surface water and groundwater, benchmark elevation data, previous land subsidence and earth fissures, and other relevant factors pertinent to the site.

2. Interpretation of Remote-Sensing Imagery. Describe the results of remote-sensing-imagery interpretation, including stereoscopic aerial photographs, InSAR, lidar, and other remote-sensing data when available, conducted to identify evidence of land subsidence and earth fissures. List source, date, flight-line numbers, and scale of aerial photos or other imagery used.

3. Surface Investigation. Describe pertinent surface features including mapping of geologic and soil units; geomorphic features such as scarps, springs, and seeps; fissures; faults; and describe methodology and quality of data used to determine the amount and distribution of subsidence including sources of historical elevation data, surveying methods, and accuracy/uncertainties involved with subsidence calculations.

4. Subsurface Investigation. Describe trenching and other subsurface investigations (test pits, borings, CPT soundings, geophysics) conducted to evaluate earth fissures at the site. The strike, dip, and vertical displacement (or minimum displacement if total displacement cannot be determined) across fissures should be recorded. Trench logs should be included with the report and should be prepared in the field at a scale of 1 inch = 5 feet or larger.

e. Conclusions.
   1. Conclusions must be supported by adequate data, and the report should present those data in a clear and concise manner.
   2. Data provided should include evidence establishing the presence or absence of land subsidence and earth fissures on or near a site and relation to proposed or existing infrastructure. Report displacement across earth fissures if present.
   3. Statement of relative risk that addresses the probability or relative potential for growth of existing or future earth fissures and the rate and amount of anticipated land subsidence. This may be stated in semi-quantitative terms such as low, moderate, or high as defined within the report, or quantified in terms of fissure growth rates or land subsidence rates.
   4. Degree of confidence in, and limitations of, the data and conclusions.

f. Recommendations.
   1. Recommendations must be supported by the report conclusions and be presented in a clear and concise manner.
   2. If earth fissures are present on site, provide setback or other mitigation recommendations as necessary, and justify based on site-specific data.
   3. Mitigation measures to control fissure growth and reduce risk from land subsidence, such as preventing surface water from entering fissures, strengthening structures that must bridge fissures, and using flexible utility connections in subsidence areas or where utilities cross fissures displaying differential displacement.
   4. Construction testing, observation, inspection, and long-term monitoring.
   5. Limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation to better understand or quantify hazards.

B. References
   a. Literature and records cited or reviewed; citations should be complete (see References section of this publication for examples).
   b. Remote-sensing images interpreted; list type, date, project identification codes, scale, source, and index numbers.
   c. Other sources of information, including survey data, well records, personal communication, and other data sources.

C. Illustrations. Should include at a minimum:
   a. Location map. Showing the area investigated (region or site specific) and significant physiographic and cultural features, generally at 1:24,000 scale or larger and indicating the Public Land Survey System ¼-section, township, and range; and the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum.
   b. Site development map. For site-specific investigations showing site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and site topography. The map scale may vary depending on the size of the site and area covered by the study; the minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary. The site development map may be combined with the site-specific geology map (see below).
   c. Regional geology/land-subsidence map. A regional-scale (1:24,000 to 1:50,000) map showing the investigation area’s geologic setting, including geologic units, faults, other geologic structures, areas of land subsidence, and earth fissures within a 10-mile radius of the development site. Depending on project size and complexity, it may be necessary to show a larger area.
d. Site-specific geology map. For site-specific investigations, a site-scale geology map showing (1) distribution of geologic and soil units, (2) earth fissures, (3) land-subsidence areas, (4) faults, (5) springs and seeps, whether aligned or not, (6) other relevant geomorphic features, and (7) trench and boring locations, wells and piezometers, geophysical transects, survey lines, relevant benchmarks, and other kinds of monitoring locations. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary.

If on-site investigations reveal the presence of land subsidence or earth fissures, the boundary and magnitude of the subsiding area and earth-fissure locations should be shown on either the site-specific geologic map or on a separate land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard map depending on site scale and complexity. If earth-fissure avoidance is the mitigation strategy employed, an appropriate setback should be shown either on the site-specific geology map, or on a separate land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard map.

e. Geologic/topographic cross sections. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations.

f. Trench and test pit log(s). Logs are required for each trench and test pit excavated as part of the investigation whether earth fissures are encountered or not. Logs are hand- or computer-drawn maps of excavation walls that show details of geologic units and structures. Logs should be to scale and not generalized or diagrammatic, and may be on a rectified photomosaic base. The scale (horizontal and vertical) should be 1 inch = 5 feet (1:60) or larger as necessary and with no vertical exaggeration. Logs should be prepared in the field and accurately reflect the features observed in the excavation, as noted below. Photographs are not a substitute for trench logs. The log should document all pertinent information from the trench, including (1) trench and test-pit orientation and indication of which wall was logged, (2) horizontal and vertical control, (3) top and bottom of trench wall(s), (4) stratigraphic contacts, (5) lithology and soil classification, (6) pedogenic soil horizons, (7) marker beds, (8) fissures and faults, (9) fissure orientations and geometry (strike and dip), (10) fissure displacement, and (11) sample locations (e.g., Birkeland and others, 1991; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998b; Walker and Cohen, 2006; McCalpin, 2009). Logs should be prepared for all trenches, even if fissures are not encountered. Logs should include interpretations and evidence for the age and origin of geologic units. Study limitations should be clearly stated for suspected earth fissures where un-fissured deposits are deeper than practical excavation depths.

g. Borehole and CPT sounding logs. Borehole and CPT sounding logs should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis for all layers encountered; logs should not be generalized or diagrammatic. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also contain standard geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data.

h. Geophysical data and interpretations.

i. Photographs that enhance understanding of site surface and subsurface (trench and test pit walls) conditions with applicable metadata.

D. Authentication

The report must be signed and sealed by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist in principal charge of the investigation (Title 58-76-10 – Professional Geologists Licensing Act [Utah Code, 2011]). Final geologic maps, trench logs, cross sections, sketches, drawings, and plans, prepared by or under the supervision of a professional geologist, also must bear the seal of the professional geologist (Utah Code, 2011). Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer and/or Utah licensed Professional Land Surveyor must include the engineer’s or surveyor’s stamp and signature.

E. Appendices

Include supporting data relevant to the investigation not given in the text such as maps, boring logs, cross sections, conceptual models, fence diagrams, survey data, water-well data, geochronology laboratory reports, laboratory test data, and qualifications statements/resume.

FIELD REVIEW

The UGS recommends a technical field review by the regulatory-authority geologist once a land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard investigation is complete. The field review should take place after any trenches or test pits are logged, but before they are closed so subsurface site conditions can be directly observed and evaluated. See Field Review section in chapter 2.

REPORT REVIEW

The UGS recommends regulatory review of all reports by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist experienced in land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard investigations and acting on behalf of local governments to protect public health, safety, and welfare, and to reduce risks to future property owners (Larson, 1992, 2015). See Report Review section in chapter 2.
DISCLOSURE

The UGS recommends disclosure during real-estate transactions whenever an engineering-geology investigation has been performed. See Disclosure section in chapter 2.
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Rockfall in 2013 that damaged a residence in St. George, Utah, and severely injured the occupant.

CHAPTER 7: GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING ROCKFALL HAZARDS IN UTAH

by William R. Lund, P.G., and Tyler R. Knudsen, P.G.

INTRODUCTION

These guidelines present the recommended minimum acceptable level of effort for investigating rockfall hazards in Utah, and are intended for site-specific investigations for new structures for human occupancy and for International Building Code (IBC) Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (International Code Council [ICC], 2017a). The intent of these guidelines is to assist Engineering Geologists performing rockfall investigations, and to reduce, to the lowest level possible, epistemic uncertainty (lack of necessary data) in evaluating rockfall hazard by conducting adequate hazard investigations. Aleatory variability (natural randomness) in rockfall behavior cannot be reduced; therefore, predicting exactly when and where future rockfalls will occur and how large they will be is not possible. For that reason, developing property on or near rockfall-susceptible areas will always involve a level of irreducible, inherent risk.

The purpose of these guidelines is to provide appropriate minimum rockfall investigation and report criteria to:

- protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public by minimizing the adverse effects of rockfalls;
- assist local governments in regulating land use in hazardous areas and provide standards for ordinances;
- assist Engineering Geologists in conducting reasonable and adequate investigations;
- provide Engineering Geologists with a common basis for preparing proposals, conducting investigations, and recommending rockfall-mitigation strategies; and
- provide an objective framework for preparation and review of reports.

These guidelines are not intended to supersede pre-existing state or federal regulations or local geologic-hazard ordinances, but provide useful information to supplement adopted ordinances/regulations, and assist in preparation of new ordinances. The UGS believes adherence to these guidelines will help ensure adequate, cost-effective investigations and minimize report review time.

Background

Rockfall is a natural mass-wasting process that involves the dislodging and rapid downslope movement of individual rocks and rock masses (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). The widespread combination of steep slopes capped by well-jointed bedrock makes rockfall among the most common slope-failure types in Utah. Rockfall poses a hazard because falling, rolling, or bouncing rocks and boulders can cause significant property damage and be life threatening (Smith and Petley, 2009) (figure 42). At least 20 deaths directly attributable to rockfalls have occurred in Utah since 1850 (Hyland, 1995; Case, 2000; Castleton, 2009; Lund and others, 2010, 2014; chapter 1). Significant damaging or fatal rockfalls in Utah include Big Cottonwood Canyon and the San Juan River in 1999 (Castleton, 2009); the Town of Rockville in 2002 (Lund, 2002a, 2002b; Rowley and others, 2002), 2010 (Knudsen, 2011), and 2013 (Lund and others, 2014); Provo in 2005 (Giraud and Christenson, 2010) and 2009 (Giraud and others, 2010); State Route 14 in 2009 (Lund and others 2009a, 2009b); and St. George in 2013 (Lund, 2013). See Case (2000) for a list of notable Utah rockfalls in the 1980s and 1990s.
Rockfalls occur where a source of rock exists above a slope steep enough to allow rapid downslope movement of dislodged rocks by falling, rolling, bouncing, and sliding (figure 43). Rockfall sources include bedrock outcrops or boulders on steep mountainsides or near the edges of escarpments such as cliffs, bluffs, and terraces. Talus cones and scree-covered slopes are indicators of a high rockfall hazard, but other less obvious areas may also be vulnerable (Lund and others, 2010). Slope modifications such as cuts for roads and building pads and clearing slope vegetation for development or from wildfire can increase or create rockfall hazards, as can construction of non-engineered and/or poorly constructed rockery walls, which are becoming increasingly common in Utah urban areas (figure 44).

Rockfalls may be triggered by freeze/thaw action, rainfall, changes in groundwater conditions, weathering and erosion of the rock and/or surrounding material, and root growth (Smith and Petley, 2009). Rockfall is the most common type of mass movement caused by earthquakes. Keefer (1984) stated that earthquakes as small as magnitude (M) 4.0 can trigger rockfalls. In Utah, the 1988 Mw 5.3 San Rafael Swell earthquake triggered multiple rockfalls (figure 45) (Case, 2000), and the 1992 Mw 5.8 St. George earthquake caused numerous rockfalls in Washington County (Black and others, 1995). However, many rockfalls occur with no identifiable trigger. Although not well documented, rockfalls in Utah appear to occur more frequently during spring and summer months (Case, 2000). This is likely due to spring snowmelt, summer cloudburst storms, and large daily temperature variations (Castleton, 2009).

**SOURCES OF ROCKFALL INFORMATION**

The Utah Geological Survey (UGS) has investigated numerous rockfalls over the past three and a half decades (see Back-ground section above). Additionally, the Literature Searches and Information Resources section in chapter 2 provides information on other geologic-hazard reports, maps, archives, and databases maintained by the UGS and others that may be relevant to rockfalls, as well as information on the UGS’ extensive aerial photograph and light detection and ranging (lidar) imagery collections.

**ROCKFALL-HAZARD INVESTIGATION**

**When to Perform a Rockfall-Hazard Investigation**

Geologic hazards are best addressed prior to land development. The UGS recommends that a rockfall-hazard investigation be made for all new buildings for human occupancy and for modified IBC Risk Category II(a), II(b), III, and IV facilities (modified from IBC table 1604.5 [ICC, 2017a]; see table 13 in chapter 3) that are proposed on or adjacent to areas where bedrock crops out on steep slopes. Utah jurisdictions that have adopted rockfall special-study maps identify zones in known rockfall-susceptible areas within which they require a site-specific investigation. The UGS recommends that investigations as outlined in these guidelines be conducted for all IBC Risk Category III and IV facilities on or adjacent to areas where bedrock crops out on steep slopes, whether near a mapped rockfall area or not, to ensure that a previously un-
known rockfall hazard is not present. If a hazard is found, the UGS recommends a comprehensive investigation be conducted. Additionally, in some instances an investigation may become necessary when existing infrastructure is discovered to be on or adjacent to a rockfall-susceptible area.

The level of investigation conducted for a particular project depends on several factors, including (1) site-specific geologic conditions, (2) type of proposed or existing development, (3) level of acceptable risk, and (4) governmental permitting requirements, or regulatory agency rules and regulations. A landslide-hazard investigation may be conducted separately, or as part of a comprehensive geologic-hazard and/or geotechnical site investigation (see chapter 2).

Investigation Methods
Inherent in rockfall investigations is the assumption that future rockfalls will in most instances occur in areas subject to previous rockfalls, and in a manner generally consistent with past rockfall events. A site-specific rockfall investigation typically includes at a minimum:

- Literature review.
- Analysis of stereoscopic aerial photographs and other remote-sensing imagery.
- Site characterization, usually including surficial geologic mapping, measuring rockfall shadow angles, and characterizing rockfall source areas, acceleration zones, and runout areas.
- Other investigations as necessary to fully evaluate the rockfall hazard at a site (e.g., computer modeling, boreholes, geophysics, slope and groundwater instrumentation and monitoring) (see also chapter 2).

Minimum Qualifications of Investigator
Rockfall-related engineering-geology investigations and accompanying geologic-hazard evaluations performed before the public shall be conducted by or under the direct supervision of a Utah licensed Professional Geologist (Utah Code, Title 58-76) who must sign and seal the final report. Often these investigations are interdisciplinary in nature, and where required, must be performed by qualified, experienced, Utah licensed Professional Geologists (PG, specializing in engineering geology) and Professional Engineers (PE, specializing in geological and/or geotechnical engineering) working as a team. See Investigator Qualifications section in chapter 2.

Literature Review
Prior to the start of field investigations, an Engineering Geologist conducting a rockfall investigation should review published and unpublished (as available) geologic literature,
geologic and topographic maps, cross sections, consultant’s reports, and records relevant to the site and site region’s geology (see the Literature Searches and Information Resources section in chapter 2), with particular emphasis on information pertaining to the presence of known rockfall sources and the past history of rockfalls at or near the site of interest. The Sources of Rockfall Information section above provides information on Utah’s geology and past significant rockfalls; however, the list of sources is not exhaustive, and Engineering Geologists should identify and review all available information relevant to their site of interest.

Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Remote-Sensing Data

A rockfall investigation should include interpretation of stereoscopic aerial photographs (from multiple years if available), available lidar imagery (appendix C), and other remotely sensed data for evidence of rockfall sources and past rockfall activity (see the Literature Searches and Information Resources section in chapter 2). Examination of the oldest available aerial photographs may show evidence of rockfalls subsequently obscured by development or other ground disturbance. The area interpreted should extend sufficiently beyond the site boundaries to identify evidence of off-site rockfall sources that might affect the site and adequately characterize patterns of rockfall occurrence. Aerial photographs and other remote-sensing imagery may prove useful in identifying and mapping local joints, faults, and other bedrock discontinuities, and regional geologic structures that may contribute to rockfall hazard at a site.

Google Earth and Bing Maps, among other providers of Internet-based, free aerial imagery, are becoming increasingly valuable as rapid site-reconnaissance tools, and provide high-resolution, often color, non-stereoscopic aerial orthophotographs of many sites of interest. For many locations, Google Earth also includes a historical imagery archive that permits evaluation of site conditions several years to decades before present.

Site Characterization

Rockfall is a surface phenomenon, and as such, the presence and severity of a rockfall hazard depend chiefly on site topography and the characteristics of the rockfall source. Higgins and Andrew (2012a, table 2-1) identify several types of rock slope failures ranging from simple to complex that may contribute to rockfalls. Readers requiring information on rockfall failure mechanisms are directed to Higgins and Andrew (2012a) for a discussion of each failure type and the conditions under which they occur. Climatic factors such as precipitation and temperature affect erosion, freeze-thaw cycles, and groundwater conditions, and are common rockfall triggers. Earthquakes are a less common phenomena, but earthquakes may trigger numerous nearly simultaneous rockfalls.

A first-order consideration when performing a rockfall investigation is whether or not the conditions for rockfall are present at or near the site of interest. If either a rock source or a slope steep enough to permit rockfall debris to move rapidly downslope are absent, there is no rockfall hazard. The determination of whether a rockfall hazard is present or not can often be made quickly from analysis of aerial photographs or other remote sensing data, or from a brief site reconnaissance.

If conditions for rockfall are present on or adjacent to a site (a rockfall may not follow a direct path downslope), evaluating the severity of the hazard requires determining the characteristics of three rockfall-hazard components: (1) the rock source, which generally consists of a bedrock unit that exhibits a relatively consistent pattern of rockfall susceptibility where it crops out on or above steep slopes (e.g., the Shinarump Conglomerate Member of the Chinle Formation in southwestern Utah), although talus, cliff-reatt deposits, glacial moraines, and any steep slope in unconsolidated deposits that contain large cobbles and boulders may also source rockfalls, (2) the acceleration zone, where the rockfall debris gains momentum as it travels downslope; this zone often includes a talus slope, which becomes less apparent with decreasing relative hazard and may be absent where the hazard is low, and (3) the run-out zone, which includes gentler slopes and valley bottoms at the base of the acceleration-zone slope where boulders roll or bounce as they decelerate and eventually come to a stop (figure 46) (Evans and Hungr, 1993; Wieczorek and others, 1998; Higgins and Andrews, 2012b).

Rockfall investigations should include mapping susceptible geologic units and talus slopes, and topographic features that may affect rockfall hazard. Rockfall sources should be evaluated for (1) rock type (lithology; e.g., U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998b; Walker and Cohen, 2006), (2) weathering, (3) discontinuities (bedding, joints, faults, shear zones, foliation, schistosity, veins, etc.; e.g., U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998b), and (4) potential clast size. The presence of bedrock discontinuities in a rock source, and their relation to cliff faces/slope are of particular importance. Discontinuities may divide a rock source into blocks or wedges and enhance the ability of a bedrock unit to source rockfalls (provide detachment surfaces), and can also affect the size and shape of rockfall debris. Important properties of discontinuities include (1) orientation, (2) spacing, (3) persistence, (4) roughness, (5) weathering, (6) aperture width, (7) aperture filling, and (8) seepage (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998b; Higgins and Andrew, 2012b). Discontinuity spacing and other rock-mass data are normally recorded by making a scanline survey along a rock outcrop surface or from rock cores (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998b; Higgins and Andrews, 2012b).

Groundwater conditions should be carefully investigated. The presence of groundwater can greatly increase the potential for rockfall by (1) reducing shear strength along failure surfaces, (2) decreasing cohesion in infilling materials, (3) increasing
forces that may induce pressure along discontinuities, and (4) enhancing freeze-thaw cycles (Higgins and Andrew, 2012a). Groundwater conditions may exhibit seasonal variations, and thus may require long-term monitoring to accurately gauge their effect on rockfall conditions.

The acceleration zone should be evaluated for (1) slope angle, (2) aspect, (3) substrate, (4) surface roughness, (5) vegetation, and (6) launch points (abrupt changes in slope) that may cause rockfall debris to become airborne. The presence of gullies, previously fallen boulders, and other sometimes subtle geomorphic or topographic features in the acceleration zone can deflect the path of a rockfall toward a site, even though the rockfall source is not directly above the site of interest. In runout zones, rockfall deposits should be evaluated for (1) distribution, (2) clast size, (3) amount of embedding, and (4) weathering of rockfall boulders as an indicator of rockfall age (figure 47).

Rockfall shadow angle: At undeveloped sites, or where rockfall debris has not been disturbed or removed from the runout zone, empirically establishing the outer boundary of the area affected by rockfall is often possible by measuring a rockfall shadow angle (Evans and Hungr, 1993; Wieczorek and others, 1998; Turner and Duffy, 2012). A shadow angle is the angle between a horizontal line and a line extending from the base of the rock source to the outer limit of the runout zone as defined by the farthest outlier rockfall debris at a site (figure 46). Shadow angles vary depending on (1) rock type, (2) rock shape, (3) slope steepness, (4) slope characteristics (such as surface roughness, vegetation, etc.), and (5) rock source height (Knudsen and Lund, 2013). Multiple measurements are necessary to establish a representative shadow angle; for example, Lund and others (2010) and Knudsen and Lund (2013) measured dozens of shadow angles in Zion Canyon in southwestern Utah to determine that an angle of 22° is generally applicable to the geologic and topographic conditions found there. Structures and other infrastructure that are set back from the boundary of the runout zone determined using the shadow-angle technique are at greatly reduced risk from rockfall.

The UGS recommends establishing the extent of the rockfall runout zone at a site using a shadow angle based on the distribution of past rockfall debris, since each past rockfall represents a field test of rockfall susceptibility at the site. However, where rockfall debris has been disturbed or removed, determining the limit of the runout-zone boundary can be difficult or impossible. In those situations, it may be necessary to determine a shadow angle at a nearby undisturbed site with similar geologic and topographic conditions, which can then be applied to the site of interest. Alternatively, in some instances it may be possible to estimate the boundary of the runout zone below a rock source using rockfall modeling software.

Figure 46. Typical rockfall path profile and components of a rockfall shadow angle (modified from Lund and others, 2008).

Figure 47. Weathered rockfall boulder with subsequent erosion of soil from around the boulder base indicating that this rockfall occurred in the distant past and the area may no longer be in an active rockfall-hazard area. Photo taken March 2004.
Rockfall modeling software: The numerical simulation of rockfall trajectories is chiefly based on the principles of Newtonian mechanics and can provide reasonably precise estimates of rockfall trajectories, velocities, and kinetic energies (Turner and Duffy, 2012). Numerous rockfall computer models incorporating a variety of assumptions have been developed over the past three decades. Two-dimensional (2-D) simulations based on a “typical” slope profile have been most commonly applied (e.g., Colorado Rockfall Simulation Program [Jones and others, 2000]; Rocfall [RocScience, 2011]); however, it has long been recognized that 2-D models only partially reflect the realities of a three-dimensional (3-D) slope (Turner and Duffy, 2012). Multiple 2-D profiles need to be run to help account for the 3-D nature of rockfalls and the surrounding topography. Appropriate input data are critical, and therefore, the use of “typical” values should be avoided. Often, extensive fieldwork is needed to determine rock shape, surface roughness, vegetation, etc. for model input values. Attempts have been and are being made to develop 3-D rockfall models, although most current models require significantly greater computational capability and considerable experience to apply and interpret properly. Geographic information system (GIS) software is increasingly being used to evaluate landslide and rockfall hazards. Soeters and van Westen (1996) provided a comprehensive review of GIS techniques and how they can be used to assess slope instability and establish hazard zones. More recently, Fell and others (2008a, 2008b) defined and elaborated on the role of GIS analysis in landslide susceptibility, hazard, and risk zoning, and Van Westen and others (2008) provided a review of spatial information and GIS techniques in landslide hazard assessment (Turner and Duffy, 2012).

Providing detailed information on the use of rockfall simulation software is beyond the scope of these guidelines. Investigators may wish to consult Turner and Duffy (2012) for an extensive summary of the uses and limitations of current computational rockfall modeling techniques. Most analytical methods only model the interaction between a single rock block and the ground surface during successive impacts as the block rolls or bounces downslope. Collisions or impacts among multiple moving blocks are typically not evaluated, unless sophisticated discrete element numerical modeling is used. Interactions among multiple rock blocks frequently occur during rockfalls; thus, most analytical models represent a significant simplification over reality (Turner and Jayaprakash, 2012). Therefore, rockfall computer simulation models are only reliable when they have been carefully calibrated against field observations (Turner and Duffy, 2012).

Rockfall probability: A rockfall investigation, performed as described above, will establish the presence or absence of a rockfall hazard at a site and define a boundary beyond which the risk from future rockfalls is much reduced. However, determining (predicting) the exact timing of future rockfalls is not possible, and is not likely to become possible in the foreseeable future. As a general rule, the more rockfall debris on or at the base of a slope, the more frequent rockfalls are, and the higher the hazard. However, with sufficient data it is possible to estimate the probability (x % chance in y years) of future rockfalls at a site. Conducting a probabilistic analysis requires information on both the number and timing of past rockfalls (Turner, 2012). Only a few areas in Utah have both a high rockfall hazard and a history of rockfall damage to structures to have produced a significant record of historical rockfalls. Rockville, Utah, is one such place, where six large rockfalls have occurred over the past 13 years (figure 48) (Knudsen, 2011; Lund and others, 2014), resulting in an average recurrence interval (average repeat time) for large rockfalls of 2.2 years. The annual probability of a large rockfall in Rockville based on the 13-year record is 46%. Three of the rockfalls struck and damaged inhabited structures, and one of the three caused two fatalities (figure 49). Such well-documented rockfall histories are rare, so in most instances, timing of past rockfalls must be determined by other means. In Yosemite National Park, Stock and others (2012a, 2012b) used cosmogenic beryllium-10 exposure ages to date the surfaces of rockfall boulders exposed to cosmogenic radiation for the first time following the rockfall. They integrated the number of identified rockfall events, rockfall timing data, and computer simulations of rockfall runout to develop a hazard boundary with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years for rockfall-susceptible areas of Yosemite Valley. Such detailed probabilistic rockfall-hazard investigations are costly both in terms of time and money, and are beyond the scope of most rockfall investigations. However, a probabilistic rockfall investigation may be required when evaluating hazard and risk for high-value infrastructure or for areas of prolonged high human occupancy in rockfall-susceptible areas.

Other Investigation Methods

Other investigation methods may be incorporated in rockfall investigations when conditions permit or requirements for critical structures or facilities make more intensive investigation or monitoring necessary. Possible investigation methods may include, but are not limited to:

- Aerial reconnaissance flights.
- Instrumentation and monitoring, which may include conventional high-precision surveying or geodetic measurements, terrestrial photogrammetry, airborne and/or terrestrial lidar and radar technologies, strain (displacement) measurement both at the surface and in boreholes, and groundwater piezometers (Andrew and others, 2012).
- Drilling to recover rock core for characterizing rock sources, installing slope monitoring instruments, and investigating and monitoring groundwater conditions.
- Geophysical investigations to better define discontinuity patterns in rockfall source areas. Geophysical techniques may include (1) high-resolution seismic reflection, (2) ground penetrating radar, (3) seismic refraction, (4) refraction microtremor (ReMi), (5) magnetic profiling, (6) electrical resistivity, and (7) gravity.
Geophysical methods should not be employed without knowledge of site geology; however, where no other subsurface geologic information is available, geophysical methods may provide the only economically viable means to characterize rock-mass discontinuities (e.g., Telford and others, 1990; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2001; Milsom and Eriksen, 2011; Reynolds, 2011).

- Geochronologic analysis, chiefly, but not limited to, application of various cosmogenic isotope dating techniques to rockfall-boulder surfaces to estimate times of boulder emplacement.

**ROCKFALL MITIGATION**

Early recognition and avoidance of areas subject to rockfall are the most effective means of mitigating rockfall hazard. Determining the boundary of the rockfall runout zone and siting all new buildings for human occupancy and IBC Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (ICC, 2017a) outside that zone will substantially reduce rockfall risk. However, because the boundary of a rockfall runout zone seldom can be established with a high level of precision, the UGS recommends that structures for human occupancy or high-risk facilities be set back an appropriate distance from the runout-zone boundary to provide an additional factor of safety from rockfalls. Rockfall hazard is highly dependent on site geologic and topographic conditions; therefore, the UGS does not make a standard setback recommendation, but rather recommends that the Engineering Geologist in responsible charge of the rockfall investigation make and justify an appropriate setback based on the results of the site-specific hazard investigation. Where investigation results provide confidence in the runout-zone boundary, additional setback can be minimized. Where the boundary is uncertain, a larger setback is appropriate.
Avoidance may not always be a viable or cost-effective option, especially for existing facilities (figure 50), and many techniques are available to mitigate rockfall hazard. Rockfall mitigation is often conducted by specialized design-build manufacturers and/or contractors, often using proprietary techniques and/or materials. Mitigation techniques include, but are not limited to, (1) rock stabilization, (2) engineered structures, and (3) modification of at-risk structures or facilities. Rock-stabilization methods are physical means of reducing the hazard at its source using rock bolts and anchors, steel mesh, scaling, or shotcrete on susceptible outcrops. Engineered catchment or deflection structures such as rockfall fences (figure 51), berms, or benches can be placed below source areas, or at-risk structures themselves can be designed to stop, deflect, retard, or retain falling rocks. Such methods, however, may increase rockfall hazard if not properly designed and maintained. Detailed information on rockfall mitigation techniques is given in “Part 3: Rockfall Mitigation” of Rockfall Characterization and Control (Turner and Schuster, 2012). Conversely, in areas where a site-specific investigation indicates that rockfalls are possible but the hazard is low, it may be possible to conclude that the level of risk is acceptable and that no hazard-reduction measures are required (Lund and others, 2010). However, disclosure of the presence of a rockfall hazard at a site during real-estate transactions is necessary to ensure that prospective property owners can make their own informed decision regarding rockfall risk (Knudsen and Lund, 2013; see also Disclosure section below).

ROCKFALL-INVESTIGATION REPORT

The UGS recommends that a report prepared for a site-specific rockfall investigation in Utah at a minimum address the topics below. Site conditions may require that additional items
be included to fully evaluate rockfall hazard at a site; these guidelines do not relieve Engineering Geologists from their duty to perform additional geologic investigations as necessary to adequately assess rockfall. The report guidelines below pertain specifically to rockfall investigations, and expand on the general report preparation guidance provided in the Engineering-Geology Investigations and Engineering-Geology Reports sections of chapter 2.

A. Text

a. Purpose and scope of investigation. Describe the location and size of the site and proposed type and number of buildings or other infrastructure if known.

b. Geologic and topographic setting. The report should contain a clear and concise statement of the site and site region’s geologic and topographic setting. The section should include a discussion of rockfall activity in the area, historical seismicity if relevant to rockfall susceptibility, and should reference pertinent published and unpublished geologic literature.

c. Site description and conditions. Include dates of site visits and observations. Include information on geologic units, topography, vegetation, existing structures, evidence of previous rockfalls on or near the site, and other factors that may affect the choice of investigative methods and interpretation of data.

d. Methods and results of investigation.

1. Literature Review. Summarize published and unpublished topographic and geologic maps, literature, and records regarding geologic units; rock sources; faults, joints, and other discontinuities; surface water and groundwater; topographic and geomorphic features; previous rockfalls; and other relevant factors pertinent to the site.

2. Interpretation of Remote-Sensing Imagery. Describe the results of remote-sensing-imagery interpretation, including stereoscopic aerial photographs, lidar, and other remote-sensing data when available. List source, date, flight-line numbers, and scale of aerial photos or other imagery used.

3. Surface Investigations. Describe pertinent surface features including mapping of rockfall sources (geologic units, talus slopes, precarious boulders, etc.) and discontinuities (bedding, joints, faults, foliation, schistosity, etc.), and other structural or geomorphic features that may affect the location, size, frequency, and path of rockfalls.

4. Shadow-Angle Analysis and/or Rockfall Computer Modeling. Describe the methods and results of shadow-angle analysis or computer modeling used to identify rockfall runout-zone boundaries, including a description and listing of the input parameters and how they were obtained.

5. Rockfall Pathway Analysis. Describe gullies, previously fallen rockfall debris, and other geomorphic or topographic features in the rockfall acceleration and runout zones that may affect the rockfall path. Note that when struck by rapidly moving rockfall debris, previously fallen boulders often shatter in whole or part and contribute material (including flyrock) to the rockfall rather than effectively shielding the site from hazard (Knudsen, 2011; Lund and others, 2014).

6. Other Investigation Methods. When special conditions or requirements for critical facilities demand a more intensive investigation, describe the methods used to supplement the rockfall investigation and the purpose/result of those methods. These may include, but are not limited to (a) aerial reconnaissance, (b) drilling and rock core analysis, (c) geophysical investigations, (d) slope and groundwater instrumentation and monitoring, and (e) geochronology.

B. Conclusions.

a. Conclusions must be supported by adequate data, and the report should present those data in a clear and concise manner.

b. Data provided should include evidence establishing the presence or absence of a rockfall hazard on or adjacent to the site and relation to existing or proposed infrastructure.

c. Statement of relative risk that addresses the relative potential for future rockfalls. This may be stated in semi-quantitative terms such as low, moderate, or high as defined within the report, or as a probability if combined with information on the number and timing of past rockfalls.

d. Degree of confidence in, and limitations of, the data and conclusions.
C. Recommendations.
   a. Recommendations must be supported by the report conclusions and be presented in a clear and concise manner.
   b. Rockfall runout-zone boundaries and additional setbacks should include the justification for the setback distance chosen based on shadow angle and/or rockfall computer modeling, and include an appropriate statement or measure of boundary confidence/uncertainty.
   c. Other recommended mitigation methods such as building/structure design or use restrictions, risk-reduction measures such as placement of detached garages or other non-habitable structures in rockfall zones, or engineering-design methods in the rockfall source area or runout zone to mitigate rockfall risk.
   d. Recommendations for long-term monitoring if necessary.
   e. Limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation to better understand or quantify the hazard.

D. References
   a. Literature and records cited or reviewed; citations should be complete (see References section of this publication for examples).
   b. Remote-sensing images interpreted; list type, date, project identification codes, scale, source, and index numbers.
   c. Other sources of information, including well records, personal communication, and other data sources.

E. Illustrations. Should include at a minimum:
   a. Location map. Showing the site and significant physiographic and cultural features, generally at 1:24,000 scale or larger and indicating the Public Land Survey System ¼-section, township, and range; and the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum.
   b. Site development map. Showing site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and site topography. The map scale may vary depending on the size of the site and area covered by the study; the minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary. The site development map may be combined with the site-specific geology map (see item “c” below).
   c. Site-specific geology map. A site-scale geology map showing (1) geologic units, (2) bedding, faults, joints, other discontinuities, and relevant geologic structures, (3) distribution of bedrock and unconsolidated-deposit rockfall sources, (4) rockfall pathways and runout zones, (5) seeps or springs, (6) other slope failures, and (7) boreholes, geophysical transects, scanline transects, and slope and groundwater-monitoring locations. Scale of site-specific geology maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of study; minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary.
   d. Geologic/topographic cross sections. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations.
   e. Rockfall hazard map. If site-specific investigations reveal the presence of a rockfall hazard, rockfall runout zones and appropriate additional recommended setbacks based on shadow angle and/or rockfall computer modeling should be shown either on a rockfall-hazard map, or on the site-specific geology map depending on site scale and complexity.
   f. Borehole logs. Borehole logs should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis for all layers encountered; logs should not be generalized or diagrammatic. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also contain standard geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data.
   g. Geophysical data and interpretations.
   h. Photographs that enhance understanding of the rockfall hazard at the site with applicable metadata; photographs of rock core if acquired during drilling.

F. Authentication
   a. The report must be signed and stamped by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist in principal charge of the investigation (Title 58-76-10 – Professional Geologists Licensing Act [Utah Code, 2011]). Final geologic maps, trench logs, cross sections, sketches, drawings, and plans, prepared by or under the supervision of a professional geologist, also must bear the stamp of the professional geologist (Utah Code, 2011). Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer and/or Utah licensed Professional Land Surveyor must include the engineer’s or surveyor’s stamp and signature.

G. Appendices
   a. Include supporting data relevant to the investigation not given in the text such as maps, boring logs, cross sections, conceptual models, fence diagrams, survey data, water-well data, geochronology laboratory reports, laboratory test data, and qualifications statements/resume.

FIELD REVIEW

The UGS recommends a technical field review by the regulatory-authority geologist once a rockfall-hazard investigation is complete. See Field Review section in chapter 2.
REPORT REVIEW

The UGS recommends regulatory review of all reports by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist experienced in rockfall-hazard investigations and acting on behalf of local governments to protect public health, safety, and welfare, and to reduce risks to future property owners (Larson, 1992, 2015). See Report Review section in chapter 2.

DISCLOSURE

The UGS recommends disclosure during real-estate transactions whenever an engineering-geology investigation has been performed. See Disclosure section in chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 8
GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF GEOLOGIC RADON HAZARD IN UTAH

by

Farmington Canyon Complex bedrock, shown here along the Wasatch Range, is a uranium-bearing geologic unit that can significantly contribute to a high radon gas hazard.

CHAPTER 8: GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF GEOLOGIC
RADON HAZARD IN UTAH


INTRODUCTION

Radon is a radioactive gas that emanates from uranium-bearing rock and soil and may concentrate in enclosed spaces like underground mines or buildings. Radon is a major contributor to the ionizing radiation dose received by the general population and is the second leading cause of lung cancer after smoking (World Health Organization [WHO], 2009). Lung cancer risk increases proportionally with increasing radon exposure. However, most radon-induced lung cancers are caused by low and moderate radon concentrations, rather than by high radon concentrations, because fewer people are exposed to high indoor radon concentrations (WHO, 2009).

Between 1973 and 2016, an estimated 5639 fatalities in Utah are attributable to lung cancer caused by radon gas (WHO, 2009; Utah Environmental Public Health Tracking Network, 2019 [table 17]). Thousands of additional fatalities before 1973 undoubtedly occurred, making radon-induced lung cancer Utah’s historically deadliest geologic hazard. Uncertainty in radon occurrence and abundance cannot be reduced; therefore, predicting exactly when and where radon will be present in a potentially hazardous concentration is not possible. For that reason, developing property on or near radon-susceptible areas will always involve a level of irreducible, inherent risk.

Evaluation of geologic radon hazard can be done predevelopment and post-development. Incorporating radon-control measures in new construction is less costly and more effective than installing post-construction, radon-mitigation systems in buildings that develop dangerous levels of indoor radon (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], 2001, 2003; WHO, 2009; Kansas State University, undated). A site-specific, predevelopment, radon-hazard investigation uses local geology and radon test data, where available, as a scientific basis to determine if uranium-bearing bedrock and/or unconsolidated deposits (radon source; also imported fill or mine waste in some instances) are present at a site. If a radon source is present, a potential exists for structures built on the site to develop dangerous levels of indoor radon (radon hazard).

Although the influence of site geology on radon hazard is significant (source and pathways for radon movement), the influence of non-geologic factors, such as occupant lifestyle, building design and construction, building maintenance, season, and weather are also important, and can cause indoor radon levels to fluctuate greatly over a period of hours to months in structures built on the same geologic unit. Indoor radon measurements have shown that some buildings constructed on uranium-bearing geologic units can have low indoor radon levels, while other buildings constructed on uranium-poor geologic units can have high indoor radon levels (Otton, 1992; Solomon and others, 1993; EPA, 2017). Varley and Flowers (1998) found only a very weak correlation between the overall radon concentration in soil gas and indoor radon levels. Therefore, site geology alone is not a direct predictor of future indoor radon levels or individual ra-

Table 17. Estimated fatalities from radon gas in Utah from 1973 to 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Fatalities1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973–2001</td>
<td>14602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002–2011</td>
<td>38163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>5639</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Limited data are available and contain various assumptions; exact number of fatalities is unknown.
2 Based on World Health Organization general estimate that 14% of lung cancer cases are attributable to radon gas, https://epht.health.utah.gov/.
These guidelines provide appropriate, minimum predevelopment investigation and report criteria to:

- protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public by minimizing the adverse health effects of radon;
- assist local governments in regulating land use in potential radon-hazard areas and provide standards for ordinances;
- assist Engineering Geologists in conducting reasonable and adequate radon-hazard investigations;
- provide Engineering Geologists with a common basis for preparing proposals, conducting investigations, and recommending radon-mitigation strategies; and
- provide an objective framework for preparation and review of radon-hazard reports.

These guidelines are not intended to supersede pre-existing state or federal regulations or local geologic hazard ordinances but provide useful information to supplement adopted ordinances/regulations and assist in preparation of new ordinances. The UGS recommends that adhering to these guidelines will help ensure adequate, cost-effective investigations and minimize report review time.

**Background**

Radon is an odorless, tasteless, colorless radioactive gas that is naturally occurring and results from the radioactive decay of uranium, which is found in small concentrations in nearly all soil and rock. Radon has been classified as a known human carcinogen and has been recognized as a significant health problem by groups such as the U.S. Centers for Disease Control, the American Lung Association, and the American Public Health Association (EPA, 2003). The EPA (2017) estimated that radon is responsible for about 21,000 lung cancer deaths every year in the United States (U.S.). About 2900 of these deaths (14.5%) occur among people who have never smoked. Cao and others (2017) revised the EPA estimate to 15,600–19,300 radon-induced lung cancer deaths annually in the U.S., based on data from underground miners also exposed to diesel engine exhaust.

Since even a single alpha particle can cause major genetic damage to a cell, radon-related DNA damage can occur at any level of radon exposure. Therefore, there is no threshold concentration below which radon does not have the potential to cause lung cancer (WHO, 2009). Current estimates of the proportion of lung cancers attributable to radon range from 3% to 14%, depending on the average radon concentration in the country concerned and the calculation methods; the analyses indicate that the lung cancer risk increases proportionally with increasing radon exposure (WHO, 2009; Kim and others, 2016). Radon is much more likely to cause lung cancer in people who smoke, or who have smoked in the past, than in lifelong non-smokers; however, radon is the primary cause of lung cancer among people who have never smoked.

Although outdoor radon concentrations rarely reach dangerous levels because air movement and open space dissipate the gas, radon is highly mobile and can enter buildings through foundation cracks and other openings such as around utility pipes. Indoor radon concentrations may reach hazardous levels. The EPA (2017) recommends that action be taken to reduce indoor radon levels that are ≥4 picocuries per liter (pCi/L), and cautions that indoor radon levels <4 pCi/L may still pose a risk of lung cancer. However, WHO (2009) recommends that action be taken at levels ≥100 Becquerel per meter (Bq/m²; ≥2.7 pCi/L), based on 13 European case-controlled studies of >14,000 participants that showed a very significant 8% and 16% increase in lung cancer per 2.7 pCi/L radon concentration increase, based on measured
and long-term average radon concentrations, respectively. In addition, WHO (2009) analysis of seven North American and two Chinese case-controlled studies, found an 11% and 13% increase in lung cancer per 2.7 pCi/L radon concentration increase, based on measured radon concentrations, respectively. Based on these 22 case-controlled studies of 21,169 participants, the WHO found a 10% weighted average increase in lung cancer per 2.7 pCi/L radon concentration increase, based on measured radon concentrations. The WHO also estimated a 20% increase in lung cancer per 2.7 pCi/L radon concentration increase, based on long-term average radon concentrations, as long-term data were not available for the North American or Chinese studies. As there is no known threshold concentration below which radon exposure presents no risk (WHO, 2009), radon mitigation should be seriously considered whenever radon is detected or where there is a potential geologic source of radon. As a result, the UGS strongly recommends that radon mitigation be performed where indoor radon levels are ≥2.7 pCi/L.

Geology of Radon

Radon gas is by far the most important natural source of ionizing radiation. Radon (222Rn) is a noble gas formed from radium (226Ra), which is a decay product of uranium (238U) (Sprinkel and Solomon, 1990; Otton, 1992; WHO, 2009). Radon gas, which has a half-life of 3.8 days, emanates from uranium-bearing bedrock and soils. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the potential for elevated indoor radon levels based on the uranium content of the geologic deposits at a site (EPA, 2017). Most soil and rock contain small amounts of uranium (1–3 ppm [parts per million]). Granite rocks, metamorphic rocks, some light-colored volcanic rocks, black shale, and soils derived from those rock types are often associated with elevated uranium content (as much as 100 ppm; Otton, 1992). The higher the uranium content, the greater the probability that buildings built on a site will develop elevated indoor radon levels.

The permeability of site geologic units and the presence of groundwater affect the mobility of radon from its source (Otton, 1992). If a radon source is present, the ability of radon to move upward into structures is facilitated by high-permeability soils (those composed primarily of sand, gravel, cobbles, and boulders). Conversely, radon movement is impaired where permeability is low (silt, clay). However, if the less-permeable deposits (silt, clay) are themselves derived from uranium-bearing bedrock, those deposits effectively are a radon source. In bedrock, faults, joints, and fractures, along with the rock’s primary porosity and permeability, influence the rate of radon migration. If the source of radon is below the groundwater table and the overlying sediment is not derived from a uranium-bearing bedrock unit, saturation of soil by groundwater may inhibit radon gas movement by dissolving radon in the water, reducing its ability to migrate upward through the soil. However, in areas where groundwater is used as a source of culinary water, radon may enter a building through its water system (Otton, 1992). Short transit times from source to user may not permit radon in groundwater to dissipate before entering a building, allowing radon to escape into indoor air as people take showers, wash dishes and clothes, or otherwise use water. Areas most likely to have high levels of radon in groundwater are typically areas that have high uranium concentrations in underlying geologic units (Otton, 1992). In Utah, groundwater has not been observed to inhibit the movement of radon gas because the source of the radon gas is typically not below the groundwater table but within or above it (Castleton and others, 2018b).

Sources of Utah Radon Information

The broad-based EPA interactive Radon Zone Map (https://www.epa.gov/radon/find-information-about-local-radon-zones-and-state-contact-information) identifies seven Utah counties (Carbon, Duchesne, Grand, Piute, Sanpete, Sevier, and Uintah) as Radon Zone 1—counties with predicted average indoor radon screening levels >4 pCi/L. All remaining Utah counties are identified as Radon Zone 2—counties with predicted average indoor radon screening levels from 2 to 4 pCi/L. No Utah counties are in Radon Zone 3—counties with predicted average indoor screening levels <2 pCi/L. The explanation accompanying the EPA Radon Zone Map states:

The purpose of this map is to assist national, state and local organizations to target their resources and to implement radon-resistant building codes. This map is not intended to be used to determine if a home in a given zone should be tested for radon. Homes with elevated levels of radon have been found in all three zones. All homes should be tested regardless of geographic location. EPA recommends that this map be supplemented with any available local data in order to further understand and predict the radon potential for a specific area.

Radon mapping is completed at a regional scale, and it is possible that radon hazard can be significantly higher or lower when examined at a local scale, as is evident by indoor radon testing in existing structures. Local radon data for Utah are available from two principal sources, the Utah Department of Environmental Quality Radon Program (DEQ-RP) (https://deq.utah.gov/ProgramsServices/programs/radiation/radon/) and the Utah Geological Survey (https://geology.utah.gov/).

Utah Department of Environmental Quality Radon Program

The DEQ-RP website reports short-term, indoor radon test results by county and ZIP code. The test results are binned
into ranges and the results are totaled for each bin; the total number of tests and maximum and average test values are reported by ZIP code and for the county (e.g., table 18). Individual test results at specific locations are not reported, and not all ZIP codes have test result information. Average completed radon test levels (measured in pCi/L) and percent of completed radon tests >4.0 pCi/L are available from the Utah Environmental Public Health Tracking website (https://epht.health.utah.gov/epht-view/query/selection/radon/RadonSelection.html). Access to more detailed data than provided on the websites requires Institutional Review Board certification from the DEQ. In addition, the DEQ-RP website includes numerous links to general information on the geology, chemistry, health effects, and mitigation of radon hazard.

### Utah Geological Survey

The UGS began investigating radon hazard in the late 1980s, and prepared a generalized, statewide map of potential radon-hazard areas, based chiefly on the location of uranium-bearing bedrock (Sprinkel, 1987). The DEQ-RP surveyed indoor radon levels in several potential radon-hazard areas identified on the map (Sprinkel and Solomon, 1990; Solo-

---

#### Table 18. Example of short-term radon test results reported by county and ZIP code from the DEQ-RP website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZIP Code</th>
<th>&lt;4 pCi/L</th>
<th>4–10 pCi/L</th>
<th>10–20 pCi/L</th>
<th>&gt;20 pCi/L</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84713</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>664.0</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84731</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84751</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84752</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaver</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>664.0</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 19. Utah Geological Survey radon-hazard-potential investigations conducted in Utah through 2018.

| Location                                                                 | Reference  \\
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in the Sandy-Draper area, Salt Lake County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon (1993a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in the Provo-Orem area, Utah County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon (1993b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard-potential areas in Sandy, Salt Lake County, and Provo, Utah County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon and others (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential of the southern St. George basin, Washington County, and Ogden Valley, Weber County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential of western Salt Lake Valley, Salt Lake County, Utah</td>
<td>Black (1996a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in western Salt Lake Valley, Salt Lake County, Utah</td>
<td>Black (1996b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in Tooele Valley, Tooele County, Utah</td>
<td>Black (1996c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in the lower Weber River area, Weber and Davis Counties, Utah</td>
<td>Black (1996d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in the St. George area, Washington County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon (1996a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential of the central Sevier Valley, Sevier County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon (1996b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in central Sevier Valley, Sevier County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon (1996c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in Ogden Valley, Weber County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon (1996d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential in southeastern Cache Valley, Cache County, Utah</td>
<td>Solomon and Black (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-hazard potential of Beaver basin area, Beaver County, Utah</td>
<td>Bishop (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic hazards of the Magna quadrangle, Salt Lake County, Utah</td>
<td>Castleton and others (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic hazards of the Copperton quadrangle, Salt Lake County, Utah</td>
<td>Castleton and others (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic hazards of the Moab quadrangle, Grand County, Utah</td>
<td>Castleton and others (2018b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic radon hazard susceptibility map of eastern Davis County, Utah</td>
<td>Castleton and others (2018a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Radon-hazard investigations are listed chronologically.
3For some study areas, the UGS released both a detailed investigation (Special Study) and summary pamphlet (Public Information Series) reporting radon hazard for the same area and with the same title.
mon and others, 1993a, 1993b). Clusters of indoor radon levels >4 pCi/L were identified, and the UGS and DEQ-RP subsequently conducted detailed geologic field investigations and indoor radon surveys in those areas. Results of the UGS investigations (table 19) include maps of relative radon hazard. Black (1993) prepared a revised statewide radon-hazard map that includes both bedrock and unconsolidated geologic units associated with elevated radon levels. Most recently, the UGS has produced 7.5-minute quadrangle radon-hazard maps, either as part of comprehensive geologic-hazard map sets (Castleton and others, 2011, 2014, 2018a), or at the request of county health departments (Castleton and others, 2018b).

Currently available UGS radon-hazard investigations and maps (table 19) include many of the most populous areas of Utah. Site-specific, predevelopment, radon-hazard investigations in a location that has an available UGS radon-hazard investigation and map can use those data to help determine appropriate mitigation measures. However, the investigations and maps do not include all potential radon-hazard areas in Utah. Site-specific, predevelopment, radon-hazard investigations are necessary where radon-hazard mapping is not available to determine if geologic, soils, and hydrologic conditions are conducive to producing a radon hazard.

**RADON-HAZARD INVESTIGATION**

**When to Perform a Radon-Hazard Investigation**

Geologic hazards are best addressed prior to land development. The UGS recommends that in areas previously mapped by the UGS as having moderate to high radon-hazard, a radon-control system be installed in all new structures for human occupancy and in IBC Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (ICC, 2018a), and that installation of a radon-control system be seriously considered in low hazard areas (see comments above about no safe lower limit of radon exposure for lung cancer).

For new construction in areas lacking UGS radon-hazard maps, the UGS recommends that a site-specific, predevelopment, geologic investigation be performed to determine if a radon source is present at a site. If a radon source is present, a potential exists for elevated indoor radon levels (radon hazard) and the UGS recommends that a radon-control system be installed in all new structures for human occupancy and in IBC Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (ICC, 2017a). The level of investigation conducted at a site depends on several factors, including (1) site-specific geologic/hydrologic conditions, (2) type of proposed development, and (3) governmental permitting requirements, or regulatory agency rules and regulations. An investigation to determine if a radon source is present at a site may be conducted separately or as part of a comprehensive geologic-hazard and/or geotechnical site investigation (see Chapter 2).

**Minimum Qualifications of Investigator**

Geologic investigations to evaluate radon hazard performed before the public in Utah shall be conducted by or under the direct supervision of a Utah licensed Professional Geologist (Utah Code: Title 58, Chapter 76) familiar with the geology of radon, and who must sign and seal the final report. Often radon-hazard investigations are interdisciplinary in nature, and where required, must include a licensed Professional Engineer working as a team with a Professional Geologist. See Investigator Qualifications section in Chapter 2.

Although radon technicians are not licensed by the State of Utah, DEQ-RP maintains a list of radon measurers in Utah certified by the American Association of Radon Scientists and Technologists through their National Radon Proficiency Program (http://aarst-nrpp.com/wp/database-search/).

The report prepared for a site-specific, predevelopment, geologic investigation to determine if a radon source is present at a site should, at a minimum, address the topics below. Site conditions or local regulations may require that additional items be included to fully evaluate potential radon sources; these guidelines do not relieve Engineering Geologists from their duty to perform additional geologic investigations as necessary to adequately assess radon hazard. The report guidelines below pertain to site-specific, predevelopment radon-hazard investigations, and expand on the general report preparation guidance provided in the Engineering-Geology Investigations and Engineering-Geology Reports sections of Chapter 2.

**Site-Specific Radon Source Investigation**

**Investigation Purpose and Scope**

The geologic hazard investigation required for a development depends on site geologic conditions and the specific purpose and use of the development. The purpose and scope of the investigation should be clearly outlined and include a description of the location, size, proposed type of development and number of buildings at the site as well as information on other infrastructure if known.

A predevelopment, site-specific, geologic field investigation can determine if potentially uranium-bearing bedrock (granitic and metamorphic rocks, black shale, light-colored volcanic rock, and some uranium bearing sedimentary rock units) or soils derived from them are present at a site. Three bedrock units of particular concern in Utah are the Moss Back Member of the Chinle Formation, the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation, and the Manning Canyon Formation. These rock units are known to possess locally high levels of uranium. Other geologic units may possess high levels of uranium and should be investigated as necessary as possible radon gas sources.
Review published and available unpublished geology, soils, and hydrology literature and maps; consultant’s reports; and DEQ-RP radon test data relevant to the site and site vicinity. Particular emphasis should be placed on determining if uranium-bearing geologic units are present on site (surface and subsurface) or in the near site vicinity, and if radon has been detected in groundwater. The Sources of Utah Radon Information section provides information on radon in general and radon occurrence in Utah; however, the list of sources is not exhaustive, and Engineering Geologists should identify and review all available information relevant to their site of interest.

Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Remote-Sensing Data

Unlike many geologic hazards, radon does not produce a geomorphic signature at the ground surface. However, interpretation of stereoscopic aerial photographs (from multiple years if available), lidar imagery (appendix C), and other remotely sensed data may help identify geologic units of known or suspected elevated uranium content; transport of possible uranium-bearing material to the site by debris-flow, flood, or other process; evidence of shallow groundwater (ponds, marshes, phreatic vegetation); and low-permeability soil. Examination of the oldest available aerial photographs may show evidence of site conditions prior to development or other ground disturbance. The interpreted area should extend sufficiently beyond the site boundaries to identify evidence of geologic, soil, and hydrologic conditions that might affect radon levels at the site.

Regional Geology and Geologic Maps

Geologic mapping should be performed regionally to determine offsite radon sources that may contribute to local geology. Mapping should be performed on a suitable topographic base map at an appropriate scale and accuracy applicable to the project. The type, date, and source of the base map should be indicated on each map. The base map should also include locations of proposed structures, pavements, and utilities.

Site Specific Geology and Geologic Maps

Site geologic mapping should be performed in sufficient detail to define the geologic conditions present at and adjacent to the site. For most purposes, published geologic maps lack the necessary detail to provide a basis for understanding site-specific geologic conditions, and new, smaller scale, independent geologic mapping is required. If suitable geologic maps are available, they must be updated to reflect topographic and geologic changes that have occurred since map publication. Extending mapping into adjacent areas will likely be necessary to define geologic conditions impacting the project area. Often, geologic mapping will be more useful to the project if performed with the intent of creating an engineering-geologic map that specifically focuses on site geologic conditions and geologic hazards as they affect the proposed development.

Subsurface Investigation

Buried uranium-bearing bedrock and soils that contribute to the development of radon gas at the surface must be identified. A subsurface investigation can be conducted by excavating test pits or trenches, and, where necessary, by drilling boreholes to an appropriate depth. Geologic cross sections utilizing the most up-to-date geologic mapping may also help identify buried sources of radon.

Each test pit, trench, or borehole excavated for the investigation should be logged. Logs should show details of geologic units and structures. Logs should be to scale and not generalized or diagrammatic and may be on a rectified photomosaic base. The scale (horizontal and vertical) should be 1 inch = 5 feet (1:60) or larger as necessary with no vertical exaggeration. Logs should be prepared in the field and accurately reflect the geologic materials and features observed in the excavation.

Visual Examination of Site Geologic Material

Visual examination (including a binocular microscope) of bedrock or rock clasts in soils in natural exposures, or in the walls of test pits or trenches, is often sufficient to show whether potentially uranium-bearing geologic materials are present at a site. Where natural exposures are lacking and test pits and trenches are not practical, it may be necessary to drill test boreholes to sample subsurface deposits to evaluate the presence of uranium-bearing material.

National Uranium Resource Evaluation

Hydrogeochemical and Stream Sediment

The National Uranium Resource Evaluation Program (NURE) was initiated by the Atomic Energy Commission (now the U.S. Department of Energy) in 1973 with the goal of identifying uranium resources in the United States. The Hydrogeochemical and Stream Sediment Reconnaissance (HSSR) component of the program began in 1975 with the goal of systematically sampling stream sediments, soils, groundwater, and surface water over the entire United States. The NURE HSSR program ended prematurely in 1980. Of the 625 2-degree quadrangles that cover the lower 48 states and Alaska, only 307 quadrangles were completely sampled, and another 86 quadrangles were partially sampled. In Utah, NURE HSSR coverage is available for most areas in Utah, except for some areas along the Wasatch Front, the valleys of the Wasatch Back, and the Uinta Mountains (figure 52).

In 1985, the NURE HSSR data became the responsibility of the USGS. The data are contained in two major geographic information system (GIS) database files: one for water samples and one for stream sediment, soil, and bedrock samples.
NURE HSSR data include sample locations and test results. Where available, investigators can use NURE HSSR data to identify the uranium content of sediment, soils, and bedrock at or near a site of interest. Uranium content is reported in parts per million (ppm) (USGS, 2004); a value <1.5 ppm is considered low hazard potential, 1.5–2.5 ppm moderate hazard potential, and >2.5 ppm high hazard potential (USGS, 1993). The USGS (1993) established the value for indicating uranium content as the eU field; however, the NURE program reformatted the data for digital release and to include more chemical constituents (Smith, 2006). The U_DN_PPM field in the GIS data is used to indicate the concentration of uranium in sediment as ppm determined by delayed neutron counting. This field can be used to determine the relative hazard contributed by uranium to indoor radon hazard. The NURE GIS data and metadata can be accessed on the USGS website at https://mrdata.usgs.gov/nure/sediment/. Geologic units in which NURE data points exist can be applied to unconsolidated material derived from the same geologic unit in locations other than the site and interpreted to represent the uranium content of sediment, soils, and bedrock at the site if the material is determined to be geologically similar.

Radon Soil Gas Testing

Varley and Flowers (1998) discovered only a limited correlation between soil gas test results and levels of indoor radon in the United Kingdom. The EPA does not recommend radon soil gas testing to determine if a structure should include a radon-control system (EPA, 2001). The EPA’s objection to radon soil gas testing is based on the generally poor correlation of test results with indoor radon levels. Conversely, the Czech Republic has adopted a national radon-hazard investigation protocol (Neznal and others, 2004) that relies heavily on soil gas and soil permeability measurements to determine if installation of radon-control systems is warranted in new construction. The Czech protocol calls for a minimum of 15 soil gas and 15 soil permeability tests per average Czech single-family home building site (80 m [262 ft] x 80 m [262 ft]).

Although radon soil gas measurements are not a direct predictor of indoor radon levels (Varley and Flowers, 1998), radon soil gas measurements can confirm if a radon source is present at a site. If radon soil gas is detected, even at low levels (<2.7 pCi/L), a potential exists for elevated radon levels in structures built on the site. The UGS recommends that radon soil gas measurements be made at sites where potentially uranium-bearing geologic units may be present if other methods to determine the presence of uranium-bearing material are unsuccessful or inadequate. Radon soil gas measurements may be particularly useful in identifying a radon source at sites underlain by fine-grained soils where visual examination of potentially uranium-bearing material is not possible. The type, number, and distribution of radon soil gas measurements made for a site-specific radon-hazard investigation will depend on the geologic characteristics (type and distribution of potentially uranium-bearing geologic deposits) of the site being investigated.

A detailed discussion of the methods and protocols for sampling radon soil gas is beyond the scope of these guidelines. The reader is referred to Papastefanou (2007) and Baskaran (2016) for summaries of the most commonly employed techniques for measuring radon soil gas.

Conclusions

The radon evaluation report should include a comprehensive analysis of geologic conditions at and adjacent to the site, and a determination of whether material may have been transported from another location. The report should, if necessary, include a subsurface investigation conducted by geologic logging of test pits, trenches, or boreholes, and preparation of a geologic cross section(s). All material present at the site should be evaluated for its potential as a source of radon gas. A hazard statement should be included if radon gas may potentially affect structures. If surficial or subsurface uranium-bearing bedrock or soil is determined to be at the site, the UGS recommends installation of passive radon mitigation systems. The degree of confidence in and limitations of the data and conclusions must be clearly stated in the report.

If the investigation reveals the presence of uranium-bearing material and engineering-design mitigation of the radon hazard is proposed, the recommendation must be based on ad-
equate data used to characterize the hazard. The UGS highly recommends a radon-control system be installed for new construction if the site is in an area mapped as moderate or high indoor radon hazard potential and that installation of a radon-control system be seriously considered in low hazard areas, or where a site-specific investigation identified uranium-bearing material at the site that could contribute to a source of radon gas. Passive radon-control systems are commonly used in new construction (EPA, 1995), as they can be easily installed during site grading and foundation preparation construction activities. Active radon-control systems are commonly used in existing construction, as passive systems may be difficult and expensive to install in existing buildings and their performance is generally poor in these conditions.

**RADON CONTROL**

The World Health Organization (2009) states: “Installing radon prevention measures in new structures for human occupancy is generally the most cost effective and efficient way to limit radon exposure in individual households. Over time, this approach will lead to a greater reduction in the total number of lung cancers attributed to radon exposure than the alternative method of only reducing radon in existing buildings that exceed the radon action level.”

Therefore, the UGS recommends that a radon-control system be incorporated in all new construction intended for human occupancy and for IBC Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (ICC, 2018a) in areas mapped by the UGS as having moderate or high radon hazard, or in areas lacking radon-hazard maps, where a site-specific, predevelopment, geologic investigation determined that a radon source is present at a site. In areas mapped by the UGS as having a low radon hazard, the UGS recommends that consideration be given to incorporating a radon-control system in all new construction as above.

Appendix F of the ICC’s 2018 International Residential Code (ICC, 2018b) addresses radon-resistant new construction techniques. While not currently adopted by Utah Code, adopting Appendix F would significantly help reduce the hazard and risk from radon gas, Utah’s most deadly geologic hazard, by sealing foundations and venting the building foundation subgrade soils, allowing the upward-flowing radon gas to be dissipated into the air above the building. Typical costs for adopting radon-resistant construction measures are around $500 for a new residential home. Active radon mitigation systems installed in existing structures typically range from $1,200 to $1,700.


**FIELD REVIEW**

The UGS recommends a technical field review once a radon-hazard investigation is complete. The field review should take place after any test pits, trenches, and boreholes are logged, but before they are closed so subsurface site conditions can be directly observed and evaluated. See Field Review section in Chapter 2.

**REPORT REVIEW**

The UGS recommends regulatory review of all reports by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist experienced in radon-hazard investigations and acting on behalf of local governments to protect public health, safety, and welfare, and to reduce risks to future property owners (Larson, 1992, 2015). See Report Review section in Chapter 2.

**DISCLOSURE**

The UGS recommends disclosure during real-estate transactions whenever an engineering-geology investigation has been performed. See Disclosure section in Chapter 2.

**RADON-HAZARD INVESTIGATION REPORT OUTLINE**

Radon-hazard reports prepared for investigations in Utah should, at a minimum, address the topics below. Individual site conditions may require that additional items be included. The report should be prepared, stamped, and signed by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist with experience conducting radon-hazard investigations. Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer should include the engineer’s stamp and signature. The report preparation guidelines below expand on the general guidance provided in chapter 2.

**A. Text**

1. Purpose and scope of investigation. Describe the location and size of the site and proposed type and number of buildings or other infrastructure if known.

2. Geologic and topographic setting. Describe the site and site vicinity geologic and topographic settings, and reference pertinent published and unpublished...
geologic, soils, and hydrologic literature, particularly regarding uranium-bearing geologic units.

3. Site description and conditions. Describe site geologic units, soils, groundwater, topography, vegetation, existing structures, known instances of high indoor radon levels at or near the site, and other factors that may affect the choice of investigative methods and interpretation of data. Include dates of site visits and observations.

4. Methods and results of investigation.
   a. Literature Review. Summarize published and unpublished geologic maps, literature, and records regarding geologic and soil units; surface water and groundwater; topographic and geomorphic features; outdoor and indoor radon test results at or near the site; and other relevant factors pertinent to the site.
   b. Interpretation of Aerial Photographs and Remote-Sensing Imagery. Describe the results of remote-sensing-imagery interpretation (stereoscopic aerial photographs, lidar, or other remote-sensing data) conducted to identify geologic, soils, or hydrologic conditions that may contribute to a radon hazard at the site. List source, project, date, flight-line numbers, and scale of aerial photos or other imagery used.
   c. Surface Investigations. Describe pertinent surface features including the extent and characteristics of bedrock units and soils, discontinuities (bedding, joints, faults, foliation, schistosity, etc.), and other structural or geomorphic features that may affect radon hazard at the site.
   d. Subsurface Investigations. Describe natural exposures, test pits, trenches, or boreholes used to evaluate the presence of potentially uranium-bearing geologic units (granitic rock, metamorphic rock, light-colored volcanics, black shale, uranium-bearing sedimentary bedrock, and soils derived from them) on site. Show test-pit, trench, and borehole locations on the geologic map.
   e. Visual Examination of Site Geologic Materials. Describe the method used to evaluate site bedrock and unconsolidated deposits for the presence of potentially uranium-bearing material, examination results, and interpretation.
   f. Radon Soil Gas Testing. Describe the method and sampling protocol used to make radon soil gas measurements, present test results and interpretations. Show soil gas test locations on the geologic map.
   g. Other Investigation Methods. When special conditions or requirements for critical facilities demand a more intensive investigation, describe the methods used to supplement the radon-source investigation and the purpose/result of those methods. These may include, but are not limited to, enhanced soil gas monitoring, soil permeability tests, and long-term groundwater monitoring.

B. Conclusions
   1. Conclusions must be supported by adequate data, and the report should present those data in a clear and concise manner.
   2. Data provided should include evidence establishing the presence or absence of a potential radon source on site and of soil and groundwater characteristics that may enhance or inhibit the movement of radon gas into buildings.
   3. Statement of risk that addresses the relative potential for a radon hazard. This may be stated in semiquantitative terms such as low, moderate, or high as defined by the relative uranium-enrichment of geologic deposits on site, radon soil gas measurements, and other geologic, soil, and groundwater characteristics conducive to creating or limiting a radon hazard. The statement should note that even at low radon concentration levels, a significant risk of cancer exists, and that installation of a radon-control system should be seriously considered.
   4. Degree of confidence in, and limitations of, the data and conclusions.

C. Recommendations
   1. In areas mapped by the UGS as having moderate to high radon hazard (table 18), the UGS recommends that a radon-control system be installed in all new structures intended for human occupancy and in IBC Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (ICC, 2018a). In low hazard areas, the UGS recommends that consideration be given to installing a radon-control system.
   2. At sites lacking UGS radon-hazard mapping, and where a site-specific, predevelopment investigation determines that a radon source is present, the UGS recommends that consideration be given to installing a radon-control system.

D. References
   1. Literature and records cited or reviewed; citations should be complete (see References for examples).
2. Remote-sensing images interpreted; list type, date, project identification codes, scale, source, and index numbers.

3. Other sources of information, including well records, personal communication, and other data sources.

E. Illustrations. Should include at a minimum:

1. Location map. Showing the site and significant physiographic and cultural features, generally at 1:24,000 scale or smaller and indicating the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places minimum with datum.

2. Site development map. Showing site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and site topography. The map scale may vary depending on the size of the site and area covered by the study; the minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary. The site development map may be combined with the site-specific geology map (below).

3. Site-specific geology map. A site-scale geology map showing (1) distribution of bedrock and unconsolidated deposits, (2) bedding, faults, joints, other discontinuities, and relevant geologic structures, (3) seeps or springs, and (4) test pits, trenches, boreholes, soil-gas-test locations, and groundwater-monitoring locations. Scale of site-specific geology maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of study; minimum recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger when necessary.

4. Test-pit, trench, and borehole logs. Test-pit, trench, and borehole logs should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis for all layers encountered; logs should not be generalized or diagrammatic. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also contain standard geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data.

5. Geophysical data and interpretations.

6. Photographs that enhance understanding of the radon hazard at the site with applicable metadata.

F. Authentication.

The report must be signed and stamped by a Utah licensed Professional Geologist in principal charge of the investigation (Title 58-76-10 – Professional Geologists Licensing Act [Utah Code, 2011]). Final geologic maps, test-pit, trench and borehole logs, cross sections, sketches, drawings, and plans, prepared by, or under the supervision of a professional geologist also must bear the stamp of the professional geologist (Utah Code, 2011). Reports co-prepared by a Utah licensed Professional Engineer and/or Utah licensed Professional Land Surveyor must include the engineer’s or surveyor’s stamp and signature.

G. Appendices.

Include supporting data relevant to the investigation not given in the text such as maps, borehole logs, cross sections, conceptual models, fence diagrams, survey data, water-well data, and laboratory test data.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter updates and revises Utah Geological and Mineral Survey Circular 79, Suggested Approach to Geologic Hazards Ordinances in Utah (Christenson, 1987), and is intended for municipal and county officials responsible for planning for and permitting future land development in their jurisdictions. While the 2018 International Building Code (IBC) and International Residential Code (IRC) are adopted statewide as part of the State Construction and Fire Codes Act (https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title15A/15A.html), geologic hazards are typically not a part of these codes. A geologic-hazard ordinance protects the health, safety, and welfare of citizens by minimizing the adverse effects of geologic hazards (see chapter 1 of this publication for a definition of a geologic hazard). Geologic hazards can be considered at various times during planning and development, but generally are best addressed early in the process before development proceeds. Some geologic hazards cannot be mitigated, or are too costly to mitigate, and therefore should be avoided. Other hazards can be effectively mitigated by means other than avoidance, and need not affect land use significantly, as long as the hazard is identified, characterized, and accommodated in project planning and design. Conversely, failure to identify and mitigate geologic hazards may result in significant additional construction and/or future maintenance costs or result in property damage, injury, and/or death. Chapter 1 and Castleton and McKeen (2012) discuss the various geologic hazards commonly encountered in Utah.

Where master plans and zoning ordinances have already been adopted, amendments can be used to address geologic hazards, although it may be too late to change the existing land use to one more compatible with the hazards. Geologic-hazard or sensitive-land overlay zones are effective for areas where zoning ordinances are already in place. The overlay zone (or zones, if hazards are considered separately) includes areas where hazards have been identified and places restrictions on development. Overlay zones may be placed over existing zone maps requiring that development conform to overlay regulations. Geologic hazards may also be addressed in development codes and subdivision ordinances.

PURPOSE

This chapter presents a suggested approach for implementing a geologic-hazard ordinance at the municipal or county level in Utah. Effective geologic-hazard ordinances are science based, and it is chiefly the science-based (technical) components of a geologic-hazard ordinance that are discussed here. Administrative aspects of ordinance adoption and implementation are left to the specific requirements and needs of individual jurisdictions; however, the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) recommends that ordinances include (1) a requirement for a thorough regulatory review (Larson, 2015) of engineering-geology reports and other geological documents submitted as part of the development permitting process, and (2) an enforcement requirement, including site inspection, to ensure that geologic-hazard mitigation recommendations are in fact incorporated in project construction as approved.

This chapter is not a comprehensive review of all possible approaches or types of ordinances, overlay zones, or development codes in which geologic hazards may be addressed. A model ordinance is provided in Appendix E based in part on proven-effective ordinances in Utah (e.g., Salt Lake City [updated 2014], Salt Lake County [2002a], City of Draper [2010], Iron County [2011], and Morgan County [2019]) that could serve as models for future geologic-hazard ordinances in other jurisdictions. Additional recommendations for reducing losses from geologic hazards, including those related to ordinances, were outlined by the 2006–2007 Governor’s Geologic Hazards Working Group (Christenson and Ashland, 2008).

Other chapters in this publication address (1) minimum acceptable requirements for engineering-geology investigations and subsequent reports prepared in support of the development permitting process (chapter 2), and (2) the minimum acceptable level of effort recommended to investigate surface-fault rupture, landslide, debris-flow, ground-subsidence and earth fissure, rockfall, and radon hazards (chapters 3–8). As the UGS develops additional geologic-hazard guidelines in the future, the new guidelines will be incorporated in updates of this publication. The UGS recommends that, at a minimum, municipalities and counties incorporate the standards presented in this publication in their geologic-hazard ordinances, which are referenced in the provided model ordinance (Appendix E). Experience has shown that requirements established in a geologic-hazard ordinance, even if identified as minimum acceptable standards, typically become the maximum level of effort expended in the development permitting process (Slosson, 1984). Therefore, it is incumbent on municipalities and counties to establish science-based technical requirements and
standards in their ordinances that ensure that geologic hazards are adequately identified, characterized, reported upon, and mitigated in their jurisdictions.

**ORDINANCE DEVELOPMENT**

A comprehensive geologic-hazard ordinance helps protect the health, safety, and welfare of citizens by minimizing the adverse effects of geologic hazards. In almost all cases, it is more cost effective to perform a comprehensive engineering-geology investigation to identify and characterize geologic hazards and implement appropriate mitigation in project design and construction, rather than relying on additional maintenance over the life of the project, incurring costly change orders during construction, and/or increasing public liability to hazards. Often, local governments are left to mitigate geologic-hazard issues after an event, such as a landslide (for example, the 2014 Parkway Drive landslide in North Salt Lake), which in many cases is costly to taxpayers and may have been avoided.

Geologic-hazard ordinances should, at a minimum, consider the hazards known within that jurisdiction. Higher levels of safety can be achieved by investigating all of the geologic hazards commonly encountered in Utah (see chapter 1 and appendix B of this publication, and Neuendorf and others [2011] for geologic-hazard definitions). While not all of these hazards are likely to be present within every local jurisdiction, those not present can quickly be eliminated from further consideration by a comprehensive engineering-geology investigation. Documenting the absence of a hazard is often as important as documenting the presence of one.

**When to Perform a Geologic-Hazard Investigation**

Geologic hazards are best addressed prior to land development in affected areas. The UGS recommends that a comprehensive geologic-hazard investigation be performed for all new buildings for human occupancy, and for all IBC Risk Category II, III, and IV facilities (IBC table 1604.5 [International Code Council, 2017a]) proposed in areas of known or suspected geologic hazards. The level of investigation conducted for a particular project depends on several factors, including (1) site-specific geologic conditions, (2) type of proposed or existing development, use, and operation, (3) level of acceptable risk, and (4) governmental permitting requirements, or regulatory agency rules and regulations. A geologic-hazard investigation may be conducted separately, or as part of a comprehensive engineering-geology and/or geotechnical site investigation (chapter 2).

**Minimum Qualifications of the Investigator**

Minimum qualifications for the geologist in responsible charge of an engineering-geology investigation and for regulatory-authority geologists are detailed in chapter 2. In addition, geologic-hazard ordinances should specify conflict of interest requirements. It is imperative that regulatory-authority geologists hold themselves to the highest ethical standards to eliminate conflicts of interest and bias that may jeopardize the review process.

**Geologic-Hazard Special Study Maps**

A critical first step to ensure that geologic hazards are adequately addressed in land-use planning and regulation is preparation by local jurisdictions of geologic-hazard special study maps, which define areas where geologic-hazard investigations are required prior to development. The UGS publishes comprehensive geologic-hazard map sets for selected areas in Utah, showing delineated special-study areas where detailed investigations are recommended. These maps are prepared by qualified, experienced hazard and Engineering Geologists using best available scientific information, but are necessarily generalized and designed only to indicate areas where hazards may exist and where site-specific geologic-hazard investigations are necessary. Because geologic-hazard maps are prepared at a non-site-specific scale (generally 1:24,000 or smaller), hazards may exist but not be shown in some areas on the maps. The fact that a site is not in a geologic-hazard study area for a particular hazard does not exempt the Engineering Geologist in responsible charge of the investigation from evaluating a hazard if evidence is found that one exists.

**Utah Geological Survey Geologic-Hazard Maps**

The UGS has prepared or assisted with preparation of geologic-hazard map sets for Cache, Davis, Grand, Iron, Salt Lake, eastern Tooele, Utah, western Wasatch, and Weber Counties (on file with the respective county planning departments and may be available at https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/info/maps/). Many of these maps have become dated, only a few hazards were mapped, and more accurate mapping methods are now available. The current UGS Geologic Hazards Program (https://geology.utah.gov/about-us/geologic-hazards-program) Geologic Hazards Mapping Initiative develops modern, comprehensive geologic-hazard map sets on U.S. Geological Survey 1:24,000-scale quadrangles in urban areas of Utah (Bowman and others, 2009; Castleton and McKean, 2012) as PDFs and full GIS products. These map sets typically include 10 or more individual geologic-hazard maps (liquefaction, surface-fault rupture, flooding, landslides, rockfall, debris flow, radon, collapsible soils, expansive soil and rock, shallow bedrock, and shallow groundwater). Some quadrangles may have additional maps of wind-blown sand, piping and erosion, land subsidence and earth fissures, or other geologic hazards identified within the mapped area.

The Magna, Copperton, and Tickville Spring quadrangle map sets (Castleton and others, 2011, 2014, 2015b) within Salt Lake Valley have been published, with mapping continuing in Salt Lake and Utah Valleys. Similar UGS geologic-hazard map sets are available for the St. George–Hurricane metro-
politan area (Lund and others, 2008), high-visititation areas in Zion National Park (Lund and others, 2010), the State Route 9 corridor between La Verkin and Springdale (Knudsen and Lund, 2013), and the Moab area (Castleton and others 2018). Additionally, detailed surface-fault-rupture-hazard maps have been published for the Wasatch fault zone (Harty and McKean, 2015; Hiscock and Hylland, 2015); with mapping on other segments ongoing. The UGS routinely partners with local governments to expedite the publication of geologic-hazard special study maps in critical areas and can provide guidance on how to use and interpret the maps.

Where Geologic-Hazard Maps Are Not Available

Where comprehensive geologic-hazard map sets are not available, the local government should consider partnering with the UGS to develop the appropriate maps consistent with those available in other areas. The UGS creates these area maps for local and state agencies as delegated by Utah Code.

If funding or other impediments to preparing geologic-hazard maps occur, geologic-hazard ordinances should state that the first step in a geologic-hazard investigation is to determine if the site is near mapped or otherwise known geologic hazards. If so, larger scale maps (if available) should be examined, aerial photograph and other remote sensing imagery interpreted, and a field investigation performed to produce a detailed geologic map as outlined in chapter 2 to determine if a geologic hazard(s) is present that will affect the site. If evidence for a hazard(s) is found, the UGS recommends that a site investigation be performed in accordance with the guidelines presented in chapter 2, and in chapters 3–8 as applicable.

Scoping Meeting

Due to the interdisciplinary and complex nature of many geologic-hazard investigations, the UGS recommends that geologic-hazard ordinances include a provision for a pre-investigation scoping meeting between the permitting authority (municipality or county) and the consultant performing the investigation (and project owner if needed) to discuss any building code and/or local ordinance requirements that apply to the project. These meetings can reduce the uncertainty regarding applicable requirements and speed the project/permit approval process. The geologist representing the permitting/regulatory entity, building official, and planner should attend at a minimum. Several scoping meetings and/or site visits may be needed on complex projects.

ENGINEERING-GEOLOGY INVESTIGATIONS AND REPORTS

Chapter 2 provides guidelines for conducting site-specific engineering-geology investigations and preparing engineering-geology reports. Chapters 3–8 provide guidelines for investigating surface-fault-rupture, landslide, debris-flow, ground-subsidence and earth-fissure, rockfall, and radon gas hazards. These chapters are intended as guidance for consultants characterizing site geologic conditions; investigating geologic hazards; and reporting investigation results, conclusions, and recommendations. Local governments may adopt these guidelines by reference into geologic-hazard ordinances to establish minimum engineering-geology investigation and report requirements and minimum criteria for investigating geologic hazards in their jurisdictions.

For purposes of land development, an engineering-geology investigation should address all aspects of site geology that affect or are likely to be affected by the proposed development. A site-specific engineering-geology investigation should focus on the geologic hazards present at a site and their potential effect on the proposed project if not avoided or mitigated. In some instances, an investigation may be specific to a single hazard (e.g., a surface-fault-rupture investigation along the Wasatch fault zone), but more typically an engineering-geology investigation will address all hazards at the site. If the investigation identifies a hazard(s) that presents an unacceptable risk to development if not mitigated, the report must include a hazard-mitigation plan that defines how hazards will be addressed in project design. The plan should be in sufficient detail and with sufficient supporting data to allow local governments to evaluate the effectiveness and adequacy of proposed mitigation measures.

PROJECT REVIEW

Effective project review, including field and report review, is necessary to ensure the project conforms to applicable codes and ordinances.

Field Review

As part of the project review, upon completion of fieldwork for a site-specific engineering-geology investigation, a technical field review by the regulatory-authority geologist is critical to ensure that the investigation adequately identified and characterized all geologic hazards at the site. The field review should take place before any test pits or trenches excavated for the investigation, and that may expose evidence of geologic hazards, are closed. Although not required, the UGS appreciates being afforded the opportunity to participate in geologic-hazard field reviews and particularly surface-fault-rupture investigation trenches to help improve our mapping. Contact the UGS Geologic Hazards Program in Salt Lake City at (801) 537-3300, or the UGS Southern Regional Office in Cedar City at (435) 865-9036.
Report Review

Before final design and permit approval, a qualified, Utah-licensed Professional Geologist, specializing in engineering geology (i.e., regulatory-authority geologist), should review engineering-geology reports and other geologic materials (maps, cross sections, etc.) submitted in support of the development permitting process. The same minimum qualifications recommended for an investigator (see the Investigator Qualifications section in chapter 2) apply to the regulatory-authority Engineering Geologist. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations are included with the engineering-geology report, a qualified, Utah-licensed Professional Engineer, specializing in geological and/or geotechnical engineering, must review the report or pertinent sections and, as necessary, participate in field reviews. If the report is deemed adequate, the permitting process may proceed and report recommendations may be implemented (see Enforcement section below). If the report is deemed inadequate, further work can be required or the development can be denied.

Appendix A presents checklists for reviewing an engineering-geology report and for reviewing surface-fault-rupture-, landslide-, debris-flow-, ground-subsidence and earth-fissure-, and rockfall-hazard investigations. These checklists, which follow the recommendations in chapter 2 and chapters 3–8, give a concise view of engineering-geology report requirements and geologic-hazard-investigation criteria, respectively, and can provide report authors with valuable feedback information to revise their reports following a thorough review by the regulatory-authority geologist and engineer as necessary. Digital files of these checklists are provided as Microsoft Word 2007+ (docx) form document files. The reviewer should complete the Report and Review section, select the appropriate section information check box (either adequately documented or additional information needed) and enter comments for each section in the Review Comments field, which will automatically expand as text is entered, and enter any other comments and notes in the last section, along with affixing a Utah Professional Geologist stamp.

Local governments or other agencies that do not have a qualified Engineering Geologist on staff, should retain a licensed Professional Geologist with the recommended qualifications to perform field and report reviews as needed. This individual should not be employed by, subcontracted to, or have any significant contact with the consultants or firms that performed the investigations and reports under review to eliminate any real or perceived conflict of interest.

Report Archiving

The UGS requests reviewing local governments to submit copies (an original preferred) of final engineering-geology reports for scanning, digital cleanup, and entry into the UGS GeoData Archive System (https://geodata.geology.utah.gov) so these reports will be available for the preparation of future UGS geologic hazard maps and for reference by the local government and other users. If original PDF files are available (not scanner derived), a paper copy is not needed; however, the UGS would prefer to scan paper copies to retain high quality control and for conformance with archive project specifications. Paper copies will be returned to the local government once digital archiving of the report is complete, along with text-searchable PDF files for each report, if requested. Please submit reports for archiving to:

Utah Geological Survey
Geologic Hazards Program-GeoData
1594 W. North Temple, P.O. Box 146100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

with a return address and contact information.

ENFORCEMENT

Identification and characterization of geologic hazards and incorporation of subsequent mitigation recommendations into project planning and design are critical steps for protecting the health, safety, and welfare of Utah’s citizens. However, these efforts are ineffective if hazard-mitigation procedures required for project approval are not followed during construction. An effective geologic-hazard ordinance must contain an enforcement provision to ensure that mitigation requirements are implemented. Most Utah municipalities and counties do not have a qualified Engineering Geologist or Geotechnical Engineer on staff or retain to regularly perform the construction observation, inspection, and compliance documentation necessary to verify that the geologic-hazard mitigation requirements have been followed. In those instances, the UGS recommends that a qualified representative (Engineering Geologist and/or Geotechnical Engineer as appropriate) from the consulting firm that made the hazard-mitigation recommendations be retained by the developer to monitor project construction and document compliance with mitigation requirements. Large and/or complex projects may also require a consulting firm retained by the local permitting authority as part of a comprehensive quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) program.

Utah municipalities and counties should consider sharing the services of an Engineering Geologist/Geotechnical Engineer to review the project and submitted reports. This could be accomplished through a local Association of Governments or similar level partnership.

Final, as-built project drawings and other documentation, as appropriate, and a document stating that report recommendations were implemented, should be stamped and signed by the geologist/engineer making the inspections and submitted to the regulatory authority to verify that the required hazard-
mitigation provisions were satisfactorily implemented. This provision may be added as part of the final building inspection and approval process.

**DISCLOSURE**

The UGS recommends disclosure during real-estate transactions whenever an engineering-geology investigation has been performed for a property to ensure that prospective property owners are made aware of geologic hazards present on the property, and can make their own informed decision regarding risk. Disclosure should include a Disclosure and Acknowledgment Form provided by the jurisdiction, which indicates an engineering-geology report was prepared and is available for public inspection.

Additionally, prior to approval of any development, subdivision, or parcel, the UGS recommends that the regulating jurisdiction require the owner to record a restrictive covenant with the land identifying any geologic hazard(s) present. Where geologic hazards are identified on a property, the UGS recommends that the jurisdiction require the owner to delineate the hazards on the development plat prior to receiving final plat approval.

**MODEL ORDINANCE**

A geologic hazards model ordinance is provided in Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 10: ENGINEERING-GEOLOGY INVESTIGATION AND REPORT GUIDELINES FOR NEW UTAH PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDINGS (UTAH STATE OFFICE OF EDUCATION)


INTRODUCTION

To ensure that proposed schools are protected from geologic hazards, the Utah State Office of Education (USOE) recommends that an engineering-geology investigation be performed to investigate possible geologic hazards at new school sites and that subsequent reports prepared by Utah-licensed Professional Geologists be reviewed by the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) (https://schools.utah.gov/file/25868575-d184-42d6-a9a0-778da7fdb3bb). The purpose of the UGS review is to ensure that site-specific geologic-hazard investigations are sufficiently thorough, report conclusions are valid, proposed mitigation measures are reasonable, geologic hazards are addressed uniformly and effectively throughout the state, and school-site development consultants receive useful feedback related to geologic hazards. These guidelines are intended to be used in conjunction with the geologic-hazard guidelines presented in this publication (chapters 3–8).

SCHOOL SITE GEOLOGIC HAZARDS AND INVESTIGATION

Geologic hazards represent a safety issue for Utah schools. These guidelines and subsequent UGS review of engineering-geology reports are non-regulatory, but the guidelines cite relevant sections of the 2015 International Building Code (International Code Council, 2014a) adopted statewide that indicate specific geologic hazards that should be addressed in a geologic-hazard assessment of a proposed site. The need for detailed investigations can generally be assessed by consulting regional geologic-hazard maps (https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/info/maps/) available for various parts of the state; however, these maps are not a substitute for site-specific engineering-geology/geologic-hazard investigations.

The complex and interdisciplinary nature of geologic-hazard investigations often requires that Engineering Geologists, engineers, and other design professionals work together to investigate the hazards, prepare geologic-hazard reports, and integrate report recommendations into project design. Involvement of both Engineering Geologists and engineers, including geotechnical, civil, and structural, will generally provide greater assurance that geologic hazards are properly identified, assessed, and mitigated. Preparation of geologic-hazard reports must be performed by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist, and should follow the engineering-geology report (chapter 2) and individual geologic-hazard guidelines contained in this publication (chapters 3–8).

The geologic-hazards section of the UGS website includes information for consultants and design professionals (https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/assistance/consultants/) that contains these recommended guidelines (this publication); published UGS geologic-hazard maps, reports, site-specific studies, geologic maps, and hydrogeology publications; aerial photography; important external publications (including many of the papers cited in this volume); and links to relevant external websites. Although the UGS website contains many resources useful for engineering-geology investigations, it is not a complete source for all geologic-hazard information. As a result, a thorough literature search and review should always be performed for school-site investigations.

UGS SCHOOL SITE GEOLOGIC-HAZARD REPORT REVIEW

UGS review of engineering-geology school-site reports (https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/assistance/school-sites/) encompasses 20 items associated with the project and geologic hazards as indicated on the Engineering-Geology Report Review Checklist in appendix A. UGS staff will review the submitted report for pertinent information related to each item, determine if the report adequately addresses each item, and provide brief comments on the items, as needed.

The UGS reviews engineering-geology reports from a geologic perspective; however, if hazard-investigation or risk-reduction measures include engineering analyses, design, specifications, and/or recommendations, a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer specializing in geotechnical engineering must also review the report.

To request an engineering-geology report review for a school site, contact the UGS School-Site Review Coordinator (see Contacts section below) for your particular site location.
CONTACTS

Utah Geological Survey (UGS), Geologic Hazards Program (GHP)
https://geology.utah.gov/about-us/geologic-hazards-program/
Program Manager – Steve Bowman [(801) 537-3304],
stevebowman@utah.gov

Northern/Central Utah (Box Elder, Cache, Carbon, Daggett, Davis, Duchesne, Emery, Grand, Juab, Millard, Morgan, Rich, Salt Lake, Sanpete, Sevier, Summit, Tooele, Uintah, Utah, Wasatch, and Weber Counties)

Utah Department of Natural Resources Building
1594 West North Temple, P.O. Box 146100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6100
(801) 537-3300, FAX (801) 537-3400

School-Site Review Coordinator – Richard Giraud [(801) 537-3351], richardgiraud@utah.gov

Southern Utah (Beaver, Garfield, Iron, Kane, Piute, San Juan, Washington, and Wayne Counties)

Southern Utah Regional Office
646 North Main Street
Cedar City, Utah 84721
(435) 865-9036, FAX (435) 865-2789

School-Site Review Coordinator – Tyler Knudsen [(435) 865-9036], tylerknudsen@utah.gov
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APPENDICES
This appendix contains recommended report review checklists for combined geologic-hazard/engineering-geology reports (including school sites) and reports specific to a single hazard (surface fault rupture, landslides, debris flows, rockfall, and land subsidence and earth fissures) as described in this publication. These checklists are intended to promote uniformity in report preparation and review, and to provide a minimum acceptable level of geologic-hazard investigation. Digital fill-in versions of these checklists are also available at https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/assistance/consultants/.
# ENGINEERING-GEOLOGY REPORT REVIEW CHECKLIST


## Report and Review Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Title:</th>
<th>Report Type:</th>
<th>Author:</th>
<th>Project #:</th>
<th>Location:</th>
<th>County:</th>
<th>Reviewing Organization:</th>
<th>File #:</th>
<th>Reviewed By:</th>
<th>Utah PG License #:</th>
<th>First Review:</th>
<th>Review #:</th>
<th>Final Approval:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Reconnaissance</em> <em>Preliminary</em> <em>Final</em> <em>Combined Engineering Geology/Geotechnical</em> <em>Other</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 1. Investigation/Report Purpose and Scope

Are the purpose and scope of the engineering-geology investigation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Review Comments:

## 2. Project Description and Location

Is the description of the size, type of construction, intended foundation system, grade/floor elevations, building area (square feet), and International Building Code (IBC) risk category (Table 1604.5) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a marked location on an index map using a 7-1/2 minute U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map or equivalent base map; parcel number; provide the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum; and a site development map adequate to show site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and relevant site topography. The scale of site development maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger, as necessary.

Review Comments:

## 3. Literature Review

Is the engineering-geology-investigation literature review appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are references properly cited in the report and reference list?

Review Comments:

## 4. Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Other Remote-Sensing Data

Is the analysis of aerial photography and other remote-sensing data (as available) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are aerial photographs and remote-sensing data properly documented and referenced?

Review Comments:
5. Regional Geology and Geologic/Fault Maps

Are the description and analysis of the regional geology and geologic/Quaternary fault maps appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a regional-scale (1:24,000 to 1:50,000) map showing the geology and location of all mapped or known Quaternary faults, including fault orientation (trend of surface trace, sense of displacement, etc.) and fault activity class (age category) within 10 miles of the site.

Review Comments:

6. Site-Specific Geology and Geologic Maps

Are the description and analysis of the site-specific geology, geologic maps, and cross sections appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should describe site geology according to Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2), and provide a site-scale geologic map(s) showing geologic and soil units, Quaternary and other faults, seeps or springs, slope failures, lineaments investigated for evidence of faulting, and other geologic features existing on and near the project site.

Maps should show locations of trenches, test pits, boreholes, geoprobe holes, cone penetration test (CPT) soundings, and geophysical lines. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger, as necessary. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations. The degree of detail and scale of site geologic mapping should be compatible with the geologic complexity of the site, type of building, and layout. For hillside sites, describe geology of both the site and adjacent properties, including any known or mapped landslides.

Review Comments:

7. Surface-Fault-Rupture

Are the description and analysis of the potential for surface-fault rupture, and building setbacks appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should evaluate the surface-faulting hazard for any faults on the site having Quaternary displacement. If the fault age (activity class) is unknown, the fault should be considered Holocene, unless data are adequate to determine otherwise.

If on-site investigations reveal the presence of a Quaternary fault, and fault avoidance is the surface-faulting-mitigation method chosen, an appropriate fault setback should be established following the method described in Guidelines for Evaluating Surface-Fault-Rupture Hazards in Utah (Chapter 3, this volume), and shown on either the site-specific geologic map or on a separate surface-faulting-hazard map depending on site scale and complexity. The degree of confidence in and limitations of data and conclusions must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

Review Comments:

8. Subsurface Investigation

Are the description and analysis of the subsurface investigation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide subsurface engineering-geology and geotechnical information, including a site-specific plan view map showing exploration sites (borings, test pits, trenches, etc.), existing groundwater levels, and areas of existing and planned cuts and fills.

Logs are required for all boreholes, standard penetration tests (SPT), and CPT soundings. Logs should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis for all layers. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also contain geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data. All logs should include the identity of the person who made the log.

Review Comments:

9. Seismic Ground Shaking and Design Parameters

Are the description and analysis of seismic ground shaking and seismic design parameters appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should include an evaluation of the seismic ground-shaking hazard and provide seismic-design parameters (site coefficients, mapped spectral accelerations, and design spectral response acceleration parameters) according to IBC Section 1613.5 or International Residential Code (IRC) Section 301.2.2. Characterize the upper 100 feet of the building site profile to determine the site class as outlined in IBC Table 1613.5.2. If the building site profile is Site Class F, site-specific evaluation is required by the IBC and outlined in ASCE Standard 7.

Review Comments:
10. **Liquefaction**

Are the description and analysis of liquefaction appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should include an evaluation of the liquefaction hazard at the site. IBC Section 1803.5.11 requires a liquefaction evaluation if the structure is determined to be in Seismic Design Category C. IBC Section 1803.5.12 requires a liquefaction evaluation and an assessment of potential consequences of any liquefaction and mitigation measures if the structure is in Seismic Design Categories D, E, or F. See IRC Section 401.4 for residential structures. The evaluation should address the possibility of local perched groundwater and the raising of groundwater levels by seasonal or longer term climatic fluctuations, landscape irrigation, and soil absorption systems (septic systems, infiltration basins, etc.).

A minimum boring depth of 50 feet below the existing ground surface is recommended for evaluating liquefaction hazard. From site borings, report SPT blow counts using the current ASTM D1586 standard (ASTM, 2011). CPT data according to the current ASTM D5778 standard (ASTM, 2012b) may be used, but only concurrent with SPT data for reliable correlation. Include complete liquefaction analysis information, including all calculations. Minimum acceptable safety factors for liquefaction generally range from 1.15 to 1.3. The final choice of an acceptable safety factor depends on many factors, such as the ground-motion parameters used, site conditions, likely ground-failure mode (settlement, lateral spread, etc.), and the critical nature of the structure or facility. Lower safety factors may be justified for large, infrequent earthquakes (e.g., the maximum credible earthquake (MCE) or the 2% probability of exceedance in 50-year event), less damaging failure modes, and non-essential facilities. Determine the likely ground-failure mode, amount of displacement, and acceptable safety factor, and evaluate cost-effective liquefaction mitigation. As this review of liquefaction is from a geologic standpoint, additional engineering review by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer will be necessary.

**Review Comments:**

11. **Seismically Induced Settlement or Ground Failure**

Are the description and analysis of seismically induced settlement or ground failure appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should include an evaluation of the potential for seismically induced settlement or ground failure (other than liquefaction), such as from sensitive clays or loose, granular soils, and tectonic subsidence accompanying surface faulting. For Seismic Design Category C, IBC Section 1803.5.11 requires an assessment of surface displacement due to faulting or lateral spreading. For Seismic Design Categories D, E, and F, IBC Section 1803.5.12 requires an assessment of potential consequences of soil strength loss, including estimating differential settlement, lateral movement, and reduction in foundation soil bearing capacity, and addressing mitigation measures. See IRC Section 401.4 for residential structures. As this review of seismically induced settlement or ground failure is from a geologic standpoint, additional engineering review by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer is necessary.

**Review Comments:**

12. **Problem Soil and Rock and Shallow Groundwater**

Are the description and analysis of problem soil and rock and shallow groundwater appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should include an evaluation of the potential for problem soil and/or rock and shallow groundwater. The evaluation should consider collapsible, expansive, soluble, organic, erosion, piping, and corrosive soil and/or rock. If collapsible soils are present, the site should be classified as Site Class F according to IBC Table 1613.5.2, and a site-specific geotechnical evaluation is required. IBC Section 1803.5.3 outlines site soil classification and additional criteria for expansive soils. See IRC Section 401.4 for residential structures. The evaluation should also consider non-engineered fill, mine- and groundwater-induced subsidence, shallow bedrock, karst, breccia pipes, sinkholes, caliche, and active sand dunes, as applicable. The evaluation should address the possibility of local perched groundwater and the raising of groundwater levels by seasonal or longer term climatic fluctuations, landscape irrigation, and soil absorption systems (septic systems, infiltration basins, etc.).

**Review Comments:**

13. **Soil and Rock Slope Stability, Debris Flows, and Rockfall**

Are the description and analysis of slope stability, debris flows, and rockfall appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide an evaluation of the potential for slope failure in accordance with the Guidelines for Evaluating Landslide Hazards in Utah (Chapter 4), debris flows in accordance with the Guidelines for the Geologic Evaluation of Debris-Flow Hazards on Alluvial Fans in Utah (Chapter 5), and rockfall in accordance with Guidelines for Evaluation of Rockfall Hazards in Utah (Chapter 7). The slope stability evaluation must consider immediately adjacent property, constructed cut and fill slopes, existing landslides, appropriate seismic ground-shaking levels (pseudo-static coefficients), and development- and climatic-induced groundwater conditions. The evaluation must also consider snow avalanche hazards, where appropriate. IBC Section 1808.7 outlines building setbacks from slopes and IBC Appendix J outlines grading provisions for cuts and fills, drainage, slope benching, and erosion control.

**Review Comments:**
14. Flooding
Are the description and analysis of flooding appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Review Comments:

15. Seiches, Tsunamis, and Other Earthquake- or Landslide-Induced Flooding
Are the description and analysis of seiches, tsunamis, and other earthquake- or landslide-induced flooding appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?
Reports should provide an evaluation of the potential for seiches and other earthquake- or landslide-induced flooding if the site is near a lake or reservoir.

Review Comments:

16. Radon
Are the description and analysis of radon hazards appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?
Reports should provide an evaluation of the potential for naturally occurring radon gas at the site.

Review Comments:

17. Geologic-Hazard Zones, Maps, and Ordinances
Are the description and application of applicable geologic-hazard zones, maps, and ordinances appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?
Review and cite applicable geologic-hazard zones, maps, ordinances, and zoning and building regulations required by the permitting jurisdiction.

Review Comments:

18. Conclusions
Are the report conclusions, including the description, analysis, and statement of geologic hazards supported with geologic evidence and appropriate reasoning? Are the conclusions appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?
The degree of confidence in and limitations of data and conclusions must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

Review Comments:

19. Recommendations
Are the report recommendations for geologic-hazard mitigation supported by the investigation data and report conclusions?
Any limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

Review Comments:
## 20. Utah-Licensed Professional Geologist/Engineer Seal

Is the report stamped by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist (PG), and if the report contains engineering analysis and/or recommendations, by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer (PE), in responsible charge of the project?

The engineering-geology report must be stamped and signed by the engineering geologist who conducted the investigation (Utah Code 58-76-602). The geologist must be licensed to practice geology in Utah. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing (DOPL) defines a PG as a person licensed to engage in the practice of geology before the public, but does not define or license geologic specialists, such as engineering geologists. The UGS considers an engineering geologist to be a person who through education, training, and experience is able to assure that geologic factors affecting engineering works are recognized, adequately interpreted, and presented for use in engineering practice and/or the protection of the public; this person shall have a Bachelor’s degree in geology or engineering geology from an accredited university and at least five full years of experience in a responsible charge engineering-geology position. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations are included with the engineering-geology report, a PE licensed in Utah must also stamp and sign the report or pertinent sections. For more information, see [https://dopl.utah.gov/](https://dopl.utah.gov/).

### Review Comments:

### Review Summary, Notes, and Reviewer Professional Geologist (PG) Stamp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review Comments:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Reviewer's Utah PG Stamp
**SURFACE-FAULT-RUPTURE-HAZARD REPORT REVIEW CHECKLIST**


### Report and Review Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Title:</th>
<th>Report Type:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Reconnaissance</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing Organization:</td>
<td>File #:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewed By:</td>
<td>Utah PG License #:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Review:</td>
<td>Review #:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1. Investigation/Report Purpose and Scope

Are the purpose and scope of the surface-faulting investigation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

*Review Comments:*

### 2. Project Description and Location

Is the description of the size, type of construction, intended foundation system, grade/floor elevations, building area (square feet), and International Building Code (IBC) risk category (Table 1604.5) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a marked location on an index map using a 7-1/2 minute U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map or equivalent base map; parcel number; provide the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum; and a site development map adequate to show site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and relevant site topography. The scale of site development maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger, as necessary.

*Review Comments:*

### 3. Literature Review

Is the surface-fault-rupture-hazard investigation literature review appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are references properly cited in the report and reference list?

*Review Comments:*

### 4. Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Other Remote-Sensing Data

Is the analysis of aerial photography and other remote-sensing data (as available) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are aerial photographs and remote-sensing data properly documented and referenced?

Report should list the source; project code; roll, line, and frame numbers; date, and scale for aerial photography used.

*Review Comments:***
5. Regional Geology and Geologic/Fault Maps

Are the description and analysis of the regional geology and geologic/Quaternary fault maps appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a regional-scale (1:24,000 to 1:50,000) map showing the geology and location of all mapped or known Quaternary and other faults, including fault orientation (trend of surface trace, sense of displacement, etc.) and fault activity class (age category) (Chapter 3) within 10 miles of the site.

Review Comments:

6. Site-Specific Geology and Geologic Maps

Are the description and analysis of the site-specific geology, geologic maps, and cross-sections appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should describe site geology according to Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2), and provide a site-scale geologic map(s) showing geologic and soil units, Quaternary and other faults, seeps or springs, slope failures, lineaments investigated for evidence of faulting, and other geologic features existing on and near the project site. Maps should show locations of trenches, test pits, boreholes, geoprobe holes, cone penetrometer test (CPT) soundings, and geophysical lines. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger as necessary. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations. The degree of detail and scale of site geologic mapping should be compatible with the geologic complexity of the site, type of building, and layout. For hillside sites, describe geology of both the site and adjacent properties, including any known or mapped landslides.

If on-site investigations reveal the presence of a hazardous Quaternary fault, and fault avoidance is the surface-faulting-mitigation method chosen, a fault setback should be established following the method described in the Guidelines for Evaluating Surface-Fault-Rupture Hazards in Utah (Chapter 3). The fault setback should be shown on either the site-specific geologic map or on a separate surface-faulting-hazard map depending on site scale and complexity.

Review Comments:

7. Trench and Test Pit Logs

Are trench and test pit logs appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should include logs for each trench and test pit excavated as part of the investigation whether faults are encountered or not. Logs should show details of geologic units and structures. Logs should be to scale and not generalized or diagrammatic, and may be on a rectified photomosaic base. The scale (horizontal and vertical) should be 1 inch = 5 feet (1:60) or larger as necessary with no vertical exaggeration. Logs should be prepared in the field and accurately reflect the features observed in the excavation. Photographs are not a substitute for trench logs. All logs should include the identity of the person who made the log.

Review Comments:

8. Borehole and CPT Logs

Are boreholes and CPT soundings appropriately located and interpreted for the proposed project?

Reports should include logs for all boreholes and CPT soundings. Logs should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis for all layers and whether or not evidence of faulting was encountered. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also contain geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data. All logs should include the identity of the person who made the log.

Review Comments:

9. Geophysical Interpretations

Are geophysical lines (if any) appropriately located on the site-specific geology map and adequately interpreted for the proposed project?

Reports should include complete geophysical logs and accompanying data and field/geophysical interpretation reports.

Review Comments:
### 10. Conclusions

Are the report conclusions, including the description, analysis, and statement of relative surface-faulting hazard, supported with geologic evidence and appropriate reasoning? Are the conclusions appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

The report should evaluate the surface-faulting hazard present at the site and state the relation to existing or proposed infrastructure. The report should include a statement of relative risk and address the potential for future surface faulting. The degree of confidence in and limitations of data and conclusions must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

*Review Comments:*

### 11. Recommendations

Are the report recommendations for surface-faulting mitigation supported by the investigation data and report conclusions?

If the investigation reveals the presence of a hazardous Quaternary fault(s), and fault avoidance is the surface-faulting mitigation method chosen, an appropriate fault setback should be established following the method described in Guidelines for Evaluating Surface-Fault-Rupture Hazards in Utah (Chapter 3) and shown on either the site-specific geologic map or on a separate surface-faulting-hazard map depending on site scale and complexity. If engineering-design mitigation of surface faulting is proposed, the recommendation must be based on adequate data to characterize the faults past displacement history sufficient for engineering-design purposes (recommend three closed seismic cycles – four paleoearthquakes; see Guidelines for Evaluating Surface-Fault-Rupture Hazards in Utah [Chapter 3]). Any limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

*Review Comments:*

### 12. Utah-Licensed Professional Geologist/Engineer Seal

Is the report stamped by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist (PG), and if the report contains engineering analysis and/or recommendations, by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer (PE) in responsible charge of the project?

The engineering-geology report must be stamped and signed by the engineering geologist who conducted the investigation (Utah Code 58-76-602). The geologist must be licensed to practice geology in Utah. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing (DOPL) defines a PG as a person licensed to engage in the practice of geology before the public, but does not define or license geologic specialists, such as engineering geologists. The UGS considers an engineering geologist to be a person who through education, training, and experience is able to assure that geologic factors affecting engineering works are recognized, adequately interpreted, and presented for use in engineering practice and/or the protection of the public; this person shall have a Bachelor’s degree in geology, engineering geology, or a closely related field from an accredited university and at least five full years of experience in a responsible engineering-geology position. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations (including liquefaction analysis) are included with the engineering-geology report, a PE licensed in Utah must also stamp and sign the report or pertinent sections. For more information, see [https://dopl.utah.gov/](https://dopl.utah.gov/).

*Review Comments:*

### Review Summary, Notes, and Reviewer Professional Geologist (PG) Stamp

[Reviewer's Utah PG Stamp]
**LANDSLIDE-HAZARD REPORT REVIEW CHECKLIST**


### Report and Review Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Title:</th>
<th>Report Type:</th>
<th>Author:</th>
<th>Location:</th>
<th>Reviewing Organization:</th>
<th>Reviewed By:</th>
<th>Project #:</th>
<th>County:</th>
<th>File #:</th>
<th>Utah PG License #:</th>
<th>First Review:</th>
<th>Review #:</th>
<th>Final Approval:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Investigation/Report Purpose and Scope**

Are the purpose and scope of the landslide-hazards investigation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Review Comments:

2. **Project Description and Location**

Is the description of the size, type of construction, intended foundation system, grade/floor elevations, building area (square feet), and International Building Code (IBC) risk category (Table 1604.5) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a marked location on an index map using a 7-1/2 minute U.S. Geological Survey topographic map or equivalent base map; parcel number; provide the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum; and a site development map adequate to show site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and relevant site topography. The scale of site development maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger, as necessary.

Review Comments:

3. **Literature Review**

Is the landslide-hazard-investigation literature review appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are references properly cited in the report and reference list?

Review Comments:

4. **Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Other Remote Sensing Data**

Is the analysis of aerial photography and other remote sensing data (as available) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are aerial photographs and remote-sensing data properly documented and referenced?

Report should list the source; project code; roll, line, and frame numbers; date; and scale for aerial photography used.

Review Comments:
5. Regional Geology and Geologic/Fault Maps

Are the description and analysis of the regional geology and geologic/Quaternary fault maps appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a regional-scale (1:24,000 to 1:50,000) map showing the geology and location of all mapped or known Quaternary and other faults, including fault orientation (trend of surface trace, sense of displacement, etc.) and fault activity class (age category) within 10 miles of the site.

Review Comments:

6. Site-Specific Geology and Geologic Maps

Are the description and analysis of the site-specific geology, geologic maps, and cross-sections appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should describe site geology according to Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2), and provide a site-scale geologic map(s) showing geologic and soil units, Quaternary and other faults, seeps or springs, slope failures, lineaments investigated for evidence of faulting, and other geologic features existing on and near the project site. Maps should show locations of trenches, test pits, boreholes, geoprobe holes, cone penetrometer test (CPT) soundings, and geophysical lines. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger as necessary. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations. The degree of detail and scale of site geologic mapping should be compatible with the geologic complexity of the site, type of building, and layout, and should describe the geology of both the site and adjacent properties, including any known or mapped landslides.

Review Comments:

7. Landslide Hazard Map

Is the map showing landslide-hazard-zone boundaries and additional recommended setbacks (if any) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

If on-site investigations reveal the presence of a landslide hazard, the boundary of the hazard zone with an appropriate building setback should be shown on either the site-specific geologic map or on a separate landslide-hazard map depending on site scale and complexity, and include a statement on uncertainty.

Review Comments:

8. Subsurface Investigation

Is the description and analysis of the subsurface investigation, including piezometers and/or slope instrumentation (if any), appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide subsurface engineering-geology and geotechnical information, including a site-specific plan view map showing exploration sites (borings, test pits, trenches, etc.), existing groundwater levels, and areas of existing and planned cuts and fills. Logs are required for all boreholes, standard penetration tests (SPT), and CPT soundings. Logs should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis for all layers. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also include geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data. All logs should include the identity of the person who made the log.

Review Comments:

9. Geophysical Interpretations

Are geophysical lines (if any) appropriately located on the site-specific geology map and adequately interpreted for the proposed project?

Reports should include complete geophysical logs and accompanying data and field/geophysical interpretation reports.

Review Comments:
10. Conclusions

Are the report conclusions, including the description, analysis, and statement of landslide hazards supported with geologic evidence and appropriate reasoning? Are the conclusions appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

The report should evaluate the landslide hazard present at or adjacent to the site and state the relation to existing or proposed infrastructure. The report should include a statement of relative risk and address the potential for future landslides. Boundaries of landslide hazard zones must be defined and include a statement/measure of boundary uncertainty. The degree of confidence in and limitations of data and conclusions must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

Review Comments:

11. Recommendations

Are the report recommendations for landslide-hazard mitigation supported by the investigation data and report conclusions?

If a landslide hazard is present on site, the report should provide and justify building setbacks or other mitigation recommendations to control landslides and reduce risk. Any limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

Review Comments:

12. Utah-Licensed Professional Geologist/Engineer Seal

Is the report stamped by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist (PG), and if the report contains engineering analysis and/or recommendations, by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer (PE) in responsible charge of the project?

The engineering-geology report must be stamped and signed by the engineering geologist who conducted the investigation (Utah Code 58-76-602). The geologist must be licensed to practice geology in Utah. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing (DOPL) defines a PG as a person licensed to engage in the practice of geology before the public, but does not define or license geologic specialists, such as engineering geologists. The UGS considers an engineering geologist to be a person who through education, training, and experience is able to assure that geologic factors affecting engineering works are recognized, adequately interpreted, and presented for use in engineering practice and/or the protection of the public; this person shall have a Bachelor’s degree in geology, engineering geology, or a closely related field from an accredited university and at least five full years of experience in a responsible engineering-geology position. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations (including liquefaction analysis) are included with the engineering-geology report, a PE licensed in Utah must also stamp and sign the report or pertinent sections. For more information, see https://dopl.utah.gov/.

Review Comments:

Review Summary, Notes, and Reviewer Professional Geologist (PG) Stamp

Review Comments:

Reviewer's Utah PG Stamp
DEBRIS-FLOW-HAZARD REPORT REVIEW CHECKLIST


Report and Review Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Title:</th>
<th>Project #:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing Organization:</td>
<td>File #:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewed By:</td>
<td>Utah PG License #:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Review:</td>
<td>Review # #:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Approval:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Investigation/Report Purpose and Scope

Are the purpose and scope of the debris-flow-hazard investigation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Review Comments:

2. Project Description and Location

Is the description of the size, type of construction, intended foundation system, grade/floor elevations, building area (square feet), and International Building Code (IBC) risk category (Table 1604.5) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a marked location on an index map using a 7-1/2 minute U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map or equivalent base map; parcel number; provide the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum; and a site development map adequate to show site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and relevant site topography. The scale of site development maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger, as necessary.

Review Comments:

3. Literature Review

Is the debris-flow-hazard-investigation literature review appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are references properly cited in the report and reference list?

Review Comments:

4. Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Other Remote-Sensing Data

Is the analysis of aerial photography and other remote-sensing data (as available) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are aerial photographs and remote-sensing data properly documented and referenced?

Report should list the source; project code; roll, line, and frame numbers; date; and scale for aerial photography used.

Review Comments:
5. Regional Geology and Geologic/Fault Maps

Are the description and analysis of the regional geology and geologic/Quaternary fault maps appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a regional-scale (1:24,000 to 1:50,000) map showing the geology and location of all mapped or known Quaternary and other faults, including fault orientation (trend of surface trace, sense of displacement, etc.) and fault activity class (age category) within 10 miles of the site.

Review Comments:

6. Site-Specific Geology and Geologic Maps

Are the description and analysis of the site-specific geology, geologic maps, and cross-sections appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should describe site geology according to Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume), and provide a site-scale geologic map(s) showing geologic and soil units, Quaternary and other faults, seeps or springs, slope failures, lineaments investigated for evidence of faulting, and other geologic features existing on and near the project site. Maps should show locations of trenches, test pits, boreholes, geoprobe holes, cone penetrometer test soundings, and geophysical lines. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger as necessary. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations.

The degree of detail and scale of site geologic mapping should be compatible with the geologic complexity of the site, type of building, and layout. For hillside sites, describe geology of both the site and adjacent properties, including any known or mapped landslides.

Review Comments:

7. Alluvial-Fan Evaluation

Is the alluvial-fan evaluation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Report should provide a site-scale surficial geologic map of the alluvial fan showing debris flow and alluvial deposits. The map should be provided at an appropriate scale for the fan investigated. The fan evaluation should provide basis for design flow-volume estimates (deposit thickness and area estimates). The fan evaluation should also state the anticipated probability of occurrence and volume, flow type(s), flow depth, deposition area, runout, gradation of debris, flow impact forces, stream-flow inundation and sediment burial depths, and age estimates or other evidence used to estimate the frequency of past debris flows.

Review Comments:

8. Drainage-Basin and Channel Evaluation

Is the drainage-basin and channel evaluation adequate for the proposed project?

Report should provide a site-scale geologic map of the drainage basin showing surficial and bedrock geology at an appropriate scale for the drainage basin investigated. The evaluation should include an estimate of the susceptibility of the drainage basin to shallow landsliding, likely landslide volume(s), and volume of historical landslides, if present. A longitudinal channel profile, showing gradients from headwaters to the alluvial fan should be provided along with cross-channel profiles and a map showing their locations. The evaluation should include a basis for channel volume estimates including initial debris slides, total feeder channel length, length of channel lined by bedrock, and estimated volume of channel sediment available for sediment bulking, including estimated bulking rate(s) in cubic yards per linear foot of channel.

Review Comments:

9. Frequency and Magnitude Considerations for Risk Reduction

Are the debris-flow frequency and magnitude estimates of geologic parameters for engineering design appropriate for proposed risk-reduction measures?

Investigators must state how the frequency and magnitude were determined and why they are appropriate for use in design of risk-reduction measures.

Review Comments:

10. Estimated Geologic Parameters for Engineering Design

Are the estimates of geologic parameters for engineering design appropriate for proposed risk-reduction structures?

Many debris-flow design-parameter estimates have high levels of uncertainty; investigators must clearly state the limitations of the evaluation methods employed and the uncertainties associated with design-parameter estimates.

Review Comments:
### 11. Conclusions

Are the report conclusions, including the description, analysis, and statement of debris-flow hazards supported with geologic evidence and appropriate reasoning? Are the conclusions appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Report should evaluate the debris-flow hazard present at or adjacent to the site and state the hazards relation to existing or proposed infrastructure. The report should include a statement of relative risk or quantified risk, address future debris-flow potential, and address the potential impacts from future debris flows. The limitations and uncertainty of data and conclusions must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

**Review Comments:**

### 12. Recommendations

Are the report recommendations for debris-flow hazard mitigation supported by the investigation data and report conclusions?

Any limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

**Review Comments:**

### 13. Utah-Licensed Professional Geologist/Engineer Seal

Is the report stamped by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist (PG), and if the report contains engineering analysis and/or recommendations, by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer (PE) in responsible charge of the project?

The engineering-geology report must be stamped and signed by the engineering geologist who conducted the investigation (Utah Code 58-76-602). The geologist must be licensed to practice geology in Utah. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing (DOPL) defines a PG as a person licensed to engage in the practice of geology before the public, but does not define or license geologic specialists, such as engineering geologists. The UGS considers an engineering geologist to be a person who through education, training, and experience is able to assure that geologic factors affecting engineering works are recognized, adequately interpreted, and presented for use in engineering practice and/or the protection of the public; this person shall have a Bachelor’s degree in geology, engineering geology, or a closely related field from an accredited university and at least five full years of experience in a responsible engineering-geology position. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations (including liquefaction analysis) are included with the engineering-geology report, a PE licensed in Utah must also stamp and sign the report or pertinent sections. For more information, see [https://dopl.utah.gov/](https://dopl.utah.gov/).

**Review Comments:**

**Review Summary, Notes, and Reviewer Professional Geologist (PG) Stamp**

**Review Comments:**

Reviewer's Utah PG Stamp
LAND-SUBSIDENCE AND EARTH-FISSURE-HAZARD REPORT REVIEW CHECKLIST


Report and Review Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Type:</th>
<th>_ Reconnaissance _</th>
<th>Preliminary</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Combined Engineering Geology/Geotechnical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_ Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author:</th>
<th>Project #:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>County:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing Organization:</td>
<td>File #:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewed By:</td>
<td>Utah PG License #:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Review:</td>
<td>Review # ___:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Approval:</td>
<td>Adequately Documented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Investigation/Report Purpose and Scope

Are the purpose and scope of the land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard investigation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Review Comments:

2. Project Description and Location

Is the description of the size, type of construction, intended foundation system, grade/floor elevations, building area (square feet), and International Building Code (IBC) risk category (Table 1604.5) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a marked location on an index map using a 7-1/2 minute U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map or equivalent base map; parcel number; provide the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum; and a site development map adequate to show site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and relevant site topography. The scale of site development maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger, as necessary.

Review Comments:

3. Literature Review

Is the land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard investigation literature review appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are references properly cited in the report and reference list?

Review Comments:

4. Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Other Remote-Sensing Data

Is the analysis of aerial photography and other remote-sensing data (as available) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are aerial photographs and remote-sensing data properly documented and referenced?

Report should list the source; project code; roll, line, and frame numbers; date; and scale for aerial photography used.

Review Comments:
5. Regional Geology and Geologic/Fault/Subsidence Maps

Is the description and analysis of the regional geology and geologic/Quaternary fault/subsidence maps appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a regional-scale (1:24,000 to 1:50,000) map showing the geology and location of all mapped or known Quaternary and other faults, including fault orientation (trend of surface trace, sense of displacement, etc.) and fault activity class (age category) within 10 miles of the site.

**Review Comments:**

6. Site-Specific Geology and Geologic Maps

Are the description and analysis of the site-specific geology, geologic maps, and cross-sections appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should describe site geology according to Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume), this volume and provide a site-scale geologic map(s) showing geologic and soil units, Quaternary and other faults, seeps or springs, slope failures, lineaments investigated for evidence of faulting, and other geologic features existing on and near the project site. Maps should show locations of trenches, test pits, boreholes, geoprobe holes, cone penetrometer test (CPT) soundings, and geophysical lines. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger as necessary. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations.

The degree of detail and scale of site geologic mapping should be compatible with the geologic complexity of the site, type of building, and layout. For hillside sites, describe geology of both the site and adjacent properties, including any known or mapped landslides.

**Review Comments:**

7. Subsurface Investigation

Are the description and analysis of the subsurface investigation, including wells, piezometers, and instrumentation (if any), appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide subsurface engineering-geology and geotechnical information, including a site-specific plan view map showing exploration sites (borings, CPT soundings, test pits, trenches, etc.), existing groundwater levels, and areas of existing and planned cuts and fills. Logs are required for all boreholes, Standard Penetration Tests (SPT), and CPT soundings. Logs should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis for all layers. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also include geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data. All logs should include the identity of the person who made the log.

**Review Comments:**

8. Benchmarks and Other Elevation Data

Are benchmarks and other elevation data appropriately located on the regional and site-specific geology maps and adequately interpreted for the proposed project?

Reports should include background data on elevation data used for the project, including surveying reports.

**Review Comments:**

9. Geophysical Interpretations

Are geophysical lines (if any) appropriately located on the site-specific geology map and adequately interpreted for the proposed project?

Reports should include complete geophysical logs and accompanying data and field/geophysical interpretation reports.

**Review Comments:**
### 10. Conclusions

Are the report conclusions, including the description, analysis, and statement of land subsidence and earth fissures supported with geologic evidence and appropriate reasoning? Are the conclusions appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

The report should evaluate the land-subsidence and earth-fissure hazard present at or adjacent to the site and state the relation to existing or proposed infrastructure. The report should include a statement of relative risk and address the potential for future land subsidence or earth fissure formation. The degree of confidence in and limitations of data and conclusions must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

*Review Comments:*

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 11. Recommendations

Are the report recommendations for land-subsidence and earth-fissure-hazard mitigation supported by the investigation data and report conclusions?

If a land subsidence and/or earth-fissure hazard is present on site, the report must provide and justify earth-fissure setbacks and/or other land-subsidence or earth-fissure mitigation recommendations to reduce risk. Any limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

*Review Comments:*

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 13. Utah-Licensed Professional Geologist/Engineer Seal

Is the report stamped by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist (PG), and if the report contains engineering analysis and/or recommendations, by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer (PE) in responsible charge of the project?

The engineering-geology report must be stamped and signed by the engineering geologist who conducted the investigation (Utah Code 58-76-602). The geologist must be licensed to practice geology in Utah. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing (DOPL) defines a PG as a person licensed to engage in the practice of geology before the public, but does not define or license geologic specialists, such as engineering geologists. The UGS considers an engineering geologist to be a person who through education, training, and experience is able to assure that geologic factors affecting engineering works are recognized, adequately interpreted, and presented for use in engineering practice and/or the protection of the public; this person shall have a Bachelor’s degree in geology, engineering geology, or a closely related field from an accredited university and at least five full years of experience in a responsible engineering-geology position. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations (including liquefaction analysis) are included with the engineering-geology report, a PE licensed in Utah must also stamp and sign the report or pertinent sections. For more information, see [https://dopl.utah.gov/](https://dopl.utah.gov/).

*Review Comments:*

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Review Summary, Notes, and Reviewer Professional Geologist (PG) Stamp

*Reviewer's Utah PG Stamp*
# ROCKFALL-HAZARD REPORT REVIEW CHECKLIST


## Report and Review Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Type:</th>
<th>Reconnaissance</th>
<th>Preliminary</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Combined Engineering Geology/Geotechnical</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project #:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing Organization:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File #:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewed By:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Utah PG License #:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Review:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Final Approval:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 1. Investigation/Report Purpose and Scope

Are the purpose and scope of the rockfall-hazard investigation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?  

Review Comments:

## 2. Project Description and Location

Is the description of the size, type of construction, intended foundation system, grade/floor elevations, building area (square feet), and International Building Code (IBC) risk category (Table 1604.5) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?  

Reports should provide a marked location on an index map using a 7-1/2 minute U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map or equivalent base map; parcel number; provide the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum; and a site development map adequate to show site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and relevant site topography. The scale of site development maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger, as necessary.  

Review Comments:

## 3. Literature Review

Is the rockfall-hazard-investigation literature review appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are references properly cited in the report and reference list?  

Review Comments:

## 4. Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Other Remote Sensing Data

Is the analysis of aerial photography and other remote-sensing data (as available) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are aerial photographs and remote-sensing data properly documented and referenced?  

Report should list the source; project code; roll, line, and frame numbers; date; and scale for aerial photography used.  

Review Comments:
### 4. Regional Geology and Geologic/Fault Maps

Is the description and analysis of the regional geology and geologic/Quaternary fault maps appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a regional-scale (1:24,000 to 1:50,000) map showing the geology and location of all mapped or known Quaternary and other faults, including fault orientation (trend of surface trace, sense of displacement, etc.) and fault activity class (age category) within 10 miles of the site.

**Review Comments:**

### 5. Site-Specific Geology and Geologic Maps

Is the description and analysis of the site-specific geology, geologic maps, and cross-sections appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should describe site geology according to Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume), and provide a site-scale geologic map(s) showing geologic and soil units, Quaternary and other faults, seeps or springs, slope failures, lineaments investigated for evidence of faulting, and other geologic features existing on and near the project site. Maps should show locations of trenches, test pits, boreholes, geoprobe holes, cone penetrometer test (CPT) soundings, and geophysical lines. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger as necessary. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations.

The degree of detail and scale of site geologic mapping should be compatible with the geologic complexity of the site, type of building, and layout. For hillside sites, describe geology of both the site and adjacent properties, including any known or mapped landslides and rockfall source areas.

**Review Comments:**

### 6. Rockfall-Hazard Map

Is the map showing rockfall runout zone boundaries and additional recommended setbacks (if any) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

If on-site investigations reveal the presence of a rockfall hazard, the boundary of the rockfall runout zone with an appropriate building setback (if any) should be shown with a statement/measure of runout zone boundary uncertainty. In general, the greater the uncertainty in the runout zone boundary, the greater the setback distance.

**Review Comments:**

### 7. Boreholes/Piezometers/Slope Monitoring Instrumentation Logs

Are boreholes, piezometers, and slope instrumentation (if any) locations appropriately located, documented, and interpreted for the proposed project?

The report should provide surface and subsurface engineering-geology and geotechnical information, including a site-specific plan view map showing exploration sites (boreings, CPT soundings, test pits, trenches, etc.), existing groundwater levels, and areas of existing and planned cuts and fills. Logs are required for all boreholes and CPT soundings, and should include the geologic interpretation of deposit genesis, weathering, fracturing, and other data relevant to rockfall genesis. Because boreholes are typically multipurpose, borehole logs may also include geotechnical, geologic, and groundwater data. All logs should include the identity of the person who made the log.

**Review Comments:**

### 8. Scanline and Geophysical Interpretations

Are scanlines and geophysical lines (if any) appropriately located on the site-specific geology map and adequately interpreted for the proposed project?

Reports should include complete geophysical logs and accompanying data and field/geophysical interpretation reports.

**Review Comments:**
9. Conclusions

Are the report conclusions, including the description, analysis, and statement of relative rockfall hazard supported with geologic evidence and appropriate reasoning? Are the conclusions appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Report must evaluate the rockfall hazard present at or adjacent to the site and state the hazards relation to existing or proposed infrastructure. The report should include a statement of relative risk and address the potential for future rockfalls. Boundaries of rockfall runout zones must be defined and include a statement/measure of boundary uncertainty. The degree of confidence in and limitations of data and conclusions must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

Review Comments:

10. Recommendations

Are the report recommendations for rockfall-hazard mitigation supported by the investigation data and report conclusions?

If a rockfall hazard is present on site, the report must provide and justify runout zones and building setbacks or other mitigation recommendations to control rockfalls and reduce risk. Any limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation must be clearly stated and documented in the report.

Review Comments:

11. Utah-Licensed Professional Geologist/Engineer Seal

Is the report stamped by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist (PG), and if the report contains engineering analysis and/or recommendations, by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer (PE) in responsible charge of the project?

The engineering-geology report must be stamped and signed by the engineering geologist who conducted the investigation (Utah Code 58-76-602). The geologist must be licensed to practice geology in Utah. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing (DOPL) defines a PG as a person licensed to engage in the practice of geology before the public, but does not define or license geologic specialists, such as engineering geologists. The UGS considers an engineering geologist to be a person who through education, training, and experience is able to assure that geologic factors affecting engineering works are recognized, adequately interpreted, and presented for use in engineering practice and/or the protection of the public; this person shall have a Bachelor’s degree in geology, engineering geology, or a closely related field from an accredited university and at least five full years of experience in a responsible engineering-geology position. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations (including liquefaction analysis) are included with the engineering-geology report, a PE licensed in Utah must also stamp and sign the report or pertinent sections. For more information, see https://dopl.utah.gov/.

Review Comments:

Review Summary, Notes, and Reviewer Professional Geologist (PG) Stamp

Review Comments:

Reviewer's Utah PG Stamp
RADON-HAZARD REPORT REVIEW CHECKLIST


Report and Review Information

Report Title:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Type:</th>
<th>_ Reconnaissance</th>
<th>_ Preliminary</th>
<th>_ Final</th>
<th>_ Combined Engineering Geology/Geotechnical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing Organization:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewed By:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Review:</td>
<td>Review # ___:</td>
<td>Final Approval:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Investigation/Report Purpose and Scope

Are the purpose and scope of the radon-hazard investigation appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? For more information, see Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume).

Review Comments:

2. Project Description and Location

Is the description of the size, type of construction, intended foundation system, grade/floor elevations, building area (square feet), and International Building Code (IBC) risk category (Table 1604.5) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should provide a marked location on an index map using a 7-1/2 minute U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic map or equivalent base map; parcel number; provide the site latitude and longitude to four decimal places with datum; and a site development map adequate to show site boundaries, existing and proposed structures, other infrastructure, and relevant site topography. The scale of site development maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger, as necessary. For more information, see Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume).

Review Comments:

3. Literature Review

Is the radon-hazard investigation literature review appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are references properly cited in the report and reference list?

For more information, see Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume) and https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/assistance/consultants/.

Review Comments:
4. Analysis of Aerial Photographs and Other Remote-Sensing Data

Is the analysis of aerial photography and other remote-sensing data (as available) appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? Are aerial photographs and remote-sensing data properly documented and referenced?

Report should list the source; project code; roll, line, and frame numbers; date; and scale for aerial photography used. For more information, see [https://geology.utah.gov/map-pub/publications/aerial-photographs/](https://geology.utah.gov/map-pub/publications/aerial-photographs/) and [https://geology.utah.gov/resources/data-databases/lidar-elevation-data/](https://geology.utah.gov/resources/data-databases/lidar-elevation-data/).

Review Comments:

5. Regional Geology and Geologic Maps

Are the description and analysis of regional geology and geology maps appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

For more information, see Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume).

Review Comments:

6. Site-Specific Geology and Geologic Maps

Are the description and analysis of the site-specific geology, geologic maps, and cross-sections appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should describe site geology according to Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume), and provide a site-scale geologic map(s) showing geologic and soil units, Quaternary and other faults, seeps or springs, slope failures, lineaments, and other geologic features existing on and near the project site. Maps should show locations of trenches, test pits, and radon-soil-gas test locations. Scale of site geologic maps will vary depending on the size of the site and area of investigation; recommended scale is 1 inch = 200 feet (1:2400) or larger as necessary. Site geologic cross sections should be included as needed to illustrate three-dimensional geologic relations. The degree of detail and scale of site geologic mapping should be compatible with the geologic complexity of the site, type of building, and layout. For hillside sites, describe geology of both the site and adjacent properties, including any known or mapped landslides.

For more information, see Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Chapter 2, this volume) and [https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/assistance/consultants/](https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/assistance/consultants/).

Review Comments:

7. Subsurface investigation: Trench, Test Pit, and Boring Logs

Are trench, test pit, and borehole logs appropriate and adequate for the proposed project?

Reports should include logs for each trench, test pit, and borehole excavated as part of the investigation. Logs should show details of geologic units and structures. Logs should be to scale and not generalized or diagrammatic, and may be on a rectified photomosaic base. The scale (horizontal and vertical) should be 1 inch = 5 feet (1:60) or larger as necessary with no vertical exaggeration. Logs should be prepared in the field and accurately reflect the geologic materials and features observed in the excavation. Photographs are not a substitute for trench logs. All logs should include the identity of the person who made the log.

Review Comments:
8. Visual Examination of Site Geologic Material

| Have site geologic materials (soil and bedrock, both at the surface and at depth) been adequately examined for the presence of potentially radon-generating geologic material (granitic and metamorphic rock, light-colored volcanic rock, black shale, certain sedimentary rock units [see description in text], and soils derived from them)? |
| Reports should include results for all geologic-material examinations, whether or not evidence of potentially radon generating material was identified. All geologic-material examinations should describe the examination method employed (hand lens, binocular microscope, etc.) and the identity of the person who made the examination. |

**Review Comments:**

---

9. Local Uranium Content Data /Evaluation of Hydrogeochemical Data/ Radon-Soil-Gas Tests

| Has the uranium content for geologic units present been identified? Is there hydrogeochemical data available within the geologic units either at the site or at a similar location? Are radon-soil-gas tests needed and appropriately located and interpreted for the proposed project? |
| Reports should include results for all radon soil-gas tests, whether or not evidence of radon gas was detected. All radon-soil-gas tests should include the identity of the person who made the test. |

**Review Comments:**

---

10. Conclusions

| Are the report conclusions, including the description, analysis, and statement of relative radon hazard, supported with geologic and radon-test evidence and appropriate reasoning? Are the conclusions appropriate and adequate for the proposed project? |
| The report should evaluate the radon hazard present at the site. The report should include a statement of relative hazard. The degree of confidence in and limitations of data and conclusions must be clearly stated and documented in the report. |

**Review Comments:**

---

11. Recommendations

| Are the report recommendations for radon-hazard mitigation supported by the investigation data and report conclusions? |
| If the investigation reveals the presence of radon gas and engineering-design mitigation of the radon hazard is proposed, the recommendation must be based on adequate data used to characterize the hazard. Any limitations on the investigation and recommendations for additional investigation must be clearly stated and documented in the report. |

**Review Comments:**

### 12. Utah-Licensed Professional Geologist/Engineer Seal

Is the report stamped by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist (PG), and if the report contains engineering analysis and/or recommendations, by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer (PE) in responsible charge of the project?

The engineering-geology report must be stamped and signed by the engineering geologist who conducted the investigation (Utah Code 58-76-602). The geologist must be licensed to practice geology in Utah. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing (DOPL) defines a PG as a person licensed to engage in the practice of geology before the public, but does not define or license geologic specialists, such as engineering geologists. The UGS considers an engineering geologist to be a person who through education, training, and experience is able to assure that geologic factors affecting engineering works are recognized, adequately interpreted, and presented for use in engineering practice and/or the protection of the public; this person shall have a Bachelor's degree in geology, engineering geology, or a closely related field from an accredited university and at least five full years of experience in a responsible engineering-geology position. If a geotechnical report or other engineering analysis and/or recommendations (including liquefaction analysis) are included with the engineering-geology report, a PE licensed in Utah must also stamp and sign the report or pertinent sections. For more information, see [http://dopl.utah.gov/](http://dopl.utah.gov/).

**Review Comments:**

---

### Review Summary, Notes, and Reviewer Professional Geologist (PG) Stamp

**Review Comments:**

Reviewers Utah PG Stamp
The Organ, typical Entrada Sandstone monolith in Arches National Park. The Three Gossips can be seen in the background.
Photo credit: Gregg Beukelman, May 5, 2014.

GLOSSARY OF GEOLOGIC-HAZARD AND OTHER TERMS

Abandoned landslide – Inactive landslide which is no longer affected by its original causes. An example would be of a landslide whose movement is caused by stream erosion at its toe. The stream then changes course and the movement stops.

Acceptable and reasonable risk – A level of risk at which it is expected that there will be no loss of life or significant injury to occupants, no release of hazardous or toxic substances, and no more than minimal structural damage (i.e., physically and economically reasonable to repair) to critical infrastructure, critical facilities, or to structures designed for human occupancy, in the event that the anticipated geologic hazard were to occur.

Active landslide – Landslide that is currently moving; first-time movement or reactivated.

Active sand dunes – Shifting sand moved by wind. May present a hazard to existing structures (burial) or roadways (burial, poor visibility).

Activity class (of a fault) – The level of activity as defined by WSSPC (2018) of a fault based on the time of most recent rupture of the ground surface. Holocene activity class means movement of a fault that has broken the ground surface in approximately the past 11,700 years, shown as “<15,000 years” on the Quaternary Fault and Fold Database of the United States; Late Quaternary activity class means movement of a fault that has broken the ground surface in approximately the past 130,000 years; and, Quaternary activity class means movement of a fault that has broken the ground surface in approximately the past 2.6 million years. Depending on local conditions, faults in any activity class may be buried or concealed.

Alluvial fan – A generally low, cone-shaped deposit formed by deposition from a stream issuing from mountains as it flows onto a lowland.

Alluvial-fan flooding – Flooding of an alluvial-fan surface by overland (sheet) flow or flow in channels (stream flow, debris flow) branching outward from a canyon mouth. See also, alluvial fan.

Alluvial-fan surface, active – An alluvial-fan surface where the fan-building processes of flooding, debris flow, sediment deposition, and erosion are active or potentially active during storm or snowmelt events. Active portions of the fan have generally shallow stream channels, often braiding into several channels that distribute alluvium broadly across the fan surface. Active alluvial-fan surfaces receiving periodic sedimentation are typically rough (numerous boulders and cobbles at the surface) and support sparse vegetation.

Alluvial-fan surface, inactive – An alluvial-fan surface where the fan-building processes are no longer active. Inactive fan surfaces are stable and usually marked by well-developed soil and plant succession. Stream channels are generally single strand, incised below the inactive fan surface, and associated with a flat, low floodplain terrace. Floods along channels on inactive alluvial-fan surfaces behave as normal riverine floods.

Avalanche (snow) – A large mass of snow or ice that moves rapidly down a mountain slope.

Buildable area – That portion of a site, lot, or parcel that is entitled to contain the proposed improvement (for example, complies with zoning and building setbacks); and, either will not be impacted by a geologic hazard, or has all identified geologic hazards mitigated to an acceptable and reasonable risk. Any mitigation necessary to deem a geologically hazardous area as “buildable” must be based on an approved geologic-hazard report and engineered methods.

Canal/ditch flooding – Flooding due to overtopping or breaching of canals or ditches.

Collapsible soil – Soil that has considerable strength in its dry, natural state, but that settles significantly due to hydrocompaction when wetted; usually associated with young alluvial fans, debris flows, and loess.

Complex landslide – Landslide activity where a landslide exhibits at least two types of movement (fall, topple, slide, spread, or flow) in sequence.
Composite landslide – Landslide activity where a landslide exhibits at least two types of movement (fall, topple, slide, spread, or flow) in different parts of the displaced mass at the same time.

Creep – (a) Deformation that continues under constant stress. (b) A very slow to extremely slow rate of movement; not a recommended term, use very slow or extremely slow instead.

Crown – Non-displaced ground adjacent to the highest part of the main scarp of a landslide.

Dam-failure flooding – Flooding downstream from a dam caused by an unintentional release of water due to a partial or complete dam failure.

Debris – Any surficial accumulation of loose material that contains a significant proportion of coarse material; 20% to 80% of inorganic particles are larger than 2 mm (the upper limit of sand-size particles).

Debris flow – Slurry of rock, soil, organic matter, and water (generally >60% sediment by volume) that flows down channels and onto alluvial fans. May be initiated by erosion during a cloudburst storm or by a shallow (slip surface generally less than 10 feet deep) slope failure on a steep mountain slope. Debris flows can quickly travel long distances from their source areas, presenting hazards to life and property along stream channels and on or near downstream alluvial fans.

Development – For purposes of these guidelines, development includes the installation and construction of roads, utility lines/conveyances, subdivision improvements, buildings, structures, and physical improvements accessory to any of these uses.

Displaced material – Material moved from its original position by a landslide; includes both the depleted and accumulated masses (depletion and accumulation).

Dormant landslide – Inactive landslide that can be reactivated by its original or other causes.

Dormant-historic landslide – Slopes with evidence of previous landslide activity that have undergone most recent movement within preceding 100 years.

Dormant-young landslide – slopes with evidence of previous landslide activity that have undergone most recent movement during an estimated period of 100–5000 years before present.

Dormant-mature landslide – Slopes with evidence of previous landslide activity that have undergone most recent movement during an estimated period of 5000–10,000 years before present.

Dormant-old landslide – Slopes with evidence of previous landslide activity that have undergone most recent movement during an estimated period greater than 10,000 years before present.

Earth – Unconsolidated material that contains 80% or more of inorganic particles smaller than 2 mm (the upper limit of sand-size particles).

Earth fissure – A linear tension crack in the ground that extends upward from the groundwater table and is a direct result of land subsidence caused by groundwater depletion. The surface expression of earth fissures may range from less than a yard to several miles long and from less than half an inch to tens of feet wide. Earth fissures change runoff/flood patterns, break buried pipes and utilities, cause infrastructure to collapse, provide a direct conduit to the groundwater table for contaminants, and may pose a life-safety hazard. Earth fissures can quickly erode into sinkholes/gullies when washed out by surface runoff, and some can experience vertical offset.

Earthquake – A sudden motion or trembling of the Earth as stored elastic strain energy is released by fracture and movement of rocks along a fault.

Earthquake-induced flooding – Flooding caused by a seiche, tectonic subsidence, increase in spring discharge, rise in the water table, or disruption of streams and canals caused by an earthquake. See also, seiche, tectonic subsidence.
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Engineering Geologist – A Utah-licensed geologist, who through education, training, and experience practices in the field of engineering geology. The term “Geologist” as used in this publication, specifically refers to an Engineering Geologist qualified to study the specific geologic hazard(s) identified. The Engineering Geologist in principal charge of investigations should have a minimum of five years of experience in a responsible position in the field of engineering geology either in Utah or in a state with similar geologic hazards.

Engineering geology – The application of the geological sciences to engineering practice for the purpose of assuring that the geologic factors affecting the location, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of engineering works are recognized and adequately provided for in the interest of the public health, safety, and welfare.

Erosion – Removal and transport of soil or rock from a land surface, usually through chemical or mechanical means.

Essential facilities – Infrastructure and facilities intended to remain operational in the event of an adverse geologic event or natural disaster. They include, but are not limited to, those uses listed under Risk Category IV as defined in the International Building Code (IBC, table 1604.5, p. 336; International Code Council, 2014a).

Expansive soil and/or rock – Soil or rock that swells when wetted and shrinks when dried. Typically associated with high clay content, particularly sodium-rich clay.

Fall – Landslide movement that starts with the detachment of soil or rock from a steep slope along a surface on which little or no shear displacement takes place.

Fault – A fracture in the Earth’s crust forming a boundary between rock or soil masses that have moved relative to each other, due to tectonic forces. When the fracture extends to the Earth’s surface, it is known as a surface-fault rupture, or fault trace.

Fault scarp – A steep slope or cliff formed by movement along a fault.

Fault setback – A specified distance on either side of a fault within which essential facilities and other structures designed for human occupancy are not permitted.

Fault trace, or surface-fault rupture – The intersection of a fault plane with the ground surface, often present as a fault scarp, or detected as a lineament.

Fault zone – A corridor of variable width along one or more fault traces, within which deformation has occurred.

Flank – Non-displaced material adjacent to the sides of the rupture surface of a landslide; compass directions are preferable in describing the flanks, but “left” and “right” can be used looking downslope.

Flow – A spatially continuous movement in which surfaces of shear are short-lived, closely spaced, and usually not preserved. The distribution of velocities in the displaced mass resembles that of a viscous liquid.

Geologic evaluation – The review of a geologic study area to determine the hazard potential relative to the proposed development, and to verify the need for geologic studies and reports. Geologic evaluations are performed by Engineering Geologists, or Geotechnical Engineers with input from Engineering Geologists.

Geologic study area – A potential geologically hazardous area, within which geologic-hazard investigations are required prior to development.

Geologically hazardous area – An area that, because of its susceptibility to a geologic hazard, is not suitable for the siting of structures designed for human occupancy or critical facilities, consistent with public health or safety concerns, unless the hazard is mitigated to an acceptable and reasonable level.

Geotechnical Engineer: A professional, Utah-licensed engineer who, through education, training and experience, is competent in the field of geotechnical engineering and should have either (1) a graduate degree in civil engineering, with an emphasis in geotechnical engineering; or a B.S. degree in civil engineering with 12 semester hours of post-B.S. credit in geotechnical
engineering, or course content closely related to evaluation of geologic hazards, from an accredited college or university; or (2) five full years of experience in a responsible position in the field of geotechnical engineering in Utah, or in a state with similar geologic hazards and regulatory environment, and experience demonstrating knowledge and application of appropriate techniques in geologic-hazards investigations.

Geotechnical Engineering: The investigation and engineering evaluation of earth materials including soil, rock, and man-made materials and their interaction with earth retention systems, foundations, and other civil engineering works. The practice involves the fields of soil mechanics, rock mechanics, and earth sciences and requires knowledge of engineering laws, formulas, construction techniques, and performance evaluation of engineering.

Ground shaking – The shaking or vibration of the ground during an earthquake.

Hazard mitigation – An action taken to avoid, minimize, or compensate for the risk to human life and public and private property from identified hazards.

Holocene – The period of time between about 11,700 years ago and the present (Holocene Epoch). Also the geologic deposits that formed during that time (Holocene Series). See also, Quaternary.

Hyperconcentrated flow – Slurry of rock, soil, organic matter, and water (generally 20%–60% sediment by volume) that flows down channels and onto alluvial fans. May be initiated by erosion during a cloudburst storm or by a shallow (slip surface generally less than 10 feet deep) slope failure on a steep mountain slope. Hyperconcentrated flows can travel long distances from their source areas, presenting hazards to life and property along stream channels and on or near downstream alluvial fans.

Lake flooding – Flooding around a lake caused by a rise in lake level.

Landslide – General term referring to a wide variety of mass-movement landforms and processes involving the downslope transport, under gravitational influence, of soil and rock materials

Liquefaction – Sudden, large decrease in shear strength of a saturated, cohesionless soil (generally sand, silt) caused by a collapse of soil structure and temporary increase in pore water pressure during earthquake ground shaking. Liquefaction may induce ground failure, including lateral spreads and flow-type landslides.

Main scarp – Steep surface of undisturbed material at the upslope extent of a landslide; caused by movement of the displaced material away from the undisturbed ground; the visible part of the surface of rupture.

Mine subsidence – Subsidence of the ground surface due to the collapse of underground mines; may also cause earth fissures.

Minor scarp – Steep surface on the displaced material of a landslide produced by differential movements within the displaced material.

Non-buildable area – An area that contains a geologic hazard that presents an unreasonable and unacceptable risk, such that the siting of structures designed for human occupancy, critical facilities, and other specified development improvements are prohibited in that area by permitting agencies.

Non-engineered fill – Soil, rock, or other fill material placed by humans without engineering specification, observation, and testing. Such fill may be uncompacted, contain voids and/or oversize, low-strength, and/or decomposable material; may be subject to differential subsidence; and may have a low bearing capacity and/or poor stability characteristics.

Organic deposits (peat) – An unconsolidated surface deposit of semi-carbonized plant remains in a water-saturated environment, such as a bog or swamp. May also occur as thin interbeds in soil or in a dried-out condition. Organic deposits are highly compressible, have a high water-holding capacity, can oxidize and shrink rapidly when drained, and may combust under certain circumstances.
Piping – Subsurface erosion of soil or rock by groundwater flow, forming narrow voids. Pipes can remove support of overlying soil and rock, resulting in collapse.

Problem soil and rock – Geologic materials having characteristics that make them susceptible to volumetric changes, collapse, subsidence, or other engineering geologic problems.

Quaternary – The period of time between 2.6 million years ago and the present (Quaternary Period). Also the geologic deposits that formed during that time (Quaternary System). The Quaternary comprises the Holocene and Pleistocene Epochs/Series. See also, Holocene.

Radon – A radioactive gas that occurs naturally through the decay of uranium and radium. Radon can be present in high concentrations in soil derived from rock such as granite, shale, phosphate, and certain metamorphic rocks. Exposure to elevated levels of radon can cause an increased risk of lung cancer.

Reactivated landslide – Landslide that is again active after being inactive.

Relic landslide – Landslide that clearly developed under different geomorphic conditions, perhaps thousands of years ago.

Rockfall – The relatively free falling or precipitous movement of rock from a slope by rolling, falling, toppling, or bouncing. The rockfall runout zone encompasses the area at risk from falling rocks below a rockfall source.

Rotational slide – Landslide in which the surface of rupture is curved concave upward and movement is roughly rotational about an axis parallel to the ground surface and transverse across the landslide.

Rupture surface – Surface that forms, or has formed, the lower boundary of the displaced material of a landslide below the original ground surface.

Sediment bulking – Erosion and incorporation of channel sediment by a debris flow.

Sensitive clay – Clay soil that experiences a particularly large loss of strength when disturbed, and therefore is subject to failure during earthquake ground shaking.

Setback, geologic hazard – An area subject to risk from a geologic hazard, within which construction of critical facilities and structures designed for human occupancy are not permitted.

Shallow bedrock – Bedrock at depths sufficiently shallow to be encountered in construction excavations.

Shallow groundwater – Groundwater at depths sufficiently shallow to be encountered in construction excavations, typically within 10 feet of the ground surface or less. A rising water table can cause flooding of basements, crawlspaces, and septic drain fields.

Slide – A downslope movement of a soil or rock mass occurring dominantly on surfaces of rupture or on relatively thin zones of intense shear strain.

Slope failure – Downslope movement of soil or rock by falling, toppling, sliding, or flowing. See also, landslide.

Slope stability analysis – Analysis of static and dynamic stability of engineered and natural slopes of soil and rock.

Soil – Aggregate of solid, typically inorganic particles that either was transported or was formed in situ by weathering of rock; subdivided into earth and debris.

Soluble soil or rock (karst) – Soil or rock containing minerals that are soluble in water, such as calcium carbonate (principal component of limestone), dolomite, and gypsum. Dissolution of minerals and rocks can cause subsidence and formation of sinkholes.
Spread – An extension of a cohesive soil or rock mass combined with a general subsidence of the fractured mass of cohesive material into softer underlying material.

Stabilized landslide – Landslide that has stopped moving after mitigation measures have been applied.

Stream flooding – Overbank flooding of floodplains along streams; area subject to flooding generally indicated by extent of floodplain or calculated extent of the 100- or 500-year flood.

Structure designed for human occupancy – Any building or structure containing a habitable space, or classified as an assembly, business, educational, factory and industrial, institutional, mercantile, or residential occupancy classification under the adopted International Building Code.

Subsidence – Permanent lowering of the normal level of the ground surface by hydrocompaction, piping, karst, collapse of underground mines, loading, decomposition or oxidation of organic soil, faulting, groundwater mining, or settlement of non-engineered fill.

Surface faulting (surface fault rupture) – Propagation of an earthquake-generating fault rupture to the ground surface, displacing the surface and forming a scarp.

Suspended landslide – Landslide that have moved within the last annual cycle of seasons but that are not moving at present.

Talus – Accumulated rock fragments lying at the base of a cliff or a steep rocky slope.

Tectonic subsidence – Lowering and tilting of a basin floor on the downdropped side of a fault during an earthquake.

Toe – Lower, usually curved, margin of the displaced material of a landslide, the most distant from the top of a landslide.

Topple – A forward rotation out of the slope of a mass of soil or rock about a point or axis below the center of gravity of the displaced mass.

Translational – Type of landslide that moves along a roughly planar surface with little rotation or backward tilting.

Trigger – Cause that puts a slope into a marginal state of activity leading to a landslide.

Zone of accumulation – Portion of a landslide within which the displaced material lies above the original ground surface.

Zone of depletion – Portion of a landslide within which the displaced material lies below the original ground surface.
APPENDIX C
LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING (LIDAR)
BACKGROUND AND APPLICATION

Bare-earth lidar DEM showing the Bonneville and Provo shorelines of Pleistocene Lake Bonneville and the trace of the Wasatch fault zone. Image credit: Adam McKeen.

LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING (LIDAR)
BACKGROUND AND APPLICATION

by Steve D. Bowman, Ph.D., P.E., P.G.

INTRODUCTION

Light detection and ranging (lidar) technology uses transmitted and reflected laser pulses to measure the distance to an object. Lidar transmitted from an airborne platform (fixed-wing aircraft or helicopter) is commonly used to determine ground surface elevations to create highly accurate, bare-earth digital elevation models (DEM). A lidar instrument can send many thousands of laser pulses at a rapid rate, which allows a high point spacing density, much greater than is possible using traditional surveying methods. Landslides (figure C1), fault scarps (figure C2), earth fissures (figure C3), and other features that are difficult or not possible to detect visually because of vegetation, access, or other issues, may often be clearly shown in lidar data.

Unlike radar interferometry (InSAR), most lidar data are acquired by private aerial imaging and mapping firms. In 1996, only one vendor was selling commercial lidar systems (Balsavias, 1999); today there are numerous commercial vendors producing lidar scanning systems including Leica Geosystems, Toposys (now Trimble), Optech, and Riegl, along with numerous aerial imaging and mapping firms employing the technology. Most of these systems are small and light enough to be installed and operated in small, single-engine aircraft, and more recently, in remotely operated, unmanned aircraft.

LIDAR BACKGROUND AND ACQUISITION

First developed in the 1960s with early laser components (Miller, 1965; Shepherd, 1965), lidar has evolved from simple electronic distance measurement systems used in surveying (Shan and Toth, 2009) into a sophisticated surface mapping technique on multiple platforms, including terrestrial, airborne, or spaceborne. Lidar may be applied using one of two general methods: profiling or scanning. Profiling involves acquiring elevation data along a single flight path of the platform. Scanning involves acquiring elevation data along a swath parallel to the flight path of the platform, or in the case of terrestrial scanners, along a path parallel to the angular rotation path of the stationary scanner. In addition, the reflected light backscatter, intensity, and other parameters can be measured for additional applications. Lidar can measure the ground surface with accuracies of a few inches horizontally and a few tenths of inches vertically (Carter and others, 2001) and can penetrate thick vegetation canopies as shown on figure C1 from the Snowbasin, Utah, area. For more detailed information than provided here, Renslow (2012) provides a comprehensive review of airborne lidar systems and processing.

Lidar may be acquired from three different platforms: terrestrial, airborne, and spaceborne. The most common acquisition platform is airborne, with the lidar unit mounted in the floor of an airplane or helicopter (figure C4). Terrestrial lidar is commonly used to map steep slopes, such as cut or mine slopes, and fault or landslide scarps.

Due to the long path length of emitted and reflected laser light, spaceborne lidar systems require high-power lasers with high electrical input requirements. Consequently, few spaceborne lidar systems are in use, with the exception of profiling systems, which are typically employed for atmospheric and/or ocean monitoring and research, such as the NASA ICESat satellite (NASA, 2010).

Lidar systems typically use either a neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) or gallium arsenide (GaAs) laser (Shan and Toth, 2009) driven by a power source and sophisticated electronics, and for aircraft acquisition, are coupled with a GPS or more recently, a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) inertial measurement unit (IMU) to determine precise three-dimensional position information. Figure C5 shows a Leica ALS70 instrument mounted in an aircraft used for the 2011 State of Utah acquisition. The position information is used during processing raw sensor data to point cloud and to bare-earth data to correct for aircraft flight path drift (yaw, pitch, and roll) and other irregularities. During acquisition of terrestrial lidar, each instrument location is measured with GPS or GNSS, which is used for subsequent processing to a three-dimensional model.

While scanning systems generally comprise a laser aimed at a rotating mirror, various manufacturers use different methods, including standard rotating mirrors (Optech and Leica Geosystems ALS scanners); rotating optical polygon scanners (Reigl scanners); Palmer scanning with a wobbling mirror (NASA Airborne Topographic Mapper [ATM] and Airborne Oceanographic Lidar [AOL] scanners); and tilted, rotating mirrors with a fiber optic array (Toposys scanners) (Leica Geosystems, 2008a; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2008; Shan and Toth, 2009).
Lidar data acquired from the reflected laser pulses (figures C6 and C7) are converted to raw point cloud data—a collection of range measurements (straight-line distance from platform system to the imaged ground surface) and sensor orientation parameters (Fernandez and others, 2007) in the lidar system. The intensity of returned laser pulses can also be used to determine general surface texture, although ground surface classification can be difficult.

For use in elevation and most geologic studies, the point cloud data must first be converted to bare-earth data that have vegetation and other non-native features (buildings, etc.) removed, and then be georeferenced to a coordinate system. The point cloud data are converted by using the range and orientation of each laser shot (pulse) to place the shot in a three-dimensional reference frame (Fernandez and others, 2007). Bare-earth lidar data may then be processed by a variety of remote sensing image software to develop DEMs, shaded-relief hillshade and slopeshade images at various sun (illumination) angles, or a combination of these image types. Hillshade images show the ground surface illuminated from a particular angle, in a line-of-sight style. Slopeshade images show the ground surface slope angle with steep slopes shaded and shallow slopes illuminated so topography is not masked by illumination shadow. Digital surface models (DSM) can also be produced that retain vegetation and non-native features, representing the highest return of the imaged surface. Often, numerous shaded-relief images with different illumination angles are needed for interpretation of fault scarps, landslides, and other geologic features, due to different feature aspect angles and will vary with each project and the feature(s) of interest.

**Lidar Data Acquisition and Specifications**

Acquisition of new lidar data should follow specifications matching the specific project for which it is acquired. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), in partnership with several other organizations, developed a comprehensive lidar acquisition, processing, and handling specification (Heidemann, 2018; [https://pubs.usgs.gov/tm/11b4/](https://pubs.usgs.gov/tm/11b4/)) suitable for most geologic projects and is widely used. In addition, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) developed standards for li-
Figure C2. Comparison of 2006 (2 meter), 2011 (1 meter), and 2013–2014 (0.5 meter) airborne lidar imagery (top row) to 2006, 2011, and 2014 (1 meter; bottom row) National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) imagery in the International Center area, Salt Lake City, Utah. Fault scarps indicated by red arrows show traces of the Granger fault, West Valley fault zone, that are clearly visible in the lidar imagery, but barely visible to undetectable in the NAIP imagery. Salt Lake International Airport visible to the right on each image. Data from the AGRC (2006b, 2009).

Lidar data used in flood mapping analyses included in RiskMap (Bellomo, 2010) that integrate with the USGS specification. One-meter or better ground cell size data is often needed for detailed landslide, fault, and other geologic investigations as shown on figure C2.

The Utah Geological Survey (UGS) and Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center (AGRC) partners with other governmental agencies to acquire lidar data in Utah, and collectively has acquired over 44,898 square miles of 0.5- and 1-meter data. If lidar data is acquired for a specific project, we suggest consider donating the data to AGRC for public distribution (contact information available at https://gis.utah.gov/about/contact/) once the project is complete.

Issues with Lidar Acquisition and Processing

Variable vegetation and tree canopy cover density and thickness and/or steep, mountainous terrain can result in difficult post-acquisition processing of the raw lidar data to bare-earth data. Vegetation-related issues can introduce additional height error and may cause additional scattering of the transmitted laser pulse, resulting in less laser energy reflected back to the receiving sensor. Various laser backscatter methods may be used to resolve canopy height issues. Increased flight line overlap may be needed in steep, mountainous areas to ensure adequate ground point density and to minimize potential shadow areas. These issues can be reduced with good project specifications, should be addressed by the data acquisition vendor prior to data delivery, and should be checked during a quality control process by the data purchaser before final data acceptance.

Lidar coverage in Utah is mainly limited to urban areas, and has predominantly been collected for FEMA RiskMap flood map-
Figure C3. Comparison of 2011 bare-earth lidar image (left; Knudsen and others, 2014, data from UGS, 2011) and 2011 National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP; AGRC, 2011) 1-meter color orthophoto imagery (right) showing where Enoch-graben-west fissures intersect the Parkview and Legacy Estates subdivisions. Fissures that are clearly identifiable in the lidar image are barely visible to undetectable in the NAIP imagery, particularly in the southern half of the image. Shading added to highlight fissure traces. Graphics generated by Tyler Knudsen, Utah Geological Survey, Geologic Hazards Program, 2014.

Figure C4. General imaging geometry of an airborne lidar instrument. Dashed lines indicate reflected laser pulses that may be detected if sensor crosses the reflected path (modified from Leica Geosystems, 2008b).

Lidar data are not directly viewable without suitable software, such as Global Mapper (https://www.bluemarblegeo.com/products/global-mapper.php), Fusion (http://forsys.cfr.washington.edu/fusion/fusionlatest.html), FugroViewer...
UGS Lidar Data

The UGS acquires lidar data with its partners in support of various geologic mapping and research projects. In 2011, approximately 1902 square miles (4927 km²) of 1-meter lidar data was acquired for the Cedar and Parowan Valleys, Great Salt Lake shoreline/wetland areas, Hurricane fault zone, Lowry Water area, Ogden Valley, and North Ogden, Utah. The 2011 lidar acquisition was performed by Utah State University, LASSI Service Center through a partnership with AGRC and the Utah Division of Emergency Management (UDEM).

In late 2013, the UGS and its partners acquired 0.5-meter lidar of Salt Lake and Utah Valleys, the West Valley fault zone, and along the entire length of the Wasatch fault zone from north of Malad City, Idaho, south to Fayette, Utah. The 2013 lidar acquisition was performed by Watershed Sciences, Inc. through a partnership with AGRC, USGS, Salt Lake County Surveyors Office, and UDEM.

The 2011 datasets include raw LAS (industry standard lidar format), LAS, DEM, DSM, and metadata (XML metadata, project tile indexes, and area completion reports) files. This lidar data is available from the AGRC Raster Data Discovery Application (DEM data and metadata only, [https://mapserv.utah.gov/raster](https://mapserv.utah.gov/raster)), is included in the USGS National Elevation Dataset ([https://ned.usgs.gov/](https://ned.usgs.gov/)) that is part of The National Map (DEM data and metadata only, [https://nationalmap.gov/viewer.html](https://nationalmap.gov/viewer.html)), and OpenTopography (all data and metadata, [http://www.opentopography.org/id/OTLAS.042013.26912.1](http://www.opentopography.org/id/OTLAS.042013.26912.1)).

The datasets acquired by the UGS and its partners are in the public domain and can be freely distributed with proper credit to the UGS and its partners. For more information about UGS lidar acquisitions and data, see [https://geology.utah.gov/map-pub/data-databases/lidar/](https://geology.utah.gov/map-pub/data-databases/lidar/).

Data Analysis

Bare-earth lidar data can be used to create DEMs (often supplied by the vendor), and subsequently to determine ground
subsidence and for ground surface modeling, and/or hillshade and slopeshade images that can be used for geologic feature mapping, such as landslides (figure C1), faults (figure C2), scarp (figures C1 and C2), shorelines, etc. Often, numerous shaded-relief (hillshade and slopeshade) images with different illumination angles are needed for interpretation of fault scarp, landslides, and other geologic features, due to different feature aspect angles and will vary with each project and the feature(s) of interest. Use of GIS software will assist with geologic mapping, by allowing various data sets, such as aerial orthoimagery, to be overlain on the lidar data.

Landslides

Landslides may be difficult to detect using aerial photography in vegetated areas, as illustrated on figure C1. Bare-earth DEMs with hillshade and/or slopeshade illumination methods are often used to delineate landslides and internal landslide features. McDonald and Giraud (in preparation) used 1-meter lidar data in the Lowry Water area of the Wasatch Plateau to map and inventory landslides at a scale of 1:12,000 in a densely vegetated (conifer forest and brush) area.

Faults

Traditionally, faults have been mapped using a combination of low-sun-angle (preferably stereoscopic) aerial photography and field reconnaissance. Additional information on aerial photography is available in chapter 2 of this publication. However, small fault scarp may not be visible on aerial photography, and/or barely visible in the field. A lidar-derived slopeshade image with a slope gradient from 0 to 45 degrees (white to black) is often useful in mapping. McKean and Hylland (2013) used 1-meter lidar data near Great Salt Lake for mapping subtle fault scarp that were not apparent on aerial photography, and were very difficult to recognize in the field, as a part of geologic mapping of the Baileys Lake quadrangle. Starting in 2014, the UGS mapped traces of the Wasatch fault zone at a scale of 1:10,000 using 0.5-meter lidar data (Harty and McKean, 2015; Hiscock and Hylland, 2015). Fault trace mapping at this level of detail and scale would not be possible without high-quality lidar data.

Earth Fissures

Lidar is often invaluable for mapping earth fissures. While larger earth fissures with significant vertical and/or horizontal displacement are often visible on aerial photography, smaller to “hairline” earth fissures are often not visible on aerial photography, due to light or no vertical displacement and/or contrast change across the fissure. Knudsen and others (2014) used 1-meter lidar data of Cedar Valley to map over 8.3 miles of earth fissures, while previous aerial-photography-based mapping only revealed 3.9 miles of fissures.

Ground Subsidence

For determining ground subsidence, at least one repeat data acquisition is required to determine the magnitude using lidar data. However, several repeat acquisitions would be necessary to determine the ongoing rate of ground subsidence over a specified time period. These acquisitions must be timed correctly to avoid snow cover and to have similar vegetation coverage conditions to ensure similar data processing of each lidar acquisition. Once two or more DEMs are available over an area, they can be subtracted from each other to determine the change in elevation over a given time period. By using three or more DEMs and the corresponding elevation differences, an estimate of the rate of change in elevation can be determined.

The rate of change may also be influenced by seasonal changes in groundwater levels and ground temperature that may overprint ground subsidence changes, as soil material volume changes result in an inflation or deflation signal. The major drawbacks to this method are the relatively high cost of lidar data when used in a repeat acquisition application and the variable vertical accuracy of the data, which can be significant if data acquisition is not carefully controlled.

CONCLUSIONS

Lidar is a valuable new tool for detecting, mapping, and understanding geologic hazards, particularly in areas that are difficult to access and/or visually observe, and is often critical to use in highly vegetated areas. Lidar has allowed the mapping of many geologic hazards at unprecedented levels of detail that was not possible previously using traditional methods. Geologic hazard investigations should utilize lidar data whenever possible, and on large and/or complex projects where data does not currently exist, lidar data acquisition should be seriously considered with data donated to the public domain where possible.
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InSAR interferogram of Cedar Valley, Utah, and vicinity.

INTERFEROMETRIC SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (INSAR) BACKGROUND AND APPLICATION

by Steve D. Bowman, Ph.D., P.E., P.G.

INTRODUCTION

Radar interferometry is a process of using phase differences between two or more correlated radar images over the same area to measure surface displacements or topography. Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) may now be applied worldwide, due to the availability of high-quality interferometric datasets from various spaceborne (ERS-1, ERS-2, JERS-1, ALOS, Radarsat-1, Radarsat-2, ENVISAT, SRTM, SIR-C, TerraSAR-X, TanDEM-X, and COSMO-SKYMED) and airborne platforms. Only ALOS-2, Radarsat-2, Sentinel-1, TerraSAR-X, TanDEM-X, and COSMO-SKYMED satellites are still operational; ERS-1, ERS-2, ENVISAT, Radarsat-1, ALOS, and JERS-1 have failed.

InSAR Spaceborne Acquisition Platforms

The United States does not have operating synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellites and relies on research and academic data access agreements with the European Space Agency (ESA), the Canadian Space Agency (CSA), and others. Commercial users must purchase all SAR data. However, the United States (National Aeronautics and Space Administration [NASA]) operated the Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) during 11 days in February 2000, and the Shuttle Imaging Radar (SIR-C) mission during 11 days in April 1994, and again in September–October 1994, that flew aboard the Space Shuttle (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2010a, 2010b), along with several other radar satellite platforms that are no longer operational. NASA is currently investigating developing the L- and S-band NISAR radar satellite in a joint mission with the Indian Space Research Organization.

The ESA has a long history of SAR satellites, beginning with the launch of ERS-1 in July 1991, followed by a second edition of the satellite, the ERS-2, in April 1995 (ESA, 2008). During 1995 to 1996, the ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellite tandem mission was developed where the satellite space orbits were adjusted to support InSAR between ERS-1/2 image pairs. The ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites failed in March 2000 (ESA, 2008) and September 2011 (ESA, 2012b), respectively. ESA launched the next-generation radar satellite ENVISAT (which also included other sensors) in March 2002 (ESA, 2010), that failed on April 8, 2012 (ESA, 2012a).

Japan, through their Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), developed the JERS-1 satellite that was launched on February 11, 1992, and ended operation on October 12, 1998 (JAXA, 2010a). JAXA launched the next-generation radar satellite ALOS on January 24, 2006, and ended operation in May 2011 (JAXA, 2010b). JAXA launched ALOS-2, the successor to ALOS, in May 2014 (JAXA, undated). Canada, through the CSA and a partnership with a private company, developed the Radarsat-1 and Radarsat-2 satellites with launches in November 1995 and December 2007, respectively (CSA, 2010). Radarsat-1 failed on March 29, 2013 (CSA, 2013). Germany, through the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and a partnership with a private company, developed the TerraSAR-X satellite that was launched on June 15, 2007 (DLR, 2009), and a tandem, almost identical satellite, TanDEM-X that was launched on June 21, 2010 (DLR, 2010).

InSAR BACKGROUND AND PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

First developed by Richman (1971) and Graham (1974) with very limited datasets, InSAR for mapping surface displacements and topography was later investigated by Zebker and Goldstein (1986), Gabriel and others (1989), Goldstein and others (1993), and many others who contributed new processing techniques. The mapping of coseismic displacements resulting from the 1992 Landers earthquake (Zebker and others, 1994) was one of the early applications of InSAR. Later applications included glacier monitoring, volcano deformation monitoring, landslide detection, subsidence monitoring, and other applications. Hanssen (2001) used InSAR to map the displacement field of the Cerro Prieto geothermal field in Mexico, and documented about 8 cm/year (3.1 inches/year) of subsidence resulting from the extraction of water and steam for geothermal power production. Rosen and others (2000) gave an in-depth review and discussion of InSAR concepts, theory, and applications.

Use of InSAR requires an interferometric dataset, a suitable temporal and spatial baseline, and images that correlate together (matching similar locations in each image). InSAR may be applied in one of two methods: differential or topographic interferometry. Differential InSAR measures small-scale ground displacements due to subsidence, earthquakes, glacier movements, landslides, and other ground movement with the effects of topography removed. Topographic InSAR
measures ground topography with no ground displacement, resulting in a digital elevation model (DEM). A DEM can be thought of as a three-dimensional topographic map. Differential InSAR can measure displacements to sub-centimeter accuracy and topographic InSAR can measure topography to tens of meters, depending on sensor and platform characteristics. As shown on figure D1, two satellite image acquisitions with slightly different satellite locations (defined as Orbit 1 and Orbit 2 locations) are needed for InSAR.

**InSAR Theory**

Radar interferometry works by measuring the phase differences of two complex-format radar images or images that retain phase information (real and imaginary electrical components of the reflected radar signal). Standard radar images do not retain phase information and cannot be used in InSAR processing and analysis. The interferometric phase, \( \phi \) is defined as:

\[
\phi = \phi_1 - \phi_2 = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \left( \rho_2 - \rho_1 \right)
\]

where \( \phi_1 \) = phase of Image #1, \( \phi_2 \) = phase of Image #2, \( \lambda \) = radar wavelength, \( \rho_1 \) = range of Image #1, and \( \rho_2 \) = range of Image #2 (Rosen and others, 2000). Figure D2 shows the imaging geometry of a radar satellite during data acquisition, including the range direction.

The two complex-format radar images typically have short temporal and spatial baselines—the time between the two image acquisitions and the distance between the imaging locations (satellite three-dimensional position) of the two images, respectively. The two images must also cover nearly the same area on the ground surface. The critical baseline, \( B_c \) or maximum baseline distance that can be processed, is defined as:

\[
B_c = \frac{\lambda r}{2 \cdot R \cos \theta}
\]

where \( \lambda \) = radar wavelength, \( r \) = radar path length, \( R \) = ground range resolution, and \( \theta \) = local incidence angle (Hanssen, 2001). Table D1 shows the common spaceborne radar platforms and operating radar bands. For C-band systems, \( B_c \approx 1100 \) m; L-band systems, \( B_c \approx 4500 \) m; and X-band systems, \( B_c \approx 100 \) m. The actual usable baseline for ERS-1/2 and Radarsat-1/2 (C-band platforms) is typically 500–600 m or less. Two radar images that generally match the above characteristics can form an interferometric pair.

InSAR data processing generally begins with raw sensor data, or single-look complex (SLC) data, and involves raw data processing and co-registering two or more images. The second image (and others if used) must be precisely aligned with the first image with sub-pixel accuracy; otherwise, additional
error is introduced into the process and later processing steps will fail. After co-registration, the complex phase information of the first image is multiplied by the conjugate (inverse) phase of the second image to generate an interferogram or interference image.

The interferogram contains topographic and ground displacement information with each cycle of phase (or phase change of 0 to 2π radians) representing a specific quantity of change. At this point in the processing chain, the interferogram is in radar coordinates, which later must be registered to ground coordinates (such as latitude/longitude, Universal Transverse Mercator [UTM], or other coordinate system).

### Phase Unwrapping

One of the most difficult steps in InSAR processing is the phase unwrapping process. This process utilizes the phase information from the interferogram to determine the magnitude of surface displacements or topography (depending on the analysis method) present in the image. Phase unwrapping may use branch-cut, least squares, and error minimization criteria methods (Rosen and others, 2000). Branch-cut methods utilize phase differences and integrating that difference. The phase-unwrapped solution should be independent of the path of integration (Madsen and Zebker, 1998); however, this may not always be the case. Phase residues may result from this process, across which phase unwrapping is not possible. If an area is enclosed by these errors, the area will not be unwrapped, and no information will be obtained. Many of the branch-cut algorithms are automated and do not require user intervention during processing. An existing DEM, which must cover all of the ground area covered in the radar image, is often used to generate seed points to help in automatic guiding of the phase unwrapping process. Least squares phase unwrapping follows the general procedures of the branch-cut methods, but with least-squares estimation.

Figure D3 shows a final, unwrapped, geocoded interferogram from Envisat data of Cedar Valley (Iron County) and the surrounding region. Specific color fringes in the Beryl-Enterprise area, Quichipa Lake, and Enoch graben show vertical displacement directly related to ground subsidence. The variable colors in the rest of the image are the result of incomplete removal of topography and/or atmospheric noise in the data.

After phase unwrapping of the interferogram and depending on the analysis method used, a displacement map may be generated if the effects of topography are removed using an existing DEM, or a DEM may be created if the interferogram contains little to no surface displacements.

### Issues With InSAR Processing

Problems associated with InSAR are chiefly (1) shadowing present in the original radar data from topographic relief (particularly when applied to mapping mountainous areas where steep mountains block the inclined radar signal), and (2) decorrelation caused by changes in the imaged area. These changes may be due to freezing, thawing, precipitation, vegetation, 

---

**Table D1. Radar bands, wavelengths, and InSAR spaceborne platforms showing year date ranges of operation and launch/operating country.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radar Band</th>
<th>Wavelength Range (cm)</th>
<th>Civilian Space InSAR Platforms&lt;sup&gt;1,2&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>2.4 – 3.8</td>
<td>X-SAR (SIR-C, 1994, USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STRM (2000, USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Radarsat-1 (1995-2013, Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RISAT-1 (2012–2017, India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>8 – 15</td>
<td>Seasat&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt; (1978, USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SIR-C (1994, USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALOS (2006-2011, Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>15 – 30</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 EU – European Union, USA – United States of America.
2 All systems are satellite-based, with the exception of SIR-C and SRTM, which were flown on the now-defunct Space Shuttle.
3 The USA's only civilian radar satellite, Seasat, operated for 105 days in 1978 (JPL, 1998). Seasat data has been used in some InSAR analysis; however, the data was never intended to be used for InSAR, custom processing software is required, and products are relatively poor when compared to more modern data products.
wind, motion of water, and human-induced changes, such as changes in land use. Agricultural fields are constantly changing due to vegetation (crop) changes in height and size, and from tilling of fields that may cause significant decorrelation. Vegetated areas may also exhibit decorrelation, due to wind moving vegetation, such as in forests.

Increased time between two radar image acquisitions will result in increased temporal decorrelation and is directly related to ground surface parameters. Zebker and Villasenor (1992) found that increasing the time between acquisitions decreased correlation significantly for lava flows and forests in Oregon; however, the Death Valley, California, valley floor did not experience this correlation decrease. Some geographic areas typically have low temporal decorrelation, including many desert and low-vegetation-density areas; high-temporal-decorrelation areas include many moderately to highly vegetated and/or forested areas, active agricultural lands, and other areas subject to surface disturbance. Persistent scatterers, a relatively new technique utilizing point scatterers (Hooper and others, 2004), may be used to match common points between radar images, such as the centers of pivoting agricultural sprinklers, reflective metallic objects that may act as near-corner reflectors, or other stationary reflective objects.

**SAR DATA AVAILABILITY AND PROCESSING**

SAR data suitable for use in differential interferometric processing is available for many areas in Utah from ESA (ERS-1, ERS-2, and ENVISAT) and Japanese (ALOS and ALOS-2) satellites. InSAR satellites have commonly been designed, launched, and managed by joint government-commercial funding and operation agreements, and as such, two cost levels of data exist. Academic and government researchers typically acquire data through governmental agreements and partnerships, with data access proposals often required. All other use requires commercial purchase from private vendors, and all data is typically subject to third-party data transfer restrictions. Commercial purchases of ERS-1, ERS-2, and ENVISAT data in the existing ESA data archive cost approximately $560 per scene (2013).

Due to the large amount of data generated by a radar system, available satellite on-board data storage, and high power (electrical) use of a radar system, radar data is not continuously acquired as in other imaging satellites, such as the Landsat series (1-7). Rather, specific, pre-determined areas of the Earth’s surface are imaged on each path of the satellite within

---

**Figure D3.** Unwrapped interferogram of an entire Envisat frame, processed by the UGS, covering the time period of August 11, 2009, to August 31, 2010, showing significant subsidence near Quichapa Lake, Enoch graben, and the Beryl-Enterprise area resulting from groundwater withdrawal. Each specific color cycle represents 3 cm of deformation; the variable colors in the rest of the image are the result of incomplete removal of topography and/or atmospheric noise in the data. Area outside the Envisat frame shown in black on the edges; black areas within interferogram denote areas of no data from shadowing or from no correlation between the two images used to create the interferogram. Envisat data ©2009, 2010 European Space Agency.
the power and data storage capabilities of the satellite. These pre-determined areas are based on requirements of the satellite program, scientific investigator requests, and commercial purchases. In many cases, radar data are downlinked to ground stations within radio receiving range (ground station mask), so additional data may be acquired beyond the limits of onboard data storage, or are transmitted to a satellite communications network that in turn transmits to ground stations. This pre-planning and equipment adds additional cost to new data acquisitions, which is reflected in the higher cost of new acquisitions to the end-user.

**Data Analysis and Applications**

Due to the complexities of processing InSAR data, and that most InSAR processing software is generally expensive (commercial versions) or difficult to obtain (due to licensing and/or export restrictions), prospective users of InSAR should seek out a competent remote sensing researcher familiar with InSAR data and processing.

InSAR is particularly suited to detecting and monitoring ground deformation, such as that caused by seismic deformation and groundwater-withdrawal- or mining-induced land subsidence. Prior to the widespread use of lidar, InSAR was used to create DEMs, and is still used to create DEMs of large areas today, such as in Alaska and Antarctica, although with lower resolution (larger ground cell size) than lidar.

**Seismic Deformation**

Detecting and monitoring seismic deformation was one of the early applications of InSAR, including the 1999 Mw 7.1 Hector Mine, California, earthquake (Simons and others, 2002). However, InSAR has yet to be applied in Utah for seismic deformation as no active faults in the state are known to creep, and a surface rupturing earthquake has not occurred in Utah since InSAR data have become available.

**Ground Subsidence**

InSAR has been applied to detecting and monitoring ground subsidence throughout the Intermountain West, including for groundwater-withdrawal-induced subsidence in Utah (Forester, 2006, 2012; Knudsen and others, 2014), Nevada (Katzenstein, 2008), and Arizona (Arizona Department of Water Resources, undated). Interferograms and derivative ground deformation maps can be used to show areas and magnitudes of ground deformation that can assist with developing detailed ground deformation monitoring and groundwater management programs.

**CONCLUSIONS**

InSAR is a valuable, evolving tool for detecting, mapping, and understanding geologic hazards, particularly related to ground deformation, such as that caused by seismic deformation and groundwater-withdrawal- or mining-induced land subsidence. Large surface areas can be covered with repeat coverages, allowing time-series analysis of deformation. InSAR has allowed the mapping of ground deformation at unprecedented levels of detail over large regional areas that was not possible previously using traditional methods.

**REFERENCES**
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Mississippian and Tertiary bedrock (left) is mantled by Lake Bonneville gravels above Salt Lake City. The Warm Springs fault scarp, where not removed by aggregate mining, trends along the right side of the photograph towards downtown. Photo by Adam McKean.
The Geologic Hazard Model Ordinance by the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) is based on work with Morgan County in updating their geologic hazards ordinance, and prior geologic hazard ordinances used in Draper City, Salt Lake City, and Salt Lake County, Utah. The current Morgan County ordinance was developed by Lance Evans, Elliott Lips, Andy Harris, Mark Miller, Rich Giraud, and Steve Bowman, based on the prior county ordinance and extensive new information. Many individuals too numerous to list here have aided in preparing and writing the prior ordinances over the years and their work was critical in developing the current model ordinance. The model ordinance reflects the statewide adopted 2018 International Building Code and related standards.

The Geologic Hazards Model Ordinance presented below was made to be easily adaptable to conditions in Utah cities and counties. The UGS has not published comprehensive geologic hazard maps for all of Utah. However, Geologic Hazard Study Areas are defined in the ordinance for areas where current mapping is not available, based upon specific geologic and other conditions.

Adapting and Using the Model Ordinance

Sections of text within the model ordinance that need to be customized for each city or county are denoted in brackets []. Bracketed text as [x] should have the city or county name inserted in its place, as [unincorporated x/City/County] should have one word selected, and [various text] should be adjusted to your specific requirements. Some [various text] bracket text can be deleted, depending upon your specific situation. Text indicated as [list of geologic units specific to your area] delineate a list of specific geologic units from recent UGS mapping of your city or county that have characteristics contributing to the specific listed hazard.

GEOLOGIC HAZARD MODEL ORDINANCE

1.1 – Purpose

The purpose of this geologic hazard ordinance is to promote and protect the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of [x], protect the infrastructure and financial health of [x], and minimize adverse effects of geologic hazards to public health, safety, and property by encouraging wise land use and development.

1.2 – Definitions

As used in this geologic hazard ordinance, the following terms have the following meanings:

ACCEPTABLE AND REASONABLE RISK: No loss or significant injury to occupants, no release of hazardous or toxic substances, and minimal structural damage to buildings or infrastructure during a hazard event allowing occupants egress outside.

ACCESSORY BUILDING: Any structure not designed for human occupancy, which may include tool or storage sheds, gazebos, and swimming pools. Accessory dwelling units and
businesses located in accessory buildings must comply with all requirements as buildings designed for human occupancy.

ACTIVITY CLASS OF FAULTS: The activity level of a fault is based on the latest Western States Seismic Policy Council (WSSPC) policy recommendation defining surface faulting (https://www.wsspc.org/public-policy/adopted-recommendations/). WSSPC Policy Recommendation 18-3 states that based on the time of most recent movement: latest Pleistocene-Holocene faults are defined as movement in the past 15,000 years, late Quaternary faults are defined as movement in the past 130,000 years, and Quaternary faults are defined as movement in the past 2,600,000 years.

ALLUVIAL FAN: A fan shaped deposit where a fast-flowing stream flattens, slows, and spreads, typically at the exit of a canyon onto a flatter plain.

AVALANCHE: A large mass of predominantly snow and ice, but may also include a mixture of soil, rock, and/or organic debris that falls, slides, and/or flows rapidly downslope under the force of gravity.

BUILDABLE AREA: Based on an accepted geologic hazard investigation report, the portion of a site not impacted by geologic hazards, or the portion of a site where it is concluded the identified geologic hazards can be mitigated to an acceptable and reasonable risk, and where structures may be safely located. Buildable areas must be clearly marked on approved site plans and/or final approved plats, as appropriate.


CRITICAL FACILITIES: Essential, hazardous, special occupancy, and all Risk Categories III and IV structures, as defined in the statewide adopted International Building Code (IBC), and lifelines, such as major utility, transportation, communication facilities, and their connections to critical facilities.

DEBRIS FLOW: A slurry of rock, soil, organic material, and water transported in an extremely fast and destructive manner that flows down channels and onto and across alluvial fans; includes a continuum of sedimentation events and processes, including debris flows, debris floods, mudflows, sheet flooding, and alluvial fan flooding.

DEVELOPMENT: All critical facilities, subdivisions, single-family dwellings, duplexes, and multi-family dwellings, commercial and industrial buildings; also includes additions to or intensification of existing buildings, storage facilities, pipelines and utility conveyances, and other land uses.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGIST: A Utah-licensed Professional Geologist, who, through education, training, and experience, practices in the field of engineering geology and geologic hazards meeting the requirements of Section 1.6.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY: Geologic work that is relevant to engineering and environmental concerns, and the health, safety, and welfare of the public. Engineering geology is the application of geological data, principles, and interpretation affecting the planning, design, construction, and maintenance of engineered works, land use planning, and groundwater issues.

ESSENTIAL FACILITY: Buildings and other structures intended to remain operational in the event of an adverse geologic event, including all structures with an occupancy greater than 1000 shall also be considered IBC Risk Category III when not meeting the criteria for IBC Risk Category IV; and IBC Risk Category IV buildings and other structures are designated as essential (critical) facilities.

FAULT: A fracture in the Earth’s crust forming a boundary between rock and/or soil masses that have moved relative to each other, due to tectonic forces. When the fracture extends to the Earth’s surface, it is known as surface fault rupture, or a fault trace.

FAULT SCARP: A steep slope or cliff formed by movement along a fault.

FAULT SETBACK: A specified distance on either side of a fault within which structures for human occupancy or critical facilities and their structural supports are not permitted.

FAULT TRACE: The intersection of a fault plane with the ground surface, often present as a fault scarp, or detected as a lineament on aerial photographs or other imagery.

FAULT ZONE: A corridor of variable width along one or more fault traces, within which ground deformation has occurred as a result of fault movement.

GEOLOGIC HAZARD: A geologic condition that presents a risk to life, of substantial loss of real property, or of substantial damage to real property (Utah Code 17-27a-103[19]; https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title17/Chapter27A/17-27a-S103.html) and includes, but not limited to surface fault rupture, liquefaction, landslides, slope stability, debris flows, rockfalls, avalanches, radon gas, and other hazards.

GEOLOGIC HAZARD STUDY AREA: A potentially hazardous area as defined in Section 1.4 of this ordinance within which geologic hazard investigations are required prior to development.

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER: A Utah-licensed Professional Engineer who, through education, training, and experience, is competent in the field of geotechnical or geological engineering meeting the requirements of Section 1.6.

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING: The investigation and engineering evaluation of earth materials, including soil,
rock, and manmade materials and their interaction with earth retention systems, foundations, and other civil engineering works. The practice involves the fields of soil and rock mechanics and the earth sciences, and requires the knowledge of engineering laws, formulas, construction techniques, and performance evaluation.

GOVERNING BODY: The [x], or a designee of the [Council/Commission].

HAZARDOUS FAULT: A fault with movement in the past 2,600,000 years (Quaternary).

INFRASTRUCTURE: Those improvements which are required to be installed and guaranteed in conjunction with an approved subdivision or other land use approval. Infrastructure may be public or private, on site or off site, depending on development design, and may include streets, curb, gutter, sidewalk, water and sanitary sewer lines, storm sewers, flood control facilities, and other similar facilities.


LANDSLIDE: The downslope movement of a mass of soil, surficial deposits, and/or bedrock, including a continuum of processes between landslides, earth flows, debris flows, debris avalanches, and rockfalls.

LEGAL LOT OF RECORD: A parcel of land which meets all zoning requirements to be eligible for the development of a dwelling, habitable structure, or other facility or structure, pursuant to all [x] requirements.

LIQUEFACTION: A sudden, large decrease in shear strength of a saturated, cohesionless soil (generally sand and silt) caused by a collapse of soil structure and temporary increase in pore water pressure during earthquake ground shaking. May lead to ground failure, including lateral spreads and flow-type landslides.

NON-BUILDABLE AREA: That portion of a site which a geologic hazard investigation report has concluded is impacted by geologic hazards that present an unreasonable and unacceptable risk, and where the siting of habitable structures, accessory structures which house an accessory dwelling unit or business, or critical facilities, are not permitted.

ROCKFALL: A rock or mass of rock, newly detached from a cliff or other steep slope which moves downslope by falling, rolling, toppling, and/or bouncing; includes rockslides, rockfall avalanches, and talus.

SETBACK: An area subject to risk from a geologic hazard within which habitable structures or critical facilities and their supports are not permitted.

SLOPE STABILITY: The resistance of a natural or constructed slope to failure by landsliding and assessed under both static and dynamic (earthquake-induced) conditions.

SNOW AVALANCHE: See definition of Avalanche.

STRUCTURE DESIGNED FOR HUMAN OCCUPANCY: Any residential dwelling or any other structure used or intended for supporting or sheltering any use or occupancy by humans or businesses, includes all Risk Category II structures as defined in the currently adopted International Building Code, but does not include an accessory building that houses no accessory dwelling unit or business.

TALUS: Rock fragments lying at the base of a cliff or a very steep rocky slope.

[x]: The [x] Public Works Director, Engineer, Planning and Development Services Director, Zoning Administrator, Building Official, Council Administrator, County Council, land use authority, or another [x] employee or designee.

1.3 - Applicability

The regulations contained in this ordinance shall apply to all lands under the jurisdiction of [x]. Every legal lot of record, lot in a proposed land subdivision, and parcel within a Geologic Hazard Study Area as defined by this ordinance must have a safe buildable area for the intended use. Each buildable area must also have access from the nearest existing public or private street which is free of unreasonable and unacceptable geologic hazards. Any geologic hazards which must be mitigated in order to provide a buildable area with acceptable and reasonable access must be mitigated prior to issuance of the final plat approval.

Detached accessory buildings that are not designed for human occupancy are not required to comply with the provisions of this ordinance. In addition, the remodeling of existing structures designed for human occupancy may occur without compliance with this ordinance, if no expansion of the existing structure footprint, foundation, and no structure use change is proposed. Complete or substantial demolition and replacement of structures shall comply with this ordinance.

As defined in the statewide adopted 2018 International Building Code (IBC), Table 1604.5, [x] considers IBC Risk Category III buildings and other structures to represent a substantial hazard to human life in the event of failure, except that any structure with an occupancy greater than 1000 shall also be considered IBC Risk Category IV; and IBC Risk Category IV buildings and other structures are designated as essential (critical) facilities.
1.4 – Geologic Hazard Study Areas

Geologic Hazard Study Areas in [x] are defined as, but are not necessarily limited to:

A. Designated Special Study Areas by the Utah Department of Natural Resources, Utah Geological Survey (UGS, https://geology.utah.gov), including those areas designated per Utah Code 79-3-202(f) around hazardous faults and are in the Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database (https://geology.utah.gov/apps/qfaults); and

B. Surface-fault-rupture hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-B.3; and

C. Landslide hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-C.1; and

D. Liquefaction hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-D.1 and;

E. Debris flow hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-E.1; and

F. Rockfall hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-F.1; and

G. Land subsidence and earth fissure hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-G.1; and

H. Radon gas hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-H.1; and

I. Problem soil and rock hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-I.1; and

J. Snow avalanche hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-J.1; and

K. Geologic-based flood hazard areas defined in Section 1.9-K.1; and

L. Other areas where the topography; geology, including soils and bedrock conditions, either on the subject property or adjacent indicate the presence of geologic hazards, other previously identified geologic hazards; and environmentally sensitive areas that [x] finds to be of significance to the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of [x]; and

M. Site-specific surface-fault-rupture investigations are required for all critical facilities and structures for human occupancy (International Building Code [IBC] Risk Category II, III, and IV) along latest Pleistocene-Holocene faults and for critical facilities (IBC Risk Category IV) along late Quaternary and Quaternary faults. For noncritical facilities for human occupancy (IBC Risk Category II and III) along late Quaternary and Quaternary faults, investigations are recommended, but not required. See the UGS Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database (https://geology.utah.gov/apps/qfaults) to locate Quaternary age faults within [x] and to determine their activity class.

The applicant’s professional consultants will find geologic information available from the UGS and other sources useful in planning site development, preparing for the scoping meeting, and in performing geologic hazard investigations and subsequent analysis. Available UGS information includes:

- Geologic maps (https://geology.utah.gov/apps/intgeomap)
- Geologic hazard maps and data (https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/info/maps)
- Aerial photographs (https://geology.utah.gov/resources/data-databases/aerial-photographs)
- Prior geologic and geotechnical reports (https://geodata.geology.utah.gov)
- Other information (https://geology.utah.gov)


In areas where UGS geologic hazard maps are not available and where geologic maps are used to define Geologic Hazard Study Areas, note that geologic hazard maps are based on significant other data sources beyond geologic maps and that not all of a geologic unit may be prone to geologic hazard(s).

1.5 – Geologic Hazard Investigations and Reports Required for Development

Any applicant requesting land-use approval for a concept plan; preliminary or final plats; a commercial, institutional, or one-, two-, and multi-family dwelling conditional use permit; or site plan approval on a parcel or parcels of land within a Geologic Hazard Study Area or where there are known or readily apparent geologic hazards and the area is not included within a current Geologic Hazard Study Area, shall submit to [x] three wet stamped paper copies and one an unlocked PDF digital copy of a site-specific geologic hazard investigation report that specifically relates to the geologic hazards present on and adjacent to that may affect the site.

1.6 – Minimum Investigator Professional Qualifications

Geologic hazard investigations often involve both engineering geology and geotechnical engineering. Engineering geology investigations shall be performed under the direct supervision of a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist specializing in engineering geology as defined in Section 1.6. Geotechnical engineering investigations shall be performed under the direct supervision of a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer specializing in geotechnical engineering as defined in Section 1.6. Licenses may be verified with the Utah Division of Occupational & Professional Licensing (https://secure.utah.gov/llv/search/index.html).
Engineering geology and the evaluation of geologic hazards is a specialized discipline within the practice of geology requiring the technical expertise and knowledge of techniques not commonly used in other geologic investigations. Therefore, geologic hazard investigations involving engineering geology and geologic hazard investigations shall be conducted, signed, and sealed by a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist specializing in engineering geology and geologic hazards. Proof of qualifications shall be provided to [x] upon request.

The minimum qualifications required by [x] for a Geotechnical Engineer, include:

A. An undergraduate or graduate degree in geology, engineering geology, or geological engineering, or closely related field, from an accredited college or university; and

B. Five full-time years of experience in a responsible position in the field of engineering geology and geologic hazards in Utah, or in a state with similar geologic hazards and regulatory environment, and experience demonstrating the geologist’s knowledge and application of appropriate techniques in geologic hazard investigations; and

C. An active Utah Professional Geologist license in good standing.

Evaluation and mitigation of geologic hazards often require contributions from a qualified Geotechnical Engineer, particularly in the design of mitigation measures. Geotechnical engineering is a specialized discipline within the practice of civil engineering requiring the technical expertise and knowledge of techniques not commonly used in civil engineering. Therefore, geologic hazard investigations that include engineering design and related tasks shall be conducted, signed, and sealed by a Utah-licensed Professional Engineer, specializing in geotechnical engineering and geologic hazards. Proof of qualifications shall be provided to [x] upon request.

The minimum qualifications required by [x] for a Geotechnical Engineer, include:

A. A graduate degree in civil or geological engineering, with an emphasis in geotechnical engineering; or a B.S. degree in civil or geological engineering with 12 semester hours of post B.S. credit in geotechnical engineering, or course content closely related to evaluation of geologic hazards, from an ABET accredited college or university program; and

B. Five full-time years of experience in a responsible position in the field of geotechnical engineering and geologic hazards in Utah, or in a state with similar geologic hazards and regulatory environment, and experience demonstrating the engineer’s knowledge and application of appropriate techniques in geologic hazard investigations; and

C. An active Utah Professional Engineer license in good standing.

1.7 – Preliminary Activities

This section shall apply to any geologic hazard investigation for the purpose of determining the feasibility of land-use approval for a concept plan; preliminary or final plat approval; a commercial, institutional, or one-, two-, or multi-family dwelling conditional use permit; site plan approval; or for the purpose of exploring, evaluating, or establishing locations for permanent improvements. A geologic hazard report shall be submitted to [x] as part of the land-use application, pursuant to the requirements of this ordinance, for any proposed development in a Geologic Hazard Study Area.

A. Prior to a land-use application, the applicant shall schedule a scoping meeting with [x] to evaluate the Engineering Geologist’s and Geotechnical Engineer’s investigative approach and work plan. The investigation approach shall allow for flexibility due to unexpected site conditions. Field findings may require modifications to the work plan. At this meeting, the applicant shall present a work plan that includes the locations of anticipated geologic hazards and proposed subsurface exploratory excavations, such as test pits, trenches, borings, and cone penetrometer test (CPT) soundings, which meet the minimum acceptable regional standards of practice, this ordinance, and includes:

1. A property location map; and

2. A geologic map; and

3. A topographic map with contours; and

4. A slope map or lidar imagery, if available; and

5. A map showing the location of the proposed development, including structures, roads, depths of basements and foundations, etc.; locations of proposed subsurface exploration, such as trenches, borings, test pits, etc.; with a description of the proposed development; and

6. A map showing the slope stability analysis cross-section locations, if existing landslides are present on or near the proposed site and/or slope instability is anticipated.

Upon successful completion of a scoping meeting, an application for an [excavation or grading] permit, as necessary, may be submitted to [x].

B. [x] will arrange for a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist, specializing in engineering geology, to attend the scoping meeting on behalf of the [City/County, at the applicant’s expense]. [x] geologist will provide verbal feedback to the applicant and their consultants regard-
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1.8 – Building Permits on Parcels Recorded Prior to the Effective Date of These Ordinances

A. The following submittals and processes are required prior to the issuance of a building permit for a new or replacement structure designed for human occupancy and additions to structures designed for human occupancy for all parcels recorded prior to the effective date hereof, which are within a Geologic Hazard Study Areas:

1. A statement from an Engineering Geologist identifying the presence or absence of any geologic hazards and describing the buildable area on the lot for the proposed structure; and

2. A statement from a Geotechnical Engineer verifying that the slope stability of the proposed structure location will have a $\geq 1.1$ dynamic (pseudostatic) and $\geq 1.5$ static factor of safety. The statement shall clearly identify the anticipated conditions, such as the seismic ground acceleration and pseudostatic coefficients used, and any required mitigation measures to achieve the required factors of safety; and

3. A statement from a Utah-licensed Professional Structural Engineer stating that they have reviewed the geologic and geotechnical reports, which may be combined into one report, and that they have designed the structure in accordance with the report recommendations, accounting for any identified geologic and geotechnical hazards in accordance with the currently statewide adopted International Building Code and related standards; and

4. Written verification from the consultant’s issuer of professional errors and omissions liability insurance,

in the amount of [$2,000,000.00] per consultant, which covers the licensed Professional Engineering Geologist, Geotechnical Engineer, and Structural Engineer, and which are in effect on the date of issuance of the building permit by the [City/County] Building Official; and

5. A Hold Harmless Agreement on a [city/county] approved form, which is executed and recorded on the subject property; and

6. A Geologic Hazards Disclosure on a [city/county] approved form, which is executed and recorded for the subject property; and

7. All conditions of the adopted statewide building and fire codes (see https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title15A/15A.html) must be adhered to.

B. Prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy for a new or replacement structure designed for human occupancy, and additions to structures designed for human occupancy for all parcels recorded prior to the effective date hereof, and which are within a Geologic Hazards Study Area:

1. An Excavation Inspection Report shall be submitted by a Geotechnical Engineer to the [City/County] Building Official prior to footing placement, which verifies that the proposed building was in accordance with the recommendations of the geologic and geotechnical reports, which may be combined into one report; and

2. The [City/County] Building Official may require, at any time, written verification from a Geotechnical Engineer or a Utah-licensed Professional Structural Engineer, that the structure conforms to the recommendations of the original reports and designs, and if not, provides appropriate as-built drawings documenting the changes; and

3. All requirements of the statewide adopted Utah State Construction and Fire Codes Act (https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title15A/15A.html) must be met.

1.9 – Geologic Hazard Investigations and Reports

Each geologic hazard investigation and report shall be site-specific and shall identify all known or suspected potential geologic hazards, whether previously identified or unrecognized, that may affect the subject property, both on and adjacent to the property. A geologic hazard report may be combined with a geotechnical report and/or contain information on multiple hazards.

A. A field review by [x] is required during subsurface exploration activities (test pits, trenches, drilling, etc.) to allow the [City/County] to evaluate the subsurface conditions, such as the age and type of deposits encountered, the
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presence or absence of landslides and faults, etc. with the applicant’s consultant. Discussions about questionable features or appropriate setback distances are appropriate, but \([x]\) will not assist with field logging, explaining stratigraphy, or give approval of the proposed development during the field review. Exploratory trenches when excavated, shall be open, safe, and in compliance with applicable federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration, State of Utah, and other excavation safety regulations, have the walls appropriately cleaned, and a field log completed by the time of the review. The applicant must provide a minimum notice of [2 days] to \([x]\) for scheduling the field review.

B. Surface fault rupture is a displacement of the ground surface along a tectonic fault during an earthquake. If a fault were to displace the ground surface beneath a building or other structure, significant structural damage or collapse may occur, possibly causing injuries and loss of life. As a result, \([x]\) requires site-specific surface-fault-rupture hazard investigations and submittal of a report for all properties that contain Quaternary faults, depending on the fault activity level and the IBC Risk Category of proposed structures. These investigations and reports shall conform with the Guidelines for Evaluating Surface-Fault-Rupture Hazards in Utah (Lund and others, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 3, https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128), as appropriate, including:

1. The requirement for site-specific investigation of surface faulting depends on the fault activity level as defined by the most recent Western States Seismic Policy Council (WSSPC) Policy Recommendation (PR; https://www.wsspc.org/public-policy/adopted-recommendations/) for faults that cross properties with proposed structures. The current PR is 18-3: Definitions of Recency of Surface Faulting for the Basin and Range Province and defines latest Pleistocene-Holocene, late Quaternary, and Quaternary faults as:

   a. Latest Pleistocene-Holocene fault – A fault whose movement in the past 15 ka (15,000 years) has been large enough to break the ground surface.

   b. Late Quaternary fault – A fault whose movement in the past 130 ka (130,000 years) has been large enough to break the ground surface.

   c. Quaternary fault – A fault whose movement in the past 2.6 Ma (2.6 million years) has been large enough to break the ground surface.

\([x]\) requires site-specific investigation on parcels with latest Pleistocene-Holocene faults for all new critical facilities and structures for human occupancy (IBC Risk Category II, III, and IV structures), on parcels with latest Pleistocene-Holocene and late Quaternary faults for all new critical facilities (IBC Risk Category III and IV structures), and on parcels with the faults listed in item 2 below.

Investigations are required for all critical facilities, whether near a mapped Quaternary fault or not, to ensure that previously unknown faults are not present. If evidence for a Quaternary fault is found, subsurface investigations are required and trenching to locate a suitable buildable area may be necessary (IBC Sections 1704.6.1 and 1803.5.11).

2. The UGS Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database (https://geology.utah.gov/apps/qfaults/) provides the latest information on Quaternary faulting in Utah to determine fault activity levels as defined above and where surface-fault-rupture Geologic Hazard Study Areas have been defined. Where data are inadequate to determine the fault activity class, the fault shall be assumed to be latest Pleistocene-Holocene, pending detailed surface-fault-rupture and/or paleoseismic investigations. The database currently includes the following mapped Quaternary faults within \([x]\):

   • \([xxx]\) fault – \([\text{[age]}]\)

\([x]\) may require a site-specific investigation if on-site and/or nearby fault-related features not shown in the database are identified during other geologic and/or geotechnical investigations and/or during project construction.

3. Surface-fault-rupture hazard maps show the locations of fault traces and recommended special study areas. These maps and data are published by the UGS in the Utah Quaternary Fault and Fold Database [but are currently not available for \(x\). Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance]. For areas where maps are not available, investigations are required within Geologic Hazard Study Areas as defined by:

   a. Areas that horizontally extend 500 feet on the downthrown and 250 feet on the upthrown side of well-defined Quaternary faults (solid lines) and 1000 feet on both sides of buried or inferred Quaternary faults (dotted lines). For traces of buried or inferred Quaternary faults less than 1000 feet long that lie between and on-trend with well-defined faults or lie at the tail end of a well-defined Quaternary faults, the well-defined Quaternary fault special-study-area zone is used (Figure 1A and 1B); and

   b. In areas where a buffer “window” exists, the window is filled in if its width is less than the greater of the two surrounding buffers (Figure 1C). In situations where the ground expression of the fault scarp is larger than the special-study zone, in which case the zone does not cover the entire fault scarp, the 1000-foot buffer is used; and
c. Well-defined Quaternary faults are those Quaternary fault traces that are clearly identifiable by a geologist qualified to conduct surface-fault-rupture hazard investigations as a physical feature at or just below the ground surface (typically shown as a solid line on geologic maps), and buried or inferred Quaternary faults are those Quaternary fault traces that are not evident at or just below the ground surface by a qualified geologist (typically shown as a dotted line for buried faults and a dotted line for inferred faults on geologic maps).

4. When an alternative subsurface exploration plan is proposed in lieu of paleoseismic trenching, a map and written description and plan shall be submitted to [x] for review, prior to the scoping meeting and exploration implementation. The plan must include at a minimum, a map of suitable scale showing the site limits, surface geologic conditions within 2000 feet of the site boundary, the location and type of the proposed exploration, the anticipated subsurface geologic conditions, and a through description of why the alternative exploration is being proposed.

5. Small-displacement faults with less than 4 inches of displacement are not exempted from structure setback requirements. However, if structural risk-reduction measures are proposed for these faults, the following criteria must be met:

a. Reasonable geologic data indicating that future surface displacement along the faults will not exceed 4 inches following the Guidelines for Evaluating Surface-Fault-Rupture Hazards in Utah (Lund and others, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 3, [https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128]), and

b. Specific structural mitigation to minimize structural damage and ensure safe occupant egress designed by a Utah-licensed Structural Engineer with plans and specifications reviewed and approved by [x].

C. Landslides are the downslope movement of earth (soil, rock, and/or debris) materials and can cause significant property damage, injury, and/or death. The evaluation of landslides generally requires quantitative slope stability analyses, involving Engineering Geologists and Geotechnical Engineers experienced in landslide investigation, analysis, and mitigation. Considering the complexity inherent in performing slope stability analyses, additional effort beyond the minimum standards presented herein may be required at some sites to adequately address slope stability. Slope stability and landslide hazard investigations and reports shall conform with the Guidelines for Evaluating Landslide Hazards in Utah (UGS Circular 128, Chapter 4, [https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128]), as appropriate, and

1. Landslide hazard maps show the location of previous landsliding, areas of potential landsliding, and recommended Geologic Hazard Study Areas. These maps are published by the UGS ([https://geology.utah.gov/hazards/info/maps/]) [but are not currently available for x. Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance]. For areas where maps are not available, investigations are required within Geologic Hazard Study Areas as defined by:

a. Cut and fill slopes steeper than, or equal to, 50 percent (2H:1V) and natural slopes steeper than or equal to 30 percent (3.3H:1V); and

b. Natural and cut slopes with geologic conditions, such as an existing landslide or other geologic hazard; bedding, foliation, or other structural features that are potentially averse to slope stability; and

c. Buttresses and stability fills and cut, fill, and natural slopes of water-retention basins or flood-control channels; and

d. Mapped landslide areas in the UGS Utah Landslide Database, ([https://gis.utah.gov/data/geoscience/landslides]); and

Figure 1. Areas around Quaternary faults defining surface-fault-rupture Geologic Hazard Study Areas.
e. Low, moderate, and high landslide susceptibility areas identified in the Landslide Susceptibility Map of Utah (Giraud and Shaw, 2007; UGS Map M-228, https://ugspub.nr.utah.gov/publications/maps/m-228/m-228.pdf); and

f. Units [list of geologic units specific to your area] on the most recent geologic maps published by the UGS (https://geology.utah.gov/). Most maps are available in the UGS Interactive Geologic Map Portal, (https://geology.utah.gov/apps/intgeomap/), but contact the UGS for interim, progress update, and other non-final maps that may be available, but not online.

1. Development of properties within these areas require submittal and review of a site-specific geologic hazard report discussing landslide hazards, prior to receiving a land-use or building permit from [x]. It is the responsibility of the applicant to retain a qualified Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer to perform the slope stability analysis.

2. When evaluating site conditions to determine the need for slope stability analyses, off-property conditions shall be considered (both up-slope to the tops of adjacent, ascending slopes and down-slope to and beyond the toes of adjacent, descending slopes). Also, the professionals shall demonstrate that the proposed hillside development will not affect adjacent sites or limit adjacent property owners’ ability to develop their sites.

3. Investigations shall also address the potential for surficial instability, rock slope instability, debris/mudflows, rockfalls, and soil creep on all slopes that may affect the proposed development, be affected by the proposed development, and along access roads. Intermediate geomaterials (IGM), those earth materials with properties between soil and rock, if present, shall be appropriately investigated, sampled, and tested.

4. An Engineering Geologist shall provide appropriate input to the Geotechnical Engineer with respect to the potential impact of the geology, stratigraphy, and hydrologic conditions on slope stability. The shear strength and other geotechnical properties shall be evaluated by the Geotechnical Engineer. Qualified Engineering Geologists may assess and quantitatively evaluate slope stability; however, the Geotechnical Engineer shall perform all design stability calculations. Ground motion parameters for use in seismic stability analysis may be provided by either the Engineering Geologist or the Geotechnical Engineer.

5. Except for the derivation of the input ground motions for pseudostatic and seismic deformation analyses described below, slope stability analyses and evaluations shall be performed in general accordance with the latest version of Recommended Procedures for Implementation of DMG Special Publication 117: Guidelines for Analyzing and Mitigating Landslide Hazards in California (Blake and others, 2002). Procedures for developing input ground motions to be used in [x] are described below. If on-site sewage and/or storm-water or other water disposal exists or is proposed, the slope stability analyses shall also include the effects of the effluent plume on slope stability.

6. The minimum acceptable static factor of safety (FS) is 1.5 for both overall and surficial slope stability and 1.1 for a calibrated pseudostatic analysis using Stewart and others (2003) or other method pre-approved by [x].

7. Soil and/or rock sampling and testing shall be based on current ASTM International and/or American Association of Highway Officials (AASHTO) standards, as appropriate. Laboratory tests shall be performed using current ASTM International or AASHTO standards, as appropriate, in a laboratory accredited by the AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory and/or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to ensure compliance with current laboratory testing standards and quality control procedures. The final report shall include complete laboratory test results reported in conformance with current ASTM International or AASHTO standards, as appropriate.

8. Soil and/or rock properties, including unit weight and shear strength parameters (cohesion and friction angle), shall be based on conventional laboratory tests on appropriate samples. Where appropriate, such as for landslide slip surfaces, along bedding planes, for surficial stability analyses, etc., laboratory tests for saturated, residual shear strengths must be performed.

Estimation of the shear resistance along bedding or landslide planes normally requires an evaluation of saturated, residual, along-bedding strength values of the weakest interbedded or slide plane material encountered during the subsurface exploration, or in the absence of enough exploration, the weakest material that may be present, consistent with site geologic conditions. Soil strength parameters derived solely from CPT data are most often not appropriate for slope-stability analysis in many cases, particularly for strengths along existing slip surfaces, where residual strengths have developed. Additional guidance on the selection of strength parameters for slope stability analyses is contained in Blake and others (2002).

9. Residual strength parameters may be determined using direct or ring shear testing equipment; however, ring shear tests are preferred. If performed properly, direct shear test results may approach ring shear test
results. The specimen must be subjected to enough deformation (such as, a significant number of shearing cycles in the direct shear test or a significant amount of rotation in the ring shear test) to assure that residual strength has been developed. In the direct and ring shear tests, stress-deformation curves can be used to determine when an enough shearing cycles have been performed by showing that no further significant drop in shear strength results with the addition of more cycles or rotation. The stress-deformation curves obtained during the shear tests must be submitted with the other pertinent laboratory test results. It shall be recognized that for most clayey soils, the residual shear strength envelope is curved and passes through the origin (for example, at zero normal stress there is zero shear strength). Any apparent shear strength increases resulting from a non-horizontal shear surface, such as ramping or bulldozing in residual direct shear tests, shall be discounted in the interpretation of the strength parameters.

10. Inherent in the analyses, the Geotechnical Engineer will need to use judgment in the selection of appropriate shear test methods and in the interpretation of the results to develop shear strength parameters commensurate with the slope stability conditions to be evaluated. Scatter plots of shear strength data may need to be presented to allow for assessment of idealized parameters. The report shall summarize shear strength parameters used for slope stability analyses and describe the methodology used to interpret test results and estimate those parameters, including:

a. Peak shear strengths may be used to represent across-bedding failure surfaces or compacted fill, in situations where strength degradations are not expected to occur (see Blake and others, 2002). Where peak strengths cannot be relied upon, fully softened or lower strengths shall be used; and

b. Ultimate shear strength parameters shall be used in static slope stability analyses when there has not been past deformation. Residual shear strength parameters shall be used in static slope stability analyses when there has been past deformation; and

c. Averaged strength parameters may be appropriate for some across-bedding conditions, if enough representative samples have been carefully tested. Analyses for along bedding or along-existing-landslide slip surfaces shall be based on the lower-bound interpretations of residual shear strength parameters and comparison of those results to correlations, such as those of Stark and others (2005).

11. The potential effects of soil creep shall be addressed where any proposed structure is planned near an existing fill or natural slope. The potential effects on the proposed development shall be evaluated and mitigation measures proposed, including appropriate setback recommendations that consider the potential effects of creep forces.

12. Gross stability includes rotational and translational deep-seated slope failures or portions of slopes existing within or outside of, but potentially affecting the proposed development. The following guidelines, in addition to those in Blake and others (2002), shall be followed when evaluating slope stability:

a. Stability shall be analyzed along cross sections depicting the most adverse conditions, such as the highest slope, most adverse bedding planes, shallowest likely groundwater table, steepest slope, etc. Often, analyses are required for different conditions and for more than one cross section to demonstrate which condition is the most adverse. When evaluating the stability of an existing landslide, analyses must also address the potential for partial reactivation. Inclinometers may be used to help determine critical failure surfaces, and along with high-precision GPS/GNSS, the activity state of existing landslides. The critical failure surfaces on each cross-section shall be identified, evaluated, and plotted on the large-scale cross section; and

b. Rock slope stability shall be based on current rock mechanics practice, using the methods of Wyllie and Mah (2004), based on Hoek and Bray (1981); Practical Rock Engineering (https://www.rocscience.com/assets/resources/learning/hoek/Practical-Rock-Engineering-Full-Text.pdf); Federal Highway Administration (1989); and similar references, such as https://www.rocscience.com/learning/hoeks-corner/publications; and

c. If the long-term static FS is ≤1.5, mitigation measures shall be required to bring the factor of safety up to the required level or the project may be redesigned to achieve a minimum FS of ≥1.5; and

d. The temporary stability of excavations shall be evaluated, and mitigation measures shall be recommended as necessary to obtain a minimum FS of ≥1.3; and

e. Long-term slope stability shall be analyzed using the highest known and anticipated groundwater level based upon a groundwater assessment as described in the Guidelines for Evaluating Landslide Hazards in Utah (Beukelman and Hylland, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 4, https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128), along with groundwater sensitivity analyses; and

f. Slope stability and analysis input parameters, such as groundwater elevations and conditions, cannot
be contingent on uncontrollable factors, such as limiting landscape irrigation, etc.; and

g. Where back-calculation is appropriate, shear strengths utilized for design shall be no higher than the lowest strength computed using back calculation. If a professional proposes to use shear strengths higher than the lowest back-calculated value, justification shall be required. Assumptions used in back-calculations regarding pre-sliding topography and groundwater conditions at failure must be discussed and justified; and

h. Reports shall describe how the shear strength testing methods used are appropriate in modeling field conditions and the long-term performance of the analyzed slope. The utilized design shear strength values shall be justified with laboratory test data and geologic descriptions and history, along with past performance history, if known, of similar materials; and

i. Reports shall include shear strength test plots consisting of normal stress versus shear resistance (failure envelope). Plots of shear resistance versus displacement shall be provided for all residual and fully softened (ultimate) shear tests; and

j. The degree of saturation for all test specimens shall be reported. Direct shear tests on partially saturated samples may grossly overestimate the cohesion that can be mobilized when the material becomes saturated in the field. This potential shall be considered when selecting shear strength parameters. If the rate of shear displacement exceeds 0.005 inches per minute, the Geotechnical Engineer shall provide data to demonstrate that the rate is sufficiently slow for drained conditions; and

k. Shear strength values higher than those obtained through site-specific laboratory tests will generally not be accepted; and

l. If direct shear or triaxial shear testing is not appropriate to model the strength of highly jointed and fractured rock masses, the design strengths shall be evaluated in a manner that considers overall rock mass quality and be consistent with current rock mechanics practice; and

m. Shear strengths used in slope stability analyses shall be evaluated considering the natural variability of engineering characteristics inherent in earth materials. Multiple shear tests on each site material are likely to be required; and

n. Shear strengths for proposed fill slopes shall be evaluated using samples mixed and remolded to represent anticipated field conditions. Tests to confirm strengths may be required during grading; and

o. Where bedding planes and/or discontinuities are laterally unsupported in slopes, potential failures along the unsupported bedding planes and/or discontinuities shall be analyzed. Similarly, stability analyses shall be performed where bedding planes and/or discontinuities form a dip-slope or near-dip-slope using composite, potential failure surfaces that consist of potential slip surfaces along bedding planes and/or discontinuities in the upper portions of the slope, in combination with slip surfaces across bedding planes and/or discontinuities in the lower portions of the slope; and

p. The stability analysis shall include the effect of expected maximum moisture conditions on unit weight; and

q. For effective stress analyses, measured groundwater conditions adjusted to consider likely unfavorable conditions with respect to anticipated future groundwater levels, seepage and pore pressure shall be included in the slope stability analyses; and

r. Tension crack development shall be considered in the analyses of potential failure surfaces. The height and location of the tension crack shall be determined by modeling; and

s. Anticipated surcharge loads, as well as external boundary pressures from groundwater, shall be included in the slope stability evaluations, as deemed appropriate; and

t. Generally, computer-aided modeling techniques should be used, so that the potential failure surface with the lowest factor of safety can be located. However, analytical chart solutions may be used, provided they were developed for conditions like those being analyzed. Examples of typical modeling techniques are illustrated on Figures 9.1a to 9.1f in Blake and others (2002). However, verification of the reasonableness of the analytical results is the responsibility of the Geotechnical Engineer and Engineering Geologist, and

u. The critical potential failure surface used in the analysis may be composed of circles, wedges, planes, or other shapes considered to yield the minimum FS most appropriate for the geologic site conditions. The critical potential failure surface having the lowest factor of safety with respect to shearing resistance must be sought. Both the lowest FS and the critical failure surface shall be documented.

13. Surficial slope stability refers to slumping and sliding of near-surface materials and is most critical during the snowmelt and rainy season or when excessive landscape irrigation is applied. The assessment of surficial slope stability shall be based on analysis
procedures for stability of an infinite slope with seepage parallel to the slope surface or an alternate failure mode that would produce the minimum factor of safety. The minimum acceptable saturation depth for surficial stability evaluation shall be 4 feet.

a. Residual shear strengths comparable to actual field conditions shall be used in surficial stability analyses. Surficial stability analyses shall be performed under rapid draw-down conditions, where appropriate, such as for debris and detention basins; and

b. Where 2H:1V or steeper slopes have soil conditions that can result in the development of an infinite slope with parallel seepage, calculations shall be performed to demonstrate that the slope has a minimum static FS of 1.5, assuming a fully saturated 4-foot thickness. If conditions will not allow the development of a slope with parallel seepage, surficial slope stability analyses may not be required if approved by [x]; and

c. Surficial slope stability analyses shall be performed for fill, cut, and natural slopes assuming an infinite slope with seepage parallel to the slope surface or other failure mode that would yield the minimum FS against failure. A suggested procedure for evaluating surficial slope stability is presented in Blake and others (2002); and

d. Soil properties used in surficial stability analyses shall be determined as noted for residual strengths above. Residual shear strength parameters for surficial slope stability analyses shall be developed for a stress range that is consistent with the near-surface conditions being modeled. It shall be recognized that for most clayey soils, the residual shear strength envelope is curved and passes through the origin (for example, at zero normal stress, there is zero shear strength). For sites with deep slip surfaces, the guidelines given by Blake and others (2002) should be followed; and

e. The minimum acceptable vertical depth for which seepage parallel to the slope shall be applied is 4 feet for cut or fill slopes. Greater depths may be necessary when analyzing natural slopes that have significant thicknesses of loose surficial material.

14. In addition to static slope stability analyses, slopes shall be evaluated for seismic slope stability. Acceptable methods for evaluating seismic slope stability include using calibrated pseudostatic limit-equilibrium procedures and simplified methods, such as, those based on Newmark (1965), to estimate permanent seismic slope movements and are summarized in Blake and others (2002). Nonlinear, dynamic finite element/finite difference numerical methods also may be used to evaluate slope movements resulting from seismic events, if the procedures, input data, and results are thoroughly documented, and deemed acceptable by [x].

a. Regarding design ground accelerations for seismic slope-stability analyses, [x] prefers a probabilistic approach to determining the likelihood that different levels of ground motion will be exceeded at a site within a given time period. To more closely represent the seismic characteristics of the region, design ground motion parameters for seismic slope stability analyses shall be based on the peak accelerations with a 2% probability in 50 years (2,500-year return period); and

b. Peak ground accelerations (PGA) shall be used from the most recent USGS National Seismic Hazard Maps (https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/maps) and adjusted for effects of soil/rock (site-class) conditions in accordance with Seed and others (2001) or other appropriate methods that consider the site-specific soil conditions and their potential for amplification or de-amplification of the high-frequency strong motion. Site-specific response analysis may also be used to develop PGA values if the procedures, input data, and results are thoroughly documented, and deemed acceptable by [x]; and

c. Pseudostatic methods for evaluating seismic slope stability are acceptable if minimum factors of safety are satisfied, and due consideration is given in the selection of the seismic coefficient (k) reduction in material shear strengths, and the factor of safety for pseudostatic conditions; and

d. Pseudostatic seismic slope stability analyses can be performed using the “screening analysis” procedure described in Blake and others (2002). For that procedure, a k-value is selected from seismic source characteristics (modal magnitude and distance, and firm rock PGA) and ≤ 2 inches (5 cm) of deformation is specified. For that procedure, a factor of safety of ≥ 1.0 is considered acceptable; otherwise, an analysis of permanent seismic slope deformation shall be performed.

15. For seismic slope stability analyses, estimates of permanent seismic displacement are preferred and may be performed using the procedures outlined in Blake and others (2002). It should be noted that Bray and Rathje (1998), referenced in Blake and others (2002), has been updated and superseded by Bray and Tavasarou (2007), which is [x] currently preferred method. For those analyses, calculated seismic displacements shall be ≤ 2 inches (5 cm), or mitigation measures shall be proposed to limit calculated displacements to ≤ 2 inches (5 cm).
For specific projects, different levels of tolerable displacement may be possible, but site-specific conditions, which shall include the following, must be considered:

a. The extent to which the displacements are localized or broadly distributed; broadly distributed shear deformations would generally be less damaging, and more displacement could be allowed; and

b. The displacement tolerance of the foundation system—stiff, well-reinforced foundations with lateral continuity of vertical support elements would be more resistant to damage and could potentially tolerate larger displacements than typical slab-on-grade or foundation systems with individual spread footings, and;

c. The potential of the foundation soils to experience strain softening—slopes composed of soils likely to experience strain softening should be designed for relatively low displacements if peak strengths are used in the evaluation of the yield coefficient (ky) due to the potential for progressive failure, which could involve very large displacements following strain softening.

To consider a threshold larger than 2 inches, the project professional shall provide prior, acceptable justification to [x] and obtain the [City’s/County’s] approval. Such justification shall demonstrate, to the satisfaction of [x], that the proposed project will achieve acceptable performance.

16. Slope stability analyses shall be performed for cut, fill, and natural slopes of water-retention basins or flood-control channels. In addition to analyzing typical static and seismic slope stability, those analyses shall consider the effects of rapid drawdown, if such a condition could occur.

17. When slope stability hazards are determined to exist on a project, measures to mitigate impacts from those hazards shall be implemented. Some guidance regarding mitigation measures is provided in Blake and others (2002) and methods include:

a. Hazard avoidance; or

b. Grading to improve slope stability; and/or

c. Reinforcement of the slope and/or improvement of the soil within the slope, and/or;

d. Reinforcement of the structures built on the slope to tolerate anticipated slope displacements.

Where mitigation measures that are intended to add stabilizing forces to the slope are to be implemented, consideration may need to be given to strain compatibility. For example, if a compacted fill buttress is proposed to stabilize laterally unsupported bedding or a landslide, the amount of deformation needed to mobilize the recommended shear strength in the buttress shall be considered to confirm that it will not result in adverse movements of the upslope bedding or landslide deposits. Similarly, if a series of drilled piers is to be used to support a potentially unstable slope and a structure will be built on the piers, pier deformations resulting from movements needed to mobilize the soil’s shear strength shall be compared to tolerable deflections in the supported structure.

18. Full mitigation of slope stability hazards shall be performed for developments in [x]. Remedial measures that produce static FS ≥1.5 and acceptable seismic displacement estimates shall be implemented as needed.

19. On some projects or portions of, such as small structural additions, residential infill projects, non-habitable structures, and non-structural natural-slope areas, full mitigation of seismic slope displacements may not be possible, due to physical and/or economic constraints. In those cases, partial mitigation, to the extent that it prevents structural collapse, injury, and loss of life, may be possible if consistent with IBC design criteria, and if it is approved by [x]. The applicability of partial mitigation to specific projects shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

20. For developments when full mitigation of seismic slope displacements is not implemented, a Notice of Geologic Hazard shall be recorded with the proposed development describing the displacement hazard at issue and the partial mitigation employed. The Notice shall clearly state that the seismic displacement hazard at the site has been reduced by the partial mitigation, but not eliminated. In addition, the owner shall assume all risks, waive all claims against [x] and its consultants, and indemnify and hold [x] and its consultants harmless from any and all claims arising from the partial mitigation of the seismic displacement hazard.

D. Liquefaction is a process by which strong shaking during an earthquake causes the ground to temporarily lose its strength and to behave like a viscous liquid rather than a solid material. Liquefaction can cause buildings to tip and settle; roads to crack, deform and flood; buried storage tanks to rise towards the surface; and other types of damage to buildings and infrastructure. Liquefaction hazard investigation reports shall conform with the requirements described below and be prepared by a qualified Geotechnical Engineer as defined above.

1. Liquefaction hazard maps show the location and relative anticipated severity of liquefaction during an earthquake. These maps are published by the UGS but are not currently available for [x]. Once these
maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance. For areas where maps are not available, Geologic Hazard Study Areas are defined by:

a. Within Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)-defined flood Zone A, Zone AO, Zone AH, Zones A1-A30, Zone AE, Zone A99, Zone AR, Zone AR/EA, Zone AR/OA, Zone AR/A1-A30, and Zone AR/A areas; and

b. Units [list of geologic units specific to your area] on the most recent geologic maps published by the UGS [https://geology.utah.gov/]. Most maps are available in the UGS Interactive Geologic Map Portal [https://geology.utah.gov/apps/intgeomap/], but contact the UGS for interim, progress update, and other non-final maps that may be available, but not online; and

c. For all IBC Risk Category III and IV facilities, regardless whether the site lies within a designated Geologic Hazard Study Area or not.

2. A liquefaction-hazard investigation shall be performed in conjunction with any geotechnical and/or geologic hazards investigation prepared within [x].

3. For all structures where liquefaction-hazard analyses indicate that ground settlement and/or lateral spread may be anticipated, the project Structural Engineer must provide documentation that the building is designed to accommodate the predicted ground settlements and displacements in such a manner as to be protective of life (collapse prevention) during and after the design seismic event.

4. The investigation of liquefaction hazard is an interdisciplinary practice. The site investigation report must be prepared by a qualified Geotechnical Engineer, who must have competence in the field of seismic hazard evaluation and mitigation.

Because of the differing expertise and abilities of qualified Engineering Geologists and Geotechnical Engineers, the scope of the site investigation report for a project may require that both types of professionals prepare and review the report, each practicing in the area of their expertise. Involvement of both a qualified Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer will generally provide greater assurance that the hazard is properly identified, assessed, and mitigated.

Liquefaction-hazard analyses are the responsibility of the Geotechnical Engineer, although the Engineering Geologist should be involved in the application of screening criteria and general geologic site evaluation to map the likely extent of liquefiable deposits and shallow groundwater. Engineering properties of earth materials shall be evaluated and the performance of quantitative liquefaction-hazard analyses resulting in a numerical factor of safety and quantitative assessment of settlement and liquefaction-induced permanent ground displacement shall be performed by the Geotechnical Engineer. The Geotechnical and Structural Engineers shall develop all mitigation and design recommendations. Ground motion parameters for use in quantitative liquefaction-hazard analyses may be provided by either the Engineering Geologist or Geotechnical Engineer.

Except for the derivation of input ground motion, liquefaction-hazard investigations shall be performed in general accordance with the latest version of Recommended Procedures for Implementation of DMG Special Publication 117, Guidelines for Analyzing and Mitigating Liquefaction in California (Martin and Lew, 1999). Additional protocol for liquefaction-hazard investigations is provided in Youd and Idriss (1997, 2001), Assessment of the Liquefaction Susceptibility of Fine-Grained Soils (Bray and Sancio, 2006), SPT-Based Liquefaction Triggering Procedures (Idriss and Boulanger, 2010), and the State of the Art and Practice in the Assessment of Earthquake-Induced Soil Liquefaction and Its Consequences (Committee on State of the Art and Practice in Earthquake Induced Soil Liquefaction Assessment, 2016). Acceptable factors of safety for liquefaction are shown in Table 1.

5. Soil liquefaction is caused by strong seismic ground shaking where saturated, cohesionless, granular soil undergoes a significant loss in shear strength that can result in settlement and permanent ground displacement. Surface effects of liquefaction include settlement, bearing capacity failure, ground oscillations, lateral spread, and flow failure. It has been well documented that soil liquefaction may occur in clean sands, silty sands, sandy silt, non-plastic silts, and gravelly soils. The following conditions must be present for liquefaction to occur:

a. Soils must be saturated, either below the water table or above a confining layer, and

b. Soils must be loose to moderately dense, and

c. Earthquake ground shaking must be relatively intense, and

d. The duration of ground shaking must be large enough for the soils to generate seismically induced excess pore water pressure and lose their shear resistance.

6. The following screening criteria may be applied to determine if further quantitative evaluation of liquefaction hazard is required:
a. If the estimated maximum past-, current-, and maximum-future-groundwater-levels (i.e., the highest groundwater level applicable for liquefaction-hazard analyses) are determined to be deeper than 50 feet below the existing ground surface or proposed finished grade (whichever is deeper), liquefaction-hazard assessments are not required. For soil materials that are located above the groundwater level, a quantitative assessment of seismically induced settlement is required; and

b. If bedrock underlies the site, those materials need not be considered liquefiable and no analysis of their liquefaction potential is necessary; and

c. If the corrected Standard Penetration Test (SPT) blow count, \(N_{60}\), is \(\geq 33\) in all samples with an acceptable number of blow counts recorded, liquefaction-hazard assessments are not required. If CPT soundings are made, the corrected CPT tip resistance, \(q_{ct}\), should be \(\geq 180\) in all soundings in sandy soils; otherwise, liquefaction-hazard assessments are needed; and

d. If plastic soils with a Plasticity Index (PI) \(\geq 18\) are encountered during site exploration, those materials may be considered non-liquefiable. Additional acceptable screening criteria regarding the effects of plasticity on liquefaction susceptibility are presented in Boulanger and Idriss (2004), Bray and Sancio (2006), and Seed and others (2003). Youd and others (2002) provide additional guidance on analyzing lateral spreads.

If the screening investigation clearly demonstrates the absence of liquefaction hazards at a project site and [x] concurs, the screening investigation will satisfy the site investigation report requirement for liquefaction hazards. If not, a quantitative evaluation is required to assess the liquefaction hazards.

7. Geologic research and reconnaissance are important to provide information to define the extent of unconsolidated deposits that may be prone to liquefaction. Such information shall be presented on geologic maps and cross sections and provide a description of the formations present at the site that includes the nature, thickness, and origin of Quaternary deposits with liquefaction potential. There shall also be an analysis of groundwater conditions at the site that includes the highest recorded water level and the highest water level likely to occur under the most adverse foreseeable conditions in the future, including seasonal changes.

During the field investigation, the Engineering Geologist shall map the limits of unconsolidated deposits with liquefaction potential. Liquefaction typically occurs in cohesionless silt, sand, and fine-grained gravel deposits of Holocene to late Pleistocene age, in areas where the groundwater is shallower than about 50 feet, but other soil types may also be liquefiable.

Shallow groundwater may exist for a variety of natural and/or manmade reasons. Landscape irrigation, on-site sewage disposal, and unlined manmade lakes, reservoirs, and storm-water detention basins may create a shallow groundwater table in soils that were previously unsaturated.

8. Subsurface exploration shall consist of drilled borings and/or CPT soundings. The exploration program shall be planned to determine the soil stratigraphy, groundwater level, and indices that could be used to evaluate the potential for liquefaction by in-situ testing or laboratory testing of soil samples. If borings are utilized, the use of mud-rotary drilling methods is highly recommended to achieve minimal disturbance of the in-situ soils. If mud-rotary drilling is not used, a through explanation is required in the submitted report. Borings and CPT soundings must penetrate a minimum of 45 feet below the final ground surface. If during the investigation, the liquefaction evaluation indices the liquefaction potential may extend below 45 feet, the exploration shall be continued for a minimum of 10 feet, to the extent possible, until non-liquefiable soils are encountered.

For saturated cohesionless soils where the SPT \(N_{60}\) values are < 15 or where CPT tip resistances are < 60 tsf, grain-size analyses, hydrometers tests, and Atterberg Limits tests shall be performed.
on these soils to further evaluate their potential for permanent ground displacement (Youd and others, 2002) and other forms of liquefaction-induced ground failure and settlement. In addition, it is also recommended that these same tests be performed on saturated cohesionless soils with SPT (N₁)₆₀ values between 15 and 30 to further evaluate the potential for liquefaction-induced settlement.

Where a structure may have below grade construction and/or deep foundations, such as drilled shafts or piles, the investigation depth shall extend to a minimum of 20 feet below the lowest expected foundation level (e.g., drilled shaft or pile tip) or to 45 feet below the existing ground surface or lowest proposed finished grade, whichever is deeper. If during the investigation, the liquefaction evaluation indices indicate that liquefaction potential may extend below that depth, the exploration shall be continued at least 10 additional feet, to the extent possible, until non-liquefiable soils are encountered.

9. For the design ground accelerations used in liquefaction analyses, [x] prefers a probabilistic approach to determining the likelihood that different levels of ground motion will be exceeded at a site within a given time period. To more closely represent the seismic characteristics of the region, design ground motion parameters for seismic slope stability analyses shall be based on the peak accelerations with a 2% probability in 50 years (2,500-year return period). PGA values shall be obtained from the USGS National Seismic Hazard Maps and Site-Specific Data webpage (https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/maps) using the latest long-term model. PGAs obtained from the USGS shall be adjusted for effects of soil/rock (site-class) conditions in accordance with Seed and others (2001) or other appropriate and documented methods that are deemed acceptable by the [x] that consider the site-specific soil conditions and their potential for amplification or deamplification of the high frequency strong ground motion.

Site specific response analysis may also be used to develop PGA values if the procedures, input data, and results are thoroughly documented and deemed acceptable by [x].

10. Sites, facilities, buildings, structures, and utilities that are founded on or traverse liquefiable soils may require further remedial design and/or relocation to avoid liquefaction-induced damage. These shall be investigated and evaluated on a site-specific basis with appropriate geologic and geotechnical investigation to support the remedial design and/or mitigative plan. This design or plan may include changes/modifications to the soil, permanent dewatering, earthquake drains, foundation systems, building structural frame or support, etc. Remedial design and/or mitigation measures shall be reviewed and approved by [x].

11. Liquefaction hazard reports shall include: boring logs, geologic cross-sections, laboratory data, a detailed explanation pertaining to how idealized subsurface conditions and parameters used for the analyses were developed, analytical results and software output files, and summaries of the liquefaction-hazard analyses and conclusions regarding liquefaction potential and likely types and magnitudes of ground failure in addition to the other report requirements detailed in this chapter.

Subsurface geologic and groundwater conditions developed by the Engineering Geologist must be illustrated on geologic cross sections and must be utilized by the Geotechnical Engineer for the liquefaction-hazard analyses. If on-site sewage or storm-water disposal exists or is proposed, the liquefaction-hazard analyses shall include the effects of the effluent plume on liquefaction potential.

The results of any liquefaction-hazard analyses must be submitted with pertinent documentation, including calculations, software output, etc. Documentation of input data, output data, and graphical plots must be submitted for each computer-aided liquefaction-hazard analysis and included as an appendix to the report. Additional information and/or data may be requested to facilitate [x] review.

E. Debris flows are fast-moving, flow-type landslides composed of a slurry of rock, mud, organic matter, and water that move down drainage basin channels onto alluvial fans. In addition to threatening lives, debris flows can damage structures and infrastructure by sediment burial, erosion, direct impact, and associated water flooding. Debris flow hazard investigations and reports shall conform with the Guidelines for the Geologic Investigation of Debris-Flow Hazards on Alluvial Fans in Utah (Giraud, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 5, https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128); and

Debris flow hazard maps show the locations of previous debris flows, areas of potential debris flows, and recommended special study areas. These maps are published by the UGS [but are currently not available for x. Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance]. For areas where maps are not available, Geologic Hazard Study Areas are defined by:

1. All properties located on alluvial fans and drainage channels subject to flash flooding and debris flows; and

2. Units [list of geologic units specific to your area] on the most recent geologic maps published by the UGS
Rockfall is a type of landslide and a natural mass-wasting process that involves the dislodging and rapid downslope movement of individual rocks and rock masses. Rockfall hazard investigations and reports shall conform with the *Guidelines for Evaluating Rockfall Hazards in Utah* (Lund and Knudsen, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 7, https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128); and

1. Rockfall hazard maps show the locations of known rockfall, areas of potential rockfall, and recommended special study areas. These maps are published by the UGS [but are currently not available for x. Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance]. For areas where maps are not available, Geologic Hazard Study Areas are defined by:

   a. All properties containing or directly below bedrock cliffs; and

   b. Units [list of geologic units specific to your area] on the most recent geologic maps published by the UGS (https://geology.utah.gov/). Most maps are available in the UGS Interactive Geologic Map Portal (https://geology.utah.gov/apps/intgeomap/), but contact the UGS for interim, progress update, and other non-final maps that may be available, but not online.

Land subsidence is the sinking of the ground surface caused by groundwater depletion and/or underground mine subsidence or collapse. Subsidence often causes earth fissures which are permanent, linear tension cracks in the ground that extend upward from the groundwater table. Land subsidence and earth fissure investigations and reports shall conform with the *Guidelines for Evaluating Land-Subsidence and Earth Fissure Hazards in Utah* (Lund, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 6, https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128) and:

1. Land subsidence and earth fissure maps show the location of known land subsidence and earth fissures and recommended special study areas. These maps are published by the UGS [but are currently not available for x. Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance]. For areas where maps are not available, Geologic Hazard Study Areas are defined by the:
   - [Escalante Desert in Iron County]
   - [Parowan Valley in Iron County]
   - [Cedar Valley in Iron County]

Radon is a radioactive gas that emanates from uranium-bearing rock and soil and may concentrate in enclosed spaces in buildings. Radon is a major contributor to the ionizing radiation dose received by the general population, is the second leading cause of lung cancer after smoking and has resulted in the majority of geologic hazard related deaths in Utah. Radon gas hazard investigations and reports shall conform with the *Guidelines for Site-Specific Evaluation of Radon Hazard in Utah* (Lund and others, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 8, https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128); and

1. Radon gas hazard maps show the location of known radon gas hazard and recommended special study areas. These maps are published by the UGS [but are currently not available for x. Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance]. For areas where maps are not available, Geologic Hazard Study Areas are defined by:
   - a. Carbon, Duchesne, Grand, Piute, Sanpete, Sevier, and Uinta Counties as listed in Table AF101(1) of the 2018 International Residential Code, Appendix F of high radon potential (EPA Zone 1); and
   - b. All other Utah counties are considered at least a moderate potential for radon.

Problem soil and rock hazards consist of caliche, collapsible soils, corrosive soils, expansive soil and rock, piping and erosion, shallow bedrock, soluble soil and rock, wind-blown sand, and other similar geologic hazards. While the UGS has not prepared guidelines for these problem soil and rock hazards, investigations of these hazards shall conform to *Guidelines for Investigating Geologic Hazards and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports, With a Suggested Approach to Geologic-Hazard Ordinances in Utah, Second Edition* (Bowman and Lund, editors, 2020; https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128).

1. Specific problem soil and rock hazard maps show the location of known hazards and recommended special study zones. These maps are published by the UGS [but are currently not available for x. Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance]. For areas where maps are not available, Geologic Hazard Study Areas are defined for specific problem soil and rock hazards below, or for those geologic hazards not listed, in Section 1.4:
   - a. Caliche: [list of geologic units specific to your area].
   - b. Collapsible Soils: [list of geologic units specific to your area].
   - c. Corrosive Soils: [list of geologic units specific to your area].
d. Expansive Soil and Rock: [list of geologic units specific to your area].

e. Piping and Erosion: [list of geologic units specific to your area].

f. Soluble Soil and Rock: Units [list of geologic units specific to your area].

g. Wind-Blown Sand: [list of geologic units specific to your area].

h. Geologic units listed above are those on the most recent geologic maps published by the UGS (https://geology.utah.gov/). Most maps are available in the UGS Interactive Geologic Map Portal (https://geology.utah.gov/apps/intgeomap/), but contact the UGS for interim, progress update, and other non-final maps that may be available, but not online.

J. Snow avalanches are landslides consisting mainly of snow and ice, but can contain soil, rock, and/or debris. These investigations and reports shall be prepared by a qualified snow avalanche expert Utah-licensed as a Professional Geologist and/or Engineer, conform with the guidelines and methods described in Colorado Geological Survey Bulletin 49: Snow-Avalanche Hazard Analysis for Land Use Planning and Engineering (Mears, 1992); and

1. Avalanche hazard maps show the locations of previous avalanches, areas of potential avalanches, and recommended special study areas. These maps are currently not available for [x]. Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance. As a result, investigations are required within Geologic Hazard Study Areas as defined by those areas within [x] above elevations of [5000] feet with an adequate snow supply to produce snow avalanches and which include slopes greater than 47 percent (2.1H:1V, 25 degrees); and

2. Avalanche areas shall be delineated on a detailed site avalanche map, at a scale equal to or more detailed than 1 inch = 100 feet. The site avalanche map shall include the location and boundaries of the property, locations of avalanche areas, avalanche-source areas, avalanche-runout areas, and buildable and non-buildable areas; delineation of recommended setback distances from the hazard; and recommended locations for structures. Avalanche-source areas may be off-site, and in areas of steep terrain, may be at great distances from the site; and

3. If the avalanche analysis indicates that the site may be impacted by avalanches, the report shall delineate the following areas:

a. A “red zone” of high avalanche potential corresponding to a return period of 25 years or less, and/or impact pressures ≥ 600 pounds per square foot (psf) within which critical facilities or structures for human occupancy are not permitted; and

b. A “blue zone” corresponding to a return period between 25 and 300 years, and impact pressures less than 600 psf within which critical facilities or structures for human occupancy shall only be permitted when at least one of the following requirements has been met:

i. The structure is designed to incorporate direct protection measures that address the estimated impact forces of flowing snow/debris and powder blast loading. The estimated impact forces shall be calculated by the avalanche expert and the structure shall be designed by, and the plans stamped by, a qualified, Utah-licensed Professional Structural Engineer, or;

ii. Appropriate engineering controls (such as, deflection structures, snow retention nets, dams, etc.) are designed and installed to mitigate the avalanche hazard. Design or performance criteria for engineered mitigation measures, including estimated impact forces, flow heights, location, and dimensions of the mitigation structures and all supporting modeling or other analyses, calculations, and assumptions, shall be calculated by the avalanche expert and included in the report. Final design plans and specifications for engineered mitigation must be signed and stamped by a qualified, Utah-licensed Geotechnical or Professional Structural Engineer, as appropriate.

4. The report shall include:

a. The probability of avalanche occurrence, if possible, estimates of avalanche volumes, and the likely effects of avalanches on the proposed development; and

b. A description of the avalanche expert’s qualifications to perform the investigation; and

c. Engineering design parameters for avalanche mitigation, as appropriate, implications of the risk-reduction measures on the development and adjacent properties, and the need for long-term maintenance.

K. While flooding hazards are typically addressed by locally adopted Federal Emergency Management Agency regulations, many areas outside of federally designated 100-year flood zones (Zone A and related) are susceptible to flooding and cause significant damage in Utah. While the UGS has not prepared guidelines for flooding hazards, investigations of these hazards shall conform to the Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology
Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Bowman and Lund, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 2, [https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128](https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128)).

1. Geologic-based flooding hazard maps show the location of known young flood-related geologic materials (deposits) and recommended special study zones. These maps are published by the UGS [but are currently not available](https://doi.org/10.34191/C-128). Once these maps are available, at that time they will be adopted to become part of this ordinance. For areas where maps are not available, Geologic Hazard Study Areas are defined by:

a. Units [list of geologic units specific to your area] on the most recent geologic maps published by the UGS ([https://geology.utah.gov/](https://geology.utah.gov/)). Most maps are available in the UGS Interactive Geologic Map Portal ([https://geology.utah.gov/apps/intgeo-map/](https://geology.utah.gov/apps/intgeo-map/)), but contact the UGS for interim, progress update, and other non-final maps that may be available, but not online.

L. All geologic hazard reports shall meet the submittal and preparation requirements of this ordinance, the Guidelines for Conducting Engineering-Geology Investigations and Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports in Utah (Bowman and Lund, 2020; UGS Circular 128, Chapter 2, [https://doi.org/10.34191/c-c-128](https://doi.org/10.34191/c-c-128)), and the following:

1. A 1:24,000-scale geologic map with references, showing the general surface geology, including landslides, rockfall, alluvial fans, bedrock geology where exposed, bedding attitudes, faults, other geologic structural features, and the location of any other known geologic hazards; and

2. A detailed site geologic map and geologic cross section(s), at a scale equal to or more detailed than 1 inch = 100 feet to illustrate local geologic structure. The site geologic map shall illustrate locations of all subsurface exploratory trenches, test pits, borings, etc., and site-specific geologic mapping performed as part of the geologic hazard investigation, including boundaries and features related to any geologic hazards, topography, and drainage. The site geologic map must show the location and boundaries of the property, geologic hazards, delineation of any recommended setback distances from hazards, and recommended locations for structures. Buildable and non-buildable areas shall be clearly identified; and

3. Trench and test pit logs, when applicable, with standard geologic nomenclature at a scale equal to or more detailed than 1 inch = 5 feet. Field logs shall be kept by the consultant and may be requested by [x] for further review during the project; and

4. Boring logs, when applicable, shall be prepared with standard geologic and engineering nomenclature and format; and

5. Conclusions and recommendations, clearly supported by adequate data included in the report, that summarize the characteristics of the geologic hazards, and that address the potential effects of the geologic conditions and geologic hazards on the proposed development and occupants thereof, particularly in terms of risk and potential damage; and

6. An evaluation of whether mitigation measures are required, including an evaluation of multiple, viable mitigation options that include specific recommendations for avoidance or mitigation of the effects of the hazards, consistent with the purposes set forth in Section 1.1, including design or performance criteria for engineered mitigation measures and all supporting calculations, analyses, modeling or other methods, and assumptions. Final design plans and specifications for engineered mitigation must be signed and stamped by a qualified, Utah-licensed Engineer (specializing in geotechnical or civil) and/or Structural Engineer, as appropriate; and

7. A statement by the Engineering Geologist shall be provided regarding the suitability of the site for the proposed development from a geologic hazard perspective; and

8. All geologic hazard reports shall be signed and stamped by the Utah-licensed professional(s) that prepared the reports in accordance with Utah Code 58-76-603 (Professional Geologists, [https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title58/Chapter76/58-76.html](https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title58/Chapter76/58-76.html)) and 58-22-603 (Professional Engineers, [https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title58/Chapter22/58-22.html](https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title58/Chapter22/58-22.html)).

When a submitted report does not contain adequate data to support its findings, additional or more detailed investigations shall be required by [x] to explain and/or quantify the geologic hazard and/or to describe how mitigation measures recommended in the report are appropriate and adequate.

When a final geologic hazard report indicates that a geologic hazard does not exist within an adopted Geologic Hazard Study Area indicated by a map referenced by this article, [x] will consider the new geologic information in potentially revising the adopted hazard maps to remove the specific area from the adopted Geologic Hazard Study Area. [x] will also forward this information to the Utah Geological Survey for potential update of their hazard maps.
1.10 – Geologic Hazard Investigation Field Review

A field review by [x] is required during subsurface exploration activities (test pits, trenches, drilling, etc.) to allow the [City/County] to evaluate the subsurface conditions, such as the age and type of deposits encountered, the presence or absence of faulting, etc. with the applicant’s geologic consultant. Discussions about questionable features or appropriate setback distances are acceptable, but [x] will not assist with field logging, explaining stratigraphy, or give verbal approval of the proposed development during the field review. Exploratory trenches when excavated, shall be open, safe, and in compliance with applicable federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration, State of Utah, and other excavation safety regulations, have the walls appropriately cleaned, and a field log completed by the time of the review. The applicant must provide [x] with a minimum notice of [2 days] to schedule the field review.

1.11 – Submittal and Certification of Geologic Hazard Reports

A. All applicants for land use approval within a Geologic Hazard Study Area shall prepare and submit a geologic hazard report (may be combined with geotechnical and/or other geologic reports) pursuant to the requirements of this article prior to any consideration for a concept plan; preliminary or final plat; commercial, institutional, or one-, two-, and multi-family dwelling; or any conditional use permit which requires site plan approval. Additionally, the applicant is required to submit the following additional information with the report:

1. A written, stamped certification from a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist that the geologic hazard report has been prepared pursuant to the requirements of this ordinance; and

2. A written, stamped certification from a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist and a Professional Engineer that every proposed development lot, building pad, and parcel does not present an unreasonable or unacceptable risk to the health, safety, and welfare of persons or property, including buildings, storm drains, public streets, culinary water facilities, utilities, or critical facilities, whether off site, on adjacent properties, or on site, because of the presence of geologic hazards or because of modifications to the site due to the proposed land use; and

3. A written, stamped certification from a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist and a Professional Engineer that every proposed development lot, building site, and parcel layout demonstrates that, consistent with regional standards of practice, the identified geologic hazards can be mitigated to a level where the risk to human life and damage to property are reduced to an acceptable and reasonable level in a manner which will not violate applicable federal, state, and local statutes, ordinances, and regulations. Mitigation measures shall consider in their design, the intended aesthetic functions of other governing ordinances of [x]; and

4. A written, stamped certification from a Utah-licensed Professional Geologist and a Professional Engineer along with a mitigation plan, if necessary, that demonstrates that the identified hazards or limitations will be addressed without impacting or adversely affecting off site areas, including adjacent properties. Mitigation measures must be reasonable and practical to implement and shall not require ongoing maintenance by property owners; and

5. Written verification from the issuer of professional errors and omissions liability insurance, in the amount of [$2,000,000.00] each, which covers the Utah-licensed Professional Geologist and Professional Engineer, and which are in effect on the date of preparation and submittal of all required reports and certifications.

B. [x] may set other requirements as are necessary to mitigate any geologic hazards and to ensure that the purposes of this article are met. These requirements may include, but are not limited to:

1. Additional or more detailed investigations and professional certifications to understand or quantify the hazards and/or determine whether mitigation measures recommended in the report are adequate; and

2. Specific mitigation requirements, establishing buildable and non-buildable areas, limitations on slope grading, controls on grading, and/or revegetation; and

3. Prior to receiving a grading, excavation, or building permit, final grading plans, when required, shall be prepared, signed and sealed by the Utah licensed Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer that prepared the geologic hazard and geotechnical report(s) to verify that their recommendations have been appropriately incorporated in the final grading plan and that building locations are approved; and

4. As built grading plans, when required, shall be prepared, signed, and sealed by the Utah licensed Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer that prepared the geologic hazard and geotechnical report(s) to verify that their recommendations have been appropriately incorporated and that building locations are approved, prior to the issuance of a building permit; and

5. Grading plans, when required, shall include, at a minimum, the following:
a. Maps of existing and proposed contours and the source and accuracy of topographic data used; and

b. Present and proposed slopes for each graded area; and

c. Existing and proposed drainage patterns; and

d. Location and depth of all proposed cuts and fills; and

e. Description of the methods to be employed to achieve soil and/or rock stabilization and compaction, as appropriate; and

f. Location and capacities of proposed structures, and drainage and erosion control measures based on maximum runoff for a 100-year storm or greater; and

g. Location of existing buildings, structures, roads, wells, retention and other basins, and on-site sewage disposal systems on or within 100 feet of the site that may be affected by the proposed grading and construction; and

h. A plan for construction monitoring and documentation of testing, field inspection during grading, and reporting to [x]; and

6. Installation of monitoring equipment for surface and subsurface geologic conditions, including determining groundwater levels; and

7. Other requirements, such as time schedules for completion of the mitigation and phasing of development.

C. [x] may also set requirements necessary to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of [x], protect the infrastructure and financial health of [x], and minimize potential adverse effects of geologic hazards to the public health, safety, and property as a condition of approval of any development which requires a geologic hazard report.

D. [x] may require the Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer that prepared the geologic hazard and/or geotechnical report(s) be on site, at the cost of the applicant, during certain phases of construction, particularly during grading phases, the construction of retaining walls in excess of 4 feet in exposed height, and geologic hazard mitigation.

E. [x] shall review any proposed land use that requires preparation of a geologic report under this article to determine the possible risks to the health, safety, and welfare of persons, property, and [City/County] infrastructure from geologic hazards.

1. Prior to consideration of any request for preliminary plat approval or site plan approval, the geologic report, if required, shall be submitted to [x] for review.

2. [x] will complete each review in a reasonable time frame, not to exceed [45 days].

3. All direct costs associated with the review of the geologic report shall be paid by the applicant.

4. [x] shall determine whether the report complies with the following standards:

   a. A suitable geologic hazards report has been prepared by qualified, Utah-licensed professionals; and

   b. The proposed land use does not present an unreasonable risk to the health, safety, and welfare of persons or property, including buildings, storm drains, public streets, culinary and other water facilities, utilities or critical facilities, whether off-site or on-site, or to the aesthetics and natural functions of the landscape, such as slopes, streams or other waterways, drainage, or wildlife habitat, whether off-site or on-site, because of the presence of geologic hazards or because of modifications to the site due to the proposed land use; and

   c. The proposed land use demonstrates that, consistent with the current, regional state of practice, the identified geologic hazards can be mitigated to a level where the risk to human life and damage to property are reduced to an acceptable and reasonable level in a manner which will not violate applicable federal, state, and local statutes, ordinances, and regulations. Mitigation measures should consider in their design, the intended aesthetic functions of other governing ordinances, such as the [x] Sensitive Lands Overlay Zone. The applicant must include with the geologic report, a mitigation plan that defines how the identified hazards or limitations will be addressed without impacting or adversely affecting off-site areas. Mitigation measures must be reasonable and practical to implement, especially if such measures require on-going maintenance by property owners; and

   d. Should a geologic report be found deficient with respect to this ordinance and/or the current, regional state of practice, a letter will be provided to the applicant summarizing the specific deficiencies. If a submitted report is found deficient three times or a report was excessively deficient, [x] will notify the Utah Division of Occupational & Professional Licensing about the licensed professional(s) deficient reports that were submitted to a public entity that were not in compliance with Utah Rules R156-76-502 (Professional
F. For any real property with respect to which development has proceeded on the basis of a geologic hazard and/or geotechnical report which has been accepted by [x], no final inspection shall be completed, Certificate of Occupancy issued, or performance bond released until the Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer who signed, stamped, and approved the report(s), certifies in writing, that the completed development, improvements, and structures conform to the descriptions and requirements contained within the report, and that all the required inspections were made and approved by the Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer that prepared said report(s). If the preparing Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer are unavailable, an Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer, similarly qualified and licensed in Utah, shall provide the certifications.

G. An applicant may appeal any decision made under the provisions of this article only after the land-use authority has issued a final decision and shall set forth the specific grounds or issues upon which the appeal is based. The appeal shall be submitted in writing to [x] in accordance with the appeals provision ordinances of [x] and current State of Utah code.

H. [x] shall retain a copy of each geologic hazard and/or geotechnical report in the [xx project file] that will be available for public inspection and will provide a copy to the UGS for archiving. Currently, the UGS archives these reports in the GeoData Archive System (https://geodata.geology.utah.gov).

1.12 – Disclosure Required When a Geologic Hazard Report is Required

A. Whenever a geologic hazard report is required under this article; the owner of the parcel shall record a notice running with the land on a form provided by [x] prior to the approval of any development or subdivision of such parcel or commencement of construction activity. Disclosure shall include signing a Disclosure and Acknowledgment Form provided by [x], which includes:

1. Notice that the parcel is located within a Geologic Hazard Study Area or as otherwise defined in this article; and
2. Notice that a geologic hazard report was prepared and is available for public inspection in [x] files.
3. Where geologic hazards, related setbacks, and non-buildable areas are delineated in a subdivision, the owner shall also place additional notification on the plat stating the above information, prior to final approval of the plat by [x].

1.13 – Warning and Disclaimer

The Geologic Hazard Study Areas designated herein represent only those potentially geologic hazardous areas known to [x] and should not be construed to include all possible potential hazard areas. The geologic hazard ordinance and the Geologic Hazard Study Areas may be amended as new information becomes available, pursuant to procedures set forth in this ordinance. The provisions of this ordinance do not in any way assure or imply that areas outside the Geologic Hazard Study Areas are free from the possible adverse effects of geologic hazards. This article shall not create any liability on the part of [x], its officers, reviewers, or employees thereof, for any damages from geologic hazards that result from reliance on this ordinance or any administrative requirement or decision lawfully made hereunder.

1.14 – Change of Use

No change in use which results in the conversion of a building or structure from one not used for human occupancy to one that is so used shall be permitted unless the building or structure complies with the provisions of this article.

1.15 – Hold Harmless Agreement

Applicants receiving any permit or approval within a Geologic Hazard Study Area shall be required to sign and record on the property a Hold Harmless Agreement available from [x].

1.16 – Conflicting Regulations

In cases of conflict between the provisions of existing zoning classifications, building codes, the subdivision ordinance, or any other ordinance of [x] and this geologic hazard ordinance, the most restrictive provision shall apply.
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